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Preface

The purpose of this book is to present a systematic eXpositIOn of
nuclear reactor dynamics, suitable as an introduction to the subject for
senior or graduate students of science and engineering. Most of the
material was assemb led for lectures in a graduate course given in the

Department of Nuclear Engineering at the University of Arizona. The
chief prerequisite is an introductory course in nuclear reactor theory.
Primary atten tion is focused on lumped-parameter dynamic equa-

tions (the so-called point-reactor modeJ), though careful attention is
paid to the derivation of this model from neutron diffusion and
transport theory, and an attempt has been made to bring the reader lip
to date in the highly important field of space-dependent effects. The
dynamics of large reactors, pulsed neut ro n techniques, and a brief
introduction to neutron waves are included as examples of spacedependent phenomena.

One unique feature of this book is that it attempts to bridge the gap
between the viewpoint of the reactor physicist and that of the control
engineer ; it is hoped that the student will emerge from this course with
the ability to communicate in the language of either persuasion.
Another unique feature is the discussion of the numerous methods that
have been developed for casting the differential equations of reactor
dynamics in forms suitable for digital computer solution. In addition,
special attention is given to the difficult and important problem of
computing dynamic reactivity coefficients from basic reactor data.
It is assumed that the reader's mathematical background includes
differential equations, La place transforms, and an elementary acquaintance with matrices. More sophisticated concepts and methods are
introduced as needed. Occasionally, as for example in the treatment of
nonlinear stab ility, mathematical theorems are quoted without proo(
IX
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The interested reader is encouraged to make a deeper study of the
literature, tho ugh it is presumed that the maj ority of readers will want
to proceed with the applications.
A wide variety of problems is included. Some of these are designed
merely to fill in details of exposition in the text, others represent
interesting sidelights, while still others are included to suggest explorations of whole topics that are not treated in the text. Interested readers
will invent other problems as they encounter the a uthor's inadequacies
of exposition.
The selection of topics for detailed treatment was difficult. Limitations on the size of the book required decisions that reflect the author's
personal taste and opinions aboul what is important, instructive, and
interesting. It is hoped that the result is a useful review of the fascinating
subject of nuclear reactor dynamics.
I wish to express my appreciation to numerous co lleagues. My
interest in reactor dynamics was originally stimulated by the la te Mark
M ills, from whom I received much guidance and inspira tion. E. Richard
Co hen has been for many years a source of inspirat ion and encouragement, as have Ziya Akcasu, Ray Brittan, Jose Canosa, Jack Chernick ,
Elias Gyftopoulos, Allan Henry, G. Robert Keepin, Charles Kelber,
Gerald Lellouche, Dan Meneley, Mort Moore, a nd Louis Shotkin. I
am pa rt icularly grateful to Richard Brehm, Robert Seale, and Lynn
Weaver for ma ny helpful discussions.
Students of mine have made many va luable contributions; I
especially acknowledge Edward Fuller, Peter Meenan, Theodore
Schmidt, Phillip Allen Secker, and John Szeligowski. I am very grateful
to Mrs. Ruth Farmakes of the American Nuclear Society for permission
to reproduce many figures from the Society's publ ications Nuclear
Science and Ellgineering and Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society. I am also ve ry grateful to Mr. Joseph G. Gratton of the United
States Atomic Energy Commission for permission to reproduce much
material from U.S.A.E.C. documents. Portio ns of the research performed by the a uthor a nd his students were supported by the United
States Atomic Energy Commission, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and the Engi neering Experiment Station of the
University of Arizona.
The manuscript was sk illfully and patiently typed by my wife. The
figures were prepared by the expert hand of Mr. Leland 1. Harbers of
the University of Arizona.
Finall y, I want to express my deep appreciation to my wife, Margaret,
and my daughters, Carol, Nancy, and Amy, who truly provided the
greatest inspiration of alI.

1 Elementary Derivation of the
Dynamic Equations

N uclear fission reac to rs are described, in the first approximation. by the

same basic dynamic principles, whether they are thermal reactors or
fast reactors, and whether the nuclear fuel is U 2 3 5 , PU 239 , or U 2 3 3 . The
essential phenomenon is of course neutron-induced fission of these

isotopes, with the accompanying release of other neutrons (usually two
or three per fission event), thus making a self-sustaining neutron chain
reaction possible.
In this approximation, the most importa nt difference between fast
and thermal reacto rs is the time scale for neutron reproduction. The
major difference among the various fuels is that with each fuel a different
frac tion of neutrons is delayed (not produced immediately in fission).
\-1. Basic Concepts

The basic concepts of reactor dynamics, common to all types of fission
reac tors, arc reactivity, neutron generation time, and delayed neu trons.

Reacti vity is the relative departure of the neutron reproduction
factor k from unity. When properly defined, it is an integral property of
the entire reactor. Measured values are usually deduced from observation of dynamic behavior, although static measurements of the repro-

duction factor are possible. The lumped -parame ter (point-reactor)
model is satisfactory on ly when k is very near to unity (when the reactor
is not very far from "critical"), which fortunately in cludes a wide
variety of impo rta nt pract ical cases.

The reacti vi ty depends on the size of the reactor, the relative amou nts
and densities of va ri o us materials, and the neutron cross-secti ons for
scattering, absorption, and fission. Since all of these are affected by

temperature, pressure, and other effects of fi ssion (arising/ primarily
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from the dissipation of kinetic energy of the fissi on fragments), the
reactivity depends on the power history of the reactor. The computation
of this reactivity "feedback" is one of the central problems of reactor
dynamics. Further, since the dynamic equations contain the product of
reactivity and instantaneous power, the equations are generally
nonlinear.
The neutron generation time is the mean time for neutron reproduction in a multiplying assembly. It also is an integral property of the
entire reactor. It may be as short as 10 - 8 sec for a fast reacto r, in which
fi ssions are produced by fast neutrons, or as long as 10 - 3 sec for a
thermal reactor, in which neutrons slow down considerably and subsequently diffuse at " thermal " energies before causing fission. The
generation time depends primarily on the num ber of scattering collisions
that a typical neutron undergoes before it escapes from the reactor
(leakage) or disappea rs in a nuclear reaction (absorption).
Delayed neutrons, although representing less than one percent of the
neutron production in fi ssion, are extremely important in determining
the time scales in reactor dynamics. These neutrons are released in
certain nuclear transitions that occur in a few types of highly excited
fission fragments, and the relevant processes have half-lives of the order
of a few seconds.
When the reproduction factor is sufficiently large that the neutron
chain reaction would be self-sustaining with only the prompt neutrons
(neutrons released immediately in fission), the neutron generation time
is dominant in determining the time scale. When the reactor is not too
far above critical, in the regime where prompt neutrons alone would
be insufficient to sustain a chain reaction , the relatively large delay
times of the delayed neutrons are dominant, even though the delayedneutron fraction is small. If all neutrons were prompt, it would be
extremely difficult to control a reactor by conventi onal mechanical
means such as movement of fuel , neutron absorbers, or neutron reflecto rs because of the high frequency response required to compensate
for the short neutron generation time. Control of a fa st reactor would
indeed be impossible .
Problems in reactor dynamics may be rough ly classified according to
time scale:
I. Fast transients (microsec- see)
a. Nuclear explosives

b. Pulsed reactors
c. Reactor accidents
2. Short-term operating transients (min- hrs)
a. Reactor startup

-
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b. P ower level - react ivity effects
c. Fluctuations o f power demand

d. Fission-product poisons
3. Long-term operating transients (days- months)
a. Fuel burn up
b. Buildup of heavy isotopes
c. Breeding and con version
d. Effects of radia tion on materials
This book is concerned with the first two of these time regimes.
The remainder of chapter 1 is concerned with (I) an elementary
derivation of the dynamic equations from time-dependent diffusion
theory, (2) an interpretation of the dynamic equations in terms of a
simplified neutron cycle, and (3) a discussion of delayed neutrons.
Neut ron transport and multigroup theory are deferred until later, where
they serve to introd uce the discussions of space-dependent effects and
the limitations of the point-reactor model. Before proceeding, the
adva nced reader may wish to study the derivation of the dynamic
equations from transport theory in chapter 8. Other readers who are
willing to accept the dynamic equations as postulated may proceed
directly to chapter 2.
for further background, thc reader is referred to texts in reactor

theory' (Bell a nd Glasstone 1970; Galanin 1960 ; Glasstone a nd
Edlund 1952; Isbin 1963; Kramerov and Shevelev 1964 ; Lamarsh
1966; Meghreblian and Holmes 1960 ; Weinberg and Wigner 1958) ;
reactor dynamics (Akcasu, Lellouche, and Shotkin, forthcoming ;
Ash 1965; Keepin 1965; Smets 1962; Stacey 1969a; Weaver 1968);
linearized reactor systems and control (Ha rrer 1963; Hitchcock 1960;
Schultz 1961 ; Weaver 1963); reactor noise analysis (Pacilio 1969;
Thie 1963); and neutron transport theory (Case and Zweifel 1967;
Davison 1957; Osborn and Yip 1967; Tait 1964). Several importan t
handbooks may also be cited (Argonne National Laboratory 1963a;
Etherington 1958; Radk owsky 1964 ; Soodak 1962; Thompson a nd
8eckerley 1964), as well as books on mathematical methods (Clark and
Hanse n 1964 ; Greenspan, Kelber, and Okrentl968; Wachspress 1966a).

I -2. Dynamic Equations
The time-dependent diffusion of neutrons in a reactor may be described
by

aN
of

~

,

DvV-N - L ovN

+ s,

(I-I )

I. Citations refer to the bibliography at the end of the book. where the authors' munes are
arranged alphabetically with each author's works listed chronologically. I
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where

N(r, t) dV = number of neutrons in a volume
element dV at a point r at time l;
DvV'N dV = number of neutrons diffusing into
dV per unit time at time t;
L"vN dV = number of neutrons absorbed in
dV per unit time at time t;
S(r, t) dV = number of neutrons produced in
dV per unit time at time t,
The coetlicients D, D, a nd L" are respectively the diffusion constant, the
neutron speed, and the macroscopic neutron absorption cross-section
(absorption probability per unit path length).
An important ass umption in this theory is that the neutron current
density is given by Fick's law, j = -DvVN. It is further assumed that
a ll the coetlicients are independent of position, and that their numerical
values represent suitable averages over the neutron velocity distribution.
Eq. (I-I) may be taken as a first' approximation for the dynamic
behavior of many types of reactors. Often N represents only the
neutro ns in the energy ra nge where most of the fissions occur (for
example, thermal neutrons in a thermal reactor), and the so urce term S
includes the neutrons slowing down from higher energies. A simple
example results if al1 processes are considered as occurring at one
neutron energy, with neutrons of all speeds counted ill the density N.
In this approximation, the production of neutrons in a steady sta te is
written as k(X)L.(,vN, where koo is the number of neutrons produced per
neutron absorbed (often called the infinite-medium reproduction
factor). In the time-dependent case, prompt and delayed neutrons must
be treated separately. If Pis the delayed-neutron fraction, the promptneutron contribution to the source is (1 - P)i<ooL"vN. Delayed neutrons
are produced by radioac tive decay of certain fi ssion fragments (delayedneutron precursors); let 2; be the decay constant and C;(r , t) the density
of the ith type of precursor so that the contributi on to the neutron
source is the sum !:)iCj" Including sources of neutrons extraneous to
the fission process as a term So(r, t ),
(1-2)

and the diffusion equation becomes

a;:

=

DvV'N - L"vN

+ (I

- {J)k ooL"vN

+ L).;C; + So. (1-3)

P; be the delayed-neutron fraction for the ith emitter such that
P = L.;P; and assume that the fi ssion fragm ents do not migrate appreLet
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ciable distances. (This is invalid for a circulating-fuel re"ctor.) Then

iJC·

-:;-' =
01

(I -4)

[Jik oo2:.,vN - AiCi·

Eqs. (I -3) and (1-4) constitute an approximate system of dynamic
equations, with the understanding that any or all of the coefficients may
be time dependent because of changes in the reactor arising from
external causes or from internal effects of power transients.

In this approximate treatment, it is next assumed that N and Ci are
separable in space and time. It will later become clear that this is
equivalent to rejecting all but the lowest mode in an eigenfunction
expansion, a procedure that is valid only if the reactor is very near the
critical state and if there are no large localized perturbations. For now,
assume that

(I -5)

Ci(r, r) = gi(r)ci(t).

N(r, t) = f( r)n(I);
Eg. (1-4) becomes

dC i

-, =
(I

fer)
[Jikoo2:.,V -(-) n(r) - Aici(r).

(I -6)

gj r

Note that f lgi is independent of time. Further, if eq. (I -6) is to be
independent of position, it is necessary to ass ume the same shape for the
functionsfand gi. (An alternative procedure is to integrate eqs. (1 -3)
and (I -4) over the reactor vol ume, but this introduces additional considerations beyond the scope of this chapter.)
It will be convenient to assume f lgi = I, and rewrite eq . (1-6) as

dc·
dt' =

fJik ru L.'IVIl -

(I -7)

}' jCj.

Substituting eg. (1-5) into eq. (1-3) yields

!Ill
dr

=

'\I'f
Dv f /1(1) - L"vn(r)

+ (I - [J)k oo L,V/l(t)

+

gi ,
2:.')'i f Ci(l)

So

+ y.

(1-8)

Here, in addition to setting gi = f, the removal of space dependence
requires that '\I'flf and Solfbe independent of position. The former is
equivalent to assuming thatf(r ) satisfies a Helmholtz eq uation

'\I' f

+

B'f= 0

where B' is the so-called fundamental-mode buckling. The requirement
that Solf be space independent is a peculiarity of this method of

/
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derivation, as will be seen in chapter 8. Assuming for now that So has
the same spatial dependence asf, let q(t) = So(r, t)/f(r).
Two further symbols may be introduced, the absorption lifetime too
and the diffusion length L.

The characteristic time (00 may also be called the infinite-medium
neutron lifetime, and L2 may be interpreted as a "diffusion area" or
" migration area." Eq. (1-8) may now be rewritten as
dn _ (I - f3)k oo

dt -

-

t co

(I

+

L' B')
11

+

,
Li/' jC j

+

q.

(1-9)

At this point the effective reproduction factor k and the neutron
lifetime t o are introduced:

k=

ka;;
.
1 + L'B"

The symbols kerr and t* are often encountered in the older literature;
more recent practice is to abandon them as too cumbersome. Eq. (1-9)
is rewri t ten as
rill
-, =

k - I - 13k
t

([

11

'0

+

L).;C;

+

q.

(1-10)

In this notation eq. (J -7) becomes

dc; = (l;k

to

dt

II _

,1 .cr

(1-1 I)

j'

Eqs. (1-10) and (I-II) represent the point-reactor model in terms of the
neutron lifetime t o' Note the term -lilt 0 in eq. (1-10); it represen ts the
decay rate of the neutron density in the absence of a ll sources, whence
the name "neutron lifetime",
An alternative formulation in terms of the " neutron generation time"
may be constructed; this terminology is suggested by the production
term kll/( 0 in eq. (1-10). Defining the generation time by t = t o/k and
the reacti vity by'

p=k k

(1-12)

eqs. (1-10) and (1-11) become
till

dt

p =

(

13
II

+

,
L;A,C;

+

q

(1-13)

2. The symbol kn for k - I ("excess k") is not lIsed in this book, nor is the redundant
terminology "excess react ivity." The symbol bk (ror either k ~ I or p) is also avoided.
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Pi 11

(1-14)
- J.iCjo
dt
t
This is the formulation of the point-reactor model used in this book.
-

= -

A distinction is some times made between these two alternati ve
formulat ions of the point-reactor model on the grounds th at sometimes
t o varies more than t, or vice versa, depending on the physical mecha-

nisms causing reacti vity changes. Actually, the only parameter having
sensitive time dependence in this model is k - I, or p. N eglecting time
dependence in all other coefficients, including k in eq. (1-11 ), can hardly
introduce errors greater than those incurred by employing the model in
the first place ; for example, significant va riations Ul lifetime would iJnply
large departures from criticality that wo uld invalidate the model.
Consistency therefore suggests setting k = 1 in eqs. (1-10) and (1-11),
except of course in the small difference k - I, and the result is essentially eqs. (1- 13) and (1-14). Moreover, as will become clear later, the
physically significant parameters of this model are the time consta nts
t /p,t/P" and I j)." together with the ratio piP(the reactivity in "dollars");
this furt her suggests that" need n ot be retained as an explicit parameter.
For furth er discussio ns of neutron lifet ime and generation time, the
reader is referred to the li terature (Keepin 1965; Lewins 1960a).

Note that n(t) may have any units, as long as the units ofn and care
the same, a nd provided that q (properly normali zed) has the units of
dn/dr . Since the neutron density is ass umed to have a fix ed spatia l
distribution, n may be regarded as any integral or volume-averaged
property that is proportional to the instantaneous neutron density at
some point in the reactor, such as total number of neutrons, fi ssion rate,

power, or average power density. In much that follows, the terms power
and neutron density are used interchangeably. H owever, as we shall see
in chapter 8, this highly simplified view can be misleading.
Details of structure in a heterogeneous reactor, Ul which fuel and
moderator are fully or partially separated, are quite outside the scope
of the point-reactor model. Of co urse, such details affect the computation of parameters used in the model, but these parameters are necessarily integral properties of the entire reactor.
Neutron energy effects, which can be ex tremely complicated, are also
outside the scope of this model. Some corrections are possible. For
example, if N in eq. (1-1) is regarded as the dens ity ofthelmal neutrons
in a thermal reactor, then each term in eq. (1 -2) can be multiplied by
correct ion factors to account for leakage and absorption above therma l
energies. These facto rs may be computed from Fermi age theory,

two-energy-group theory, or more complex theories (Glasstone and
Edlund 1952; Lamarsh 1966 ;.Weinberg and Wigner 1958). 9rdinarily,
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each term in eq. (1-2) requires different correction facto rs because
prompt neutrons, delayed neutrons, and extraneous-so urce neu trons
are produced at different energies.
Since delayed neutrons are born at lower energies than prompt
neutrons, they are on the average subjected to less epithermal leakage
and capture. This is recognized by using effective delayed-n eutron
fractions, often written as l'P; and l'P, where y can be as la rge as 1.3 for
a small water-moderated thermal reactor (deHoffman 1944). A detailed
discussio n is presented by K eepin (1965), with emphas is on fast assemblies; notab le is the unreffected P U 239 assembly where)' < I because of
a dip in the fission cross-section near 0.5 Mev.
Further refi nement recogni zes that each delayed-neutron emitter has
a different neutron-emission spectrum, requiring a different correction
factor for each /I;. In the point-reactor model as used here, the symbol /I
is to be interpreted as the effective fraction, different for each reactor,
and the ratios Pi Pare assumed fixed for each nuclear fuel.
The neutron energy spectrum in a reactor may shift during a transient,
and thi s would be reflected as va ria ti ons in parameters computed as
spectrum-weighted averages. Actually, the spectral shift is but one
component in a complex interrelation involving changes in dens ity,
temperature, etc., a ll of which are o f primary importance in co mputing
reacti vity, but the effect on the o ther pa rameters of the point-reactor
model is generally neglected.
The presence of a mixture of several types of fuel, each having its own
delayed-neutron emission characteristics, introduces complications
that will be mentio ned only in passing, except to note that fast-neutron
fission in U 238 yields some additio na l delayed neutrons in any uraniumfueled reactor. This effect, which depends on the neutron spectrum and
the degree of uranium enrichment, is small and will not be considered
further here. A simila r effect, which depends on the fuel-cycle history of
a uranium reactor, arises from fi ssion of PU 23 9 that is produced by
radiative neu tron capture in U 23 8 ,
The chief limitation of the po int-reactor model is its inability to
describe spatially dependent dynamic effects. These effects are often
described as changes in the spatia l distribution (flux tilting) during
tran sients. They can be regarded as arising from time lags i.n pro pagating
th e effects of loca li zed perturbations, and it is not surprising tha t these
effects are o ften hi ghly importa nt in large reactors. Even in small
reactors, the po int-reactor model is inadequate for large departures
from criticality. Further discussion of these problems is postponed until
late r.
Finally, it must be mentioned that neu tron diffusion and nuclear
fission are discrete processes, ultimate ly req uiring statistical treatment.

Simplified Nelltroll Cycle
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The point-reactor model, diffusion theory, and transport theo ry, which
deal with continuo us distributions, arc approximate descriptions orthe
underl ying stochastic processes. This is dramatically illustrated in
experimental measurements of dynamic parameters llsing intrinsic
"reactor noise" (Thie 1963), and by observed fluct uations in the time of
occurrence of neutron bursts in pulsed fa st assemblies (Keepin 1965).
The point-reactor model may be derived from a simple stochastic
description (Soodak 1961). There has been much recent study of the
theore tical fundamentals ; ho\\,cver, these phenomena are not treated in

this book. (References a re cited at the end of chapter 6.)

1-3. Simplified Neutron Cycle
In this section the point-reactor model is interpreted in terms of a
simplified dynamic neutron cycle, shown in fig. I-I. The symbols used
are those of the previous section. Some material is repea ted so that this
sect ion could stand alone as an alternative derivation of the dynamic
equations, provided the reader is willing to accept the concept of the
neutron lifetime without a definition in terms of neutron diffusion
pa ra meters.
NEUTRON

NON-FISSION

LEAKAGE

ABSORPTION

NEUTRON DIFFUSION

LOSS RATE. n/Po

q
NEUTRON
SOURCE

~ICI

rr
I

FISSION
(I

/3) kn/.to

PRODUCTION RATE ' knl.io

I

.Blkn /.io

d

DELAYED-NEUTRON PRECURSORS
("LATENT NEUTRONS")

Fig. I-I . Simplified neutro n cycle.

Let n(/) be the number of neutrons in the system at time t, a nd let to
be a cha racteristic time (the neutron lifetime) such tha t the total loss
rate is n/t o. Define k as the "total " number of neutrons, whether prompt
or latent (delayed-neutron precursors), produced per neut ron lost.
The corresponding production rate is then kni t o.
Prompt neutrons are "back in circulation" immediately, and latent
neutrons are "in the bank" for various mean times IIAi' The ith species
of delayed-neu tron precursor (delayed-neu tron fraction fl,) is produced
at a rate {J,kn/to' The prompt-neutron prod uction rate is ( I - {J)I"'!fo,
where fl = "£ ,{l,. If c, is the number of precursors of the ith type, the
!
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delayed-neutron pro duction rate is LiA/Ci. Then, ir q is the number of
neutrons per second produced by extraneolls sources, the balance
equation is

dll
-dt

=

n

(1 - {I)k -

+

L Xc·

t I l l

+q-

o

n
-t '
0

which may be rearranged as

dl1
-I
,I

=

k - I - {I/(
11

fo

+ L )jC j +

q.

This is eq. (1-10) of the previous seclioll.
The balance equatioll for delayed-neutron emillers is eq. (I-llj :
dC i

dl

=

Pi k
f o 11 -

)·iCi·

The definition s of neutron generation time,
p = (/( - l )/k, yield eqs. (1-13) and (1-14) :

dl1

-tit =

p - [J

t

1/

t = t o//(,

and reactivity,

+ Ll ·c· + 'I
I

•

I

and

1-4. Delayed Neutrons
Six distinct groups of delayed-neutron emitters are generally recognized
in reactor dynamics studies. There are grounds, both experimental anrl
theoretical, for recognizing the presence of others, but existing neutronirradiation data arc satisfactorily interpreted by assuming six decay
constants (Keepin 1965). It was indeed observed that "six exponential
periods were found necessary and sufficient for optimum least-squares
fit to the data" (Keepin, Wimett, and Zeigler 1957).
Significant variation was observed among the sets of six hair-lives and
abundances obtained for different isotopes and incident neutron
energies; it is therefore recommended that separate data be used for
each fi ssile species and each neutron spectrum. Thermal-fission data are
summarized in table I-I , and fast-fission data are in table 1-2.
Limits of error are not reproduced here.· The uncertainties in halflives (Keepin 1965) range from approximately 2 percent for the longer
half-lives to roughly 10 percent for the shorter ones. In a few cases the
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uncertainties for the two shortest half-lives approach 20 percent, but for
the four longest-lived grou ps the half-life is generally known within a
few percentage point s. For the total delayed-neutron yield, the res ult
0.0158+0.0005 neutro ns per fission for thermal fission in U 2 35 is
typica l.
Table I- I. Delayed Neutron s from Thermal Fission

Fuel

Isotopic
Purity
( /.,)

G roup

No.
(i)

Decay
Constant
("I.; . sec - ' )

I

55.71

0.0 124

2
3
4
5
6

22.72

0.610

0.0305
0. 111
0.30 1
1.14

0.230

3.01

99.9

U!J S

Half
life
(r1 12' sec )

6.22
2.30

To tal

99.8

pu ! 19

2
3
4
5
6

54.2 8
23.04

5.60
2.13

0.0 128

0.030 1
0. 124

0.61 8

0.325
1.12

0.257

2.69

Total

100

U!l3

I

2

J
4
5
6

55.00
20.5 7
5.00
2. 13
0.61 5
0.277

Relative
Yield

lfi.lPJ
0.033
0.2 19
0. 196
0.395
0. 11 5
0.042
1.000

0.00052
0.00346
0.003 10
0.OO 62~

0.001 82

0.00066
O.ot58

0.Q35
0.298
0. 211
0.326
0.086
0.044
1.000

0.0 126
0.0337
0.139

0.086
0.299

0.325
1.1 3
2. 50

0.278

To tal

Yield
(Ncutrons per
Fission)

0.00021
0.00182
0.00 129

'"

0.001 99

0.00052
0.00027
0.0061

0.051

0.00057
0.001 97
0.00166
0.00184
0.00034

0.034
1.000

0.0066

0.252

0.00022

Physics of Nuclear Kinetics, by G. R. Keepin (Reading. Mass.: Addi sonWesley Publishing Co., \965). © [965 by Addison-Wesley Publish ing Co.

SOURCE:

Table 1-2. Dela yed Neu tro ns from Fast Fissio n

Fuel

U lJ5

Isotopic
Purity
( 'Y" )

Group

No.
(i)

99.9
2
3
4
5
6

D ecay
Halflife
Constant
(ri l l, sec - I) (;./, sec- I)
54.51
21.84

6.00

0.0127

0.03 17

2.23

0.115
OJ II

0.496
0.179

1.40
3.87

Total
PU

2J9

99.8
2
3

53.75
22.29
5. 19

0.0 129
0.03 11
0. 134

Relat ive
Yield

(/I;/{I)
0.Q38
0.2 13
0.188
0.407
0.128
0.026
1.000

Yield
(Ncutrons per
Fission)

0.00063
0.00351
0.003 10
0.00672
0.00211

0.00043
0.0165

0.038
0.280
0.2 16

0.00024
0.00176
0.001 36

I
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Tabk I-l- Colltil lllcd

F uel

Isotopic
P urity
( D~ ,)

D ecay
Consta nt
/'j, sec

Rela tive
Yield

(fiJli)

Yield
(Neut rons pCI'
Fi ssion}

2.09
0.549
0. 21 6

0.33 1
1.26
3.1 1

0.328
0. 103
0.035
1.000

0.00207
0.00065
0.00012
0.0063

55. 11
20.74
5.30
2.29
0.546
0.22 1

0.0 116
0.03 34
0. 131
0.302
1.27
3.13

0.086
0.174
0.217
0.317
0.073
0.023
1.000

0.00060
0.00 192
0.00 159
0.00222
0.00051
0.00016
0.0070

G roup
No.
(i)

Half·
lire
(r 1f2 ' sec)

4
5
6

r-

-')

To tal

U 2 •lJ

100
2
3
4
5
6
Tala!

Ph),sics of Nuclear Kinetics, by G. R. Keepin (Read ing, Mass.: AddisonWesley Publish ing Co .. 1965). ,f"' 1965 by Add iso n-Wesley P ubiish illf Co.

SOURCE:

Table 1-3. Delayed -neut ron Fract ions and Weigh led Mean Decay Const. IllS
EITcc tive
Neutron
Energy
Th erma l

Fue l

U

lJ5

PU

239

U 2 33
1.45 Mev

U H5

US

PU 2 3 'J
233

1.45

U

Yie ld
(De layed
Neutrons
per
Fission)

,.
(Neutrons
pee
Fissio n)

!.

~
(Dc layedneutron
Fraction )

.,

C~ I ,IT
'
;.; ~ I/V,
(sec- I )

(sec - I)

0.015 8
0.0061
0.0066

2.432
2.874
2.482

0.00650
0.OOl12
0.00266

0.0767
O.064S
0.0543

0.405
0.356
0.2 79

0.0 165
0.0063
0.0070

2.57
3.09
2.62

0.00642
0.00204
0.00267

0.0784
0.0683
0.0559

0.435
0.389
0.300

T able 1-3 incl ud es the neutron number v (mean nu mber of neutrons
per fission) and the va lues of the dela yed-neutro n fracti on fi deri ved by
d ivid ing v int o the to tal yields from tab les 1-1 a nd 1·2. Values of v were
obtained from emp irical correlat ions for v as a functi on of neutron
energy, using compu ted effective neutron energies for Los Alamos
fast-fission data (Keepin 1965). Note tha t the res ulting delayed-n eutron
fraction for thermal fi ssion in U 2J5 , 0.00650, is significantly smaller than
the earlier accepted va lue of 0.00755 (Hughes et a l. 1948). The lower
value is consistent with va rio us measurements of eRecti ve delayedneutron fractio ns, as corrected by computed effectiveness factors
(Keepin 1965). Note also that fi is no t greatly dependent on incident
neutron energy ; both v and the absolu te yield increase wi th energy in
approximately the same manner.
Also included in tab le 1-3 are composite decay constants for delayedneutron emission, obta ined by two different weight ing schemes. The
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number I f). = (1 /Pl'E.;({JJ).;) is the abundance-weighted mean decay
time, and i ' = (1/Pl'E.JJ;A; is the abundance-weighted mean decay
constant. It is shown in chapter 2 that A and X are the effective decay
cons tants for two of the possible representations of de layed neutrons as
a singl e group, A being appropriate for very slowly varying ne utron
densities and;: being suitable during very rapid changes. Note tbat A
and A' are independent of the absolute yields; they are determined
directly from the J.; and the relative yields {J;/{J in tables I-I and 1-2.
The individual Ii; are not included in the tab les. They may be calculated by multiplying the appropriate set of relative yie lds by the
corresponding va lue of {3, but they have minor significance. As pointed
out in sec. 1-2, the important dynamic parameters a re t l{J, t l{J;, A;, and
pl f!. Given tl{J from a dynamic measurement, eg. (1-14) is completely
specified by some J.; and its corresponding ra tio {J;/{!. Furrher, as mentioned in sec. 1-2, the effective value of {J is different for different reac tor
types using the same fuel because of the different epithermal leakage
an d capture pro ba bilities for prompt and delayed neutrons, whi le the
add itional refin ement of slightly different effectiveness for each del ayedneutron group is a much smaller effect that is generally ignored.
Delayed neutron em itters are fission fragments tha t a re highly
unstable because of excess neutrons. The llsual mooe of decay in such
cases is beta emiss ion, often in chains of fOllr or fi ve sliccessive event s.
Occasionally, a branch is followed that leads to an unusua lly highly
exci ted nucleus ; the result is the immediate ejection of a neutron.
leaving a stable nuclide. An example is Br 87 , shown in fig. 1-2, which
probably accounts for the delayed-neu tron group i = I.
Note that the lifetime for neutron emission is controlled by the betadecay half-life of the parent nuclide. Note also that only a fraction of the

n

Rb~ ~-:~!7-:-.::c:-;
Srl7" (stobIe)

KrU (stobIe)

Fig. 1-2. Origin of delayed neut rons from Ur 8 7 (Weinberg and Wigncr 1958 ).

/
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Br 8 7 formed in fi ssion leads h.. a delayed ncutron ; when count ing precursors or "latent neutrons" as in sec. 1-3, one includes only that
fraction of the Br 87 which decays to K r 87*.
Similarly, the group i = 2 is probably due (at least in part) to the
fi ssion fragment 1 ' 37 , as depicted in fig. 1-3. O ther grou ps a re not easily
identifiable, because each of the "six grou ps" is probably the combined
result o f two or more neutron emitters with half-Ji ves too close together
to permit resolution in neutron-irradiation experiments. In fact, seven
neutron-emitting halogens have been identified radiochemically, with
half-lives ranging from 1.6 to 54.5 sec, while some theoretical considerations suggest the possibility of more than fifty emitters (Keepin 1965).

"
8 0 137 (stable)
Xe'" {stable}

F ig. 1-3. O rigi n of dc[.tycd neutrons from 11 3 1 (Weinberg and Wign er 1958).

On the other hand, many of the important phenomena of reactor
dynamics are well described by combin ing all the emitters in to one
effecti ve group, or, at most, two or three effective groups, and the
question of the exact number of neutron-emitting nuclides becomes
rather academic.
Special situations req uire refinements, depending on reactor type and
degree of rigor desired. The circulating-fuel reac tor is a notab le example,
because a significant number of delayed neutrons may be emitted while
the fuel is in an external loop (Ergen 1954; Ke epin 1965; MacPhee 1958).
T he problem ' can be further complicated by continuous fi ssionproduct extraction, which causes further depletion of the longer-lived
emitters. Loss of emitters by high-temperature diffusion may a lso be
important, as in a nuclear rocket engine. All these effects resu lt in a
decrease in the effective delayed-neutron yield, leadin g to more
stringent control requi rements.
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The presence of more than one fissile isotope can be described
approximately by using a weighted-average set of delayed-neutron
yields. Also, the buildup of heavier fissile isotopes in long-lived cores will

cause a slight shift in effective yields. Finally, in reactors containing
beryllium or heavy water, photoneutrons are produced outside the fuel
by both prompt and delayed gamma rays ; some of this photoproduction
is due to very long-lived fission-product decays, resulting in significant
neutron background after reactor shutdown even though the change in
the total effective yield is very small (Bernstein et al. 1947, 1956;
Keepin 1965).
It is often difficult to predict the importance of these special effects.
In many cases, the point-reactor model will be adequate if suitably
corrected parameters are used. In other cases, the special phenomena
must be ca refully a nalyzed and properly related to the nuclear dynamics.
In all cases, cautious judgment is indicated, lest the analyst be led astray
by an injudicious application of the point-reactor model.

Problems
I-\.

Estimate the neutron lifetime in infinite graphite. Use
3
(J" = 5 x 10 - 3 barn, density = 1.6 gm/cm , atomic weight = 12,
Avogadro's number = 6 x 10", and a characteristic thermalnel~tron speed of 2,200 mps.
1-2. T5t '1rrse one atom of U 235 in graphite for every 10,000 carbon
atoms. Use (J" = 650 barns (fission included). Calcu late the
infinite-medium lifetime for thermal neutrons.
Estimate the infinite-medium lifetime for 0.25-Me ~f.\~ptr_o.!2011
U 2 J5 . Use (J" = 1.6 barns and a den~ity of 19 gm/cm· . Qhtain the
speed from the fact that 2,200 mps t'ol7esQQilds to 0.025 ev.
1-4. A';,;ulire
that the result of prob{) .,' ~.I t.:-,3. (!"~
maY
be. .applied to neutrons
.
~
havmg the energy spectrum found ill a cnucal sphere of U 235 •
If the measured neutron lifetime for the sphere is 6 x 10- 9 sec,
caiculate the fract ion of neutrons that leak out.
1-5. A free neutron decays to a proton and a beta particle with a halflife of 11 min. What effect does this have in a reactor? What
etrect would it ha ve if the half-life were 0.01 sec?
1-3.

I

2 Constant Reactivity and
Reactivity Steps

In this chapter the solu tions of the point-reactor equations for constant
react ivity are explored. These include the response of the reactor to
so.ca llcd step in puts of reactivi ty, step changes in neutron-source
strength, and neutron bursts represented as im pulse (delta-function)
sources.

The use of step functions or impulse functions to simulate real
perturbations or sources is particularly fruitful in reactor dynamics
because of the presence of one time constant that is frequently much
shorter than a ll the other time constants of the system. The result is that
in many problems the spurious part of the response that arises from

such simulation dies out quickly_ For example, the response to a change
in control-rod position may often be closely simulated by the response
to a step input of reactivity within a very short time after the new
reactivity level is achieved.
A more important reason for studying the constant-reactivity solutions is their simplicity. They are linear combinations of exponential
functions whose properties are easily understood, and they serve as a
useful departure point for the study of more complex problems. Of
course, stich sol utions become meaningless once the reactor power and
tempera ture are high enough to produce reactivity feedback (reactivity
changes caused by changes in the material densities and the neutron
spectrum) ; this topic is trea ted in chapter 5.
2-1. Equilibrium and Criticality

-

Eqs. (1-13) and (1-14), the point-reactor equations, are repeated here:

d"

-, =
It

p - {J

t•

,,+

E)·i e ,

+q
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(2-1)
I

J8

(Ol/SUII/t Reactivity (lfld Reaclivily Steps

and
dC i
fli
= dt
I'

-

11 -

,

(2-2)

/,·c ·

r 11

where, as before,
II

=

cj =

neutron density (or power, etc.);

pr~lr?or

density ("latent-neutron" density or latent
power, etc. ; same units as II);

t = time;

reactivity (k - l )/k, the fractional change
reproduction factor ;

p

=

fI
t

delayed-neutron fraction (Lifli);
= neutron generation time ;

III

neutron

=

decay constant for precursor decay;
q = effective source strength (same units as dn/llt).

}.i =

The summation in eq. (2-1) extends from i = I to Ill, where III is the
number of delayed-neutron groups; the III will be omitted unless needed
for clarity. The parameters {ii' ii' and ( are .ilS5.uwed constant. The
point-reactor model thus consists of III + 1 coupled first -order differential equations, together with the specification of the functions p(t) and
q(t). [n general, p is a functional of II, and the system is nonlinear (see
chapter 5); in the absence of reactivity feedback, p{t) is an explicit
function of time and the system is linear.
Consider first the equilibrium state of the system (steady state)
defined by the vanishing of all time derivatives. Summing eqs. (2-2) over
; and adding to eq. (2-1) yields

d

-I, t

(II

+ LiC,)

=

p

-I'. II

+ q.

(2-3)

Equilibrium implies
1''1

(2-4)

p = - - .
II

This could be satisfied in the presence ofa time-dependent source, with
constant II = "0, if p(t) and q(t) were precisely proportional; complete
equilibrium requires, however, that q and P be constants qo and Po- In
this case

Po

(2-5)

=
110

and the reactor is said

to

be in subcritical equilibrium (Po < 0, k < I).

The "shutdown power level" is then

t'qo
Po

=-

110

=

t'qo
IPol·

(2-6)

Note that the equilibrium precursor dens ity, by eg. (2-2), is
C;o

fJ ill 0
= kt'·
,

(2-7)

Criticality, defined as k = 1 (p = 0) is, strictly speak ing, a nonequi librium situation ; in the presence of a source the critical reactor is
divergent, as shown by eg. (2-3). A neutron source, inserted prior to
reactor startup to provide adeg uate detector readings, ma y be withdrawn as criticaTity is approached; nevertheless, neu trons from
spontaneous fission and cosmic rays will always represent sources.
In consequence, an o perat ing rcacto r at steady power is always sligh tly
subcritica l, though the reactivity as expressed in eg. (2-5) is usua lly
undetectably small. This will be the case when 1I01t' is large, and if the
magnitude of the reacti vity at power is very much smaller than the
magni tude of the shutd own react ivi ty, then the source may be neglected
in further calcu lations.
When the reactor is highly subcritical and the source is important,
the concept of neutron multiplicati on is useful. From eg. (2-5),

t'

Po

When Po = (k - 1)/" a nd t o = kt (see sec. 1-2) are used, this may be
written in terms of the reproduction factor k and the neutron lifetime to:

no
to

-

=

qo
_

k

=

(2-8)

Mqo,

wher e M is the neutron multiplication. Since k < I ,

M=

1

-k

=

I

+ k + k 2 + . . .,

(2-9)

which lends itself to the interpretation that a subcritical multiplying
system "multiplies" a source neutron k times during the lifetime of an
a verage neutron, M being the ratio of neutron-loss ra te l1olto to source
strengt h qo.
During the loading of fuel in a new reactor, the approach to criticality
is monitored by means of a neutron source and neutron detectors; as
k --+ I the reciprocal of the detector counting rate, which is inve rsely
proportional to " 0 in eg. (2-8), approaches zero. Extrapolation 10 zero

,
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of a curve of reciprocal counting rate vs. num ber of fuel elements then
serves as a rough prediction of the amount offuel needed for criticality,
though the procedure is highly dependent on spatial effects (spatial
variation of source, detector, and fuel effectiveness) that are not contained in the point-reactor model.
On the other hand, at high power when sources are negligible, the
model is described by egs. (2-1) and (2-2) with q = O. This ma thematical
model, as seen from eg. (2-3), is in equilibrium at arbitrary power "0
provided the precursors satisfy eq. (2-7). This model is generally
satisfactory unless the power becomes extremely small.
In nonlinear stability studies, this model orten yields a nonphysical
zero-power equilibrium state, which by eq. (2-1) corresponds to
arbitrary reacti vity (unless the equilibrium states for the feedback
equations specify some unique equilibrium reacti vity) ; thi s si tuation is
nonphysical because sooner or later a stray neutron appears which
starts a chain that does not die out. Nevertheless, this concept is a useful
one because stability conclusions are generally the same whether
negative reactivity means an asymptotic approach to zero power or to a
very small source-dominated shutdown power. This is possible because
of an important property of the so urce-free model: once positive, as in
any physica lly meaningful case, 11 and c, cannot change sign.
This property is easily demonstrated. If q = 0 in eg. (2-1), and if
II - 0 through positive values,
dl1

-{

(/

......, l: iAiCi,

which is positive if all e, > O. Similarly, from eq. (2-2), sma ll e, implies

de ·

[3.

dr' = t ' 11 ,
which is positive if 11 > 0 ; hence the dependent variables always remain
positive. This property of the source-free model is needed for the
nonlinear stability studies of chapter 7.
2-2, The Inhour Equation

The solutions of egs. (2-1) and (2-2) for constant reactivity, in the absence
ora source, are linear combinations of III + I exponentials eWJ' . The Wj
depend upon the reactivity through the characteristic equation, which
is called the inhour eq uation. The name originated in the early days of
reactor technology, one inhour being defined as the amount of positive
reactivity which corresponds to an asymptotic power rise having a time
constant (period) of one hour (reciprocal period of one "inverse hour").
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We proceed to seek the solution 1I(l) of the source-free eq ua tions with
'unspecified for I < 0 and P = Po, a constant, for I > O. More detailed
.pecifications for I < 0 will be needed to complete the solution, but the
;haracteristic equation is independent of them. The characteristic
:q uation is a lso unaffected by the presence of a so urce; the source
nerely generates add itional terms which are added to the solution of the
lOmogeneous (so urce-free) equations.
Introduce the Laplace tra nsfo rms
oo

N(s) = fo 11(I) e' " dl;

1,(5) = foOO c,(I)e ' " dl .
Egs. (2- 1) and (2-2) are transfo rmed into

+

sN - 11(0) = Po - {3 N

t

51 , - c,(0) =

7fI, N

L .Ar·

"

(2- I 0)

I>

- }.,I,.

(2- 1 I)

From eq. (2-1 I),

I

,

= ({3Jt)N
S

+

+. e,(O) .

(2-12)

I'i

Substitut ing into eg. (2-1 0) and so lving for N gives

t ["(0) + '\

~i

i.,e,(O)]
S

+

).i

N(s) =

ts

+ Ii - Po - ' \

~,

S

(2-13)

{3),
}

+

"I

Eg. (2-13) may be written as the ratio of two polynomials in 5; the
degrees of the numerator and denominator respectively are 111 and
111 + 1. It can be shown that the denominator has m + 1 distinct rea l
roots, whence N(s) has 11/ + I simple poles on the real s-ax is. The inverse
transform is
(2- 14)
where the

Wj

are the

III

+ I roots

S

=

Wj

of the denominator of N(s).
I
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In o th er word s, each

Po = IJ

Po

=

Wj

satisfi es the equati o n

+ tw -

tw +

L

j

L

i W

IJ).;

+

),

(2-1 5)

-j

P;w
..
OJ + A i

(2- 16)

Eqs. (2- 15) a nd (2- 16) a re two fo rms of the inho ur equati on, which,
rega rded as an a lgebraic equa ti on o f d egree III + I in w, can be shown
to ha ve 111 negative real roo ts and one real roo t of the same sign as PoF or la rge t, o ne term in eg. (2-14) will eventua lly d o mi na te, an d
1/ A I eWl 1 where WI is the algebraically greatest W jo For positive Po the

dominant term is a growing exponential, and the characteristic time
T = I /w , is called the "reacto r period" or "asympt otic period "
(a lso known as "stable period " and "e-fold ing time").
For very large w, ei th er positive or negat ive, eq . (2-15) has th e
asympto te
(2-1 7)
Po = P + tw,
rro m wh ich
W=

Po -

P

t

(2-1 8)

For sma ll w (Iwl ~ min. ,l;j, eg. (2-1 6) becomes

Po -

(t + L;~;)w.

(2-1 9)

Since this w cha nges s ign with Po, it is the ro ot w , which corresponds to
th e asymptotic period. Further, it is seen from either eg. (2-15) or (2-1 6)
that Po ---+ + 00 as (J) ---+ - }.j : this means that there is a sct of 111
asy mp to tes w = - 2;, a nd it may be shown th at III - I bra nches of the
inh o ur curve a re bou nded by adjacent asymptotes -/; and -2;+ ,.
These obse rvati ons a re summa ri zed in fig. 2-1 , which is a q ua li tat ive
plo t o f w vs. Po showing the seven b ranches for six gro ups of delayed
neutrons.
If there were no delayed neutrons, the in hour eq uation wo uld reduce
to Po = i w a nd the neutron d ensity wo uld be simpl y
II

= 11 (0) eIPoft) f.

For sma ll reacti vity, eg. (2-1 9) may be used in the form Po = t'w, where

t' = t

+ \' IJ;.
~i Ai

(2-20)
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w

- ).

---

W~-l

Fig. 2- 1. Q ualitative plo t of the in hour eq uation fo r six groups of delayed neutrons. In
practice, f1I( ~ ).6 , and the asympto te for large w has a mueh steeper slope tha n showll .

The domina11l te rm in the solution would then be approximately

Since t" > t', it is clear that delayed neutrons have a slowing influence;
just how much is made clear upon comparing the magnitudes of t and
L '(PJAJ The generation time t ra nges from about 10 - 8 sec (u nrefl ecled
fast metal assembly) to about 10- 3 sec (large thermal reacto r), while
values of L, (PJi.,) = fJlA, deri ved from table 1-3, a re presented in
table 2-1; these are all greater tban 0.03. Hence t is quite un importa nt
in eq. (2-20), and the effecti ve li fetime is
(2-21)

The in hour equation for the asymp to tic peri od is then

-{'w -I , Pi., w

Po =

=

(2-22)

. -;.

!
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I
T.tble 2-1. Effect ive Lifetimes fJ/i. = L;(/JJ).,) D.:ri ved from Table 1-3
Effec ti ve
Neut ron
En ergy

Effective
Lifetime
(sec)

Fuel
U2 3~

Thermal

0.0847
0.0327
0.0490

PU B '}

U1J J
U 2J5

1.45 Mev
1.58

PU

1.45

U 1 3J

0.08 t9
0.0299
0.0477

2 J9

and the asymptotic response for a small reactivity input is therefore
dominated by the delayed neutrons. The consequences of this for
reactor stability are discussed in chapters 6 and 7.
Note how these con siderations affect the graph in fig. 2-t. The scale
is vas tly distorted because of the smallness of t, and the asymptote
w = (Po - PVt should indeed be almost vertical. As Po increases from
zero, the positive root increases very slowly according to eg. (2-1 9), but
once Po increases past P the slowing effect of delayed neutrons is lost.
The crossover Po = fJ is called prompt critical because at this point
the chain reaction is self-sustaining on prompt neutrons alone.
The s mall~ess of t suggests the use of an important approximation
obtained by letting t --+ O. From eqs. (2-1 5) and (2-16),

Po '"
-

P-

I

P/, , =
W

j

+

)' i

I

P,w ,
i ill

+

,

(2-23)

)'i

This approximation is much bet ter than eg. (2-22) in most of the range
Po < P, though clearly it fails as Po --+ p. Eq. (2-23) is the inhour
equation for the " prompt-jump" approximation, which is widely used
in this book, Eg. (2-23) is a lso a good approximation for all the negative
roots except the most highly negative one which is lost by setting t = 0,
The smallness of t also permits a simple approximate formula to
express values of w near prompt critical. For Iwl ~ max, }", eg, (2-15)
becomes

Po - I,,) +

p,.w

IP),
- .
,w

(2-24)

At prompt critical, this yields

w' '" ~ '\'

- t L i p.; . = PX
t '

where },' =

! -I

'(l /P)L,P,A,

(2-25)

(see table 1-3 for numerical values), The two
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sol utions of eq. (2-25) represent the a lgebraically largest and smallest
values of w at prompt critical; the positive rOOl is more closely approximated by this formu la.
Because of the wide range of numerical values, the positive root is
often displayed in a log- log plot, variations of which are sketched in
fig. 2-2. The straight lines of unit slope for small wand large ware
respectively eg. (2-19) and the limit Po -+ ew of eg. (2-18). Between these
extremes is the transition through prompt critical where a·small change
in reactivity corresponds to a large change in
logw

CtJ.

.l

!

10gPc,

-.<

&~I

I
I

FI,."
logw

IOt;lpo
10gT
logPo

.l-

logpo

log T

Fig. 2-2. Logarithmic representation for the positive branch of the inhour equation
(T = l/w).Arrows indicate the effcct of incrcasing I.

Although reactivity is nondimensional, there are different ways of
expressing it numerically. The numerical value of-the fraction (k - 1)/"
is commonly used. The numerical value of piP, called " dollars". is more
practical because tiPis usually better known than either t or Psepara tely, a nd the in hour equation is consequently better suited for predicting piPthan p itself from dynamic observations. Prompt critical is thus
a react ivity of one dollar, and it is often convenient to express reactivity

in cents (at the usual rate of 100 to the dollar). The inhour (the reactivity
for which the stable period is 3,600 sec) is no longer widely used. Small
reactivities are sometimes expressed as "percent rea~tivity,"
I
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100(k - 1)/1<. O ther uni ts are based on the name " re" for the num ber
(k - I)/k, whence the na me " miHi re" fo r 10'(1< - 1)/1< and "microre"
for 106 (1< - 1)/lc
A quantitative semilog gra ph of the roo ts of the inhour equa tion for
therma l fissio n in U 235 is shown in fi g. 2-3 (Keepin 1965). The ordinates
are reciprocals of the OJj (stable peri od and tra nsient periods). These

curves were computed using the neulron lifetime instead of the generation time (see chapter 1), but the difference is undetectable in the figure.
Note that the period at prompt cri tical (one do Ha r) ranges from about

one sec for a thermal reactor down to the millisecond range for a fast
reactor.

,,'
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REACTIVI TV IN DOLLARS
Fig. 2-3. Reactor "stab lc" and "transient" periods vs. rcactivity for U 2 J 5 dclayed- neutron
da ta. Dotted lines, 'I . .. .. '6' (l P l , ··· . ij).6),a re the six delayed-ncut ron mcanlives fo r
U 2H . Para meter { is neutron generation time; /J = 0.0064 (frorn Ph ysics of Nue/car
Kin e l ic ~' by G. R. Kecpin . © 1965 by Addison-Wcsley Publish ing Co., Readi ng, Mass.).
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2-3. One-Group Representations
It is often convenient (and sometimes satisfactory) to simplify the
dynamic equations by representing all the delayed neutrons as though
they had a single mean lifetime. In this section we explore the consequences of this for the inhour equation, discuss some of the limitations,
and mention briefly the useful compromises obta ined with two ~ and
three-group models.
The llsual procedure is to construc t a model which has the same
period-reactivity relatio nship for sma ll OJ. For one group (L.,{J, - (J)
eq. (2-19) would be

Po -

(t + j)

OJ -

j

(2-26)

w

Comparing eqs. (2- 19) and (2-26) sho ws that these match if;, satisfies
(2-27)

For thermal fission in U"',;, ~ 0.0767 sec · '. This and other values are
given in table 1-3.
From eq. (2-1 6) the inhour relation for one group is

Po ~ tw

+

{JOJ
OJ

+

"

(2-28)

I.

This may be regarded as a quadratic in

tw' + ({J - Po +

OJ:

At)w - ),Po ~ O.

(2-29)

I t is easily show11 that for realistic ranges of the parameters this quadratic
has two real roots, one always negative and the other with the same sign
as Po. A sketch is shown in fig. 2-4.
Comparison with fig. 2-1 shows that the on e~ and six-group curves
match at very sma ll (jJ and again at very large OJ. The error in the il1l er~
mediate range may be quite large. An alternative procedure is to attempt
a matching near prompt critical. From eq. (2-24) with one group,

_

Po ~

fl +

{JA'
tw - - .

(2-30)

OJ

Comparison yields
(2-31)
For thermal fission in U'·15, A' ~ OA05; see table 1-3.
/
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F ig. 2-4. Qualitat i ve plot of the in hour eq uation for one group of delayed neu trons.

A quantitative com pa rison is sho wn in fi g. 2-5, which is a sample
calculation for p = 0.0079 and t = 10 - 4 sec, nominal val ues for a
TRI GA reactor (Gencral Atomic 1958). The greatest relative error
between the six-group reactivity and the one-group reacti vity for
}. = 0.077 is about 40 percent, occurring at w = O.! sec-I . The onegro up reactivity for ;.' = 0.40 is actually closer to the six-group value
over a wide range, though it is always an underestimate that becomes
quite useless fo r very small react ivities.
Another difficulty appears for sma ll and intermediate positi ve
reacti vities. The one-group n(t) has one rising exponential and one
rapidly decaying ex ponential term. The absence of the intermediate
branches of the inhour curve (the more slowly decaying terms) means
that the one-group model underestimates the elapsed time after a
reactivity step before the asymp totic term is dominant. This can be
misleading when disc ussing mea surements of period-reactivity data by
means of observing asymptotic responses to small reactivi ty steps.
For la rge negative reactivities, these one-group models arc useless.
Here a ll terms in n(t) are decaying exponentials, and the term having

One-Group Representa fions
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I
uz:n

fJ. ft

I

FUEL

= 0.0079

I

i= 10-4 sec .

I

I
I
I

I

,

ONE GROUP )..'- 0.4

u

••

I
I
I

3
SIX GROUPS

I

ONE ·GROUP ).-0.071

"-

I
I

"-

t--. p.- /l

IT

I
I I!
I~

0

+0

0.005

0.0 10

I!
Fig. 2-5. Comparison of one- and six-gro up calculations fo r the posit ive bra nch of the
inho ur curve.

the Wj of smallest magnitude will eventua lly dominate. Comparison of
figs . 2-1 and 2-4 shows that the one-group model predicts an asy mptotic
decay that is much too rapid. A better result might be predicted in some
cases by using i'1 instead of A, but the error for sma ll reactivity would
then be very great.
One way to improve the situation for negative reactivity witho ut
greatl y increas in g the mathematical complex ity wou ld be to use a two-

group model, with one group defined as the first group (longest-lived
group) of the complete set of six, and the other group being a suitable
average of the remaining five. The inhour equation would then be a
cubic in w.

Skinner and Cohen (1959) studied other few-group representations.
For a two-group model they selected one which matched simultaneously
the four quantities r.dJ i, r.i(fJiPi), r.iP/i, and r.i(PP/). Ma tching the
first three of these quantities guara ntees conformity with the six-group

inhour equation, both for small wand for the neighborhood of prompt
j
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critical. The fourth quantity arises in the frequency response (see
chapter 3); matching Li({J,!Ai') guarantees that the phase of the frequency response, as well as its amplitude, is the same for both two- and
six-g ro up models at zero freq uency. The four conditions are sufficient
to determine the two effective decay constants and yields. Numerical
values for this two-group model for thermal fi ssion in U 235 are repro-

duccd in table 2-2.
Ta ble 2-1. Few Gro up Representati ons for Th ermnl fi ss ion in U2 .1 5
i., (sec

'"
2

')

IJ.lIJ

0.0767

1.000

0.0252
2

0.566

0.297
0.703

2
3

0.01 14
0.0369
0.632

0.033
0.346
0. 611

.1

SOURCE: Sk inner and Cohen 19 59.

This two-group model is still unsatisfactory for large negative
reactivities. This is improved by using a three-group model of Skinner

and Cohen (1959), which identifies one gro up with the lo ngest-lived
group of the complete set of six. The other two effective groups arc
defined by matching the four quantities cited above, so that this model
has all the features of their t \Va-group model and, in addition, represents
fairly well the asymptotic shutdown behavior.
This three-group model, as applied to thermal fission in U 23 ' , is also
presented in table 2-2. Other models are tabulated by Skinner and Cohen
(1959). These two- and three-group models have been widely used in
practice for yielding reasonable accuracy over a wide range under
conditions of limited computer capacity or running time.

2-4. Step-Input Response
Before solving for the respon se /1(1), we note that a reactivity step implies

a jump in dn/dt. This may be seen as follows: Assume for the moment
that nIt) and c;(t) are continuous functions of time. Then de,!dt is
continuous by eq. (2-2). If q also happens to be continuous, then, from
eq. (2-3) for a jump in p at t = 0,

dn
dt.

(2-32)
r= + 0

This formula does not hold in the presence of artificial discontinuities in

Slep-lnput Response
II , Cj,
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or q, which arc used later in special approxima tions, but it will be

userul in th is section.
We consider now the special case ofa source-free equilibrium fo llowed
by a step input of reactivity at I = O. H ence q = 0 for all I, P = 0 for
t < 0, and P = Po for 1 > O. Let 11 = " 0 for t < O. whence by eq. (2-7)
PillO

c,(t) = -,---,;-,

< O.

I

1, ;(,

By eq. (2-13) the Laplace tra nsform of 11(1) is

+

I

N(s) =

110

ts

L,

s :' }"

+ fJ ~ Po ~ '\'

(2-33)

fJ.),.
".

~i

S

+ Ai

Rewrite eq. (2-33) as the rat io of two polynomia ls
N(s)

Pis)

110

D(s)'

(2-34)

where

(t + '\'L, +./
fJ, })n .

P(s) =

(s

s

+

fi
I fJ,J')n
( +I
+

D(s) =

~

ts

(2-35)

i.,),

r

Po

~

.'

i

S

Ai

(s

+

J.,),

(2-36)

i

a nd where the prod uct 0 , extends from j = I to Ill . The function N(s)
is a na lytic except a t III + I simple po les .I = Wj (the I1l + I dist inct real
roots of the inhour equat ion). There are no poles at s = ~J., since the
right-hand side of eq. (2-33) has a finite limit.
The degree of D(s) is one higher than the degree of P(s); hence the
in verse transform is simply the sum of the residues of N(s)e" at the poles
s = Wj' Write eq. (2-36) as

D(s) = (s

~

w,)(s

~ W2)' "

(.I ~ W",+ I)'

The res idues each have the for m

lim

110

(5 -

P(s)
ill) -~

e SI .

D(s)

'-W j

To eva luate the limit we need
lim
,' - Wj

s

~

w·
J

D(s)

=

I

lim - ,.
' - Wj D (s)
/
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where the derivati ve D'(s) may be written
D'(s) = (5 -

£l)2)( S -

w,) ... (5 -

W", + 1)

+ (s - wd(s - w,) ... (s - w",+,)
+ ... + (s - wd(' - £I) , ) ... (s - Wm)·
All te.ms in D'(w;l vanish except one which does not contain the factor
S - w j ; therefore the limit exists and is simply

.

!tm

,-w,

s-

1

Wj

=,
---..,
D (w,)

=

D(s)

The inverse transfo rm is
m+ 1 P(w .)
net) = n \ '
) eWi '
o
D'(w))
.

(2-37)

L-

) =:.

1

From eq . (2-36),
D'(s) =

[t + I,

(5

~)~;)'J D, (s + A,) + ... ,

where the dots indicate terms which vanish at s
inhouf equation. Hence

= Wj

because of the

When eq. (2-35) is used to evaluate pew,), eg. (2-37) becomes

I
I +
I
I +

m+ I

n(t) = no

j=

1

jJ
.(1) . +I A.
I

)

I

(3 2

t'

I

, (Wj

eWj 1.

(2-38)

I

+ ),,)'

By eq. (2-16) this may also be written
111+1

net) = nopo

I [

ro "

e'
j= l Wj {+ ~

jJX
rl

J'

(2-39)

L-, (Wj + ).,) 2

Eq. (2-39) is a convenient representa tion for the step-input response.
Note that, for positive Po, each coefficient Aj has the same sign as its
corresponding Wj> Al so, fOf negative Po, the Wj are all negative and the
A j all positive.
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Sample calculations of the response to positive reactivity steps
sta rting from equilibrium are shown in fig. 2-6. Note that a single rising
exponential eventually dominates, producing a straight line in the
semilog graph. Here the reactivity is expressed in cents, one cent having
the meaning Po/fJ = 0.01 (see sec. 2-2). Graphs of the coefficients in
eq. (2-38) as function s of Wj in. the limit t --> 0 are given by Soodak
(J 962); these are useful whenever the reactivity is small enough that
the periods are independent of the neutron generation time. Other
graphs are given by Schultz (1961).
10',---.---------------------,

SO cents

10'
20cents

10'

Deanls

I

a

100

50

t,

150

200

sec.

Fig. 2-6. Re lative ncutron density 11/ 110 as a funclio n o f lime for a step inp ut of react ivity
(U!B thermal reactor, I = 10--1 sec, {Jeer = 0.0079).

For one group of delayed neutrons, eq. (2-39) reduces to

n(l) nopo {W{t + ~~>: A)' ] + W,[t+ e:~/: A)']}
=

(2-40)

With the aid of eq. (2-28) this may be rewritten as
n(£) =

Wj ~ W
[(jO - (2)tf""
z

+

(WI -

jO)ew'J
f

(2-41)

I
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Eq. (2-4 I) may also be obtained directly from the two equations

dl1
p - fJ
dt =
t
and

(2-42)

+ 2c

11

dc
fJ
= - I1- -<C
dt
t

(2-43)

-

using the conditions of equilibrium at 11 = 110 for t < 0, followed by a
step input at t = 0. The demonstration of the equivalence of eqs.
(2-40) and (2-4 I) is left as a problem.
Eq. (2-41) is easily interpreted. For Po positive, WI > and Wz < O.
Hence the coefficient of the rising term eW ' / is positive, as expected.
Further, as seen from fig. 2-4, when Po > 0,

°

Po - fJ

t

<

Po

WI

< t '

and so the coefficient of the decaying exponential is negative. A sketch
of 11(1) a nd the two exponentials which comprise it is shown in fig. 2-7.

t

Fig. 2-7. Neutron density as a function of time for a step input ofrc<Lct ivity (one group of
delayed neut rons). The das hed lines are the individual terms of cq. (2-4 1).

The rapid initial rise, called the " prompt jump," is due to the fact
that the delayed neutrons depend on the past history ofl1(t). For a short
time. delayed neutrons are still being produced at a rate determined

essentially by 110 , and this rate is initially sufficient to slistain a rapid
rise in l1(t). The initial slope is Pol1 o/t, as seen from eq. (2-32), just as
though all neutrons were prompt. But when n(t) has risen appreciably,
the delayed neutron production cannot keep pace. The chain reaction
adjusts itself until both l1(t) and c(t) are rising with the same exponential

Step-Input R espouse
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time dependence, and the ra te is slower (th e asymptotic period is

larger) than it wo uld be ir all neutrons were prompt.
For large reactivity this effect, while still present, is not so marked.
As seen from fig. 2-4, WI increases rapidly with Po. and IW2 1decreases.
Hence the second term decays slowly relative to the rate or rise, and the
breaks in the curves or Il(t) would be much less pronounced than
indicated in fig. 2-7.
For a nega ti ve reactivity step ,

<

7Po <

w , < 0,

and both coefficients in eq. (2-41) a re positive. The solution consists or
two superposed decaying exponentials, with

eW1 ( always a more ra pid

decay (the " prompt drop").
We consider next some limiting ca ses. For one groLip of dela yed
neutrons, the inho ur equa tion is a quadratic in w, eq. (2-29). The sum
or the roots is
{i - Po + J.t
(

For Po not too near {i, At <1;
WI <1; Iw,l, and
W2 ~ -

f3 - Po· For Po sufficiently sma ll,

f3 -{ Po .

(2-44)

This is or course just the asymptote or figs. 2-1 a nd 2-4.
From eq . (2-29) the product or the roots is
W tW 2

=

J.P o

-7 ;

hence rrom eq. (2-44)
(V I

~

f3

J.Po
- Po

(2-45)

This co uld a lso have been obtained rrom eq. (2-28) with {

-+

O. To the

same approximati o n,

Po _ w - ~
{
2 = C'
Po _

WI

- 7

=

Po

{'
(
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and eg. (2-41 ) becomes
1I{t) ::: {i _" 0Po [ {i exp

(APO)
fJ _ Po I

- Po exp

(-

(i -f Po l )] .

(2-46)
Eq. (2-46) is a useful app roximation for sma ll Po, and it readily displays

two important properties:
1. The "prompt jump" in 11 / 110 (or "prompt drop" if Po < 0) is
approximately from one to IJI(fJ - Po).

2. The du ra tion of the rapidly decaying transient is of the order of
f/ UJ - Po) sec.
Eg . (2-46) also serves to suggest the form of the step response in the
"prompt-jump approximation" (t --+ 0), mentioned earlier in connection with eg. (2-23). When

f3-Pol~ l ,

t

eg. (2-46) becomes
l1{t) -

110

fJ IJ

- Po

exp

("po)
fJ
- Po
I

,

(2-47)

which is late r shown to be the one-delay-gro up step response in the
prompt-jump approximation. It implies that l1{t) may be approximately
described as a function having discontinuities in response to step
changes in reactivity (see fig. 2-8). This approximation is discussed in
detail in chapter 3.
n

PJ, EQ.(2-41)

"

' - EQ.{2-46)

o

Fig. 2-8 . Response to reactivity ste p : comparison of prompt-jump approximation (Pl )
with approx imate o ne-delay-group calcu lation (0 < Po < Ii).
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For large reactiv it y steps such th at

(1)1
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» !r021. a process similar

to

that used in obta ining eq. (2-46) yields
110

[

lI(t) - Po _ {J Po exp

(PO t- fI I )

-

fI ex p

(- Po},po)]
- fJ
I

.

(2-48)
Note that eq. (2-48) is merely eq. (2-46) rearranged. For times sufficiently
sho rt that AI <f I, this becomes

n(t) - po':

fI [P o exp

eo ;

fJ

I) - {JJ

(2-49)

It is interesting to note that eq. (2-49) satisfies eq. (2-42) with },C(I)
replaced by its initial equilibrium value flIIO /t, as might be expected if
I <f Ill· This means that eq. (2-49) is va lid for an y size step Po, provided
o < I <f Ill, and its behavior for small reacti vi ty is more easily seen if
it is rewritten as
11(1) -

{J _"0 Po [ fJ

- Po exp ( - fJ -t Po t)] .

(2-50)

This equation descr ibes the initial prompt-jump portion for small

reactivity with a curve that levels off at

11/ 11 0 =

fJ/(fJ - Po); see fig. 2-9.

"
\CS,EQ.(2-!50)

"0
o

Fig. 2-9. Response to reac tivity step : compari son of constant-source approximat io n (CS)
with approxima te on e-dcl"y-gro up calculation (O < Po < fJ).

Since this limiting case of the step response may be derived by setting
the source of delayed neu trons lc(t) equal to a constant, the approximation is often called the "constant source approximation." For step
changes in react ivity, its use is restricted to small time intervals. In

chapter 3 we discuss this approximation in connection with large rates
of reactivity change ; its use in such cases has led to the name "rapid-rate
approx imation" (Soodak 1962).
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Finally, we note the possibility of solvi ng for l1(t) in the presence of a
number of successive step changes in reactivity. The essential feature is
the step change in dll/dl that accompanies each reactivity step ; see
eq. (2-32). One of the prob lems at the end of this cha pter illustrates the
response to a step input of reactivity fo llowed by subsequent step
changes of varying a mounts. Other problems consider the " dragon "
(a fas t assembly that is made superprompt cri tical for a very short time)
and a periodica lly pulsed fast reactor (repetitive dragon) of the type
described by Bonda renko and Sta visskii (1961), by Larr imore (1967),
and by Blaesser and Larrimore (1969).

7f-

**-

2-5. Time-dependent Sources
Before leaving the su bject of linear differential equations with constant
coefficients, it is appropria te to consider some simple problems in vo lving
time-dependent neutron sources. The simplest of these is the impulse
respon se (or Green's fun ction), which may be used for representing the
response to an arbitrary time-dependent source. In this section we
deri ve the point-reactor response for an arbitrary source and use it to
discllss the impulse response and the response to a step change in a
steady source. In the following section we develop the concept of
frequency response and consider the steady-state respo nse to an
oscillating source.
T o derive the response to a source, reta in 'l(t) in eqs. (2-1) and (2-2)
and int roduce the additi ona l Laplace transform
Q(s) =

foro 'l(l)e - " dt.

As in sec. 2-2, set P = Po, a nd solve the transformed equations for N(s),
the Laplace transform of 11 (1). The result is
t

["(0) +

N~)=

Is

\' A,C,(O! + Q(S)]
/.....;; s + /_1

+ f3 - Po -

L
1

g'

I',",
S

+

(2-5 1)

)· 1

This is just eq. (2-13) with a term tQ(s ) added to the numerator, as
expected from the fact that eq. (2-1 3) represents the solution of the
homogeneous (source-free) system.
Here we choose the view point that Po is some constant reactivi ty and
'l(t) is a source inser ted at I = O. The solution of the homogeneo us
system with arbitra ry 11 (0) and c,(O) may be carried through by the
procedure of sec. 2-4; therefo re, we restrict the discussion to the

T;me -dependelll SOUfees

:J,

inhomogeneous part

(2-52)

N;(s) = l(s)Q(s),
where
(

1(5) =

ts +

fJ

I
- Po -

{J/;
j

S

+

(2-53)

"

Aj

No te tha t the in hour equation may be written

_ 1- = O.
I (w)

(2-54)

The inverse transform of eq. (2-52) is
Il;{t) =

I

itt - t')q(t')

dr ,

(2-55)

where itt) is the inverse transform of 1(5). To interpret itt), consider a
source
(2-56)
q(t) = Qob(c),
where b(t) is the impulse function (Di rac delta function). Eq. (2-56) is an
idealized representation of a very short pulse of Qo neutrons injected
into the reactor by a pulsed neutron generator. Since the transform of
the impulse sou rce is QQ, eqs. (2-52) and (2-55) become respectively
(2-57)
and
(2-58)

11;(t) = Qoi(t),

and we interpret i(c), the impulse response, as the reactor response to the
injection of one neutron at t = 0 provided /1(0) = c;(O) = O. Eq. (2-55)
shows how the response to any arbitrary source may be expressed in
terms of i(c).
For a critical reactor, eq. (2-53) becomes
(2-59)

The impulse response of a critical reactor is therefore
m+l

itt) =

I

(2-60)

j == 1

f

,
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where the Bj are determined from the residues of the inversio n integra l
at S = W j (in this case, the roots of the in hour equa tion for Po = 0).
By the initial- va lue theore m
lim si Cs) = lim itt)
1-0

$-<XI

it is quickly seen that itO) = I. Since W I = 0 for a critical reactor, the
first term in eq. (2-60) represents the asymptotic value
t
. .()
Ilin
I t = t
"'.P.I'
1- 00
+ "", I " ·

(2-61 )

This may be verified by rewriting eq. (2-59) as

t

I (s) =

ts+"

P

(2-62)

is

Gi S +

).j

and using the final-value theorem
lim siCs) = lim i(t).
$- 0

1 -00

For one group of delayed neutrons, the roots are
w, = - (i, + Pit). Eq. (2-60) reduces to
itt) =

I

P + ).(,

[M

+ pe -"· Plo,].

WI

=

0,

(2-63)

The characteristic roots W j and the coefficients Bj for the impulse
response of a thermal reactor (t = 10 - 4 sec, P'ff = 0.0079) are listed
in table 2-3 for both the one-group and six-group cases. The resulting
two curves are compared in fig. 2-10, using the one-group constant
A = 0.0767 sec- l N ote that the one-group response approaches the
fina l steady-sta te va lue 0.00097 much more rapidly than the more
realistic six-group curve; in fact the six-group res ponse is 0.00153 a t
t = 10 sec and 0.00099 at t = 100. This illustrates one of the major
limitation s ofa one-group representation. (The use of another one-group
model with the mean decay constant J.' = 0.405 sec - I is discussed in
the problem set.)
Note how the smallness of the neutron generation time produces an
extremely rapid decay, followed by the slowly decreasing " delayedneu tron tail. " This effect is extremely pronounced for a fast reacto r.
Since the prompt decay is easily separated from the delayed-neutron
tail, the possibility of using this effect in experiments is read ily apparent.
From sec. 2-2, the largest negati ve root is very nearly - Pit. One uses
a pulsed source capable ofinjectillg a suffi cient number of neutrons in a
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Table 2·3. Characterist ic Roots and Coefficients in Impulse Response
for a Cri tical Therma l Reactor (f = IO - .t sec, Pdf = 0.0079)
j

m

I

2
6

2
3
4
5

6
7

Bj

Wj

0
- 79.07)

0.000 970
0.999030

0
-0.01433
-0.0682
-0. 1947
- 1.023
-2.896
-79.4

0.000 970
0.000 091
0.000 664
0.000 90 1
0.001 282
0.001 292
0.9948

0

_\] l\, .. \l

"

", •• t;:;! .

!,.<'

'j '"'"-.f:: '\~

Ht)

I

J

\\..

I ----------~.~G~R~OU~P~____________
I

I
\
\

I GROUP
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o
0 .5
1.0
t, sec
F ig. 2· 10. Typical impu lse res ponse ror a crit ical reactor (U 2 35 therma l reactor, I
10- 4 sec, Pdf = OJ)Q79).
I

=
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time short compared to C/{J. The exponential decay as observed by a
fast detector system is readily analyzed to yield a value for {J/t.
Further, if one retains Po in eg. (2-53), the im pulse response for a
subcritical reactor is easily obtained in the same form as eg. (2-60).
By sec. 2-2, the largest negative root is approximately (Po - {J)/t.
Comparison of the prompt decay in the critical and subcritical cases
yields a meas ure of the shutdown reactivity Po. This is the essential idea
behind the well-known method of pulsed-neutron react ivity measurements, which is discussed in more detail in chapter 8 (Sjostrand 1956;

Gozani 1962; Garelis and Russell 1963 ; Becker and Quisenberry 1966).
We note also the possibility of pUlsing a supercritical reactor,
augmenting by neutron multiplication the pulse from a neutron
generator. This system (called a "booster") is an elrective high-yield
pulsed-neutron source (Poole and Wiblin 1958; Beyster and Russell
1965 ; La rrimore 1967). The booster is discussed further in the problems
at the end of the chapter.
The response of the reactor to a sudden insertion of a steady neutron
source is easily derived from eq. (2-55). If it is assumed that q = 0 for
t < 0 and q = (jo for t > 0,

1I,(t) = '10

L

i(t - t') dt' = '10

L

(2-64)

itt') dt'.

For a critical reactor, eq. (2-60) yields

tt

m+ I

C + L,/JP, +

11,(1) = qo

{

(j~

(2-65)
Since the

Wj

appearing in eq. (2-65) are all negative, the response is a

linear functi on plus a slim of terms o f which each is initia lly zero and
event ually builds up to a saturation value. This is illustrate4 more
j

clearly by the one-delay-group case, for which eq. (2-65) becomes

11,(£) =

t qo,

{J+1.t

{h +

{J
[I _ e-". +alfl'J}.
(J + U

(2-66)

If the reactor is initially at equ ilibriulll with II = 1101 the solution is
the superposition of "0and 1I,(t). A sketch is shown in fig. 2-11. Note that

the final asymptotic rate of rise is greatly reduced from the value qo that
would obtain in the absence of delayed neutrons.
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n

o

t

Fig. 2-! 1. Qualitative sketch of neutron den sity as a function oftirnc for a sudden in sertion
of a steady neutron so urce at t = O.

As a final example of step changes in neutron source strength,
consider a rcactor that is s ubcritical (f) = Po < 0) in equili brium
(11

= " 0 ) with a fairly strong steady source qo. The rate of production of

delayed neutrons is

If the source is sudden ly removed, the delayed-neutron production rate
remains near its equ ilibr ium vallie for a short time (constant-source
approximation), and the neutron density may be described by
dl1
Po - {J
- =
clr
(

11

+

I;

- ll o

t

'

(2-67)

where we assume that the source irselr 11<:15 negligible absorption so that
the reactivity remains at the va lue Po- The neutron density undergoes a
"prompt drop" in a time of the order of flU; - Po) to a quasislatic level
Ill' given by

O=

Po - {J

t

'l , +

{J

t "0·

(2-68)

Therefore
(2-69)
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The neutro n density is sketched in fi g. 2-12, showing the prompt drop
to the level "! at th e beginning of the delayed-neutron tail. This is the
essence of the "source-jerk" meth od for determining subcritica l
reac ti vity by observing 110 and Il l' (Exactly the sa me equa t ions may be
used to desc ribe a "rod-drop" experiment in which a reactor, initially
critical with a negligible so urce, is suddenly made subcritiL:al by a step
reacti vity change from P = 0 to P = Po.)
n

n,

n,

DELAYED

NEUTRON -TAIL·

o

t

F ig. 2- I 2. Qualita tive sketch of neutro n density as a function of lime iIIustra lin g either a
"source-jcrk" or "rod-d rop" measure-men! of reael ivil),.

2-6. Frequency Response and Transfer Functions
Consider a subcriti cal reactor (p = Po) in equilibrium with a steady
so urce 'io. By eg. (2-6), the neutron level is

{ qo

11 0

= - -

.

(2-70)

Po
If a si nusoidal flu ctuation in so urce strength is in troduced such that qo
is the tim e-ave ra ge so urce, and if Po remains constan t, then l1(t) will
fluctuate about its ti me average 110' This is true fo r the oscilla tin g so urce
beca use the system o f differen tial equations is linear with constant
coefficients, a nd the principle of supe rp osi ti o n may be a pplied. (We
con sider oscillating reactivity in cha pter 3.)
The response to the oscillating so urce co uld be computed by
substituting the source into eq. (2-55) a nd integrating. Instead, we note
from eq. (2-52) th at the Lap lace transforms of the source and o f the
inh o mogeneous pa rt of the sol ution ha ve a simple rela tionship. This
suggests a so urce-to-res ponse relation, which may be generalized in
terms of an input and an output related by a tra nsfer fun c tion.

Frequency Response and
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..

fig. 2-13. Block diagram for a system whose tran sfer ftlnction is H(s).

Fig. 2-13 shows a block diagram, where fi(t) represenls the input
(slimulus) andfo(t) reprcsenls the oUlput (response). The "black box"
labeled H(s) represen ts lhe system lhal is "acled on " by the input
function . We define the transfer function as the ratio of Laplace transforms of output and input :
H(s) = Fo(s )
F,(s)

(2-71)

with the syslem initially at rest. Eq. (2-71) may be regarded as a basic
property of linear systems, and f o(t) is the particu lar solu tion of the
inhomogeneous linear equation such that It) and its derivatives vanish
at t = O.
Nex t we post ulate a sinusoidal input of angular frequency wo:
(2-72)

for t > 0 andj;(t) = 0 for t < O. The Laplace transform of the input is
Fi(S)

=

Wo
2

,.

s + wo-

(2-73)

From eg. (2-71) the Laplace transform of the output is
(2-74)
The objective is to compute the inverse transfonnfo(t), which contains
the frequency response, and to identify the role of the fun ction H(s)
together with any conditions on H(s) that may be needed to carry out
the computation.
The inverse transform is

foU)

=

r

21 .
2 Wo
z H(s) e" ds,
TtJ Jc s + COo

(2-75)

where the contour of integration in the complex s-plane is to the right of
all singularities of the integra nd. Assume that the singularities of H(s)
are in the left half-plane, so that their contributions tofo(t) are decaying
transients. (For exa mple, if all the singula rities arc poles in the left
half-plane, then each term arising from them contains the time factor
e - [JI, where p is real and positive.) We lump the transients together as a
term T(t) in the output.
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The rest of.l~(t) will be simply the sum of the residues at the twu pules
at s = +)wo:

.

L (resIdues)

. [(S2-

~

hm

51

s .... jwo

+

jwo)w o

+

2

~--->

J

Wo

. [(.I + jwo)CJo H(s)e''J .

hm

•

H(s) e"

_

2

51

jwo

+

2

Wo

Since the singularities of I-J(s) are assumed to be away from the imaginary
axis, this becomes
-

Wo

.

+

--'"-. - H (s) e"

S + JWo

s = jwo

Wo

.

s - ./wo

H(s)e"
s= -

j(JJo

To proceed further, assume that H( - )wo) is the complex conjugate
of H(jwo). The two residues may then be identified 'as the complex
conjugates of each other, and the sum is twice the real part of either:
Re [ -jH(jwo)eJwo ')

~

Re { -iIH(jwo)leJ(Wo' +O)},

where we ha ve written J-I(jwo) in polar form

HUmo) ~ IH(jwo)le JO

(2-76)

Finally, note that
Re{ _jej(wo'+Ol)

~

sin (wot

+

0).

The complete output function is therefore

.Ut) ~ IHUwu)1 sin (wot + 0) + T(t),

(2-77)

where T(t) is the sum of decaying transients.
We now compare egs. (2-72) and (2-77) under the conditions imposed
by the assumptions:
I. The singularities of H(s) are in the left half-plane.

2. The complex conjugate of H(jwo) is J-/( - jwu).
If these conditions are satisfied, then we conclude that a pure sinusoidal
input producesa sinusoidal output of the same frequency, with a relative
amplitude given by the absolute value of HUwo) and a phase shift given
by the phase e of H(jw o) in eg. (2-76). Superimposed on this sinusoidal
output are the so-called starting transients, represented by T(t) , which
decay to negligible values in a finite time. Therefore, the frequency
response (the sustained or steady-state oscillation) is completely
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cha racterized by the magn itude and phase or H (jwo), where H(s) is the
system tran sfer func tio n. In fact, the term "freq uen cy response" is
usually understood to mean this magnitude and phase, rather than the
sustained oscillation itself.
Note that an arbitrary periodic input can be represented as a Fourier
series. If the prinei pic of superposition applies, each harmonic component is trans fo rmed independently into a co rresponding component of
the output, and the frequency response can be used to cons truct th e
response to any input wavefo rm.
The restrictions imp osed by the assumptions are important. If
Assumption No. I is not satisfied, then at least part orthe run cti on T(t)
represents a diverging response that eventua lly dominates. Assumption
No. 1 corresponds to the requirement that the system represented by
H(s) be stable, as defined and di scussed in chapter 6. ][ the singularities
are poles, and ir any are in the right hair-plane, then the response will be
dominated by a growing exponential; the time constant will be determined by the coordina te ort he pole (or by the real part orthe coordinates
ror a pair or poles) that is rurthest to the right in the s-plane. Note that
the calculation can still proceed in this case, providing Assumption No.2
is not violated, yielding eq. (2-77) but with T(l) containing one or more
diverging terms.
Assumption No.2 guarantees that the output!o(t) is real. The most
important specia l cases that we will consider will be runctions H(,)
expressible as a ratio of two polynomials of finite degree.
For example, consider a system represented by a linear ditferential
equation of order IT with constant coefficient s:
~~

A" I'~
(f

Let

+

~ - I~

A" _ I ({
I"

'j"

+ .. . +

~

AI -c(
I"

+

AoI" =j;(t). (2-78)

z(c11) be the differential operator
d)
d" + A d,, - I
Z(
eft

=

All dIU

n - 1 dlll

(2-79)

1

Eg. (2-78) may be written symbolically as
(2-80)
Irwe take the Laplace transrorm or eg. (2-78) and assume tha t all initial
cond iti ons are zero, we find
Z(s )F,,(s) = Fi(S ),

(2-81 )

and the transrer runction or the system represented by eq. (2-78) is,
I

I
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from eq. (2-71),
I

(2-82)

H(s) = 2(s)

wbere 2(s) is an 11th degree polynomial in s. The roots of the polynomial
2(s) locate the poles of the transfer function. For this example, the black
box of fig. 2-13 is recognized as a symbolic way of representing the
inverse differential operator that transforms tbe signal!i into!•.
If initial conditions are retained, then eq. (2-81) is replaced by
2(s)FJs) = F,(s)

+

P(s),

where pes) is a polynomial wbose degree can be no higher tban 11 - l.
The transform oftbe output is
F (s) = Fi(s) + pes)
"
2(s)

(2-83)

Iftbe input function!i(t) is such that F i(s ) does not diverge for s -+ 00 ,
then F.(s) will behave for large s a s the ratio of two polynomials, the
denominator being of degree at least one higher than the numerator.
Hence for large s,F.(s ) -+ 0 as lis' where I' > l.
By eq. (2-83) the so lution of the homogeneous equation 2j; = 0 is
the inverse tran sform of

F (s) = P(s)
"
Z(s)

and it will yield the familiar linear combination of exponentials est.
These arise from the poles of H(s), wbich are of course the zeros o f 2(s),
so that the familiar characteristic equation isjust
2(s) = O.

(2-84)

The characteristic equation also applies to the transients in eq. (2-77).
Since the same time function s are invol ved, it is possible by a suitable
choice of initial conditions to construct a particular solution of the
complete equation in which the transient s vanish identically.
Finally, we may set Fi(s) = I in eq . (2-71) and observe that tbe
impulse response satisfies
Irs) = H(s).

(2-85)

Tbe transfer function is tberefore tbe Laplace transform of the impulse
response. Similarly, a unit step input, for wbicb F i(s) = lis, produces a
response whose Laplace transform is
C(s) = /1(s)

s

(2-86)
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We complete this chapter on constant-reactivit y problems by
formulatin g the point-reactor respon se to an oscillating source, as
described in the beginnin g of this section. Let
11 =
Cj =

q

=

+ ;;11,
em + OCj,
'10 + 1!'1,
110

P = Po·
By eqs. (2-7) and (2-70), the equilibrium conditions a re
and

1'10

11 0 =

- -

Po

Substituting int o eqs. (2- I and 2-2) yields

d
-I 011
II

=

Po - {J
t

0/1

+ E,)'ic5c i + 0'1;

(2-87)
(2-88)

These equations expressing the fluctu ati ons about qverage values are

identical in fo rm to the equations for the corresponding total quan tities
11, c i , and q. Proceed ing as in the beginning of section 2-5 , but using
instead the transforms
oNes) =

Lro oll( r)e - " dr,

"ri(S) =

Lro iJci(r)e - " dr,

IJQ(s) =

Lro oq(!je - " dr,

and

one find s as in eq. (2-51)

(2-89)

The steady-state portion of the response corresponds to
IJN(s) =

l oQ(s)

Is + f3 - Po -

{Jk
' ,
is + AI

L

(2-90)
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By comparison with eq. (2-53), the so-called source transfer function is
IN(s) = lis) =
JQ(s)

(,
{,s

+

{J/;'
{J - Po - L., s + k
\'

,

(2-91)

,

i.e., the Laplace transform of the impulse response. The frequency
response fora fluctuation t5n in response to t5q = sin wI is therefore given
by the magnitude and phase of IUm).
It is noteworthy that eg. (2-91) was derived from the basie poilltreactor mode l without any restriction to small fI. uctuations. In chapter 3
we obtain the reactivity transfer function in exactly the same form , but
it is valid only for small fluctuation s. This is because an oscillating
reactivity appears as a time-dependen t coefficien t instead of as a source.
Physica lly, a real source may be oscillated mechanically such that its
output varies independently of the neutron flux, whereas an oscillating
absorber has an absorption rate proportional to the product of
neutron flux and absorption cross-section.
Further consideration of the frequency response is deferred until
chapter 3, where it is treated in much grealt:r derail as an example of
time-dependent reactivity.

Problems
2-1.

Verify N(.\) as given by eq. (2-13).

2-2.

Show that the two forms of the inhour equation, eqs. (2-15) and
(2-16), are equivalent.

2-3.

Show that the roots of the one-delay-group inhour equation,
eq. (2-29), are a lways real, and that one root is always negative
while the other root has the sign of Po.

2-4.

Verify from 1/(1), eq . (2-38) or (2-39), that the initial derivative
is Pollolt.
Derive a formula for O;(t) to accompany eq. (2-38).

2-5.
2-6.

Derive a generalization of eq. (2-38) with a constant source qo
included and with the reactor in subcritical equilibrium for I < O.

2-7.

Show that eqs. (2-40) and (2-41) for nit) with one delay group
are equivalent.

2-8.

Derive eq. (2-41) directly from the differential equations for one
delay group.

2-9.

With more than one delayed-neutron group, the step-input
response contains a number of slowly decaying transient terms.
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This results in some lime lag in establishing the asymptotic
exponen tial period. Discuss the errors that co uld arise from this
in calibrating contro l rods by mea suring asymptotic periods.
2-10. The prompl-j um p approximation correspond s to t he replacement
of the most rapidly decaying tran sient term by a jump discontinuity in n(f). For six delay groups, the slep-input response in
thi s approx imat ion has six term s, each with

t

-+

O. Selec t a value

of Po and verify numerically that
11( +

0) - n( -0){31({3 - Po).

2-1i. Derive eq . (2-48) by approximating the roots o f the inhour
equation for large reactivity steps.
2-12. Derive eq. (2-49) for l1(f) in the constant-so urce approximation by
so lving directly a first-order differential equation.
2-13. Discuss the step-input response in the constan t-so urce a pproximation in the special case Po = /3.

J2- 14.

Calculate and plot l1(f) for the one-delay-group model (negligible
source) if

p =

{0~{3
p'

for

f < 0,

for

0 < f < 10 sec,

for

r > 10 sec,

for five cases: p' = 0.75{3, 0.5/!, 0.25{3, 0, and - 0.25/3. Assume the
in itial condition is a steady state at 11 0 = I . Let {3lt = 10 sec - '
and), = 0.1 sec - 1 .
2-15. A dragon is a subcritical assembly that is suddenly made superprompt critical for a very short time (e.g., one piece of fuel falling
past another by gravity). Use reactivity steps to simulate the
system :p = p, fort < Oandf > fo, andp = po forO < I < fo
where p, < 0 and Po > {3. Assume ini tial subcritical equilibrium
and use the cons tant-source approximation. Find n(t) for the
rising (f < fo) a nd falling (t > ( 0) portions and calculate the
energy in the prompt burst. Regard this energy as an impulse to
find C(I) for one delay group when f ~ 10 ; then use Ihe promptjump approx imation 10 find n(f) [or 1 ~ fo (the de layed-neutro n
"tail " follow in g the fast burst). Show that the ratio of energy in
the tail to the energy in the burst is {31({3 - p,).
2-16. A periodically pulsed fast reactor may be regard ed "s a repetitive
dragon in which a piece of fuel or reflector materia l is placed on
th e rim of a wheel. The reactor is superprompl critical for a liny
I
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fraction of each cycle. The cycle is short enough that the precursors are steady. but long enough that nCr) decays to a constant
""" .. after each burst. Using the step-input notation of prob. 2-15,
except that the cycle repeats every t, sec where to <1i I, <1i Ii i ,
derive the following approximate relations:

Iili

where 11 is the peak power and fi is the time-average power.
Discuss the optimization of a design to maximize Ii and minimize
11. A typical system might have p, ~ - 18[3, " = 0.02 sec,
Ii = 340 megawatts, and Ii = 1 megawatt (Larrimore 1967).

12-17. Compute and plot the one-delay-group impulse response as in
fig. 2-10, using A' = 0.405 sec - I in place of).. Compare with the
sIx-group curve.

2-18. What is the impulse response in the prompt-jump approximation?
Consider the limit of ;(t)11 as t --+ O.
2-19. Derive the impulse response for a subcritical reaclor.

2-20. The booster is a reactor that is briefl y made supercritical
(0 < Po < [3) and pulsed by a neutron generator. The system is
then quickly made subcritical (reactivity P, < 0). Show that the
ratio of energy in the tail to the energy in the burst is [31([3 - PII.
2-21. The repetiti ve booster is operated as in prob. 2-20 except that the
cycle is continually repeated. The cycle is short enough that the
precursors are steady, but long enough so that the subcritical
reactor power decays to a constant 11min after each burst. Show that
11m in =

f3 - P, '

where Ii is the time-average power.
2-22. Show that eq. (2-69) appl ies to a rod-drop experiment in which a
reactor, initially critical with a negligible source, is suddenly
made suberitical (I' = Po < 0).
2-23. Show how the impulse response may also be obtained as the
solution of a homogeneous differential equation with suitably

chosen initial conditions.
2-24. Derive the frequency response by substituting an oscillating
source into eq. (2-55).
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2-25. Show that the Laplace transform F(s) of a real time function
fit) satisfies

F(s*) = F*(s).

2-26. The polynomial 2(s) in eg. (2-81) arises from the differential
operator in eg. (2-78). The resulting transfer function, eg. (2-82),
has n poles but no zeros. Discuss a generalization of eg. (2-78) in
whichf,(t) is preceded by a differential operator.

I

3 Time-dependent Reactivity

Solutions of the differential equations of reactor dynamics for various
prescribed time-dependent reactivities are studi ed in this chapter. The

distinguishing feature of these problems is that, although they are linear
in the strict mathematical sense, the differential equations have timedependent coefficients.
We con sider first some simplifying approximations, some of which
have been foreshadowed in chapter 2. These frequently lead to analytical
solutions that help to set limi ts on the exact solutions (usually obtainable only by analog or digita l computers), thereby providing insights
not readily available otherwise. Some of these approximation s also ha ve
immediate practical interest, a nd we therefore consider carefully their
limitations and ranges of valid ity.
The next topic is reactivity oscillations. The reactivity transfer
function (sometimes called th e zero-power reactor transfer function) is

deri ved for both the critical and subcritical reactor, and the relationship
between oscillating reactivity and oscillating sources is discussed. The
various approximations to the dynamic equations are interpreted in
terms of thei r ability to represent the frequency response in different
ranges, and approximate methods are used to study the effect of large
oscillations.
The exact solution of the "ramp-input" problem (reactivity a linear
function of time) is trea ted next. Solutions are obtained in terms of
hypergeometric-type function s and also as integral representations.
Application is made to reactor-accident calculations and to reactor
startup problems, and the relationship between exact and approximate
solutions is discussed.
Finally weconsider several additional schemes for obtainingapproximate solution s to the differential equations with arbitrary time-
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dependent reactivities. Thc important topics of integral equations and
numerical calculations are reserved for detailed treatment in chapter 4.
3-1. Approximate Dynamic Equations

The first approximation method treated in this section is the "promptjump approximation" (abbreviated Pl) or, as it is sometimes called, the
"zero-lifetime approximation" (Bethe 1956; Cohen 1958; Soodak 1962).
It was introduced in sec. 2-2, where eq. (2-23) was identified as the inhour
equation in the limit I _ O. Later, in sec. 2-4, it was observed that
eg. (2-47) is the one-delay-group step-input response in this approximation.
Another viewpoint is suggested by the differential equations of the
point-reactor model. We write egs. (2-1) and (2-2) as
dn
-dt

~

p(t) -

/3

t

n

+ L·,l..c- +
I

I

I

(3-1)

q( t )

and

(3-2)
When t is small and p < {J, the right-hand side of eg. (3-1) contains a
large negative term (p - {J)n/t . In such cases the derivative dn/dt is
often a very small difference between a lar&e negative number
(p - {J)n/t and a large positive number L.A.,c, + q. This suggests that a
useful approximation might be obtained by neglecting dn/dt in eq. (3-1),
retaining eg. (3-2) as is.
More formally, we attempt an expansion of the neutron density in
powers of the small parameter t . Postulate
11 =

111

+

1 112

+ ...

(3-3)

and

dn

tin

dt

dt

1
d1h
- ~~+t~
- +

dt

.. · .

(3-4)

Substitution into eg. (3-1) yields
dnl

dn2

dt

dt

~ +t~~

P -{J

t

111

+

(p - {Jln 2

+ L.A,c, +

q

+
(3-5)

From eqs. (2-6) and (2-7), we note that in equilibrium c, and q are of
order 1/1 with respect to 11 , and we infer that this remains true during a
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slow transient. Assuming that the time derivatives are small, and equating terms of order l i t in eq. (3-5), we have

whence

L,A/C; + t q

111 -

(3-6)

f3-p

This function 11" which satisfies eq. (3-1) whenever dl1, /dt is sufficiently
small to be ignored, is identified as the neutron density in the promptjump approximation.

Note that 11, satisfies a system of differential equations whose order
has been reduced by one. This procedure of expansion in powers of a
small parameter, yielding a first approximation that satisfies a differential equation of reduced order, is called the method of si ngular
perturbations (Wasow 1944, 1963; Erdelyi 1963).
To continue, return to eq. (3-5) and equate terms of order to (i.e.,
same order as II) :
dill

- 1- = (p - (3)11 2·
tt
Therefore
II, =

1

dl1,

(3-7)

fi - [- .
P,/

Using eq. (3-6) to evaluate the derivative, we obtain
_ _

II, -

( .A.

1
dc;
(fi -p )' L ,.,t It
I

+

d"

L,Alc; + q

t ([
I

+

L/l

dt + t ric

I", - p

dP)
d'
t

(3-8)

The series, eq. (3-3), becomes
11=

L;llc; + t q

t

f3-p

(/J _ p)'

(

dc;

dq

dP) +0(("" )

L)J C; + t q
+f3 -fJ
d/

(3-9)

where we assume that tc; and 1''1 are the same order as 11. Eq. (3-9) is
essentially that obtained by Birkholf (1966). It is an asymptotic series
in powers of t that diverges if p ~ f3 and has for its first term the
prompt-jump approximation. This treatment may also be regarded as
a special case of a general method for approximating the solutions of
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differential equations containing one or more very small time constants
(Vasileva 1952 ; MacMillan 1967 ; Szeligowski a nd Hetrick 1967).
Because n, as given by eq. (3-6) satisfies a system of differential
equation s of reduced order, its interpretation as the approximate
neutron density satisfying eg . (3-1) with dn/dl omitted implies that one
initial condition has been lost. The proper interpretation is (hat a
fa st-decaying transient part of the solution is missing from the approximate neutron density. For example, as observed in sec. 2-4, the approximate step-input response given by eq. (2-47) is discontinuous at I = O.
In deriving eq. (2-47) the transient term having a time constant
t /(fi - Po) was replaced by ajump discontinuity in n.
The "lost initial condition" is replaced in this approximation by a
requirement of the continuity of (fJ - p)n. This follows from eq. (3-1)
with dn/dl omitted and with q continuous if it is noted that, by eq. (3-2),
each Cj is continuous even in the presence of a finite discontinuity in
nCr). The condition on the approximate neutron density in the presence
of a step change in reactivity at I = 0 is therefore

fJ - pi - Oj
n( + 0) = f3 _ p( +0) n( - 0).

(3-10)

By eq. (3-6), Ihe approximate neutron density in the one-delay-group
case IS

J.te + t q

(3-11)

fJ - p .

If we solve for C and substitute the result into the precursor equation
de

t -,

iI

=

(3- 12)

fJn - J.te,

we obtain

({3 - p) -dn, - (.Ap
£II

dq

=J.tq +t,.
It

(3- 13)

This is the first-order differential equation for the neutron density in
the prompt-jump approximation. For a prescribed so urce, eq. (3-13)
ma y be solved for n" and the precursor density may then be found from
eq. (3-11). In practice, one first computes tq and then regards the
product as fixed in the limit t ~ O. Similarly, one computes the product
t c and then estimates e from it by using the original value of t .
In the so urce-free case for a step input of reactivity at equilibri um, the
solution that satisfies the continuity condition, eg. (3-10), is eg. (2-47) of
sec. 2-4. Fig. 3-1 illustrates how the starting transient is replaced by a
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Fig. 3-1. Response to react ivi ty step: d iscontinuous prompt-j ump approximation (PJ )
com pared with cOllt inuous solu tioll containing a fasl transient.

jump discontinuity (see also fig . 2-8). Of course, if I1(t ) in fig . 3-1 represents the exact so lution, eq. (2-41), rather tha n eq. (2-46), the two curves
eventually diverge beca use the stable periods are different.
In principle, provided eq. (3-9) holds, the validity of the prompt-jump
a pproximation may be judged by compa ring the mag nitudes of
successive terms in the asymptotic series. A quantitative criterion is
easily obtained in the one-delay-group case. With one group of delayed
neutrons and no source, eq. (3-9) beco mes

Nc

11 =

fJ-p

-

{

(fJ - 1')'

Me dP)
,
tit + fJ _ P di + O(t -). (3-14)

(dC
A{

Su bstituting the first term of this series into th e precursor equation

de

-

dt

fJ /1
t

~ -

-

Ac

'

one obtains an estimate o f dc/tit:

dc
tit -

ip

fJ _ P c.

Eq. (3-14) becomes
II

~ fJ )Jc
_ P [ I - (fJ _( P l' ( ).p

dP) +
+ dt

O(t 2 )] .

(3-15)

We conclude that the promp.t-jump approx imation in the source-free
one-delay-group case, as given by
(3-16)
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is a useful approximation whenever the series, eq. (3-15), is valid and its
second term is sma ll. In other words, an approximate criterion of
va lidity for the approximation in this special case is

f3 - P

~

J(t

).1' +

~:).

(3-17)

Note that the permissible approach to prompt critical may be quite
close if t is small.
The criterion stated in eq . (3-17) cannot be used if dlildr is very large,
as happens during th e fast transient following a reactivity step or during
a very rapid oscillati on. In such situations our basic assumptions about
the relative order of magnitude of the terms in eq. (3-5) do not a pply,
and th e resulting asymptotic series are not correctly constructed. The
basic criterion for the validity of the prompt-jump a pproximation, as
implied at the beginning of this section, is of co urse

dl1
dr. q

fi t

I'

11.

(3-18)

It may be noted in passing that eg. (3-18) can be used to derive the
criterion stated in eq. (3- 17). From eq. (3-13) with q = 0, the approximate neutron density satisfies

(Ii - p)

~;l = (AP + ~:)11

(3- 19)

Combining eqs. (3- 18) and (3- I9) yield s eq. (3-1 7), which in this con text
might be viewed as answering the question , "For one delay group and
no source, and provided eq. (3-18) is satisfied , ho w close to prompt
critica l can the prompt-jump approx imation be used?"
It must be no ted that eq. (3-17) is not meant [or use in jUdging the
va lid ity of th e one-delay-gro up prompt-jump approximation as a
substitute for the exact six-group model. In a cl ose approach to prompt
critica l, even if one lIses the weighted mean decay constan t ;o' (see sec. 2-2)
in eq. (3- I 7), o ne sho uld not expect a good q uantitati ve prediction. One
delay group is no substitute for six in the general case of time-dependent
reactivity.
Nevertheless, eq. (3- 17) may be regarded a s a useful rule of thumb for
predicting the maximum permissible reactivity that is within the range
o[validity of the prompt-jump approximation. Since the main concern
is th e closeness of approach to prompt critical, eq . (3- 17) may be replaced
by
(3-20)
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For large rates of change of reacti vity, this becomes

(3-21 )
while for slow ramps eg. (3-20) reduces to

f! -

P ~ J (O[J).

(3-22)

Eq. (3-22) is cited by Cohen (1958) as a criterion for validity of the
prompt-jump approximation. Its usefulness is restricted to slow rates
of react ivity change.
The criterion for validity of the prompt-jump approximation may be
displayed graphically by arbitrarily rewriting eg. (3-20) as

f! -

Pm = 3 J(t IAf!

+

dtl)

(3-23)

and plotting contours of constant Pm as in fig. 3-2. The coordinate axes
are f!/t and (dp/till/f!, and Pm is the maximum reactivity for which the
prompt-jump approximation is valid according to the arbitrary limits
set by eq. (3-23). In other words, the approximation is useful in a region
to the right ofa given contour for reactivities at least as large as that on
the contour bounding the region. Note that for small rates of reactivity

10

I(J'

Fig. 3-2. Approximate regions of valid ity for the prompt-j ump approximation (contours
of constant limiting reactivity p,,,).

-
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change the limits a re independent of the rate, as expected from eq. (3-22),
while fo r larger ra tes the validity of the approximation req uires
progressively smaller neutron generation times.
To complete the discussion of the prompt-jump approximat ion, and
to have the equations available for latcr reference, we next consider the
one-delay-group po int-reacto r model as a second-o rder differential
eq uation in lI (t). Egs. (3-1) and (3-2) become
dll

-, =
1I

pIt) - {i

t

11

.

+

AC

+

if(t)

(3-24)

and

de

-

dt

{J

= - 11 -

t

(3-25)

).e.

The variable e(c) may be eliminated by solving for it in eq. (3-24) and
substituting into eq. (3-25). The result is
d'lI
.
dl1
t, , +({i +At - p) -, ( '-

{I

P)
(d
dq
AP+ -, II=Uif+t -d ·
( {

t

(3-26)
The pro mpt-ju m p approx imatio n, eg. (3-13), is seen to be the limit as
t --> 0 (!q -;- 0) whenever the second derivative is sufficientl y small that
t d'll/dt' may be neglected.
For very small reactivity a nd small rate of change of reactivity, the
prompt-jump approximatio n reduces to an important specia l casco If

~ I dl~ Ipi ~ Ii,
then eq. (3- 19) becomes
rill

de

).p

=

If II -

P
t'

11,

(3-27)

where I' is the effecti ve lifetime in eq. (2-21). Thi s approximate dynamic
equation has the same mathematical form as the point-reactor model
for prompt neutrons only, though I is replaced by the much la rger
effecti ve lifetime t', reAecting the dominance o f delayed neutrons for
sma ll reactivity. For p = Po, the characteristic eq uation corresponding
to eq. (3-27) is Po = wt' , in conformity with eqs. (2- 19) and (2-20).
This approximation is usefu l in studies of reactor stability when the
qua li tati ve effect of delayed neutrons can be neglected (see chapter 6).
We shall use the name "effect ive li feti me model" or "I-prime approximation" to distingui sh it from the case orno deJayed neutron s.
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We now turn to the subject of large reactivities and fast excursions.
The expansion in powers of t , eg . (3-3), may be used here also, but we
make different assumptions about th e relative magnitudes of the terms
in eg. (3-5). The derivative dlli idt is now taken to be of order l it, while
Ci and q are assumed of o rder t o.
Equating terms of order lit in eg . (3-5), we find
p - {J

dn,

t

dt

(3-28)

11\ ,

which is identified as the Nordheim- Fuchs model for fa s t excursions
(Fuchs 1946; Nordheim 1946). Here "l is the approximate neutron
density that satisfies eg. (3-1) when the neutron population is growing
so rapidly that the sources L,I'ici and q are negligible.
Equating term s of order { o in eg . (3-5), we find

t

dll?

dl- = (p - {J)II ,

+ LiAici +

(3-29)

q.

"r-

The second term in eg. (3-3) can in principle be evaluated by using
the solution of eq. (3-28), in eg. (3-2) to estimate the approximate Ci'
Eg . (3-29) may then be solved for " ,. We can therefore construct a
singular perturbation expansion that is valid for large reactivities. Note
that once again the first approximation /1, satisfies a system of differen·
tial equation s of reduced order. In chapter 5 we use similar expansions
in deriving the peak power and energy release in self-limiting power
excurSions.
The Nordheim- Fuchs approximation, eg. (3-28), may also be
regarded as a special case of the "constant ·source approximation"
discllssed in sees. 2-4 and 2-5. Setting Li)' iCj equal to a constant in
eg . (3-1) and differentiating, we obta in

t

<I'll
dl '

+

dll
dp
({J - p) dt - dt

dq

11 =

(3-30)

t dt '

which is apparently the limit ofeg. (3-26) as ), -> O. It has a lready been
observed in sec. 2-4 that this approximation could be expected to be
useful only fo I' short times, t ~ IIA, following a step change of reactivity.
Comparison of eqs. (3-26) and (3-30) suggests alternative criteria:

I~~ I i> i lpi

(3-31)

I ~; I i> Aq.

(3-32)

and

I
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The first of these conditions naturally gives rise to the name "rapidrate approximation."

At this point we may observe that the extreme case of very large
reactivity, in which delayed neutrons are ignored entirely, is logically
obtained from eg . (3-28) if Ipi !9 fJ:

dn

P

dt -

tn.

(3-33)

For practical reasons this model would be of little interest in reactor
theory, except that it is identical in form to the effective-lifetime model,
eg. (3-27), which is useful for very small reactivity.
Finally, we note the possibility of using the assumptions of both the
prompt-jump approximation and the constant-source model in the

same problem. For example, if q
eg. (3-1),
d"

dt

~

p -

t

fJ

n

+

~

0 and }"c,

~

}"c,(O)

fJ

t "d·

~

fJ'''o/t in
(3-34)

If the conditions for the prompt-jump approximation should also be
satisfied, then

fJ

n(t) -

(3-35)

!P(t) no·

!fa steady source qo is present, corresponding to an initial equilibrium
shutdown reactivity Po given by eg. (2-5), then
"

fJ - Po
= {3 - p(t) "D·

(3 36)

(t) -

-

Note the similarity between eg. (3-36) and the prompt-jump continuity
condition eg. (3-10). See also eg. (2-50) and fig. 2-9, where the fast
transient in the CS approximation would now be replaced by a jump.
This approximation , which has a very limited range of applicability,
satisfies the differential equation

(fJ -

p)

d"
dp
dt
- dt
"=

O.

(3-37)

By comparison with eg. (3-13), with constant q and with the second
derivative omitted, it might be considered the limit as t' ~ 0 and A 0
--)0

simultaneously.
In spite of its obvious limitations, this model can be used for quick
estimates in certain practical cases. For example, a ramp input starting

from equilibrium (negligible source) may be represented by
dp
p = r -, '
(t > OJ.
({

(3-38)
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[fwecrudely in terp ret the restrictio n t <1: I j}. as t < 1/ 3,( , the constantsource approximation will not be too greatly in error for react ivities less
than some Pm given by
I dp
P.. = 3J. dt'

(3-39)

The combinatio n of approximations represented by eg. (3-35) may now
be regarded as limited by the tw o restrictions egs. (3-23) and (3-39);
i.e., th e maximum reactivit y for which eg. (3-35) is a useful estimate ofa
ramp-input response is th e smaller of the two values Pm from eqs. (3-23)
and (3-39).
A contour plot similar to fig. 3-2 may now be constru cted with both
these restrictions used. Regions wherein eg. (3-35) is applicable fo r
estimating the ramp response are shown in fi g. 3-3 (large filt and
intermediate ramp rates). The regions of validity o f the prom pt-jum p

approximation (fig. 3-2) no longer extend into the range o f small ramp
rates, where the constant-source approx imation fa ils, if eq. (3-35) is to
be meaningful.
In the next section we in vestigate reactivity osci llations and discuss
the approximations to the frequency response. Approximations arc
compared wit h an exact solution of a ramp-input problem in sec. 3-3.

10',_ _ _ _ _ __ _-'A=IP=-·_7.2'-;.5"-7.7'-5.8'---4.9'--~.9:>'5-~.~9,,8-_,

10'

u

10

,••

.•
•

"0

~

-

"1-

~

~

-I'"

10- 1

ttY

Fig. 3-3. Approximat e regions of va lidity for eq. (3 -35), 11/ 11 0 ~ fJ/(fJ
ramp-inp ut response (con tours of constant limiting reactivity p"')'

-

p), as est imate of
I
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3-2. Reactivity Oscillations
In this section we write the point-reactor model for small fluctuations
about equilibrium power and obtain, under this restriction, the same
frequency response as for the oscillating source of sec. 2-6. Here we study
the reactor transfer function in more detail and discuss its limiting forms

under the approximations of the previous section. We then find
approximate solutions for large-amp litude reactivity oscillations.

Reactivity feedback and high-power transfer functions are postponed
to later chapters. Space-dependent effects are discussed in chapter 8.
Oscillating neutron absorbers have long been used in measurements
of reactor-dynamic parameters and neutron-absorption cross-sections.

Basic theory was discussed in many early studies (e.g., Nordheim 1946 ;
Weinberg and Schweinler 1948; Franz 1949). Summaries are given by
Corben (1959a) and Sastre (1964). An early pile oscillator, used for
neutron cross-section measurements, was built by Langsdorf (1949).
The classic reactor transfer-function measurement was made with the

Argonne CP-2 reac tor (Harrer, Boyar, and Krucoff 1952). A recent
review is given by Kerlin (1967).
Proceeding as in section 2-6, let

n

+ bn,
cia + bCi,

= 110

ci =

P = Po
q
Cia

+

=

qo,

=

f3i nO
XI '

bp,

•

and

t '
where we have assumed that average values are the same as equilibrium

values. (We shall see later that this is not true for large-amplitude
oscillations.)
Substituting into eqs. (2-1) and (2-2) yields
d
dt

- 611

=

Po - f!

t

311

+

•
L;A;bc;

110

+-

t

6p

1

+ - !ip!ill
t

(3-40)

and

d
f!;
dt lie; = 7 !ill - i;Iie;.

(3-41 )
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These equations are similar to eqs. (2-87) and (2-88) except that the
oscillating source oq is now replaced by

"0

t

OP

1

+ t OpOI1.

To proceed further, we assume sufficiently small oscillations that
10111
110 (i.e., the product OpOI1 is at all times negligible). Eqs. (2-87) and
(3-40) then have the same form (linear differential equations with
constant coefficients).

«

We use the Laplace transforms

oN(s)

~ LOO ol1(£)e - "

br,(s)

~ Loo lic,(t)e - " dt,

IiR(s)

~ Loo lip(t)e-" dt.

dt,

and

The Laplace transform of the steady-state portion of the response is
given by

oN(s) ~

l1 ooR(s)

ts

+ {3 -

.

I

Po -

(3-42)

{3k
.' ,
i

S

+

}'i

By eg. (2-53) or (2-91), the reactivity transfer function is seen to be

G(s)

~ oN(s) ~

110

oR(s)

t

"
/

.l ""

./ ,

...

,

I(s)
,,

" ',) ~..../I., /:'"/,'J ~ J ~ . / ' / '

~

110

{s

+ {3 -

'\'
Po - ~

•

(3-43)

{3,).,

,s

+ A,

The reactivit y transfer function is therefore 110/ t times the source transfer
function (the Laplace transform of the impulse response), provided the
resuiting power oscillation is small. Note that this system cannot be
unstable; Po is a negative shutdown reactivity, and there can be no pole
of G(s) in the right half-plane.
There is no wide agreement on notation for the reactor transfer
function. This function appears in many places in the theory of reactor
dynamics; sometimes one normalization is more convenient, sometimes another. We choose the normalization in eg. (3-43), recalling that
l(s) was written so that its inverse Laplace transform, the impulse
I
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response i(t), has the property i(O) = I. Of course, whatever the
normali za tion, the inhour equation, eq. (2-1 5) or (2-54), can be expressed
as

= O.

1

G(Wj)

(3-44)

When the results of sec. 2-6 are applied, the frequency response for a
fluctuation On in response to a small reactivity oscillation is given by the
magnitude and phase of G{jw). [n other words, if

op

=

JII

=

€

sin wt,

(3-45)

then
<iG{jw) i sin (wt

+ qJ),

(3-46)

where
(3-47)
Before plotting gra phs of the frequency response, we may note some
of the propert ies of G(s). Since :!:JJ i = P,
G(s) =

110

"0

t s + P - Po -

L

PJi

j S + )·i

- -,-- - " ; ; - - ; ; - - \' Pi , )s - Po
(t + G
j S + / "i
(3-48)

There are 111 + 1 poles on the real axis at s = Wi ) the 111 + 1 real roots
of the inho ur equation. If Po = 0, there is a pole at the origin, corresponding to eq uilib ri um operation at arbitrary power level ; otherwise,
all poles arc on the negative real axis. Ifnumerator and denominator are
mUltiplied by n i(s + Ai)' then G(s ) becomes a ratio of two polyno mials
of degree m and 1/1 + I respectively, and there are seen to be In zeros
at.'! = - li'
For ve ry small s,
11 0

G(s) -

- -

110

=-

Po
provided Po

+ 0 ; if Po

(3-49)

iPo i
=

0, then for small s
(3-50)

For very large s,
11 0

G(s) - - .

ts

(3-51)

Reactivity Oscillations
Since t is very small, there is an intermediate range,
G(5)

\,,
,

lsi

~ max }.j, where

no

~-~

fJ -

69

(3-52)

Po

For one group of delayed neutrons,
G(5)

1,

=

110

(t + !
s

(3-53)

,

A)

- Po

which may b e written as
noes + A)
G(s) - ~--~'--'----- ts 2 + (fJ + Jet - Pols - APo

In terms of the two negative roots,

WI

and

W 2,

(3-54)
of the inhour equation,

this is
(3-55)
For a critical reactor,
G( s) = _ _ _n--''o----_ _

(3-56)

fJ,)
( t + \'
~,s + A, S
For one group,
G(s)

=

ts (s

+ ;. +

fJl t )

T hi s function has poles a I s = Clh = 0 and 5 = W2 = - VSince;' ~ Pit, it will be an excellent approximation to write
G(5)

~
=

11 0 (.,

ts(s

+ ).)
+ fJlt )

(3 -57)

+

fJl t).

(3-58)

Eq s. (3-48) a nd (3 -56), and their one-delay-group versions eqs. (3-53)
and (3-57), are often called th e zero-power transfer functions. This is
because the equilib rium po we r no has been assumed sulTiciently small
th at no reactivity fe edback effects are significant. T he use of G(s) for a
critica l reactor (Po = 0) implies at the same time that 110 is al so sufficiently large for the source !fa to b e un important.
A typical frequenc y response for a cr iti cal reactor, expressed as
magnitud e ane! phase of (fJ/ 110) G(jUJ), is ShOWll ill fig. 3-4, which CO Illpares the onc- ane! six-group moclels for t l f> = 10 - 2 sec (U 2 .13 therma l
del a yed- neu tro n cia ta). A s seen from eq . (3- 52), th is pat·t ic ula r 11 Orlll<l Iiza-

[iOll gi ves uni t magni tude for intermediate freqlleneic s. This type of
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Fig. 3-4. Magnitude and phase of the zero-power reactor transfer fUllction (U 2B , t lli
10 - 2 sec) comparing one- and six-gro up representat ions.

=

representation, ca lled a Bode plot, is frequently presented with the
magnitude expressed in deci bels (db), the number of decibels being
twent y times the common logarithm of a relati ve ampli tud e. Detai led
discussions are presented in many boo ks (e.g., Ha rrer 1963; Keepin
1965; Schultz 196 1; Weave r (963).
Note that the six-gro~p m odel does not have as sharp a break in
amplitude near w = },. This is a consequence o f th e closely spaced
poles and zeros resulting from the six-group i.j and wjo Both models have
the same behavior for very low or very high frequencies ; this is to be
expected from eqs. (3-50) and (3-5 1), where 1GUw)1 varies inversely with
wand the phase approaches - 90"'
An oth er representation that we will need later is the polar plo t in the
complex G(jw) pla ne, as shown in fig. 3-5 for the sa me data as in fig. 3-4.
The locus is constructed using IG(jw)1 as the radius a nd </J as the angle

Reactivity Oscillations
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Fig. 3-5. Po lar plol of the zero-power react or transrer runction (frequencies as labeled :
da ta from fig. 3-4).

in the conventional sense. Consistent with the convention we use in
chapter 6, the locus is regarded as traversed from the origin toward
infinity as w varies from Cf) to o. Note how the polar representation
emphasi zes the contrast between the one- and six-group models at low
freq uency.
As may be inferred from eq. (3-51), the effect of decreasing t is to
broaden thdrequency response at the high end and keep the phase near
zero over a wider range. This is ill ustrated in the six-grou p amplitude
and phase plots for U 235 shown in figs. 3-6 and 3-7 (Keepin 1965).
Similar graphs for other reactor fuels are also shown by Keepin. Fastfission delayed-neutron data was used. (Strictly speak ing, the curves for
larger values of I would be shifted very slightly at low frequencies to
reflect the correlation between neutron generation time and mean
neutron energy in the reactor. This would ha rd ly be worth the troub le,
especialJy since complete consistency wou ld require a slightly different
set of delayed-neutron data for each reactoL)
I
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Fig. 3-6. Magn itude of the zero-power reactor transfer function for U 2B for vario lls
values of neutron generat ion t ime I {from

©

Physics oJ Nile/ear Kill erics by O . R. Keepin.

1965 by Addison-Wesley Pu blishing Co., Reading, Mass.}.

w,sec"1

Fig. 3·7 . Phase orthe zero-power reactor transfer function for U 2J 5 fo r various values of )
neut ron genera tion lime /. (from Physics of Nuclear Kin etics by G. R. Kcepin. © 1965 by
Addiso n-Wes ley Pu blish in g Co., Readi ng. Mass.).

N ex t we consider the frequency response for a critica l reacto r in each
of the approx imations discussed in sec. 3-t. We will gain sufficient
insight using one group of dela yed neutrons; the extension to more
groups is not diffic ult.
First, consider the prompt-jump approxima tio n. In the limit of
sma ll t, eq . (3-58) becomes
G(s) - '' o s

p

+ )'.
s

(3.59)
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This may also be derived from eq. (3-19), which for sma ll oscillations
would be

p ~~ - ()," +

(~)110'

(3-60)

We see from eq. (3-59) that the amplitude does not fall offat very high
frequencies but remains flat with a limiting value 11 0lP(see fig. 3-8). For
thi s reason, the prompt-jump approximation is sometimes kn own as

the " infinite-bandwidth " approximation. Its usefulness in stability
studies is not compromised by thi s unrealislic high-frequency behavior,
because the other elements in a

realist i~

system model (reactivity

feedbac ks, controllers, etc.) would dominate the overall system with
th eir much larger time constants.
For lsi <1i A (or 151 <1i min ),;), we have
II 0), = -"-"G(s ) ""
- ps
rs'

(3-61 )
I
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See also eq. (3-50). This is the low-frequency asymptote and is the
transfer function for the t ' model, eg. (3-27).
For
p )"(or
p max )"i), we have the constant-source approxima tion. From eq. (3-58) with J. neglected,

lsI

lsI

G(s) :: (

"0

s+

(3-62)

[3

This ma y a lso be derived fro m eq. (3-28) for small oscillations. In the
intermediate range we again have G ~ 110/[3, whi le for extremely high

freq uencies
11 0

G(s) :: -.

(3-63)

ts

This is of course the case of no del ayed neutrons, eg. (3-33) for small
oscillations, and by eq . (3-51) it plays the role of the high-frequency

asymptote.
Th e relationships among these approximations are illustrated
schematically in fig. 3-8. The high-frequency approximations, eqs.
(3-62) and (3-63), are of little use in stabi lit y studies because of their

unrea listic low-frequency behavior.
Finally we no te that the overlap region between the prompt-jump

and constant-source approximations, the region of fiat frequency
res ponse where G :: 110/[3, could have been predicted fro m eq. (3-52).
This flat frequenc y response might also be regarded as the transfer
function obtained from eq. (3-37) for small oscillations; naturally, it
also is of little use in stability st udies because it represents the intermediate frequency range only. N o te that this flat region exists by virtue
of the smallness o f t . We see from fig. 3-6 that this plateau is very pronounced, even with the six delay groups, for a ll but the ve ry largest
physically reaso nable val ues of (.
The transfer functions in figs. 3-4 through 3-8 are all fo r critical

reactors. In a so urce-sustained subcritical system the

l ow~frequency

behavior is quite different, as seen from eq. (3-49). The amplitude must
approach a constant at low frequency, wit h a corresponding ze ro phase
angle. This is illustrated in figs. 3-9 and 3-10 (Keepin 1965).
Irwe try to extend these tran sfer functions into the supercritica l range

by making Po > 0 in eg. (3-48), we lose physical meaning because
positive Po wou ld imply a negative source. Instead, we conceive a

transfer function fo ra source-free supercritical system by superimposing
an oscillation on an exponential rise with a stable period corresponding
to the average reactivity. Postulate
11 ~ 110( I + <le P',
Cj =

CiO(I

+

E j )e

P1

,
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Fig. 3-9. Magnitude of the reactor transfer function (( = 10 · '; sec) fo r variou s degrees of
subcritica lity (from Physics of Nile/car Kinetics by G. R. Kccpin. © 1965 by AddisonWesley Publishin g Co .. Reading. Mass.).

Fig. 3-10. Phase of the reactor transfer function (I = 10 - 4 sec ) for various degrees of
subcrit icality (from Ph ysics of Nllclcar K inetics by G. R. Kccp in . © 1965 by Addison Wesley Publ ishing Co., Reading. Mass. ).

and
P = Po

+

IIp,

where € , Ej a nd bp are small fluctuations, and where p is the positive root
orthe inhouf equat ion for reac tivity PoSubsliluling inl o Ihe point-reactor equations, neglecting th e product
EDp, an d lIsing Laplace transforms we find
i(s)

bR(s)

_ _ _ __ _ _-'---_ _ _----,,-,----_
{ (s

+ p) +

{3 - Po -

L

(3-64)

fiJ,
----"-"-"-----;-

,s + P + ),

I
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where < and ~R arc Laplace transform s of < and bp. This result is
illustra ted in fi gs. 3-11 and 3-1 2 (Keepin 1965), where G is 11 0 times the
above transfer function and Ti s the stable period l i p.
10'r-__--~--~~~----~------,_----_,,_----,

10'

Fig. 3- 11 . Magnitude o f the reac to r transfer fun ction (/ = 10 - 4 sec) for various degrees
of superc ri tical ity: oscillat ion superim posed on stable pe riod T (from PhY:Jic:s ol Nllclear
Kinetics by G. R. Kccpin. © 1965 by Addi son -Wesley Publi shin g Co .. Readin g, Mass.).
Or-----,------r-----,------r-----,-----~

Fig. 3- 12. Phase of the reactor transfer fu nct ion (f = 10- 4 see) for variou s degrees of
supercritiea lity ; oscilla tio n superimp osed on sta ble period T (fro m Pfl),sic.\' oj Nuclear
Kinetics by G. R. Keepin. © 1965 by Addison-Wesley Publ ishing Co ., Reading, Ma ss. ).

This parametric excitation during a transient, or "transfer-function
period efTect," is discussed in detail by Carter, Sparks, and Tessier
(1964). The importance of this effect ha s been observed in nuclear
rocket prototypes (Singer 1962), whcre it was found that reactor
contro l systems designed for equi lib rium operati on developed unstable
oscillatio ns during a short-period programmed startup.

Reactivity Oscil/ariol1s
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We complete this section on reactivit y osci Uations with a brief
treatment o r large-amplitude variations. The most striking feature is
thal a steady oscilla tion about zero react ivity ca uses a diverging power;
see fig. 3- I 3 (Akcasli 1958).

30

20

10
8
6

4

o

20

10

I, sec
Fig. 3- 13. Response to reactivity input

pIli

=

0.7 si n I do llars (A kcasu 1958 ).

Here we treat th e problem by using a model for which an analytical
soluti on is possible, i.e., the prompt-jump approximation with one
delay group. Wc find the large-amplitude respon se to an oscillating
reactiv ity having a nonzero average va luc and then obtain an approximate value for the average (negative-bias) reactivity that produces a
nond iverg ing power (Smith 1965).
We so lveeq. (3-19):
dP)
+ dt

dll = ( /.p
'
(lJ - p) J(

Il

with

~=
usin g 11 =

+

A

110

Il o

= log
_ 1

x

[

sil,

(3-65)

WI ,

a t t = O. The integra ti on is standard, wi th the result

Il

log -

B

tan

I-A

I - A -

.

BSlIlwl

-

.
AI

B

J[(J _ A)' _

/,

+ wJ
- [ (1 -

2

"

A ) - B-]

twtJ
B'] .

_ 1 B - ( I - A) ta n

B2] - tan

J[( I _ A)' (

(3-66)
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As t increases, the inverse ta ngent functi ons arc equal at one point in
each cycle, and the quantity in the brackets in eq. (3-66) increases by IT
rad ians each cycle. We can th e refo re reduce cq. (3-66) to a simpler form
thal is valid once in each cycle (whenever twt equal s an integral
multiple ofn) by selling th e quantity in brackets eq ual to 1M:
log -

11

110

= log

I - A
I - A - B sin

WI

.

-

Al
.

+

it

-;cc;-:--...,.",---;:"

J [(1 - A)' - B'}
(3-67)

The solu t ion will be periodic (nondivergent power) if
(I - A)2 _ B'

=

I.

(3-68)

Wh en the reactor is not too far from critica l (IAI '" I), this res ult may
be approxima ted by

A ~ -tB2,

(3-69)

which gives the .amo unt of negat ive-bias reactivity, A dollars, that is
needed to maintain a steady power oscillation when the osci llating
reactivity has amplitude B. This re sult was also obtained by Akcasu
(1958), using a different approac h th a t we disc uss briefly in sec. 3-6
(see a Iso sec. 7-9).
It is interesting that the solution ha s an alternative form , obtai ned by
transforming the integrals and using different standard form s:
11

log -

no

I -A

= log .,--:----;:--..,-- -

I - A - B sin

x

'

[

Sin

, 1

WI

B
I - A

-

AI

J.
w

+-

I

J[( I

,

- A)- - B']

" I B - ( I - A)Sin WIJ

SJI1

1-

.'
wI

A - B SlIl

(3-70)

This time the quantity in bracket s increases by 21l radians each cycle.
Eq . (3-67) follows if one replaces the bracketed quantity by wi.
The mathematical model is too oversimplified to permit detailed
comparison with experimental data , but it docs give important insight
int o the qualitative effect o r delayed neutron s in largcMamplitude
oscillations.
3-3. Ramp-Input Response: Hypergeometric Functions

As another example ortimeMdepcndent reactivity, we consider the case
or reactivity a linear runction or time (the so-called ramp input) :
p(/) = Po

+

71

(3-7 1)

In this section we treat the one-deJayMgroup case as a second-order
difTerential equation whose solution may beexprcssed in term s of known
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functions. Th e disclission is based in large part o n work reported by
Coveyo ll and Mulliken (1948) and by Smets (1958). An alternate
trea tment lI sing integral representations, which has a si mple extension
10 several delay groups, is discllssed in the following sectio n.
We consider eq . (3-26) with p(t) given by eq. (3-7 1). The constant
y = dp/"t is called the ramp rate. The differential equation is

d'" +
-,'
( t-

(At

+

d" +
t

B)-d

(CI

. + -,
~
'
( f

+

(3-72)

D )n = Aq

where
B

=

).

+

(J - Po,

t

(3-73)

Ai

C=

('

In thi s section we trea t only the homogeneous case ('I = 0). In principle,
a partic ular int egral ca n be constructed once the solution to the
homogeneolls equation is known , but its form in this problem is very
complicated. (See in stead the integral representation constructed in the
next section .)
We therefore seek two linearly independ ent solution s of the differe ntial equation
(/2/1

-"
+
II

(At

+

dn

B) -,

((

+

(Ct

+

(3-74)

D )n = 0,

with the constants as given by eq. (3-73). We retain the initial reactivity
Po for now, although it must vanish in the source-free case if the initial
state is an equilibrium. We state a transformation that leads to Weber's
differential equation and permits the exact solutio n to be expressed
either in terms of parabolic cylinder functions of negative order or in
terms of the confiuent hypergeometric function. It is then shown that
simpler fo rms involving exponentials and error function s result if
)./J/y is an integer. Finally, we discuss the relationship of these simpler
forms to the approximations of sec. 3-1.
We begin by sett ing
11 =

dn
dy
dl = x dl

xy,

dx

(3-75)

+ y dr'

Eg. (3-74) becomes

,d'y
x dt'

[d'x

+ dt' +

(At

+

dx
B) dr

+

(Ct

+

D)x ] Y = 0,

,

(3-76)
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,

where we ha ve eliminated the term in dy/dt by requiring tha t x be a
pa rti cular solution of

dx
2 -/

+

{(

(At

+

B)x

~

O.

(3-77)

A co n ve nient form for x will be

~

x

exp [ - (At 4: B )2]-

(3-78)

Using eq. (3-77) or (3-78), we find

Id'x
- -I '
x (t

+

At+Bdx
-dt
x

+ Ct +

D ~

A2

- -

4

I

2

+ ( C- -AB) I+D
2

A

B'

- - -2
4 '

so that eq . (3-76) may be written as

d'y
dl' ~ (el'

+ ft + g)y,

(3-79)

where

A'

e= -

J~

4 '

AB - C
2
'

B'

g ~ "4

A

+"2 -

D.

We next seek a transformation to a new independent variable to
remove the linear term/to Set
t ~

"'0' + fJo

(3-80)

an d find "'0 a nd {10 such that eq. (3-79) is transformed to

d'y
-/ ' ~ (r'
cr-

+

h )y,

(3-81)

whe re h is a consta nt. Comparison o f eqs. (3-79) and (3-81) yields
fY.o4e = fY.o4Al j 4 = 1.

Fo r positive ramp rate y, A is negat ive by eq . (3-73). Therefo re, to make
real, choose
A/2 ~ - I, o r

"0

"0'

"0

~ + J (-2/A) ~ + J (2t /y).

The ca se of negative y is similar and will not be treated here.
Furth er compariso n of eqs. (3-79) and (3-8 1) yields

~

{J
o

2C - AB
A'

~ ~ (fJ - Po _ A)
Y
t
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and
2D
2EC
2C'
---+A
A'
A3

h= -

where we have used eq . (3-73) to recover the physical parameters.
Eq. (3-81) is therefore

~:; = (T2 + 2~P +

I)Y'

(3-82)

where the original independent variable is
t =

+r

J( 2t)
-

)'

t(P -. Po -

+-

)'

{

)
)..

(3-83)

Finally we compare with Weber's differential equation

y"

= (:' -

v -

~)y

for the parabolic cylinder functions y = D,,(x ) (Whittaker and Watson
1952) and conclude that the solution of eq. (3-82) is a parabolic cylinder
function of negative order v = - I - ),Pfy. The complete solution of
eq. (3-82) is a linear combination of two linearly independent parabolic
cylinder functions or of two confluent hypergeometric functions.
We do not pursue the general case further, but instead we consider
the special case when v is an integer. In this case, the functions Dv reduce
to Hermite functions, which for negative order can be expressed in
terms of the error function. We proceed to generate the error-function
solutions directly from the differential equation ,
We work with an integer I', defined as
I' = ),fJjy,

(3-84)

and generate solutions of

d'y

dr' = (r2

+

21'

+

(3-85)

l)y.

Consider the function Y = ear J , which satisfies

d'Y
= (4a 2 r'
dr2

-

+

2a) Y

and will therefore satisfy eq . (3-85) for I' = 0 if a =
if a = - 1. Denote these particular solutions as

5:. or for I'

I' = 0;

1' = - 1.

l

= -1
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We are interested in nonnegat ive I'. For Ji
can be found by setting

Y.o*

-

~

X 0 et "

=

0, a second solut ion Yo*

.

Substituting into
d'y
dr 2

+

= (r '

I) y

yields
2

d Xo
'
(Ir

7

+ _r

dX o _ 0
I - ,
(r

dX 0
- rZ
- - = e
dr
'

Xo

=

f.

' ,

e - ~ - d~

o

=

h,

Y- erf r.

2

Two linea rly independent solutions of eg. (3-85) for I' = 0 are therefore
l
Y.0 -_ et :
and

(3-86)

J: e -(Z d~.

Yo' = et 'z

The complete solution for I' = 0 may be written

Yo =

CY.
0 0 + C0 *Y.*
0
= e-" '(c+c*r'
0
0 Jo e -(' d'" )

•

(3 -87)

where Co and Co* are constants.
For othe r values of I', consider the functions
YII -_ e - t r2 Vw
Substituting in eq. (3-85), we fin d that

{tl ~I

d Jt;,

dr' - 2r dr - 2(1'

v" defined by
(3-88)

v" satisfies
0

+ I )V" = .

(3-89)

Differentiat ing gives
d J ~I
(/2 V
- - - 2r - -,ll - 2(1'
dr'
,fr-

+

d~1

2) dr =

o.

Compare this result with eq. (3-89) re written wit h I' replaced by I'

+

I:
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We identify
d~, _

ilt

and
2

-ddt-V;,
-,

-

"

dV;,+1
=

dt

V;I+Z·

When these relations are used, eg. (3-89) becomes a recurrence relation
for the functions Jt;,:

Y,, +2 - 2tV,, + I

-

2(11

+

I) v" = O.

By eg. (3-88), the functions Y" satisfy the same relation,
Y,, +2 - 2!Y,, + I

-

2(tl

+

(3-90)

I )1~, = 0;

therefore, if we know two of the function s in the set ~,we can generate

the rest.
Setting I' = - 1 in eg. (3-90) yields
Y1

=

2! Yo

=

2!e'lt

2
.

A second solution Y, * may be found by the procedure employed for
finding Yo" The result is

Y,*

=

e- t .,

+ 2tel "

t e-~' d~.

Function s Jt;,* analogous La J~, may be defined and shown to satisfy the
same recurrence relatio n.

To summarize, the so lution ofeg. (3-85)
d2y
2
-I 2 = (t

cr

+

21'

+

l )y

for integer va lues of tl is given by

(3-91)
where

I
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YI * = e-'" + 2re' "

+

Y,, +, = 2r Y,+1

r;1+2 *

=

2r t;l+ l *

2(/1

I

e-"

+

I )r;"

+ 2(/1 +

d~,

1)J-;1*'

This may be expressed more compactly by noting th at

v"

dll
-I{: r ' (Vo)

=

dll fl
= - I,,(e ),
cr

and

(1'

V * = -d" (\1,0*) = -d' e,2
//
dr"
dr /

0

2
e-,: dr
':>

)
,

so that eq. (3-9 1) becomes

Yjl =e

--tt 2

,2

tir}1
d" [ e

)j

f.'

C
C *
_';2 I'
I
( 1' + JI oe
c"
.

(3-1

The solution o f eq. (3-72) for integer values of I' is n = xy,,, where
is given by eq . (3-78). I n terms of the physical para meters,

x

=

exp -Y ( t [ 4t

P+

).t -

Y

po)'J

,

and if we use the transformation cq. (3-83),

e-'"

= ex p [ -

:t(t - P - l~ po)']
-

Therefore

and the soluti on for integer values of /I = l ill y may finally be expressed
as
(3-93)
where T is defined by eq. (3-83).
In part icular, for th e special cases /I = and I' = 1 with q = and
Po = 0, and with initial equilibriul11 11(0) = /l o, we .::
fi;:.
n.:;
d_~~_ _ ~
---;

-

'-'1 0

= [ - 1 + --------P( - 7r ) 1/ 2 (

2yt

°
'
)
( erf
{i
exp -P
2yt
..j(2yt )
P)

x exp -y t 2 - - {
( 2t
t
'

°

yt)]

{i ..j(2yt)

erf ~~c.,

l{ilY = 0,

(3-94)
_..J
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and
-"

\.

-fl2{ e _" - fl - AC. - yr exp (y
- r 2 - -fl)
r

=

u

fl

~

"0

X

[1

n

+ fl ( -2yt

(er</;y~ -

t

)1/2 exp "-;;-;,-'(p _ At)2
2yt

erf

fl

~::Y/~ Y
l)J},

)·P/y = 1,

(3-95)

where
erf,

r'

2 Joe -~' de.
,In

=

ft can be verified that eq. (3-94) is the sol u tion of eq. (3-34) with P = yr,
and is therefore the ramp-input response in the constant-source
approximation (smallV.), or, from another viewpoint, the rapid-rate
approximation (large y).
From eq. (3-83),

+,

I

=

J (2 yt ) [yl - (fl - U - Po)].

(3-96)

By eq. (3-71 ), this vanishes at P = fl - At, which is slightl y below
prompt critical. For convenience we choose the negative sign in
eq. (3-96). For much of the range below prompt critical, , is sufficiently
large that one can use the asymptotic expansion

e-" [
1
erf, - I - - - 1 - ,,In
2,'

1·3
+ (2,2)2
-

1·3·5
(2,2)3

+ ."] .

From eqs. (3-94) and (3-95) we find

~
no

=

Ii

( 1 _ _1
fJ - yt
u2

+~
_
4
u

1· 3· 5
1/6

+ ".)
'

J.fl/y

= 0,

J.fl/y

= I, (3-98)

(3-97)

where

Ii II

=

yl
J (yt )

and

/
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where

v=

P-

At - yt
.j{l't )

Since eq. (3-94) is identical to the constant-source approximation, and
since 1/1/ ~ 0 as t ~ 0, we might expect that the first term of eg. {3-97;
ought to be the same as the result of combining the prompt-jump and
constant-source approximations. This is verified byconsultingeg. (3-35).
Also, since Il v ~ 0 as t ~ 0, we might expect that the first term of
eg. (3 -98) is the ramp-input response for APly = 1 in the prompt-jump
approxima tion. To verify this, solve eg. (3-19),

(P - p) ~::
with p

=

=

yt and nCO)

_
_II =e).r

(

liD

(;.p +

=

'dr)n,

L

"0, to find

P )1 +1.",.
P - 1'1

(3-99)

Setting A/J/y = I in eg. (3-99) gives the same result as taking the limit
in eg. (3-98) for t ~ O. Note that eg. (3- 19) may be solved for the derivative in the form

w et) =

~ dn =
II dt

(;.P + dP) = AP + Y

I

P-

P

dt

9- P

The initial value is w {O) = yiP, which indicates that the initial derivativeis not free to assume arbitrary values. This is of course a consequence
of reducing the order of the differential eguation and "losing" one
initial condition. Here n{t) is continuous, but the derivative jumps from
the true initial value to the value yIPThe exact solution, eg. (3-95), and the prompt-jump approximation,
eg. (3-99), are shown in fig. 3-14 for 11 = }.Ply = 1. For comparison, we
include the constant-source approximation, eg. (3-94), and the simple
formula of eg. (3-35). Numerical values used are }. = 0.1 sec-I and
Pit = 100 sec -I; the ramp rate is 0.1 dollar/sec. It is interesting to
study fig. 3- 14 with reference to the criteria for validity of the approximations : eg. (3-1 7) for the prompt-jump approximation and t ~ II ). for
the constant-source approximation.
As expected from physical grounds, the constant-source approximation, interpreted here as the solution for I' = 0, is a lower bound for the
set of solutions for I' = 1,2, ... , etc. Physically, curves for noninteger
values of I' might be expected to fill in smoothly between those for the
integers. That this is true can be deduced from the integral representa-
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Fig. 3-1 4. Ramp-inp ut response for one delay group (reactor ini tially critical ;,' = 0.1
dollar/ sec, (JIt = 100 sec - I and). = 0.1 sec - I). The exact solution is eq. (3-95), the
prompt-jump approximation is e,.. (3 -99). and tbe constant-source approximation is
cq. (3-94).

tions derived in the next section; hence the case It = 0 is a lower bound
for the curves for I' > 0, other parameters being the same.
Finally, note that the exact solut ion is fairly well represented by the
prompt-jump approximation unti l very near prompt critical, where it
sudden ly diverges. It must be remembered, however, that the simple

formu la of eq. (3-99) cannot be expected to represen t the exact sixdelay-group solution nea rly as well once the reactivity exceeds a
substantial fraction of p. The numerical value of A, chosen for slow
transients, cannot represent the delayed neutrons once the rate of rise

becomes la rge, and unfortunately eq. (3-99) is highly sensitive to the
value of A. This difficulty is avoided if one uses the six-delay-grou p
prompt-jump approximation, which, as discussed in chapter 4, is
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extremely helpful in circumventing numerical difficulties. The onegroup prompt-jump approximation has more practical uses in representing reacto r startup; this is treated in a later section of this chapter.
In spite of their limitations, the solutions described in this section
serve to provide a feeling for the demands on reactor safety systems in
the event of accidental reactivity increase. More important, they
illustrate dramatically the practical need for safeguards designed to
prevent such reactivity increases.
Exact solutions in terms of special functions ha ve been derived for two
o ther cases: reactivity varying inversely with time, and exponentially
with time. For details see the paper by Smets (1958).
3-4. Ramp-Input Response: Integral Representations

An alternative approach to the ramp-input problem is afforded by
means of integral representa tions (Wallach 1950 ; Smets 1958 ; Wilkins
1959). The appropriate representation is a generalization of the Laplace
inversion integral, introduced because the ordinary Laplace transform
of the solution for y > 0 does not exist. The solutions obtained in the
preceding section are strongly dominated at large I by the factor
exp -Y,
I
( 2t

-

fJ)

- I

t'

which incidentally is easily recognized as a pa rticular solution for the
Nordheim-Fuchs model, eq. (3-28), when p = yl . The treatment here is
restricted to y > 0; the solution for y < 0, which is Laplace-transformable, is discussed by Ash (1965).
The integral representations are useful in that they yield simple
approximate formulas for the power and period at the time of prompt
critical. Also, the error-function formulas of the previous section
provide little information about large ramp rates; J~ = I corresponds to
a ramp rate of the order of ten cents per second, while larger /l corresponds to smaller ramp rates and more complicated formulas.
We seek integral representations for the solution of eq. (3-72) with
q = qo,

d2 n
dl'

+

(AI

+

d1l
B) dl

+

(el

+

D)1l

=

Aqo,

(3-100)

where the constants a re defined by eq. (3-73). We postulate a particular
solution of the form
l1 (t) =

fr

F(s)e" ds,

(3-101)
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where the integration contour r in the complex ,\'-plane is as yet
unknown (except that it cannot be the Laplace inversion contour).
Ass ume that the integrand at the endpoints is independent o rtime. Then

f.

-£Ill =

£It

r

sF(s )e" £Is,

and

£I'll2 =
tll

rJr s' F(s)e" ds.

By partial integration it is easily round that

Fe'"

til =

r £IF e" £Is.

-

r Jr ds

Differentiating and solving ror I (dll/dl) yields

dll =
dt

I -

I

-II -

<iF e"., ds.
ds

5-

r

Substituting into eq. (3-100), we find

Ir

+ Bs +

(5'

D - A)Fe" <is -

1

(C

+ As) ~~ e" £Is
=

}.qo - CFe sr
r

Irwe choose the contour

r

such that

that is, if

YFe"/ r

+ t qo

(3-102)

0,

=

then F satisfies the first-order differential equation

£IF

-+
£Is

A - D - Bs - s'
F=O.
C + As

(3-103)

Eq. (3- 102) is consistent with the ass umpti on that the integrand at the
endpoints is independent or I.
Eq. (3-103) may be written

-dF
+ U(s) F(s)
ds

=

0,

(3-104)
f
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where

V( S )

= A-

D - Bs C + As

S2

.

Referring to eq. (3-73), we obtain

+ (fJ +

J.! - Pols - )·Po
. '
y(s + I. )

Is'

V(s ) =

It will prove convenient to rewrite this as

~y (IS

V(s) =

+ fJ - Po _

s

fJ). A)'

(3-105)

+ .

The solution ofeq. (3-104) may be written as
F(,, )

= exp [ -

f

V(s) dS]

Using eq. (3-105), we have

F(s) = (s + ,1)'#1' exp

(_ ~ S2
2y

_

fJ - Po s).

(3-106)

y

It remains only to select appropriate integration contours for eq.
(3-101 ). For qo = 0, eq. (3-100) is homogeneous. Eq. (3- 102) is satisfied
if the integrand vanishes at both endpoints of the contour. By eq . (3-106),
Fe" vanishes fo r S = -A and s - + 00 . Hence, for two linearly
independent solutions of the homogeneo us equation, we choose for
contours the two segments of the rea l axis: ~ w to - A and - ). to 00 .
The complete solutio n of the homogeneous equation is therefore

+ C,

' OO

J

(s

- i

'10

+ ),)",".I". ex p
-

•

[ t, (Ii - - s- -

2y

Y

= O.

Po -

t ) S]

ds,

(3-107)

The complete so lution of eq. (3-100) is found by addin g to eq. (3-107)
a particular integra l chosen such that eq. (3-102) is satisfied. A convenient choice of contour is the real ax is from 0 to 00. The resu lt is
-1'10 f. oo
)'

(s + ),) ;.PI' exp [- -2yt s

0).

2

-

(fJ - Po - t) s] ds.
Y

(3- 108)

The complete so lu tion is therefore the sum of eqs. (3-107) and (3-108).
The procedure is easily adapted for III groups of delayed neutrons.
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One still obtains a first-order differential eq uation for F, with eq. (3-105)
replaced by

U(s) = -I ( t s
Y

+ Ii -

Po -

L Ii/I)
+

.~'

j,')

'i

and wi th, in eq. (3- 106),
(s

+

).)i./II, ~

n;(s

+ Ay;t';t>.

The solution of the homogeneous equation has 111 + I terms,
obtained by integrating on th e real axis from - 00 to - AnI! -).m to
-}./II - l,'··' -/'1 to 00.
Because of the factor et.~ in the integrand, the dominant term as l

increases will be the integral with upper limit 00 . We therefore study the
C, term in eq. (3-107) to gain information about the source-free
ramp-input response for large t. Let

(3- 109)

,,(t) ::: C, I(t),
whe re

f

oo

I(t) =

with I' =

- i.

"f3IY

(s

.
+ j.)"

exp

[t

- 2y s 2 -

(f3 -y Po

J

- t) s ds,
(3-1 10)

as in the previous section. The form of eq. (3-110) is

suggestive of the gamma function

r( '; ) =

Loo y<- Ie-y "y

(3-111)

because of the relationship

(3-112)
Consider the transformation

z

=

x. =

(t)l
-'

2)'

(s

+

A),

(2Y)'
(f3 t

(3-113)

At - Po _ t ) .
Y

No te z = 0 at s = - i" and x = 0 at

f3 - ;.t -

Po

t = t* = ' -- - - ' - " ,

y

I
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where 1* is a time very slightly before prompt critical when the reactivity

isp =/! - U.
Eg. (3-110) becomes
1(1) =

21')",+11/2 exp
(I

[ 't)t
A(- .
21'

x

,!2 t
+~
2}'

Ji

oo

_ '<O dz.
z"e -'--

0

(3-114)
Near prompt critical, at x = 0 a nd
and (3- 11 4)

t = 1*,

(2")"'+ 11/2,
(II
eh~ 1 2 )' r

1(/*) = -I - (
2 t
If we write 11 =

/I

"0

and x =

1(1)

[

Xo

we have from eqs. (3-1/2)

+1 .

(3-115)

2

at t = 0, we have

(t )'

;;;; ::: 1(0) = exp }, 2y

(-' - -'0)

JLoo z"e- " - '<O

dz

Loo z"e - ' '- '"

dz

From eg. (3-11 3),
x -

Xo =

_(2tY)'

I,

and we find

(3-116)

We can obtain a simple approximation to the integral in the denomi-

nator. Since
Xo =

C~Y(/3 -

At - Po) :::

C~

y

(/3 - Po)

is large compared to unity, especia ll y for small t, the factor e - X " will
fall off much more rapid ly than e-" . For the significant part of the
range of integra ti o n, e - " ~ I , a nd the integral in the denominator of
eg. (3-1 16) is approximately
(3-117)
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Nea r prompt critical (£ = t*) we can use eqs. (3-11 2) a nd (3- 11 7) to
reduce eq. (3- 11 6) to

(3- 11 8)

If Po

= 0, then

~

PlY

_

(2P')'I> + 1)12

(*

and

Xo

~

PJ (2Iyt). The

power at prompt

critica l is thus
1/(£*)

--"0 - "
~

Ie

I'

-yt

For a very fast ramp, I'
" (t*) :::

"0

r(" ; I)

(3- 119)

1(1' + 1) .

= ),PIY

~

0, eq. (3-119) red uces to

J.!'2yt-..

P

(3- 120)

Note tha t the erro r-funct io n formula for I' = 0, eq. (3-94), yields the
sa me result fo r t = Ply if t is small.
The in ve rse period, defined as
I d"

(3- 121)

W = - 11

de '

may also beevaluated aU = t*. We take the time derivative in eq.{3-11O)
and use eqs. (3-11 2), (3- 113), and (3-115) to find

r(1'

~

w {t* )

+

- ,\

+

(;,y r(" ;

2)
I}

(3- 122)

The term - .l will genera ll y prove to be negligible. For a fas t ramp
(I' ~ I ), eq. (3-1 22) reduces to
w (t')

~ J~~.

For a slow ramp (I'
1( ~

+

1)

-+

-+

(3-1 23)

00 ) we use the asymptotic for m

e - '~ ' J (27[~)

(3-124)

and fi nd that
w (t *) =

J27P'

(3- 125)
f
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Wilkins (1959) treats this problem for
instead of eg. (3-1 25),
w(t')

dela y groups and finds,

111

~ JL.i~i(3i.

(3-126)

This confirms the notion that one should use the mean decay constant
): instead of }. near prompt critical when the rate of rise is large. In
fig. 3-15 (Wilkins 1959) we plot ..j(tl(3) times the reciprocal period at
prompt critica l as a function of the ramp rate. This was computed from
a generalized form of eg. (3-122) for six delay groups. (A slightly
different set ofU 235 delayed-neutron data was used.)

y
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y/~.
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$/sec

Fig. 3- 15. Reci proca l period at prompt crit ica l vs. reacti vity insertio n ra te (W ilk ins 1959).

Similar techniques may be employed to verify some oflhe approximations used elsewhere. If the reactor is not too near prompt critical
(i.e., if x is not too small) we can expand e-" in a power series and
integrate term by term in eq. (3-116). We obtain for one integral,

"'f.
o

z" e- " - " b

-

= r(ll
Xii

+

I) _ r (J.!

+I

+

3)

XI.+3

+

r(p

+

5)

2X,l+S

and a similar result ror the integra l containing Xo. Treating t as small,
we retain only the first term in each series to find

_11 : : : e- ).r

((3 -P 0 - At ),<+1
(3 - Po - U - yt

11 0 -

'

°

which becomes eg. (3-99), the prompt-jump approximation, if Po =
and At is small.
Finally, we note the result of treating ), as negligibly small in the
integral representation for large t. From eqs. (3-109) and (3-110) with
Po = and'; -+ 0,

°

11 -

C,

r

ex p [

_;yS2 - G- t)sJdS.

(3-127)
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This is a standard integral, which yields
/l -

C2

(T21tY)' exp (P' /2yt ) . exp (2tY t

2

-

tPt ) .

(3-128)

Compare with eq. (3-94), which is the limiting fo rm for la rge ramp rates
(11 ~ 0) and which for large t is approximately
11 ::: 2110P (2;tJ exp (P' /2yt )· exp (;t r2 -

~ r).

(3-129)

Here we have used

f
P er .j(2yt) =
and

.

P-

yr

lIm erf .j 2 ) = - 1.

,~ ~

( yt

From eqs. (3- 128) and (3-129) we obtain an estimate of C, for fast
ramps:
(3-130)
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, these asymptot ic forms

a re particular solutions of the N ordheim -Fuchs model, eq. (3-28), for
p = yt . For a fast ramp, we can achieve an approximate matching of
exact and asymptotic solutions. The asymptotic solution, eg. (3- 129),
extrapolates back to prompt critica l (t = Ply) with an overestimate
of l1(t*),
lI(t*) '"
-

?
- /l 0

PJ~
2y{'

while eg. (3-120), o r eg. (3-94) at r =
l1(t*) :::

/l oP

(3-131)

PlY, gives a better estimate:

J2;t ·

We see tha t the asym ptotic solution, eg. (3-129), becomes a good
approximation to eg . (3-94) soon after prompt critica l is reached, and
tha t the overestimate is onl y a factor of two at prompt critical. This is
sketched in fig. 3-16.
In chapter 5 we wi ll use eq. (3-131) to estimate " initia l conditions"
for fast self-limiting ramp-induced excursions in which the delayedneutron product ion rate is negligible. An indication of this negative-
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feedback effect is included in fig. 3-16. Keep in mind, however, that this
sketch is for very high ramp rates ; slower transients will be selflimiting before prompt critical is reached.
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Fig. 3-16. Qualitative comparison of exact <lnd asymptotic ramp-input response for
lim it ing case offasl ramp.eqs. (3-94) and (3- [ 29), including indicat ion of negalive feedback
effect.

3-5. Reactor Startup
Detailed procedures and instnllnentation requirements for bringing a
reactor from a subcritical source-sustained shutdown level up to

operating power are described by many writers (e.g., Harrer 1963;
Keepin 1965; Schultz 1961) and will not be repeated here. A major
consideration is the wide range of neutron density to be monitored,
eight or ten decades not being unusual. Another feature of interest is the
possibility that an accident during startup might be more severe than an
accident occurring during normal operation; this possibility arises
bCl:<:lust:: tht:: reactor could conceivably shoot past its nominal operating

level at a high rate of power increase, reducing the time available for
the action of automatic safety systems.
In this section we treat an idealized startup accident as a ramp
insertion of reactivity starting from a low source-sustained equilibrium

and continuing past critical (e.g., fai lure to halt control-rod withdrawal).
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The utility of the prompt-jump approximation for this problem is
demonstrated, and simple approximate formula s are obtained for
instantaneous power an <Lru:doQ--'I.Lth time the reactor rea~s
criticality. In particular, it is shown that a la rger ramp rate implies a
lower power but a higher rate of increase (shorter period) at the instant
of zero reactivity.
From eg. (3-1 3), the neutron density is described by
({3 - p)

~;l - (;,p + ;;)ll =

Atqo,

(3- 132)

where qo is a stead y source and where the initial level
eg. (2-6):

11 0

is given by

Recalling that t qo remains fixed in the limit of small t , we will find it
convenient to introduce an effective so urce,
'I' = Atqo =

;·IPolllo·

(3-133)

With P = Po + )'1, eg. (3-1 32) becomes
({3 - Po - YI)

dldll - ()' + }.Po + }.yl)ll

(3-134)

= 'I'.

Using standard methods, we ma y write the complete solution as
11 =

Il oe-J.{

{3 - p 0
( {3 - Po -

+

)"+1
)' 1

q'e-;"
{3 - Po -)'1

i'
0

({3 - P0 {3 - Po -

yt')" eM'.dl',

(3- 135)

)'1

where /1 = ).{!/)' as before.
The integral can be expressed in terms of simple functi ons only if /1
is a n integer. For example, the complete solution for /1 = I is
(

II

"O

=

{3 - Po )' _"
(3 - Po _)'/ e

IPol+ ({3 - Po

),/ )2

[Y
{3 ;: +

)'
Po - yl - ( ;:

+

(3

- Po ) e -

"J,

(3-136)
where we have used eg. (3-133) to express 'I' in terms of IPol a nd " 0' For
larger integers /1, standard integral reduction formulas permit the
complete solution to be expressed in terms of exponential functions.
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An illustrative case for I' = I is shown in fig. 3-17. For simplicity,
the numerical values are }, = 0.1 sec- 1 , p = 10- 2 , Y = 10- 3 sec- 1
(0.1 dollar/sec), and Po = - p. Included are points from a digital
computer solution (o ne delay group) with t /P = 10- 2 sec (co mputation
by P. A. Secker, University of Arizona, 1964). As in fig. 3-14, the
agreement is excellent until very nearly prompt critical, although a
six-group case wou ld show an earlier departure.
104r---------------------------~
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Fig. 3-1 7. Response ( 0 ramp input of 10 cen ts/sec sta rt ing from equilibri um at - I do llar.
One group of delayed neutrons (J. = 0. 1 sec - I). Exact solution obtained by digi ta l
computer for /i/I = 10 - 2 sec.

The instantaneous reciproca l period in this approximation is, by
eqs. (3-132) and (3- 133),
dll _
( ) -_ -I wI
Il <It

1

P-

P

[ AP+,
<lp + APO'I l"oJ'
dt

Il

(3-137)
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Note that the initial value of ro,
ro(O) =

1

y

dp

P-

P-

Po de

(3-138)

Po'

cannot correspond to equilibrium in this approximation. The starting
transient in w, which dies out in a time of the order of t l(P - Po), has
been replaced by ajump from w = 0 to the value given by eq. (3-138).
The instantaneous period T = l/ro for the example of fig. 3-17 is
plotted in fig. 3-18 as ar~nction of the instantaneous reactivity. Also
shown are upper and lower bounds on the instantaneous period. The
upper bound
t

Tmax

= p-

(3-139)
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Fig. 3-! 8. In stantaneolls period 1.1 5 a function of in stantaneous reactivity for the example
of fig. 3-17. Upper and lower bounds are from cqs. (3 - 139) and (3-141).
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may be quickl y established from eq. (3-1), while the lower bound is
obtained from the quasi-static limit of eg. (2-3):
(q

(3-140)

11(1) :::: - - .
per)

The proof tha t the quasi-static period
~niu

=

yIpi

(3-141)

is a lower bound is left as an exercise.
For I' not an integer the problem is more complex. Fortunately, for
large I' it is possible to derive a highly accurate approxima tion (Syrett
1954) in term s of the incomplete gamma function

qa,~)

1
00

y"-'e-'dy.

=

(3-142)

It is left for the student to show that for large I' (small ramp rate) the
complete solution, eq. (3-135), is very well represented by
11 ::::::

f'

q' e-;"

P-

(P- p - Yl')" .tit'.

Po - yt - 00

P-

0

ell

Po - yt

(3-143)

In terms of reactivity we find

_
11 =

J.lp 1110
y( 1 _

0

dl(l-p lP!

piP)''' '

1',.+1

r(}1 + 1, }1(1 - r>lfiJ).

(3-144)

The incomplete gamma function is simply related to the probability
integral of the chi-sq uared distribution , as di scussed and tabulated by
Abramowitz and Stegun (1964) and by others.
Using eg. (3-1 37), we may write the reciproca l period as

W=

[1
P
Y

+ I'plP +

1-

pll;

piP)" e-I>" -PI')J.
+ 1,1'(1 - plPJ)

1',. +1(1 -

1(1'

----

(3-145)

The great usefulness of this formula is illustrated in fig. 3- 19, which
shows how eq. (3- 145) compares with an exac t six-delay-gro up solution
(y = 1.2 X 10- 4 sec- 1 , P = 0.0075, ( = 10- 4 sec) given by Schultz

(196 1). The agreement is excellent until around fifty cents past critical.
Also induded are the upper and lower bounds from eqs. (3-139) and
(3-141).
Further approximations lead to still simpler results. It can be shown
that for large 1',
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Fig. 3·1 9. Instan taneous period as a funct ion of instan taneo us reactivit y comparing an
exact six-delay-group solution (Sch ultz 1961 ) with the prompt-jump appro ximation , cq.
(3-145), and the error-function cst imate, cq. (3·147); y = 1.2 x IO - 4 scc - !, fJ = 0.0075,
t = 10 - 4 sec (from Culltl'Ol of Nuclear Reactors and Power P{a1llS, 2d cd., by M. A.
Sch ultz. © 1955. 1961 by McGraw-Hili Book Co. Used with perm ission o f McGraw-Hill
Boo k Co.).

1

1(1 + 1, 1'(1 -

pi P))::

Eg. (3- 143) becomes
II '"

)·iPoilloe-"P/p (.!:...)+

- y{l -

piP)" + 1

211

(2:)'I"'+l

[I

e -" [1 + erfW'

(II)' pJp'

H

(3-146)

+ erf 2'

Using this formula together with

(I - ~)" e"P/' :: I - ~m2
in eq. (3-137), we find
-,
1 _+--,-I'.:...:
PI-oP

1-

(3- 147)

pi P +

This formula, which is confined to a range near critical, is also indicated
in fig. 3-19. The error at critical is abo ut 15 percent for this case

<II

= 4.794).

/
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Setting p = in eqs. (3-1 46) and (3-147), we find simple formulas for
power and reciprocal period at critical (t = I.):
11(t,) -

l1o lPol

w(t,) -

7J +

j 2ypnA

(3-148)

and

)'

j2),y

(3- 149)

np'

These area lso reported by Soodak (1962). Graphs are shown in fig. 3-20,
where the solid part of each line is a range where the error is less than
10 percent. Note that larger ramp rate means lower power but higher

rate of change at critical. Note also that the period curve is more or less
dominated by the square-root dependence on ramp rate.
10' ,

--,----,---,--,

10'

T " 1/ wit.) . sec
10'

+,
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f3 n (Ie)

la'

Iftl
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no

10- 4
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IO-t

......
10- 1

riP, $/$Oc

Fig. 3-20 . InstantaneOll s relative power and period at critical as functions of ramp rate
fro m eqs. (3- 148) and (3- 149): J. = 0.0767 sec - I,

M any other numerical examples and applications to safety-system
design are in the li terature (e.g., Hu rw itz 1959 ; Keepin 1965; MacPhee
1960 ; Schu ltz 196 1; Syrett 1954).

3-6. Some Methods for Arbitrary Reactivity Variation
In this section weoutline briefly three methods that have been developed
to express approximate analytical solutions of the point-reactor
differential equations when the reactivity pet) is an arbitrary specified
function of time. The first of these methods was developed by Hurwitz
(1949).
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Consider eqs. (3-1) and (3-2) in the source-free case (q = 0). The
asymptotic solution for constan t reactivity is, from sec. 2-2,

C,

flll
= C(W I + A,)'

where W I is the algebraically largest root of the inhour equation.
Hurwitz constructed an approximate solution for slowly varying
reactivity by assuming the same form with A, and w , replaced by
function s of time. Specifically, W, is replaced by p(t), the largest root of
the inhour equation with Po replaced by p(t):
p(t) = (l

+ Cp(t)

'\

riA

- /""', p(t) '; },,'

which may be written as
p =

p -

t

.

I

{l +

Let
lI(t) = f(t) exp

(l,J., ....
.
It(P+A,)

(3-150)

L

(3-151)

p(t') dt'

and

C,(t) =

[t(/:

A,) + .,] exp

L

(3- J 52)

p(t') d/'.

Substituting into the point-reactor equation, we obtain

df

dt + p.f =

P - {I
' \ [ (I,A,J
]
t f + /""', t (P + }'I) + A", .

Using eq. (3-150), we ha ve

df

dt

=

(3-153)

L)'jEi·

From eq . (3-152),

dc,
dt

=

{[

fJJ

]

d

[{lJ

t (P + )") +'1 p + dt t(P + A,) + '1

r"

]} exp J/(t ) dt .

The precursor eq ualion becomes

d. ·

-{'
+ (p +
((

}'')'I =

d[

dt t (p

fJJ ]
+ ..l,)

i
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Next, it is assumed that

'i = - P

1

+

Ej

changes slo wly, so that we may write

d [
fJJ ]
Ai dt t(P + Ai) .

Eq. (3-153) becomes

dJ

tit = -

\'

fJJ
~i P + Ai <it t (P +
tI [

}'i

]
Ai) ,

which may be written

(3-154)
If we define

D=

1+

Ii t (pfJ;\,J"

then eq. (3-154) becomes
1 <iJ
J <ir

1 liD
2D <it·

-- = - -

This has a solution

Choose Jo

=

I, and let Do be D evaluated at p

1 + -1

J=

t

I

I
t ,

1 + -1

O. The result is

fJ·

~
j ) 'j

(p

=

fJ,A, .,

(3-155)

+ A,)-

The solution for l1(t) is then eg. (3-151) with J given by eg. (3- I 55) and
with p(t) being the largest root of the inh our equation corresponding to
reactivity p(t ). Fig. 3-21 is the example given by Hurwitz (1949), a ramp
input p = 5 x IO -' r.
In a later paper (Hurwitz 1959) there is a graph ofJ as a function of p
for a U 23 ' reactor with t = 2 x 10- ' sec. This is reproduced in
fig. 3-22 as curve A. Also shown are two curves (B and C) derived from
the constant-source (rapid-rate) approximation for fasl ramp inputs
(p = yt); these may be obtained by computing l1(t) from eg. (3-94) and
Ihen solving eg. (3-151) to find functions J (t). It appears that eg . (3- 151 )
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Fig. 3-21. Hurwitz approxima tio n, eq . (3 - 15 1), with and witb o ut the facl or f( t); poin ts
from a numerical integrat ion of exact equations (Hurwitz 1949; reprinted by specia l
permi ssion from Nlle/eollies, July 1949 ; © 1966 by McGraw-H ill, Inc., New Yo rk ).
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Fig. 3-22. Comparison of H urw it7 :, pproxi mation with effective J-facto rs comp uted by
the constant-so urt-e (rapid-rate) approximation (Hurwitz 1959}

is an overestimate of l1(t), at least for the ramp-input problem, but that a
wide range of ramp rates is included in its scope without great error.
The spirit of the Hurwitz method is essentially that of the WKB
method (named after Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillouin) for finding
approximate solutions of Schrodinger's equation with a varying
potential (Morse and Feshbach 1953). The second method we describe
is actually closer to the orthodox WKB method in that an approximate
solution of the second-order differential equation for n(t), eq. (3-26), is
put directly into the form of the WKB approximation of quantum
mechanics. The application was made by Rodeback (unpublished), as
quoted by Cohen (1958).
i
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For one group of delayed neutrons and q = 0, we have from eg. (3-26),
d'l!
{ til'

+

({J

(/11

+

At - p) dt -

(

;'p

+

dP)
tit I!

=

O.

(3-156)

This may be written in standard form as
d2 1!
dt'

+

dl!
p(t) dl

+

'1(1)11 = 0,

(3-157)

where
p = ({J

+U -

p)lt

(3-158)

dl If.
(/'p. + dP)

(3-159)

and
q = -

The first-deriva tive term in eg. (3-157) may be removed by making the
transformation

(3-160)

(3-161)
This is simply the device we used in solving the ramp-input problem
(sec. 3-3).
Next, we rewrite eg. (3-161) as

d'y _ I' - 0
dl '
I Y .

(3-162)

Postulate

y = e<p.

(3-163)

Substitution into eq. (3-162) yields a first-order nonlinear differential
equation for d1>fdt:

d'¢ + (d¢)' _{"
dl'

dl

=

O.

(3-164)

If d¢fd( is slowly varying, we can seek an ilerative solulion. The first
iteration is
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The second iteration is

d</»' = h' _ d'</> _ h' _ dh
( dl
dr'
dl

(3-165)

Treating till/til as small, we find

d</> "" h _ _I elh
dt 2h dt'

,p::

f

! log h,

h dl -

"" _ 1_ e [Ir df
Y-Jh . .
By eqs. (3-161)and (3-162), we have
-q

+ -I -dp +
2 dt

1 ,
_po

4

or, using eqs. (3-158) and (3- 159),

II'

=

J.p
t

+

_I dp
2( dt

(P
+ i.t +
2t'

p)'

(3-166)

We form a complete approximate solution by writing

n=

) "

[Aei""

+ Be-J''''J e-lJPd',

(3-167)

where A and B are constants and where p a nd h are given by eqs. (3-158)
and (3-1 66) respectively, Clearly, this approximate solution fails if
h . . . . . 0; for the procedures used at such "'t urning points," see Morse and
Feshbach (1953). An independent study of the WKB method in reactor
dynamics, with a number of applications, is reported in two papers by
Tan (1966, 1967).
A third method for obtaining approximate solutions of the differen·
tial equations is due to Akcasu (1958), Postulate
nU) = exp

f~ w(t') ell'

and
Ci(t) = Pi( r) exp

L

w(t') dt',

(3-168)

(3-169)

where w(t.) and p,(r) are to represent power series in a small parameter
and where the complete solution for n(r ) is to be a linear combination
,
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of terms like eq. (3-168). We ha ve
-I
dl1
It

= w(t) exp

i'

w(1') dl'

= w(t)Il(t)

0

and

dc, =
dt
Note that

(j)

(p,w + dP,)
exp r' w(!') dt'.
Jo
dt

would be the instanta neous reciprocal period if eq. (3-168)

were the complete solution.
The reactivity is written as

p(e) = Po

+

(3- 170)

P/lz(t),

where Po is a constant and /l is a small parameter. Eqs. (3- 168) and
(3-169) become
w (t) =

~o + ~ [/lz(t)

I] +

-

I:';',p,(t)

(3- 171)

and
PIw(t)

dp,

+ -dl

p,

= -t' -

(3- 172)

AP
'
I
I·

Let
w (t) = Wo

+

IIW,(t)

+

II'W, (t)

+ ...

p,(t) = Po,

+

f.lp,,(t)

+

/l'p,,(t.)

+ ... ,

and

where the time-dependent coefficients are functions to be determined by
substituting these series into eqs. (3-1 71) and (3- 172) and equating
coefficients of like powers of Jl.
As expected, th e case of constan t reactivity reduces to our treatment

in chapter 2. For a ramp, this procedure leads to a formula which is
limited to describing starting transients in much the same way that a
conventional power series solution for 11(1) would be limited. The chief
use of this formulation has been the analysis of large-amplitude
oscillations, with a result that agrees with our eq. (3-69).
Problems
3-1.

Comparing figs. 2-8 and 2-9, we see that eq. (2-46) for the stepinput response is well represented for small t by the constantso urce model, and for large t by the prompt-jump approximation.
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Problems

Treat this as an example of singular pert urbation (i.e., calculate
higher terms in the approximate solutions and match the
asymptotic so lution to the solution for sma ll I). Compa re the
result wit h the exact one-delay-gro up step-input response.
3-2.

Generalize the cri terion for validity of the one-group promptjump approximation, eq. (3-17), to include a neutron source.

3-3.

Derive a second-order differentia l equation for C(I) to accompany
eg . (3-26).
3-4. A reactor, initially critical at steady power, is subjected to a
ramp input of reactivity of 10 cents/ sec. Let P/t = 100 sec - I
Use the fo llowing rough criteria for the validity of app roxima.
.
>.
- · ·;:;iJ'·
Hons:
r:, -( . b ..... ,' t/'.- -:..---- 'J:

J

(J - p >

3.j[t (AfJ + dp/dt)]

(PJ ),

(co nstant source).

,,

-

Find the maximum reacti vity for which the solution is salis/""-,
facto!iJ.y represented by (a) the prompt-jump approxima tion and
,
(b) the formula
II

"0

J3-5.

3-6.

fJ
fJ - yt'

Repeat (a ) and (b) for a ramp rate of 1 dollar/ sec.
A reactor is initially shut down, with a constant neutron level and
a reactivity of - 2 dollars. At t = 0 a ramp input of 3 dollars/sec
is initiated. Estimate (a) the power at critica l (relative to the
shutdown leve l) and (b) the r~ciprocal period a t critical. J.ustify
_
your approximations.
;')"u- - (j't;;.
U C; Z"; -">',,,,
Derive equations fo r the real and imaginary parts of the reactor
transfer fu nction and investigate the behavior of each at low and
high frequencies.

Verify the parameters in the two- and three-gro up models listed
in table 2-2.
3-8. Sketch th e phase curves corresponding to th e amp litude curves
in fig. 3-8.

3-7.

3-9.

Derive the formula for the transfer-function period effect,
eq. (3-64).

J3- 10. Using the oscillating reactivity, eq. (3-65), derive the response to

large-amplitude oscillations in the effective-lifetime model. F ind
the condi tion for a steady oscillation and sketch a curve of lI(t)
for that case.

1

~ "

--

V lrjoL/)I/"';- t?~IP

,
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3- 11. Derive the two representations for large-amplitude oscillations
in the prompt-jump approximation, eqs. (3-66) and (3-70).
3-12. Consider a restricted version of the prompt-jump approximation
obtained by neglecting p in the left-hand side of eq . (3-19).
Discliss the limitations. What are the consequences for the
transfer function and for large-amplitude reacti vity oscillations?
3- 13. Derive the fast-ramp response, eq. (3-94), as the solution of a
first- order differential equation.
3- 14. Derive the exact ramp solutions, eqs. (3-94) and (3-95), as special
cases of eq. (3-93).
3-15. Derive the asymptotic forms, eqs. (3-97) and (3-98). Explain why
these do not yield the exact results at t = O.
3-1 6. Deri ve the ramp-input response, eq. (3-99), as the solution of a
first-order differential equation.
3-17. Check the criteria for validity of the va rious approximations by
comparing the curves in fig. 3-14.
3-1 8. Derive the generalizations of eqs. (3-105) and (3-106) by considering the integral-representation sol ution for several groups of
delayed neutrons.
3-19. Show that eq. (3-120) for the power at prompt critical may be
derived from the fast-ramp solution, eq. (3-94), provided 2yt <Ii /3 2
3-20. Derive the limiting cases, eqs. (3-123) and (3-125), for the reciprocal period al prompt critical.
3-2 1. Deri ve the slow-ramp startup formula, eq. (3-135), and integrate
the special Case to obtain eg. (3-136).
3-22. Prove that the quasistatic period, eq. (3-141), is a lower bound for
the instantaneous period during startup.
3-23. Show that the term containing 110 in eq. (3- 135) is insignificant in
a very slo w startup.
3-24. Compare Keepin's exact ramp solutions (fig. 9-7, p. 298 of
Physics oj Nllclear Killeries by G. R. Keepin, Addison-Wesley,
1965) with the one-group prompt-jump approximation.
3-25. Extend the integra l-representation method to the ramp startup
with a source.
3-26. The dragon (see probs. 2-15 and 2-16) is better represented by a
reactivity that is a parabolic function of time, simulating the
approach and separation of the 1WO parts of the system. Construct
a realistic reactivity function, solve for the power 11(£), and calculate the width of the burst at half peak power (Kistner 1967).

4 Integral Equations and
Numerical Computations

In the preceding chapters we ha ve studied some special problems in
reactor dynamics as solutions of differential equations. In this chapter
we construct several in tegra l-equation formulations for point-reactor
dynamics. The integral equations are th e n lIsed to di scliss and compare
methods of numerical computation in reactor dynamics.
Included are severa l comp uta tiona l methods that are practical for
cases in which conven ti onal methods fail. For example, slow transien ts
in a fa st reactor require the solution of systems of equations containing
one very short respon se time (of order t l f!), and the number of time
steps in a standard method may become prohibitively large. This
limitation may be circumvented by the use of numerical methods, based
on integral equations, in which the time-interval size is limited only by
the time scale of the overall dynamic process and not by the shortest
individual response time in the system.
The integral forms also help to unify concepts introduced previo usly.
In addition, we can gain new insights into the various approximation
method s used in chapter 3. Further, some of the integral equations
derived here wiII be found useful in studies of reactor stability (chapters
6 and 7). Finally, we discuss so me methods for so lvi ng the inverse
problem (compu ting dynamic reac tivit y from the power history).

4-1. An Integrating Factor

We begi n wit h the source-free point-reactor model, eq. (3-1) with

q = 0:
(4-1)
/

III
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,

An integrating factor is
I(t ) =

el(l),

where

{3 - p(rl dr.
Jo t
('

(4-2)

A formal integral of eq. (4- 1) is
l1(t) = e - "'{" o

+ L,A,

L

c,(t' )e WI dt}

(4-3)

The precursor equation is eq. (3-2),
dCi

-dt + A'C'
"

=-{Iit" 11

(4-4)

which may be integrated as

c,(t) =

e-;"{

CIO

+

~'

L

(4-5)

l1(t')e"" dt]'

In principle, a numerical integration scheme may be constructed

that proceeds stepwise in time, alternating between eqs, (4-3) and (4-5);
the initial value for each step is the value predicted for the end of the
prior step, One disadvantage is that eq, (4-3) contains a double integration, Another disadvantage is that the integrands in eqs, (4-3) and
(4-5) may be varying rapidly over time intervals that are sufficiently
large to be economically feasible,
From another viewpoint (Belleni-Morante 1963) one can rega rd
eqs, (4-3) and (4-5) as generating successive approximations to the
solut ion at time I. As the first approxi mation to c,(t), let

Use th is in eq, (4-3) to generate the first approximation to l1(t):
11,(t) = e- II'{n o

+

L,A,Cw

The jth approximation is
11;(1)

=

e-

""[110 + L,2,

L

e-)·,"+I(")

"t}

L

c'j(t' )eW ) dt']

(4-6)

{3,('
+7
Jo Ilj - l (t' )Ud
e' t'] .

(4-7)

and
cij ()
I
= e - ;.,[
., CiO

A proof of convergence of the successive approximations is given by

Bellcni-Morant e (1963), Numerical integrations are required for each
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successive approximation. and the disadvantages of double integration
and limited time~s tep size are slill present. We return to this question
latcr, showing how both disadvantages may be overcome.

4-2. Keepin's Integral Equation

Several writers have used integral formulation s obta ined with the aid
of Laplace transforms (Ash 1956; Schmid 1958; Smets 1958; Keepin
and Cox 1960; Ash 1965; Keepin 1965). For convenience, we adopt
the name "Keepin's eq uation " for the form used in the RTS code
developed at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (Keepin and Cox
1960; Keepin 1965).
To derive Keepin's equa tion, we integrate by parts in eq. (4-5),
su bstitute int o eq. (3- 1), take Laplace transforms, solve for the transform
ofl1(r), and write

the Laplace inversion as a convolution. The kernel of

the resulting integral equation turns out to be proportional to the

impulse response and to the in verse transform of the zero-power
tran sfer fun ction.

After partial integra tion, eq. (4-5) becomes

+ A[n(r)
Al

- r' dl1((,' ) e- ',I< - n tlt'J.

Jo

tlr.

(4.8)

Substituting into eq. (3-1) yields
tin
t -,
Cl

= pl1 -

f3

f' dn(t')
tI' J(t 0

t

t') tit'

where the kernel in th is integro-differential equation is the so-called
delayed-neutron decay function

J(t)

=

Li ~ e- "'.

(4-10)

Physically, J(r) is the probability that a delayed neutron has not yet
been emitted at time l following an impulse of source neutrons at
t = O. Thefunctionj(r) for thennal fission in U 235 is plotted in fig. 4-1.
The properties of j(t) may be used to derive the effective-lifetime
model directly from eq. (4-9). The details are left as a n exercise for the
student.
The next step in deriving Keepin's equation is to take Laplace
I
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Fig. 4- 1. Dela)'cd-ncu tron decay runctio nf (t) ror thermal fission in
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transforms in eq. (4-9) and solve for N(s),

+ \' 2/ c;o - /1;"0 +
L...,;
S + A;

!l'(p,,)
11 0

N ()
s = -

s

( Q(s )

+ -----7c,-----",=-c-'-----s[t + PF(s)]

(4-11 )

where N(s) and Q(s ) arc the transform s of ,,(t) and q(t), a s before, and
where !l'(PI1 ) and F(s) are respectively the tran sforms of p(t )n(/) and
f(1). Define
K(s) =

I

s[c + PF(s)]

.

(4- 12)

Since
F(s) = pI

I

P;A '

PiS

+

(4-13)

'i

we have
K(s) =

Is +

I

;.\

P.
i S

+ Ai

/(s)

t

G(s)

(4- 14)
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where I ts) and G(s) are respectively the so urce a nd reactivity zeropower transfer fun ctions fo r a critical reactor ; see eqs. (2-62) and
(3-56). Eq. (4-11) may be written
N(s ) = " O+ K(S)[!l'(PII)
s

+ \'

~i

Alcio - /illO
S

+

+ ( Q(j )].

Cj

(4-1 5)
Keepin's equation is the inverse transform of eq. (4-15):
11 (/) =

IlO

+

f~ k(t
+

- n[p(t')Il(t' )

~,('\/CiO

- f3illO)e -;" "

+ (q (/ ' )] tit' .

(4-16)

The kernel k(/) is proportional to the impulse response,
k(/) = i(t ) = g(t),
f
11 0

(4- 17)

where g (/) is the in verse transform of G(s). A typical function i(/) = ( k(/)
is plotted in fig. 2-10 fo r t = 10 - 4 sec. No te that k(O) = 1/( and that
lim k(/) =

'- 00

( +

1

. _ I
~ if3JA i
("

(4-18)

where t' is the effective lifetime of sec. 2-2. Therefore k(/) is a fu nction
with an initia l spike that is higher and sharper for smaller values of t
and that app roaches a constant I/t' for la rge l. In the limit of t -> 0,
k(/) may be represented in terms of a delta fun ctio n plus a constant;
the use of this concept in deriving the promp-jump approximation is
left as an exerc ise.
By eq. (2-60), k(t) may be written
(4-19)

Coefficient s BiC an d roots Wj are tabula ted by Keepin (1965) and by
others. The RTS code is essentially a numerical evaluation of the
convolut io n integra l appearing in eq. (4-16). It ha s proved very useful
in fast excursion s but is impractical fo r slow tran sient s wi th small t
because o rlimitations on time-step size in eva luatin g the in tegrals.
It may be remarked that the analogue of eg. (4-1 6) in the lifetime
formul ation of reactor dynamics, eqs. (1-10) and (I-II), is considera bly
more complicated (Smets 1958 ; Keepin 1965). Extra terms are
generated by the time-dependent coefficien ts in the precurso r equations.
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Nothing is gained by the extra labor; as noted in sec. 1-2, neither model
is correct when the difference between them is large enough to be
significant.
Next, we note that eq. (4-15) may be used to derive the inhour
equation and the transfer functions. Set P = Po and drop the terms
arising from sources and nonequilibrium initial conditions. We have
110

N(s) = -

s

+ PoK(s)N(s).

Solving for N(s), we o»tain
N(s) =

"0
s[l - PoK(s)]

.

(4-20)

Because the poles of N(s) are at s =
written as

Wj,

the inhour equation may be

1
K(w;i'

Po =

(4-21)

This result is not altered if the terms that we dropped are retained. The
student should verify that this agrees with eqs. (2-54) and (3-44), which
are expressed in terms of l(s) and G(s) for a noncritical reactor.
To obtain the source transfer function, let 11 = 110 + 011, P = Po, and
q = qo + bq. Ignore initial conditions, and eq. (4-15) becomes
110

s

+ bN(s) =

110

s

+

K(S)[pon o + PobN(s)
s

+ tqo + tbQ(S)].
s

Using eq. (2-70) for the average values, we obtain
liN(s)

=

K(s)[PobN(s) + tbQ(s)]

and

bN(s)
tbQ(s)

K(s)
I - PoK(s)

(4-22)

For the reactivity transfer function, let 11 = no + bll, P = Po + bp,
and q = qo. Ignore initial conditions and approximate the product
pll by
pll =

(Po

+

bp)(llo

+

bll) -

Pollo

+ 110lip +

pobn.

We find

-110 + bN(s) =
S

110

-

:oJ

+ K(s) [POliO
- - + 1l 0 bR(s) + PobN(s) + -t
S

q o]
S

.
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Using eq. (2-70), we obtain
oN(s) = K (s )[lIooR(s)

+

PooN(s)]

and
oN(s)
nooR(s)

-

K(s)

(4-23)

I - PoK(s)'

As expected, we have
I(s)
G(s)
= -t'
no

and we sha11 see in chapter 6 that either of th e subcritical reactor
transfer functions, written as in eqs. (4-22) and (4-23), may be interpreted as a forward-loop transfer function K(s) with a constant
feedback - Po.
The student may verify that an alternate form of eq. (4-16), obtained
by taking the Laplace transform of the precursor equation and substituting int o the transform ofeq. (3-1), is
/1(c) = t llok(t)

+

t

k(1 - t') [p(n n(t')

+

L ,J./c;oe- 4

+

t q(r')] dt'.

(4-24)

4-3. An Integro-differential Equation

Another integra l form , used in stability studies by many writers, is
obtained by substituting a n integral for c,(t) directly into eq. (3-1).
Integrati ng eg. (4-4), we may write

+

C,(I) = c,(to)e- )';('-")

Il'I'
(

(4-25)

n(l')e - ';(I - 1') dt'.

10

Subst itution into eq. (3-1) yields

t dn
dt

= (p -

/1)/1

+

I'

'.

.

1I(t')LJi,4,e - "; I ,- , .) dt'

+ t L;A ,c,(lo)e - '''' - '') + tq. (4-26)
Define
.

D(t) =

, , " ) _, .,
PI 1...-,
P' e "

which has the property

(4-27)

'i

I
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L

(4-2

D(I') dt' = 1 - J(t) ,

where J(t) is the delayed-neutron decay function of cq. (4-10). TI
function D(t) may be interpreted as a probability density, such tho
D(r) dt represents the probability that a delayed neutron wi ll I
emitted between r a nd t + dt following an impulse of source neutrOJ
at t = O. The function D(r) for thermal fi ssion in U 23 5 is plolled in fi
4-2 ; note that D(O) = X = 0.405 sec-I.
Eq . (4-26) becomes ~

+

dl! = (p - fJ)11
t' -I
{, I

fJ

f'

,

n(t')D(t - r) dt'

'0

+ t I: ). jcj(to) e - ,{;(' - 'ul +

tl

Using the properties ofthe 'kernel D(r), we may write this as
t' dl,l = pl1 + fJ
l

I

f' [n(I') -

l1(t)]D(t - t') dt'

'0

+

L;[n,CI(to) - fJ,l1(t)] e - ;"" - ")

+ tq. (4-2'

This rather complicated form is considerably simplified if we I,
(0 -+ 00 , provided we make the physically reasonable assumption

lim

l.'j(/o)e i.; IO =

O.

___ 0.405

10- 4

-/

-------

).1
-f3 1e- ),'I
f3

-- - ---

-- --

K)-' ~------,~------,:-!-:-----'-"':-'
a
100
200
300

t,sec
Fig. 4-2. Dclayed-ncut ron probabi li ty density fun cti on D(L ) for thermal fi ss ion in U23
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We then have
{tin
- =

cit

pl1 + {i

r'

..

-

[11(/ ') - 11(t)JD(t - t') dt
a;>

Finally, transforming to a new in tegration variable
have
dn
= pl1
dt

{ -

+ {i j'oo

[11 (1 - tI ) - l1(t)]D(tI) dll

,+
Ii

{ If.

(4-30)
..

= t -

+ { q.

t', we

(4-31)

0

Th is form is inconvenien t for numerica l computations, but it is useful
in stability analyses.
4-4, Numerical Methods
Solution of the differential eq uation s o f reacto r dynamics by standard
numerical methods-e.g., the Adams, Milne, or Runge- Kulla methods
as described in standard references such as Abramowitz and Stegun

(1964) or Hildebran d (l 956)- presen ts serious difficulties whenever
the neutro n generatio n time is very small com pared to the tim e scale

of the overall dynamic process. In such cases an enormous number of
time steps may be required, resulting in a prohibitively expensive
calculat ion that produces much superfluous information and that ma y
contain la rge accumulated errors. The difficult y does not arise with
very fast transients, and it is usuall y not a problem in simulating
thermal reactors ; for these problems, many refinemen ts of standard
methods have been developed (e.g., Brown 1957 ; Auerbach, Mennig,
and Sarlos 1968; Vigil 1967), but these methods require switching to
the prompt-jump app roximatio n for slow transients in fast reactors.
The purpose of this section is to indicate the source of difficult y and
to suggest the basic ideas requ ired to circum vent it. We begin by noting
that the source-free point-reactor model, eqs. (3- 1) and (3-2) with
q = 0, may be written in matrix notation as
11
CI

d
dt

c,

C3

AI

A,

.13

11

Pdt
P,/t

-21

0

0

CI

0

- A,

0

C2

P3/t

0

0

- }'3

C3

(p -

-

(J)/t

,

(4-32)
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We may illustrate with a simple second-order system having constant
coefficients

dx

dr

= Ax

+

By
(4-33)

and
dy
dt

Cx

+

Oy,

which may be written

-~J X]

IA B] Ix] _
dt ly
l C 0 ly
=

(4-34)

The forward-difference representation is
(XII + I

-

xll)/ h ,..". Ax" + By"

(YII+

-

)1,,)/11 "'-' ex"

and
I

where Ii is the time interval

+

XII + 1 ,..,.,

(I

)',,+ 1 .......

ClIX Il

+ Dy,,,
til"

1,,+ I -

Ah)xlI

Solving for

XII + I

and YII+ I yields

+ BhYn

and

+

(1 + DII)YII.

which may be written as

[Yx].,

+

I

"'-'

[I

+ Aiz
Ciz

BII

I

+ Diz

]

[x]
y"

(4-35)

On the other hand, the system eq_ (4-33) may be integrated in the
form
x(t) = x(/o)e"" - 'o)

+

B

f'

y(r')eA ,, - n dl'

'0

and

(4-36)

yet)

=

y(to)eVU- 'o)

+ C

f' x(r')evu- n dt'_
'0

For any time interval during which x and Y do not change greatly
(regardless of the values of A and 0) we may se t x(1') - x(to) and
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The integrals may then be evaluated:
8Y(l o) [eA " - Io) _

I]

A
and
y(l) ~ y(lo)eD(I-IO)

+

CX(I )

' D 0 [eO(l - Io) - I].

Now let h = I - 10, x(l) = x,,+ h x(to) = x," etc.:

+ -AB (e AI

::::: eA11x
-

" II

'" C (eO" _ I)x I!

-D

!

-

1) 1 .
II'

+ eDII ) ,

/I •

In matrix form , we have
e AI!

x

-

B (e AII

_

A

I)

x

(4-37)

-

Y

C (eUI! _ 1)

y

eD/I

D
II

+

1

IAill

"

IDhl

It is clear that this reduces to eq. (4-35) only if
and
are both
small compared to unity. We therefore infer that the smallest time
constant (larger of A or D) governs the size of the time step used in a
finite-difference method, even when the solution it self is very smooth.
In thi s simple difference method , onc is attempting to represent an
exponential by a linear approximation. For example, consider

dx

-

tit

= Ax

'

x(t) = x(lo)e M

-

Io ).

For the intervall 'l to til + 1 this is

"

AII+l

- x eAI'

-'u

With forward differences,
(XII + 1

-

xl/+ 1 '"

..'(/1)/11 '" AX'l
X,,(I

+

Ail).

If A is negative (decaying exponential) this linear representation
introduces a sign change at if = - I/ A.
A better represen tation for a decaying exponentia l is obtained wi th
backward differences:
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and
x,, + 1 ~ x" l (1 - Ah).

There is no sign change a s /Ah/ is increa sed, and the backwarddifference method remains stable as the interval increases. Therefore,
backward differences may be preferrcd when the system is dominated
by a large negative coefficient, though the basic time-step limitation
caused by truncation error is still present.
In a slow transient, when p is small, the controlling time constant
is approximately tiP;see eq. (4-32). This may be of the order of 10 - 6 sec,
while the power transient may involve several minutes or more.
Physically, this is a manifestation of the prompt transient that is
replaced by a jump discontinuity when using the prompt-jump
approximation.
Of course, there are numerous methods that are superior to the
crude difference method we used here for illustration ; some methods
may increase the permissible time step by a factor of ten or more.
However, reformulation of the problem in terms of integral equations
and use of special treatment for the integrals have made it possible in
certain cases to augment the allowable time step by many orders of
magnitude. In these methods, integral s such as those appearing in
eq . (4-36) are evaluated analytically using known functional forms for
the slowly varying factors only, and thus gross errors in evaluating the
integrals are avoided.
Obviously, the types of problems that require this treatment are
generally those problems for which the prompt-jump approximation
is highly accurate (small p and small f). But if p should stray too near
IJ during a power transient, the method of computation must be
switched. In contrast, the methods described in the foll owing sections
can handle all dynamic situations. If an automatically self-adjusting
time interval, controlled only by the rate of change of reactor power,
is incorporated, the computer can follow, in near-optimum fa shion,
a ramp-induced startup accident where the period might vary continuo usly from man y minutes down to a fraction of a millisecond.
Another applica tion is the computation of cyclic power variation in a
repetitive pulsed reactor that is super prompt critical for a tiny fraction
of each cycle; the computer can easily foll ow the early stages of
initiat ion , the sharp power burst, and the delayed-neutron aftereffect
with o ut having to sw itch computing method.
Berore proceeding, we note that these same cases (small t and small
p) a re also the cases that produce insurmountable scaling difficulties
in analogue computation. Dynamic-range difficulties in fast transients
may usually be avoided by working with log 11(1) instead of 11(1) itself,
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but a tran sient nca r prompt critica l in a fast reacto r might have a time

sca le of several milliseconds and be very sensiti ve to all the individua l
response times in the system, ranging from a microsecond up to several
seconds. Techniques of analogue computation are not treated in this
book; for analogue simulation of reactors and reactor systems see
Schult z (196 1), Harrer (1963), and Weaver ( 1963).

4-5. The Method of Adler and Cohen
In Cohen's meth od (Cohen 1958), which is the basis of the AIR EK and
AIROS codes developed at Atomics Internat ional (Blaine and Berland
1965), the va ria ble part of the differential opera tor actin g on 1/(1) is
transposed to the inhomogeneo us term. This yields a quasi-linear
differential equation whose integrating factor does not contain an
integral, and thu s the d o uble in tegra ti o n a ppearing in eq. (4-3) is
avoided . After fo rmal integration, th e slowly va rying fac tor in the

integrand is expressed as a power series and th e result integrated term
by term. The series is truncated after three terms, and the coefficients
a re determined by an iterative proced ure at each tim e step. The
o ri gina l suggestion of this a pproach appears to be du e to Soodak
(Will s et al. 1957).
Specifically, eq. (3-1 ) may be rewri lten as

~; + '01

=

(p ~ fJ + ,,)

II

+ E/;c; +

q,

(4-38)

where rJ. is a parameter. In stead of eJ(rJ, where / (1) is an integra l as in
eg. (4-2), we hav e a simple integrating factor e". From eg. (4-38),
lI(t) = lI(to)e - ''' - '')

+

'f

+

/i + ext 1I(t')

[ P(t') -

"

t

E/;c;(t')

+ q(()Je -.,,-n dr'. (4-39)

For digital computation, eg. (4-39) is coupled with the precursor
equatio n s, written as in eg. (4-25), and with standard auxiliary com-

putations of reactivity feedback.
The integrals to be eval uated have the fo rms

J:

I(to

+

,)e" dr

and

f
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I

where II is the time step I - 10 , The time-step limitation is removed by
expanding the slowly varyi ng part in each integral, e.g.,
2

I(to

+

r) = j'(lo)

+

rr(to)

+

;,I"(to)

+ ... ,

and integrating term by term. This generates elementary functions of
the form

'
io

ll"~U

dll ,

which are easil y evaluated (see the problem set a t the end of the chapter).
In Cohen 's method,
'1=

{3 - p(t o )

(4-40)

t

where p(t o) is the reactivity at the beginning of the time step. Details
of evaluating the coefficients in the truncated expansions are discussed
by Cohen (1958).
An alternative procedure that seems to have some advantages is
suggested by the work of Adler (1961). Substitute Ci(t) from eg. (4-25)
into eg. (4-39) and remove the resulting double integrals by partial
in tegration. The result is
l/(I) = l/(to)e-a,' - 'o'

+

I'
In

p(1.') - {3
t'

+

at l/(I.')e- a ,,- , ·' dt'

e-t*-Iol]

+

I'

q(t' )e - a\, -

I')

dt'.

(4-41)

"
Adler chooses a = l/t . Also, in stead of using power series, Adler uses
average values of p and II in the integrals; the exponentials are integrated analytically and the averages improved at each tim e step until
some predetermined degree of convergence is achieved. The essence
of the two methods is the same, and we proceed to lise eq. (4-39) to
demonst rate practicality and to infer something about the parameter (X.
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Let h =

I -

10

a nd q = 0 in eq. (4-39). Let

p,

II,

and
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c; represent

suita ble averages appropriate to the interva l in question. Then eq.

(4-39) becomes

(4-42)

Consider firsl Ih e case of small h, such thai

r

1-

h

Joe-

rz u

e - rl.h

dll = - -a- -

~h ~

I . We find

~~
~ h

and
n(1) - n(to) (I - ail)

+ (p - P
t + at

Suppose we have a reactivit y step from 0 to

II

p,

senting equilibrium power, and suppose il and

+ 2:;l;c; ) h.

with n(t o} =

(4-43)
11 0

repre-

c; arc no t far from their

equ ilib rium va lues.Then Pil/t - 2:;i/';, and a lso Ihe terms in a approxima tely cancel. Eq. (4-43) becomes
,,(t) - "0

(I + ~

I}

(4-44)

which is independent of" and is approximately the expecled response
to a reactivity step aft er a very short tim e h.
On th e olher hand, if il is large (ail p I),

and

so that eq . (4-42) becomes
n(t ) ~

p-p. +at .
_)1
t
11 + 2:;i;c; ~.
(

Aga in consider a reactivit y step from 0 to
eq uili brium values. Eq. (4-45) becomes

net) ::::

p + at
at

" 0'

(4-45)

p with i1 and c close to their
j

(4-46)

All we can really infer from this is thai the correct order of magnitude
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is preserved if at ", p. This is clearly satisfied by Adler's choice,
a ~ l it. Cohen's choice, eq. (4-40), in eq. (4-46) yields
1I(t) -

p + f3 - p(t o )

f3

-

()
p to

"0 -

f3

f3

- P()
to "0,

(4-47)

which is highly suggestive of the jump condition in the prompt-jump
approximation, eq. (3-10). Another convenient choice is a ~ f3lt. We
infer that eq. (4-39) or eq. (4-41) yields a numerical method free from
the time-step limitation; i.e., fast transients are correctly represented
by using very small steps, while slow transients can be represented by
using relatively large steps provided a ", Pit. Examples are given in
sec. 4-8.
Eq. (4-41) with a ~ f3lt may be used to derive the prompt-jump
approximation directly from the integral equation, using the properties
of the kernal as t' ~ O. This is left as an exercise.

4-6. A Weighted-residual Method
The method of weighted residuals (Crandall 1956) is highly successful
with these integral forms and is independent of the value of a. The
particular method that has been widely studied in reactor dynamics
uses linear, quadratic, or exponential trial functions , with, in Crandall's
terminology, "subdomain weighting." The simplest example is the
RE-29 code and similar codes developed at Argonne National Laboratory (Brittan 1956), which appear to be the first computer codes for
reactor dynamics that were successful for both slow and fast transients
over the full range of values of t.
This method with quadratic trial functions is discussed by Kaganove
(1960). The method is reviewed in two papers by Flatt (1962, 1968)
under the name ""collocation method " ; we do not use this terminology,
because it is reserved by Crandall (1956) for a different type of weighting.
Using either eq. (4-39) or eq. (4-41) wilh arbitrary a, one expresses
1I(t') and e,(t') as trial functions (e.g., linear, quadratic, or exponential
functions of t') and integrates al;arytically. The undetermined coefficients are then evaluated at each time step by demanding that the
integral equations be satisfied with zero error at a finite number of
points in each interval. For details of the procedure in the quadratic
case using eq. (4-39) with a ~ 0, see the reporl by Kaganove (1960).
(Kaganove uses the lifetime formulation, but the results are readily
simplified to conform to the generation-time formulation.)
Wc illustrate with a simple integral form , llsing a linear trial function.
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Eq. (4-41) with q = 0 and a = 0 is
11 (1)

= 11(10)

f'

+ -I p(t')II(I' ) dt'
t "

(4-48)
Eq . (4-48) is essen tiall y that used by Brittan as the basis for the RE-29
code. To demonstrate the power and ve rsat ility of the method, consider
the first time step (one delay group) :

II"

+t

11th ) = 110

-

~

t

p(I' )II(t') dl'

0

(" 1I(l')e' !" "' ''' cit'

Jo

+ co (!

(4-49)

- e' !·").

Assume the representations

+

1I (t') = "0

At',

p(t') = Po

+

B I'.

Evaluate the right-ha nd side of eq. (4-49) and equate the result to
110 + Ah. Assuming the eq uilibrium initial condition Co = fJllolU
and a time step II such that Ah ~ 1, we find
A =

II

Poh + ±B,,2 + 0("')
o t h + i (fJ - Po)h' + O(h 'f

(4-50)

For h very small, eq. (4-50) becomes
A

_PO

=

7

11o •

which represen ts the correct initial derivative in the step-input response.
For Po = 0 a nd a ramp P = BI, we have for small h
A:::

Blloh

2t

,

which may be shown to correspond to the correct derivative immediately following a step change in dpl dt fr om 0 to B.
If on the other hand one considers a time step II such that
tiP ~ h ~ II )., eq. (4-50) becomes
A

_?
= _11 0

P0 h + !t Bh'
(fJ - PoW'

I

(4-51)
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which is independent of t . For a small reactivity step Po ,
l1(il) = "0

+

Ail - "0

fJ + Po
fJ
'
- Po

which gives the correct order of magnitude for the prompt jump. For
the ramp p = Bt , eq. (4-51) becomes
Bilo

A ::::

73'

which gives the correct initial derivat ive in the prompt-jump approximation. We infer that this method is free from time-step limitations.
Note that the linear representation involves the determination of a
singl e coefficient A for each time stcp by requiring that eq. (4-49) be
satisfied at one point (the endpoint) of each step. With quadratic or
exponential trial fun ctions, one may require exact agreemen t at the
midpoint and endpoint of each step a nd determine two coefficients. It
is assumed lha t p is a known [unction , or else is obtained by coupling
to auxiliary computations, and is represented by a suitable linear or
quadratic fittin g. Successful use of the method for slow transients in a
fast reactor is illustrated in sec. 4·8.

4-7. Hansen's Method
Another elegant numerical method was developed at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and reported by Hansen, Koen, and Little
(1965). It is known as Hansen 's largest-eigenvalue method, or Hansen 's
method . The reactor power and precursor densities appearing in the
integrals arc assumed exponen tial in time, with a rise lime obtained
from the la rges t eigenvalue (the a lgebraically largest rool of the in hour
equation corresponding to some average reactivi ty appropriate to
each time step). The method may be regarded as a variat ion of the
preceding two methods, in that the slowly varying factor is an exponential selected according to an estimate of the "current size" of the
largest eigenvalue. (Compare with the Hurwitz WKB method described in sec. 3-6.)
We illustrate by a simple example. The dynamic equations for
constan t reacti vity (source-free, one delay group) ma y be put in the
form

r"

+).)0 0(10+ r)e'P -PII,, - ,)/t tlr (4-52)
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and

+

e(lo

h) = c(lo)e - './'
.

+ -(i
(

I"11(10 +
0

where II is the interva l t - to- Assume
1/(10

+

Ii) = lI(Io)e oo ,

e(IO

+

r) = c (ro )eoo ,;

and

whe re (J) is th e a lgebraica ll y la rges t rOO I (WI) o f the in ho ur equation .
Subst itution and integration yields

+

l1 (t o

h) = lI(t o)elp - lllhl(

,lc{to)

+

OJ -

,

c(to + h) = c(ro)e- d , +

[e

W

(p - (i )jC

({i/ f)I1(tO)

ill

-

,

) [eW '
w+.

If p = p(I), eq. (4-53) is used with

"

elrW'ltl

'

(4 -53)

.,

-

e- ' '].

determined from the inhour

equat ion for an average reac ti vity appropriate to each time step , as

determined by aux iliary eq uat ions. For the general formulatio n and
proofof stabilily, see the paper by Han sen, K oe n and LillI e (1965). The
extensio n to

dela y groups is

111

'1' (10

+

(4-54)

Ii) = G'I' (lo),

where'f' is a col umn vector with components II,
matrix

('I. (' 2 . "

ew1r

.

_

and G is the
e(f' - ,Il /I /l

A", W - (p - {i)/C

G-

/31

ew il _

{

ill

e - ;·r il

o

+ ;'1

{i eu"1 - e - ).,,,11
'" -----c,_t
W + )'m

o

e -)· ,,,IJ

(4-55)
The success o f this meth o d is qu ick ly understood from o ur simple
exam pIc by nOling that for small Ii and eq uilibrium initial cond itions
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~

eq. (4-53) yields
l1(to

+ ") -

11(10

)(1+ 1"}

(4-56)

which corresponds to the expected initial derivative. For p < {J and
relati vely large" (say
of the order o f unit y), howe ve r,

w"

(4-57)
which predi cts the correct order of magnitude for the prompt jump.
Sample comp utations are described and compared with other
methods in sec. 4-8.

4-8. A Numerical Experiment
The numerica l mcth ods desc ribed in thi s chapter ha ve been compared
in sample computat ions of slow transients run on the University of
Arizona digital com puter (Szeligowski and Hetrick 1967). The test
examplc is onc cycle of a sinusoidal react ivity (p < fl), with a mplitude
and freq uency arb itrarily related through the inhour equation in an
attempt to simulate without auxiliary feedback computati ons the
qualitati ve features o f a no nlinea r autonomous negative-feedback
system : a substantial range of power va riatio n, a power peak occurring
as the reacti vit y decreases to wa rd zero, and a range o f negati ve
reactivity (see chapter 5).
One group of delayed neutron s is used to permit comparison with a
complete analytical solution in the prompt-jump ap proximation
(sec. 3-2). For the digital computations, the neutron generation time
ranges from 10- 3 to 10- 8 sec. Accuracy may be judged by comparing
computed values of pcak power (which occurs durin g th e second
quarter-cycle) a nd by comparison of the sol utions with the promptjump approximation in th e case of sma ll t .
If a sinusoidal reactivity
.

nl

p = Po SII1 T

(4-58)

is used , the analytical solutio n in th e prom pt-jump approximation is
given by eq. (3-66) o r (3-70) with A = 0, B = Po/ {J, and w = n/ T.
Reali stic time sca les are simula ted by arbitrarily equating one quarterperiod of the sine wa ve to a rough estimate of the power-burst width
resu lting from a self- limiting excursion having max imum reactivity
Po. The Nordheim-Fuchs model (chapter 5) predicts an appro ximate
burst width 4/w l , where W I is the reciproca l period corresponding to
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maximum react ivity; thi s is an underes timate for slow excursio ns, but
we get the correct order of magnitude for use in these sample calculations by setting the sine-wave quarter-period TI2 equal to 410) ,. If eq.
(2-23), the in hour eq uat ion fo r slow transients, is used,

/JO) ,
Po =

WI

+ ..{"

and the sine-wave amplitude and half-period are re lated by

8{J
Po = 8 + AT ·

(4-59)

Parameters fo r the four cases studied arc listed in table 4-1, and a
typical sol ution cur ve in the prompt-jump a pproximation (case 4 in
tab le 4-1) is shown in fig. 4-3.
p
0.005

(

____

o~----------~-----------o
50
roo t,sec

ni no

50

25

°0~~----------~50L-------------~--100

t,sec

Fig. 4-3. React ivity and neu tro n density vs. time for ty pical test example (prompt-jump
approximation) ; " 0 = 1, ;. = 0.077 sec - I, fJ = 0.0079, amplit ude Po = 0.005333 (68
cents), and half- period T = 50 sec.

Peak powers for va rio us digital computatio ns run with different
time-step size 6t are shown in figs. 4-4 through 4-7. In all cases,
" 0 = 11(0) = 1, )_ = 0.077 sec- ' and {J = 0.0079. The three/ methods
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Table 4-1 . Parameters for Numerical Examples
Case
No.

Reactivity Amplitude
(Pc)

Half-period
(T, sec)

0.001808 (23 ccms)

350

2

0.002319 (29 cents)

250

3

0.003233 (41 cents)

150

4

0.005333 (68 cents)

50

tested extensively are: (I) Adler's iterative method using eq . (4-41)
but with a given by eq. (4-40), (2) the weighted-residual method using
eqs. (4-40) and (4-41 ) with a quadratic trial function, and (3) Hansen's
largest-eigenvalue method using eq. (4-53).
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Fig. 4-4. Peak neutron density vs. interval size for variolls computing methods;
Po = 0.001808 (23 cents) and T = 350 sec (Szcligowski and Hetrick 1967). Dashed line
is the prompt-jump approximation.
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Fig. 4-5. Peak neutron density \'s. in terva l size for variolls computing methods;
Po = 0.002319 (29 cent s) and T = 250 sec (Szeligowski and Hetrick 1967).

The two extreme values for t are illu strated in each of figs. 4-4
through 4-7. As expected, the values of peak power in the cases for
small t appear to converge to the value given by the prompt-jump
approximation as 61 is reduced. Note that all three methods, even for
the fast-reactor examples t = 10- 8 sec, are successful with interval
sizes 61 that are reasonable for the characteristic time scale of the
overall dynamic process. In contrast, il has been estimated from
sample calculation s wilh t = 10- 3 sec Ihat comparable accuracy for
the example of fig . 4-4 with t = 10- 8 sec would require 2 x 10· time
steps using a simple forward-difference method and 5 x 10' time steps
using lhe fourth-order Runge-Kulla method (Szeligowski and Hetrick
1967).
f
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Fig. 4-6. Peak ncutron density vs. interval size for various comput ing methods;
Po = 0.003233 (41 CClltS) and T = 150 sec (Szc1igowski and Hetrick 1967).

Fig. 4-7 includes a few points attributed to Cohen 's method. These
were computed by using eqs. (4-39) and (4-40) with the precursor
density given by eq. (4-25); as in Adler's method, integrals were
evaluated by ass uming average va lues and iterating instead of llsing

the original algorithm of Cohen (1958). This permits a comparison of
the two formulations, and from the few cases tested it appears that eq.
(4-41) may yield a more efficient numerical method than eq. (4-39).
Fig. 4-7 also includes a few points labeled L T (Laplace-transform
method). This refers to eq. (4-16), the basis of Keepin's RTS code
(Keepin 1965). For the fast reactor (t = IO - B sec), direct numerical
integration of the convolution integra l in eq. (4- 16) is not feasible. A
feasible modification may be constructed for small t by approximate
analytical integration and subsequent neglect of rapidly decaying
transients; this yielded the points LT in fig. 4-7. The result does not
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compare favorably with the three chief methods illustrated. For
t = 10 - 3 sec, the convolution method is feasible but only with
!;,t < 10- 2 sec ; points obtained for larger !;,t fall off-scale at the
bottom of fig. 4-7.
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____________L-__
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Fig. 4-7. Peak neutron density vs. interval Si7..e for various co mputing methods;
Po = 0.005333 (68 cents) and T = 50 sec (Szcligowski and Hetrick 1967).

Computing times for the three chief methods seem to be comparable.
The quadratic weighted-residual method requires slight ly more
machine time for the same!;,t in the examples of figs . 4-4 through 4-7,
yielding generally superi or accuracy for larger !;,t. A rew checkpoints
using linear trial functions show a slight decrease in computing time

.----...
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with no significant loss of accuracy at I!.t = 0.1 sec in fig. 4-7, though
it remains to mak e com parisons at larger dL
These comparisons are based on relatively simple numerical
methods. The chief purpose here has been to demonstrate that the
time-step limitation a rising from small tiP is easily circumvented.
Once this maj or hurdle is overcome, more sophisticated numerical
methods can presumably yield sti ll further gains in computing efficiency
over those we have indicated, but it is not ollr purpose here to investigate this nor to specula te on how far such sophistication can profitably
be ca rried.
Other numerical methods reported recently do seem specially
promising. Porsching (1966) has generalized Hansen's method,
effecting the approximate integrations by representing exponential
function s ofa matrix as rational ma tri x functions. Birkhoff(1966) has
proposed a new method based on the recasting of the point-reactor
problem in the form of differential-delay eq uations. A new matrix
approach has been reported by Hansen, Kleban, and Chang (1969).
The method of Adler and Cohen has been generalized by Secker (1969a,
1969b), who devised a procedure for contin ua lly recomputing ~ in eq.
(4-39) such that the estimated error a t each time step is min imized. This
method of "optimum integrating factors" includes the possibility of
complex values for a, which may be automatically introduced in
oscillatory solutions. The variety of methods is quite large, and the
choice of method appro priate for a particular class of problems may
depend as much on individual taste as on the na ture of the problem.
Finally, we reiterate the observation made in sec. 4-4 that the types of
problems requiring special treatment are generally those problems
(small t and small p) for which the prompt-jump approximation is
adequate. For example, the ANCON code (Vigi l 1966) has been used
to verify the examples of fi gs. 4-4 through 4-7, with a switch to a n
option employing the prompt-jump approximation when t = 10- 8 sec
(computations performed by John C. Vigil, Los Alamos Scientific
Laborato ry). Other examples using the ANCON code (based on the
method of continllolls ana lyt ic continuation) are given in the paper
by Vigil (1967).
For a discussion of matching the ac tual prompt tra nsient to the
asymptotic (prompt -jump) approximation, see MacMillan (1967). A
new derivation ofa first-order correction to the prompt-jump approx imation is given by Go ldstein and Shotkin (1969).
Methods developed for reactor dynamics may of course be app lied
in ot her fields whenever one encounters an extremely wide spectrum
of response times in a dynamic system. Examples are chemical kinet ics,
missile gu idance systems, and certa in aerodynamics problems .
•
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4-9. The Inverse Problem
Many writers have derived formulas for calculating the reactIvIty
pte) from a prescribed power history l1{t). Some of these formula s and
their applications are reviewed by Murray, Bingham, and Martin
(1964) and Kovanic (1965). One application is the design of a continuous reactivity monitor, its input. the continuous signal from a
judiciously located flux monitor. Another application is the computation of instantaneous reactivity during a power excursion in a pulsed
reactor. A third use is the planning of a programmed reactivity p{t)
that will produce some desired dynamic power l1{t). In this section we
present integral formulas for computing p{t) from a given power
history and note the modifications required for slow transients.
From eg. (3-1) we have
p = {3

t dn

t
tq
- L,).iCi - - .

+ -- 11

tit

11

(4-60)

11

Substituting eq. (4-25) for the precursor densities, we obtain
P = {3

t dn t
+ -Ii -dl - -n L.kc.(t
I

I

- -I
II

I

.,

)e-" ' - "
0

J

J.' 11{t')L i{3iAie - )." , to

,'J dt'

_ 3..
t

n

(4-61)

This is of course eg. (4-26) solved explicitly for p, and the integral may
be represented in term s of the probability density D{t) of eq. (4-27) and
fig. 4-2. Eg. (4-61) is essentially that used for computing reactivity in
the SPERT-J reactor excursion experiments (Miller 1957 ; Cor ben
1959b) and in the KEWB (Kinetic Experiment Water Boiler) excursions
(Dunenfeld 1962).
Using the identity
e - .1.;(r - 1o)

=

J -

}'i

rr

e-)· ;(r - r' )

dt',

).0
we may write eq. (4-61) as
p

=

(3

t' dn

t'

.

+ -11 -fit - -n LiAiCi(tO)
-

~
II

x

(' Li[{3iAill(t') Jo

e - i. ;(I - t ' )

dt' _ tq.
11

a/ci(t O)]

(4-62)
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In the source-free case with equilibrium at t

P=

=

to. we have

f3 + ~ dll _ f3"(t o )
11

dt

II

- -I
11

f'

[Il (!') -

(4-63)

'"

An alternate form is generated by partia l integration in eq. (4-61):

t dn
1
.
P = - dl + - L,[tJ,Il(to) - n,c,(to)]e·'·'''·'"'
II

11

+ -1
11

f'

'0

""(t')
,

til

"f3
·i·d'·;") d t'
L.tj je

t q.
- n

(4-64)

The integral in eq. (4-64) may of course be expressed in terms of the
delayed-ne utron decay function 1(1) o f eq. (4- 10) and fig. 4-1; when
to = 0, eq. (4-64) red uces to eq. (4-9). In the source-free case with
equilibrium at ( = to, eq. (4-64) simplifies to
P -- -t -dll
11

til

+ -1

f' dll(t') " f3 je . "" . ;") (Jt' .

11

'0

dt'

L.t j

(4-65)

If instead the rea cti vi ty has been a constant Po for a sufficiently long
time before to , one may use the asymptotic relation
c-(t ) =

o
,

{J,I1(lo)
1("'1 + A,)

to find

+~
11

f' dll(~')
to

dt

L,f3,e ·).''' · '·' <it' . (4-66)

This is a convenient form for ana ly zing step-induced excursions,
starting from low power, in a pulsed reactor.
In a very fast excursion starting from low power, the initial conditions
are unimportant. Further, the time scale is short enough that precursors
do not decay appreciably un til after th e power burs t is over. Eq. (4-63)
then reduces to

P=

t <ill
f3 + - - l1(t
J

where E is the energy

E
L(3
!
!) . ! - ,
11

(4-67)
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10

Eg. (4-67) provides an excellent ~pproximation during a fast burst
and a convenient limiting case for checking digital computations.
[n very slow transients, special attention is needed for the integrals,
which have the form

L'

f,(r 0

+ r )e'" dr

as in sec. 4-5. To avo id an excessive numbe r of time steps when n(t) is

changing slowly over intervals that are large compared to l/Ai , one
may use the sam e scheme as in sec. 4-5: expand on ly the slowly varying
factors in power series and integrate term by term to generate the simple
funct ion s

Frequently it is adequate to lise merely an average value appropriate
to each time step, generating only the integrals for 11 = 0 (simple
exponentials).
We mention briefly a few other schem es for computing p(l) from
l1(r). As qu oted by Brittan (1956), H. Greenspan proposed a met hod
suitable whenever Il(t) can be represented as a Laplace- tran sformable
function. Solve eg. (4- 15) for .5f(PI1):
CP(

.z

pl1 )

=

N(s) - 110/ 5
K (5)

-

I

i

i /c iO - {Ji 11 0
.
5 + Ai

(4-69)

We know that K(s ) is essentially the zero-power transfer functi on, eq.
(4-14), a nd tha t it may be ex pressed as a ratio of polynomials. The
inversion may then be performed and the result solved for p.
The RTS code (Keepin 1965) has an in ve rse option. Eq. (4-16), when
set up for numerical evaluation of the convolution integral, may be
inverted to express the reactivity at each time step. Another method
based on eq . (4-16) has been developed by Evans (1964). An attrac tive
feature of the inverse problem is the possibility of studying some
aspects of reactor dynam ics without having to solve nonlinear di fferential eq uations.

Problems
4-1.

Verify the steps in deriving Keepin's integral equation,,eg. (4-1 6).
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4-2.

u 'se the integra-differential form, eq. (4-9), ) justify the effectivelifeti me model. Neglect the source and initial-condition terms.
Hint: Regard the derivative under the integral as slowly varying.

4-3.

Derive the prompt-jump approximation from eq, (4-16). Neglect
the so urce and initial-condition terms. Hint: Use the impulst:::
response dicussed in prob. 2-1 8.

4-4.

Verify the suberitical transfer functions, egs. (4-22) and (4-23).

4-5.

D erive the alternate form of Keepin 's equation, eq. (4-24).

4-6.

Derive a matrix equation, using backward differences, that
corresponds to eq. (4-35). Compare the result with eg. (4-37).

4-7.

Define the functions H,,(x) by
H,,(x) =

l'

x

lI"e " dll.

Show that
I

.

H o(x) = -(e" x
H,,(x) =

1) ;

1
x

- [e' - IlH,,_,(xJ] ;
oo

H,,(x) =

I

11=0

x'"

/lJ!(/lJ

+

11

+

I)

,

4-8.

Derive Adler's integral equation, eq. (4-4 1).

4-9.

D erive the prompt-jump approx imation from a special case of
eg. (4-41). Use one delay group with a = Pi t and to = O. Take
the limit as t ~ 0 and use the fact tha t

~ exp [ -

(Plt )I]

is similar to the delta functionO(t.J whe n t is very small.
4-10. Deri ve eg. (4-50) for the und etermined parameter A in the linear
trial function.
4-1 L Derive eqs, (4-52) a nd (4-53) for Hansen's method.

ute the react ivit y function that will produce a ramp change
J4- 12. oComp
f power from one steady level to another (Murray, Bingham,
and Martin 1964).

,

"

,- - '- I

5 Reactivity Feedback and
Reactor Excursions

In the next few chapters, the point-reactor model is extended to include
the ellect of fission-energy production on the reactivity. That portion
of reactivity change arising from the effects of energy production is
called reactivity feedback. We shall be concerned primarily with
intrinsic feedback, such as the ellects of temperature and density
changes on the reproduction factor k, in contrast to reactivity changes
generated by feedback signals in automatic control systems.
We first consider some prototype calculations of the temperature
coefficient of reactivity for simple models of thermal reactors, and the
distinction between prompt and delayed effects is noted . It is pointed
out that other physical and chemical effects of fission energy release
(e.g., change of state, gas evolution) may accompany a temperature
rise, and tha tit is sometimes useful to speak of an energy coefficien t of
reactivity. Some special problems affast reactors are summarized in a
separate sectioll.
Next we treat the classic calculations of reactor excursions induced
by reactivity steps in systems with prompt linear feedback: the
Nordheim-Fuchs model for fast excursions and the prompt-jump
model for slow excursions. These are then unified in a single model
which pennils a new treatment of the transitional case near prompt
critical. A nonaU10n0ll10US case with externally induced reactivity
increasing linearly with time (the Fuchs ramp-input model) is treated
next, and the final sections deal with excursions in systems having
complex energy feedback mechanisms.
5-1. Homogeneous Thermal Reactors
In this section we derive the temperature coefficient of reactivity for a
simple model of a homogeneolls therma l reactor. The model is that
.'
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used by Lamarsh (1966). I t has a rew features not included in the reactor
model we used in chapter 1.
First, we note that the symbol a is freq uently used to represent a
temperature coefficient of reactivity. Lamarsh (1966) more properly
uses aT' We may start with the relation

(5-1 )
where p is the reactivity of the system and T is the temperature of some

component. Using eq. (1 - 12), which may be written as p = I - k -

1

,

we find
I dk
aT =

(5-2)

k' dT'

For all cases of interest, k is nea r unity, and eq. (5-2) may be written
I dk

aT -

(5-3)

k dT'

For conven ience, eq. (5-3) is frequently adopted as the definition of
temperature coefficient.

We shall use aT as defined by eq. (5-3) only in the early sections of this
chapter. Later, in discussion of self-limiting power excursions, it will

be more convenient to use
(5-4)

a=

This is true because stable systems are generally associated with a
negative value for a T (power increases, temperature rises, k decreases).
A formula for peak power or temperature rise in a self-limiting excursion, if written in terms o f aT, would contain an awkward minus sign.
Further, we will wish to use the control engineer's convention that the

sign of the feedback signal is changed before it is combined with the
input signal (see chapter 6). We therefore use aT as given by eq. (5-3) in
deriving temperature coefficients, afterward switching to a = -aT
when discussing excursions and stability.

We proceed to calculate a T for an unreflected homogeneous thermal
reactor. We will first treat the temperature change as uniform through-

out the reactor, and the particular aT obtained is therefore called the
isother/Hal temperature coefficient.
The reactor model of chapter I is replaced by (La marsh 1966)
k = kwP,PJ ,
where the infinite-medium reproduction

(5-5)
f~lctor

is
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(5-6)

and where PI and Pf are res pectively the non lea kage probabilities for
thermal and fast neutrons. From diffusi on theory,
I

P, ~ c---=-""
I + 8' L"

(5-7)

and from Fermi age theory,

(5-8)
In eg. (5-6),
average number of fission neutrons emitted per thermal
neutron absorbed in fuel;

17

=

E"

= average number of neutrons produced in all fi ssions, fast
and therma l, per neutron produced in thermal fi ssion
alone (fast-fission factor) ;

p = probability tha t a source neutron is not absorbed while

slowing d ow n (resonance-esca pe probability);

I

~

average number of thermal neutrons absorbed in fuel per
therma l neutr on absorbed in th e reactor (thermal
ut iliza t ion).

In egs. (5-7) a nd (5-8), 8 ' is the fundamental-mode buckling (as in
chapter I), L2 is the diffusion area for thermal neutrons, and T is the
neutron age or epitherma l migration area.
From egs. (5-3) and (5-5),
aT

~

I dk
- -

k dT

~

I dk ~
k., dT

-

1 riP,
~~
P, rlT

+-

1 dP
Pf dT

(5-9)

Cl.,.{Pf )·

(5-IO)

+ " r(.f) ,

(5-11)

f
+ - --.

Using the notation
a.,.(x)

~

I dx
- -,

xdT

we may write eg. (5-9) as
aT ~ aT(k) ~ a.,.{k., )

+

ClT( P,)

+

Similarly, from eg. (5-6),
ClT(k oc ) ~ Cl.,(I/)

+

Cl r(e)

+

a.,.{p)

and from egs. (5-7) and (5-8),
aT{P') ~

8'L'
I + B'L' [ClT{U) + Cl,.{B')]

(5-12)
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and
(5-13)
The temperature coefficient rxT of the reactor is now expressed in terms
of temperature coefficients of individual parameters by means of egs.
(5-10) through (5-13) .
•
The temperature coefficient of 'I arises primarily from the fact that
the fuel-material cross-sections for thermal fi ssion and radiative
capture do not ha ve the same dependence o n neutron speed. For a
single fi ssile isotope
\

(5-14)

where v is the mean number o f neu trons per fission (chapter 1) and
where (Jf and (J/l are respectively the average thermal fission and total
thermal absorpti on cross-sections in the fuel. Th e change in va t thermal
energies is very small. Tempera t ure coefficien ts aT(ry) at 1OO' C (Lamarsh
1966) derived from the neu tron-temperature dependence of ry (Westcott
1962) are: -3 x 10- 5 per ' C fo r U235, -5 x 10- 4 per ' C for P U 239,
and + 4 x 10- 5 per °C for U 23'.
For fuels consisting of a mixture o f isotopes, '1 is computed from a
weighted average of macroscopic cross-sections. For natural uranium,
a,.(lll is practically zero below about 300' C, changing to about - 10 - 4
per °C above th is temperature (La marsh 1966). Except for P U 239,
aT(II) is usua lly unimportant in a homogeneous reactor.
The preceding is based on the assumption that the thermal neutron
spectrum is Maxwe llian and that there is a single temperature throughout the reactor. Limitations imposed by this ass umption are disc ussed
in the next section of this chapter.
Th e fa st-fissio n factor to. is inde endent o f tern erature in a homogeneous thermal reactor. Heterogeneous reactors are discusse m e
next section; for the momen t we take aT (€) = O.
The resonance escape probabi lity p depend s on temperature through
the Doppler effect (Lamarsh 1966; Weinberg and Wigner 1958). Briefiy,
increased thermal agitation o f fuel atoms, correspondin g to a temperature rise, can resu lt in increased neutron absorption. In a homogeneous
thermal reactor with its norma lly low fuel concentration, the Doppler
effect is usuall y negligibly small, a nd a.,.(p) - o. We discuss the Doppler
effect in some detail in the sections on heterogeneous reactors and fast
reactors.
The thermal utilization of a homogeneous reactor is given by

J

=

~",..
La'" + LIIM

(5-15)
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where La'" and LlIM are respectively th e average macroscopic thermal
absorption cross-sections of the fuel and moderator. Differentiating
yields

(5-16)
Since L ~ N(1, where N is the atom density and
cross-section , we have fo r either fue l or moderator

(1

is a microscopic
(5-1 7)

The atom density N is proportional to density (inversely proportional
to specific volume) so that
aT(N)

~

- Ii,

(5-18)

where fi is the volume coefficient of thermal expansion. The average
microscopic therma l absorp tion cross-section may be written (Lamarsh
1966) as
(1"

~ g,,(TlIJ T,

(5-19)

where g" may be called the non-I lv factor and where T is the neutron
temperature in OK. If the neutron temperature may be identified with
the temperature of the reactor,
(5-20)
More generally, a correction factor should be included to accou nt for
the difference between the neutron temperature and the temperature
of the moderator-fuel mixture; this is omitted here, though it is clearly
important in many cases to distinguish between con tributions aris ing
from the temperatu re of the medium (such as the effect on N) and those
arising from the neutron temperature (such as the effect on a /I)'
For a moderator, 11" frequently has pure I/ v dependencc and
aT(I1",\I) ~ - 1/2T. From eqs. (5-17) through (5-20) we find , assuming
an intimate mixture of fue l and moderato r,
(5-21)
and
(5-22)
The net result of using eg. (5-16) is
aTU) ~ (l - f)aT(g"F)'

(5-23)
I
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Some represen ta ti ve values of a.,.(g"F) at 500"C are (Lamarsh 1966) :
- 3.5 x 10- ' per °C for U 23 ', 1.4 x 10- 3 per °C for P U 239 , and
3. 1 x 10 - ' per ' C for U 233 Note th e variety in both magn itude and
sign. The facto r I - f is typically 0.1 or 0.2, however, so tha t a,,( [) in
a homo geneous reactor is usually negl igib le (except for PU239 fue!).
An improved treatment of th e tem perature coefficient of k <X') may be

achieved by including epithermal effects. One defines an effective value
of the product 'If as a weighted average over neu tron energy up to the
threshold for fast fission. The contribution from ('If),rr in the tem peratu re coefficient may then be computed with the aid o f Westcott 's
formulation (Argonne National Laborato ry 1963a).
We next cons id er the parameters L2, r, and B2 appearing in eqs.
(5-1 2) and (5- 13). As in chapter 1,
(5-24)

L' = D/L",
where D is the diffusion coefficient. Therefo re

(5-25)
The dependence of D o n neutron tempera ture is such that D is proportional to Du( T j To)'" where 11/ is a small constant of the order of 0.1 or
less and where Do is the monoenergetic diffusion coefficient at temperature To. Since Do is proportio na l to a tran sport mean-free-pa th, it
varies in ve rsely with the atom density N. Therefore
"'AD) = iJ

+

11/

(5-26)

T'

where, as in eg. (5-I S), iJ is the volumc coefficient of thermal expansion.
For a ho mogeneo us reactor, we use

(5-27)
Using egs. (5- 15), (5-21), and (5-22), we find
I
'T(L,,} = - iJ - 2T

+ f rJ."(g,, ,··} ,

(5-2S)

and as a result,
2

, .,(L } = 2iJ

+

111+

T

1

2

- fu.,.(g" ,·}.

(5-29)

T he last term in eg. (5-29) is usuall y small.
The age r is affected by increasing temperature in two ways: first by
reducing the a tom density of the medium , and second by reducing the
energy spread from source to therma l. The density effect is usually
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dominant. In a homogeneous reactor, r is inversely proportional to

N', so that
(5-30)
The buckling B' is inversely proportional to the square of some
characteristic linear dimension of the reactor. If the size of the reactor
is completely constrained, then "T(B') ~ O. If the reactor is free to
expand thermally, then
",.(B') ~ -trl,

(5 -31)

where again fJ is the volume coefficient of thermal expansion. The
factor - i arises because B2 varies inversely with radius squared, while
volume varies directly as radius cubed. Of course, these simple considerations are not applicable to a reactor that is partially constrained,
such as a liquid-core reactor in a partially filled container.
Eqs. (5-12), (5-29), and (5-31) yield

".,.(P,) = - I

B2L2
B'L'

+

[4-jP +

111

+t

T

]

- j",.(go'·) ,

(5-32)

while, from eqs. (5- 13), (5-30) and (5-31),
(5-33)

"T(P!) = - 'jB'rfJ·

If "T(go!') may be neglected and if, in addition, B' L' "" I, we may write
22 111

",.(P,) + ",.(p!) ~ -B L
where

NI2

+ 14
-:3 B2!vI2 (J,

T

(5-34)

is the migration area

M2 = L2 +

(5-35)

1".

Further, ifallterm s in eq. (5-11) are small, then ",·(k oo ) - 0 and, by eq.
(5- 10), the temperature coefficien t of reactivity is approximately

",. :::=
-

_ B2L2 m +

T

! _ ~B2M2fJ
3
.

(5-36)

Note thal the dominant terms in this approximate temperature

coefficient of reactivity for a U 235 _fueled homogeneous thermal reactor
are negative. Further, other things being equal, the presence of B' in
both terms of eq. (5-34) suggests that a smaller homogeneous reactor
will have a temperature coefficient that is larger in magnitude. Finally,
the temperature dependence of "T in eq. (5-36) is typical of many
reactors in that the magnitude of "T generally tends to decrease with
increasing temperature.
(
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The te\"perat ure coefficient of reacti vity "r for a homogeneous
thermal reactor may range from - 10- ' per ' C for a large graphitemoderated reactor to -3 x 10- 4 per °C for a small water-moderated
reactor. However, even in homogeneo us reactors, the situation may be

much more complex than indicated here. For example, in a waterboiler reactor (highl y enriched uranium salt solution in light water) the
release of fission energy is accompanied by the production of radiolytic
gas. In fast excursions, the resulting density change can be more
significant than thermal expansion (Atomics International 1959). In
this and other cases it is sometimes possible to use the concept of
energy coefficient of reactivity in order to include all the physica l effect s
that accompany a temperature rise during a nuclear excursion.

5-2. Heterogeneous Thermal Reactors
The computation of isothermal temperature coefficient of reactivity
for a heterogeneous reactor is rather mo re complicated than that for a

homogeneous reactor. Further, the isothermal coefficient may have
little relevance in a dynamic situati on where a nuclear-induced
temperature rise may be far from uniform.
Most o f the th ermal energy prouu<.::co in fi ssion comes fr o m fission
fragments as they slow down. The fragments are relat ively massive and

highl y charged, and their ranges in solids or liquids are short (millimeters or less). Con seq uently, the prompt heat source is largely confined
to fuel rods or plates, while the effects fro m moderator, coola nt, and
supporting structures are delayed in a complex way involving dynamic
heat-transfer processes. Reactivity feedback in a nuclear excursion may

therefore be exceedingly difficult to calculate, being dependent on a
changing temperatu re distribution . Th is can become even further

complicated when one considers other effects such as melting, va porizat ion, or expulsion of material from the reactor. (Note also that there

will be some prompt heat sources in nonfuel regions a rising from
neutron and gamma-ray interac tions, although this is generall y less
than 10 percen t.)
For approximate treatments o f reactor excursions, it is convenient
to regard th e temperature coefficient for a heterogeneous reactor as

made up of prompt and delayed components. Effects that depend on
the instantaneous state of th e fuel (e.g., thermal distortion of fuel
elements, Doppler effect) may be regarded as prompt, while effects
that depend primaril y on th e moderator or coolant (e.g., neutron
temperature, thermal expansio n of moderator material) are largel y

delayed. In a fa st excursion the delayed effects may be negligible, though
they might well dominate in a quasi-static situation. Naturally, in any
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case of nonuniform temperature change, the various contributions to
the reactivity coefficient would have to be carefully weighted. We
proceed to discuss the isothermal temperature coefficient for a simple
model of a heterogeneous thermal reactor, noting which components
are likely to be prompt and which are generally delayed in a dynamic
situation.
First, we note that the temperature coefficient of ~ may be extremely
complicated. Eq. (5-14) should be interpreted in terms of effective
average microscopic cross-sections for thermal absorption in the fuel.
The spectrum of thermal neutrons in the fuel may be far from Maxwellian, and may also be position dependent, so that standard data
tables for average cross-sections may not be useful. Since '7 is a ratio of
microscopic cross-sections, it is dependent primarily on the neutron
spectrum as affected by the state of the moderator, and its temperature
coefficient may be regarded as a delayed effect. As with homogeneous
reactors, "T(I/) is usually small unless the fuel is PU 239
The fast-fission factor € in a heterogeneous reactor may vary with
temperature for two reasons. First, thermal expansion of fuel elements
may alter the escape probabilities of fast neutrons from the fuel; this
would be a prompt effect. Second, the thermal flux distribution within
a unit cell changes slightly with temperature, and the resulting change
in fast neutron source distribution affects the escape probabilities. This
flux flattening within a cell is mainly a result of the increase of L2 with
increasing moderator temperature; its effect on € may therefore be
regarded as delayed. Both effects are usually very small and will not be
treated further here.
The effect of temperature on the resonance escape probability p may
be very important in a low-enrichment heterogeneous reactor. The
following is a brief description of the Doppler effect and the temperature
dependence of the resonance escape probability.
Neutron absorption in heavy elements at epithermal energies is
dominated by many resonance peaks in the cross-section vs. neutronenergy curve. An isolated resonance may be described analytically by
the Breit-Wigner formula. If this formula is applied to an assembly of
capturing atoms in thermal agitation, with the appropriate averaging
over the resulting range of relative velocities, it is found that the curve
of cross-section vs. neutron energy is broadened and flattened more
and more as the fuel temperature increases.
Because the area under the resonance curve does not change,
however, the total number of absorptions would not change if the
neutron spectrum were flat (independent of neutron energy). The
crucial point is that absorption depresses the neutron spectrum in the
neighborhood of a resonance. The broadening and fiattel1ing that

..
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accompany a temperate rise act to reduce this depression in neutron
flux. When the absorption rate n(E)vL" is integrated over energy, the
net effect is an increase in absorption with increasing fuel temperature.
In thermal reactors, the effect is most likely to be important in heterogeneous systems where the fuel is highly concentrated in plates or rods.
Flux depression near the surface of a fuel lump results in a reduced
reaction rate in the interior, thus effectively shielding the atoms of
resonance absorber inside the lump and increasing the probability of
escape from resonance capture. This results in a considerable enhancement of the Doppler effect. The Doppler contribution to the temperature
coefficient of p is prompt because it is due to thermal agitation of fuel
atoms.
An approximate formula for resonance escape probability in a
heterogeneous reactor is (Lamarsh 1966):
(5-37)

where N F is the fuel-atom density, VF and V:w are respectively the fuel
and moderator volumes, ~M~s M is the moderator slowing-down power,
and I is the resonance integral. Here ( \1 is the average increase in
lethargy (logarithm of relative neutron energy) per collision, and
LsM = N,\/(JsM is the moderator cross-section. A term in the exponent
in eg. (5-37) involving scattering in fuel material has been omitted for
simplicity.
It is known both theoretically and empirically (Lamarsh 1966) that
the resonance integral for U 238 and Th 232 and their oxides may be
represen ted approximately as
I(T) = I(To)[1

+ y(-JT - -JTo)],

(5-38)

where T is the fuel temperature (limited to the range from 300' K to
150ooK), To = 300 o K, and y is roughly a linear function of fuel surfaceto-mass ratio. A typical value of y is 6 x 10 - 3 per oc t as determined
for a series of fast excursion tests in SPERT-I with uranium oxide fuel
(Spano 1964).
In the prompt case, we note that NFVF is the total number of fuel
atoms and that the moderator properties are unaffected. Hence
"T(P) = -"T(I) log (l Ip) .

(5-39)

In eg. (5-38) we ignore changes in surface-to-mass ratio and find

"I'
therefore

I)
(

I(To) Y
= I(T) 2-J T;

(5-40)
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I(To) Y
I
Y
I
- I(T) 2.jT log P= - 2J T log p(Tor

15 1

(5-4 1)

Since p(To) is necessari ly less than unity, the prompt ' temperature
coefficient of p is negat ive. The inverse sq uare-root dependence on
absolute temperature is typica l of low-enrichment thermal reactors.
in eq. (5-37). This factor
Delayed terms arise from the factor ~'M
may be wri tten as N M(JsM V~{' where N;\f Jt:Hrepresent s the total number
of moderator atoms. Eq. (5-39) is rep laced by

v,,,

aT(p) = [ - aT(/)

+

aT(O',M)

+

a'r(NMVM)] log (l Ip).

(5 -42)

The scattering cross-section has sufficient ly weak dependence on
neutron energy that aAu",, ) ::: 0 in eq . (5-42). In a solid-modera ted
reactor, N AI
remains constant and eq. (5-42) reduces to eq. (5-39). In
a liquid-moderated reactor that is constrained in a filled tank of fixed
volume, some moderator may be expelled from the reactoL If
a'r(V,,) = 0,

v,,,

(5-43)
where PM is the modera tor volume coefficient of thermal expansion.
In this case
iXr(P ) -

-[iX r(l )

+ PM] log (l i p)·

(5-44)

The ex pulsion of modera tor contribllles further to the nega ti ve
temperature coefficient of p, as might be expected for an increase of
fuel -to-moderator ratio.
The thermal utilization for a heterogeneous reactor may be written
(5-45)
where again VF and V" are fuel and modera tor volumes and where , is
the disadvantage fa ctor defined by
(5-46)
In eq. (5-46) the barred quantities denote volume-average therma l
neutron flux in modera to r and fuel respectively. From eq. (5-45),

aT(J) = (l - f)[aT(~"FVF) - "T(~""VM) - "1'(0],

(5-47)

which may be written

"Af) = (l - f) [cxT(NFVF)

+

aT(O'"F)

- aT(N"VM) - "T(O'",! ) - iXT(O].

(5-48)

The disadvantage factor' decreases with increasing te11)perature
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because of the flux flattening that was mentioned earlier in connection

with the fast-fission factor. This flattening is mainly the result of
increased L' from moderator heating and is therefore a delayed effect.
In the prompt case, we take "T(N"Vp ) = 0, as before, and note that all
other terms in eq. (5-48) would also vanish because they refer to changes
in moderator properties. Therefore "T(f) = 0 in the prompt case.
Ultimately, the moderator heats up and I changes. As before, we
take "T(N At V,,) = 0 for a solid moderator. Applying eq. (5-20) and
recalling that the moderator is a pure l / v absorber, we have
(5-49)
Eq. (5-48) yields
IXT(f) = (1 - f)["l'(g"p) -

For a liquid moderator with
using eq. (5-43) we find

V:,/

(5-50)

"1'(0].

fixed , an additional term appears ;
(5-51)

The contribution of "T(g"P) is generally small for uranium.
The computation of "1'(0 is usually very involved, but it appears
always to be negative (increasing temperature flattens the flux in a cell
and reduces 0. Hence the temperature coefficient of f, which is a
delayed effect, is positive . Its magnitude may vary considerably from
one lype of reactor 10 another. Other phenomena not included in this
simple treatment may also be important ; we have neglected the effects
o f coola I1t and structural materials, as well as possible

s pa ce~dep e ndent

spectral effects within the unit cell.
For L' we consider only the simple approximate formula , valid if
the fuel occupies only a small fracti on of the volume,
L' = (1 -

where

I)L,,' ,

(5-52)

L,/ refers to moderator material alone. From eq. (5-52),
(5-53)

1

?

"T(L M -) = "l'(D,\/) - "T(LaM) = 2p,,/

where we have used eqs. (5-22) and (5-26) with
"T(L') =

2PM +

111

+!
T

I

1-

I

+

1Ii +-z
T '

P = PM'

"T(f)·

(5-54)

Hence
(5-55)
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Since ",.(f) = 0 in the prompt case, we see that the prompt aT(L') is
zero.

As for delayed effects, one could in principle lise eq. (5-55) with
aT(f) give n by eq. (5-50) or (5-51). Unfortunately, aT(O depends on
the change in L', sO that the temperature coefficients of L' and fare
interrelated in a complex way. One can hope that at least one of the
terms causing this interaction may turn out to be sma ll, and in fact the
term infin eq. (5-55) is frequently unimportant.
The age < for a heterogeneous reactor is usually very difficult to
calculate, and its temperature dependence is highly complicated. It is
seldom reliable to assume tha t < is proportional to l i N '/' Rather, one
is forced to use the results of elaborate computations or experimental

da ta for age as a function of the fuel-to-moderator ratio, and correlate
the change in age with temperature-induced changes in the reactor
composition. Usually, the effect of fuel temperature alone is small, and
the prompt ",.«) is zero. The moderator contribution is usually
positive.

The buckling 8 ' depends on overall reactor dimensions and is not
usually involved in the prompt reactivity coefficient for a heterogeneous
reactor. One could imagine special situations where nuclear heating
might distort the fuel-element structure in such a way as to produce a
prompt change in the lattice pitch, thereby causing complicated effects
in all the reactor parameters. Normally, however, the change in B'
would be delayed and wo uld depend in a complicated way on the
detailed structure of the reactor. For a liquid moderator in a filled
vessel, one could probably neglect the effect of a change in buckling on
the temperature coefficient.
We use eqs. (5-12) and (5-55) to calculate "' ·r(P,). In the prompt case,
" ,.(P,) = 0 because L' and B' do not change. The delayed coefficient is
" T(P,) = - I

8 ' L' [
B'L' 2fJ"

+

+

lII + t
T

f

- I _

f

]

"T(f) , (5-56)

provided " ,.(B') is negligible. Similarly, by eq. (5-13), the prompt
"T(Pi ) is zero because < and B' do not change. The delayed coefficient
IS

(5-57)
Although "T(f) is positive, its contribution is small. The other delayed
effects are negative, so that "T(P,) and aT(Pi ) are usually large negative
contributions to the overall delayed temperature coefficient.
The temperature coefficient of reactivity is given by eqs. (5-10) and
(5-11). A summary is presented in table 5-1 fora nominal low-enrichment
uranium-fueled heterogeneous reactor with a liquid moderator. The
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Table 5- 1. Temperature Coeffic ients for a No mina l U ran ium-fueled. Liquid-moderated
Heterogeneous Reactor
Parameter

'1

,

Prompt Coen1cicnt

Deja yed Coefficient

o
o

o

p

I
y
I
- • .,.(1) log - - - - - 10 0 - p
2 ../ T '" p(To)

f

o

P,

o

o
- [.,.(1)

+ p",j log -I

(I - J) [.T(g.,)

p

+ PM -

.·,(m

o
zeros indicate negligibly small contributions. The only positive term
shown as not negligible is the delayed coefficient off, and it is usually
small. If moderator material is not expelled by delayed heating, the
term PM in the delayed coefficients of p andfshould be omitted.
It cannot be overemphasized that the simplified calculation presented
here can be applied only to a few special idealized systems. Even in the
absence ofadditional physical phenomena , results computed from the
expressions in table 5-1 may be substantially in error. The treatment
presented here was motivated rather by a desire to convey the flavor
of the general problem and to indicate some of the difficulties.
In practical problems with epithermal or multiregion reactors, one
must frequently resort to a set of multi group calculations in which the
reproduction factor k is computed at a number of temperatures. Further
complications arise when the temperature changes are localized or
distributed unsymmetrically in the reactor. In such cases it is sometimes
feasible to use reactor perturbation theory (Lamarsh 1966).
An important example of complex dynamic effects is encountered
with reactors having metal fuel rods or plates distributed in a water
moderator. In a sufficiently fast transient, the fuel temperature may
rise considerably before significant heat is transferred to the water. If
the fuel is highly enriched (primarily U B 5 ), there will be little reactivity
feedback from fuel heating a lone, because resonance capture is small
while other feedback effects are due primarily to heating of the
moderator. This situation is typified by the SPERT-I reactor (Schroeder
et al. 1957), in which fas t transients are self-limited primarily by steam
formation and consequent decrease of moderator density, accompanied
in the faster excursions by violent expUlsion of moderato r caused by
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rapid thermal expansion of fuel.
On the other hand, similar reactors with lower enrichment fllel may
contain enough U' 38 to permit self-shutdown by Doppler effect alone,
and the delayed eflect of moderator heating in a fast transient plays no
role until after the excursion is quenched , An example is a later version
of SPERT-I, in which the fuel consists of low-enrichment uranium
oxide (4 percent U'35) packed in half-inch rods in a water lattice
(Spano 1964), Another example is the PULSTAR pulsed reactor, whose
fuel consists ofZircaloy-clad sintered U 0, pellets (6 percent enrichment)
in a water moderator (MacPhee and Lumb 1965),
Boiling-water reactors are particularly difficult to analyze because
the void fraction in the water moderator increases with increasing

power level. In fast power changes, the void-fraction increase lags
behind the power. Here a lso, the prompt temperature coefficient is
highly dependent on the type of fuel.
The TRIGA reactor (Coffer et al. 1966 ; Stone et al. 1959 ; West et al.
1967) contains combined fuel-moderator elements, consisting of an
intimate mixture of uranium (enriched to 20 percent U235) and a
zirconium hydride, with aluminium or stainless stee l cladding, These
elements are spaced in a regular lattice in a pool of water, with an
approximate water-volume fraction of t. Moderation is largely
produced by hydrogen, both in the zirconium hydride and in the water.
The prompt temperature coefficient arises from prompt fission heating
of the hydride and is a complicated moderator effect involving quantized energy exchange between neutrons and vibrational quanta
(phonons) in the hydride. The result is a large prompt-negative feedback
that makes the TRIGA reactor suitable as a pulsed reactor. Again, the
delayed effect of water heating plays no role in quenching a fast
excurSIOn.

We shall see later tha t the peak power and energy release in an
excursion may depend on the initial power, even when all other parameters are fixed. Also, in an actual system, the feedback coefficients
depend on temperature, and the initial temperature may be a significant
parameter. Finally, in ma ny heterogeneous systems, the amo unt of lag
exhibited by delayed feedback effects depends on the initial state (e.g.,
boiling heal transfer might or might not be present, depending on the

initial power level).
5-3. Fast Reactors
In fast-spectrum reactors, the neutron cycle cannot be separated into
the different regimes of slowing down and thermal migration , and the
the
sim ple formulation ofeqs. (5-5) and (5-6) is not applicable. Further,
,
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neutron spectrum is only slightly affected by temperature. Most
neutrons are absorbed or leak out of the system at energies far higber
than thermal, and there is no population of neutrons in thermal
equilibrium with the reactor materials.
The temperature coefficient ofa fast reactor is therefore governed by
changes in absorption and leakage at high energies, typically 0.01-1.0
Mev. In a heterogeneous system, consisting of fuel rods, coolant, and
structural materials, prompt reactivity effects may arise from longitudinal fuel expansion (change in axial buckling), radial fuel expansion
(compression or expulsion of coolant), fuel-rod bowing caused by
differential thermal expansion (Dietrich 1964), and the Doppler effect.
Delayed effects in such a system may arise from structural heating,
thermal expansion of coolant, and additional coolant expulsion. In an
extremely fast power excursion, the prompt effects cited above, even
if negative, might conceivably be insufficient to quench the excursion
before violent disassembly involving some vaporization occurs.
In a small homogeneous fast assembly such as GODIVA (Keepin
1965), which consists of solid highly enriched uranium metal, the
dominant prompt effect is the change in leakage caused by thermal
expansion. We will discuss such fast-burst reactors in a later section,
pointing out how a very fast excursion may be enhanced by mechanical
inertia: in effect, a thermal-expansion time lag accompanied by large
transient stresses.
The Doppler effect in fast reactors arises from temperature broadening of many closely spaced high-energy resonances in both the fission
and parasitic-absorption cross-sections. These resonances interact in
a complicated way. Productive and nonproductive processes compete,
and the net effect may be either an increase or decrease in reactivity.
The Doppler effect is very sensitive to the neutron spectrum, which
in turn is extremely sensitive to many details of the design of a heterogeneous system. For pure U 235 in a hard spectrum (small reactor, mean
neutron energy near 0.1 Mev), the Doppler effect is apparently very
small and positive, being probably less than 10- 6 per OK (Nordheim
1964). The Experimental Breeder Reactors EBR-I and EBR-JI are in
this category.
In a slightly softer spectrum (the Enrico Fermi reactor), the Doppler
coefficient has been calculated to be - 2.0 x 10- 6 per OK (Nicholson
1960). Volume fractions for the reactor model used were: 0.0612 U 235 ,
0.1657 U 238 , 0.0472 molybdenum, 0.0382 zirconium, 0.2591 stainless
steel, and 0.4286 sodium.
In large dilute systems with uranium oxide or carbide fuels, containing high concentrations of U 238 fertile material, the Doppler effect
tends to be much more significant and may be of the order of - 10- 5
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per oK (Nordheim 1964). This same magnitude of negative Doppler
effect can be found in large fast-breeder reactors with Pu 23 ' fuel and
U 238 fertile material. Here the P U 239 contributes a positive effect, but
the negative effect of U 2 38 dominates (with some help from Pu 240 ).
Doppler coefficients tend to decrease in magnitude with increasing
temperature. Earlier, we no ted a T -t dependence for a thermal reactor;
see eq. (5-41). This has been confirmed experimentally in SPERT-I
with low-enrichment oxide fuel (Spano 1964). In fast reactors, the
dropoff with increasing temperature is more rapid (McCarthy and
Gkrent 1964; Nordheim 1964). For la rge oxide-fuel fast reactors the
Doppler coefficient varies somewhat as T - 1, while for smaller, highly
enriched reactors it tends to approach T - t.
We conclude this section with a brief summary of coolant effects
in a sodium-cooled fast reactor (McCarthy and Gkrent 1964). The
reactivity effect of a reduction in sodium density is difficult to predict
because it is the net effect of several competing processes, some of
which are extremely complex. First, a reduction of sodium density or a
loss of sodium results in increased k. because of the reduced neutron
capture. It is therefore a positive contribution, though it is rather small,
especially in a hard-spectrum reactor. Second, reduced sodium content
increases neutron leakage and decreases k. The effect is negative, and
its contribution is greater for small reactors. Third, a loss of sodium
results in an upward spectral shift (hardening) because of the loss of
elastic scattering. In a small U 235 -fueled reactor the spectral reactivity
effect may be negative. In a large Pu 23 ' reactor the effect is generally
positive because there are more neutron s at low energy where elastic
scattering is significant and because PU 23 9 exhibits a rapid decrease
in capture-to-fission ratio at higher neutron energies. In large fastbreeder reactors, the magnitude of the Doppler coefficient may be
significantly reduced by loss of sodium ; this is a highly nonlinear and
spatially dependent effect.
Since the negative leakage component is less important in a large
reactor, whereas the spectral shift effect seems to increase in the
positive direction as size increases, it may be expected that the sodium
reactivity coefficient may change from negative to positive as reactor
volume is increased. This has been confirmed by some detailed
computations, of which we quote one example (Yiftah and Gkrent
1960). For a plutonium-metal reactor with stainless-steel structure, the
removal of 40 percent of the sodium produced the following reactivity
changes (expressed as relative change in critical mass needed to
duplicate): -0.004 for the SOO-Iiter core, +0.004 for 1,500 liters, and
+ 0.012 for 2,500 liters. This sign change occurs at larger core volume
with plutonium carbide or oxide fuels, but the general trend is the same.

,
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Table 5·2. Isothermal Temperature Coel11eients of React ivi ty for U2J.s·fuclcd
Fast Reactors

Mechanism

EBR·II

Fermi

Core

- 3.9

- 2.5

-0.9
- 9. 1

- 0.6
-7 . 1

-9.7

- 6.0

-9.5

- 1.0
- 2.0

- 3.3
- 0.5
- 0.6

-36.1

- 20.6

Axial fuel ex p'l!l sion
Radial fuel expa nsion (Na expulsio n)
Density change of coolan t and subassembly material
St ructure expan sion
Blanket
Density change o f coolant an d subassI.! 1l1 bly mate rial
Growth of uran ium
Structure expansion
Total
SOURCE :

McCa rth y and Ok rcnt 1964.

One way to alleviate the trend toward positive sodium coefficient in
larger reacto rs is to attempt to reta in the negative effect of neutron
leakage. This requires keeping the surface-to-volume ratio as large as
possible, hence the notion of a flat "panc:-tke-shaped" reactor (volume

increased by increa sing radius, but not height).
It is important for reactor safety to note that the sodium effect may
be highly position dependen t. Expulsion of sodium from an outer
region will primarily affect the lea kage, while expulsion from the
central region will have little effect on leakage but may harden the
spectrum co nsiderably. A reacto r could conceivably have a negative
sodium coefficient for a uniform density change but a positive coefficient for expulsion of sodium frol11 the central regions.
Finally, we list in table 5-2 some typical computed isothermal
reacti vity coeffic ients for small U 23 5-fueled fast reactors (McCarthy
and Okrent 1964). These numbers refer to a postu lated uniform
temperature increase throughout the entire reactor. They are of interest
for comparison purposes, but they could be very misleading in any
realistic situatio n (static or dynamic) where tempera ture gradients
exist. 1 Note, however, the indication that the temperature-density
effects tend to predominate in the overall coefficient; compare the
Doppler coefficient of - 2.0 x 10- ' cited earlier for the Fermi reactor.
For comprehensive studies o f reactivity effects in fas t reactors, the
reader is referred to Thompson and Becke rley (1964),articles fro m which
!. An im po rtan t example is the Experi men tal Breeder Reactor (EBR-I). whose stabili ty

is discussed in chap ter 6. T\vo major co ntribut ions to react ivity feedback :'I re how ing of
the fuel ro ds and dishin g of th e shi eld plate. bo th ari si ng from differential therma l
expansion.
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have already been cited in this sectio n, and to the handbook Reactor
Physics COllstallts (Argonne Na ti ona l Laboratory 1963a). Also of
special interest are the proceedings of conferences at the International
Atomic Energy Agency (1961) and at Argonne National Laboratory
(1963b, 1965, 1966).
5-4. The Linear Feedback Kernel
In this sectio n we discuss some sim ple mathematical models for
dynamic reactivity feedback in homogeneous reactors. We construct
a few models for subsequent use in illustrative dynamic problems, not
on ly for the reactor excursion calculations of this chapter but also for
the stab ility st udies of chapters 6 and 7. We then describe the generalized
linear feedback kernel h(c) and dicuss its significance and limitations.
Write the react ivity as
P

~

(5·58)

Po - Pi'

where Po represents some input reactivity and PI is the intrinsic
reactivity feedback. Note the control engineer's convention that the
sign of the feedback is changed before it is added to the inpu t.
Consider a simple temperature feedback

(5· 59)
with

IX =

-aT, where aT is the temperature coetTIcient of reactivity

defined by eq. (5-3). For use with the point-reactor model, T must be
regarded as a suitable average reactor temperat ure. The symbol To
represents a reference temperature for which the feedback reactivity is
zero. Frequently To will be interpreted as the temperature for stable

equilibrium operation, and in later sections it is often set equal to zero
for convenience. Note that eq. (5-59) may be regarded as the first term
of a Taylo r series expansio n represent ing a mo rc genera l no nlinear
relation between react ivit y and temperature.
Since the temperature depends on the reactor power, and frequently
on the past history of the power, the point-reactor model as represented
by eqs. (2-1) and (2-2) is generally nonlinear. Linearized modeJs that
are valid for small flu ctua tions can be constructed as in chapter 6, but
feedback effects cannot be ignored unless the reactor power is so sma ll
that its fluctuation s have negligible effect on the system temperature,
density, etc.
To proceed , we need relationships between temperature and power.
With the point-reactor model, it is sometimes adeq uate to represent
temperatu re variations by assum ing a single effective coolan t temperature 1'c and using Newton's law of cooling:
I
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dT

dt =

Kn - y(T - TJ.

(5-60)

If 11 is the thermal power, then K is the reciprocal of the reactor heat
capacity. The quantity l/ y is interpreted as the mean time for heat
transfer to the coolant. If the reactor structure is complex, or if the
coolant temperature varies, the model must be modified. For now we
assume that adequate effective values for the parameters in this
lumped-parameter model may be obtained.
Suppose that To represents an equilibrium temperature (dT/dt = 0)
at a steady power 11 0 , Then

o=

Kl10 - y( To - 7;).

(5-61)

By eqs. (5-60) and (5-61),
dT

~ =

dt

K(n - no) - y( T - To).

(5-62)

Note that the coolant temperature does not appear explicitly in eq.
(5-62). This equation is very commonly employed in linear stability
studies.
Now postulate the existence of another equilibrium state at temperature To' and power 110" We have

o=

Kno' - y(To' - 7;).

(5-63)

Comparing (5-61) and (5-63) yields
K(l1o' - 110) = y(To' - To),
which may be written
DTo
Dl10

K
Y

By eq. (5-59), the difference in feedback reactivity between the two
equilibrium states would be
DPf

=

aDTo·

The ratio
Dl10

y

(5-64)

may be called the power coefficient offeedback reactivity. It means that
a change between two equilibrium states of different power level must
be accompanied by an external reactivity change Dpo = DPf to keep
the net reactivity in eq. (5-58) equal to zero.
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Since a positive increment of PI means decreased reactivity, we need
a > 0 in eq. (5-64) to have a stable system . Otherwise, a small increase
in power would produce an increase in reactivity and a possible runaway. (Recall that a is opposite in sign from the tempera ture coefficient
of reactivity a,..)
For very slow transients, it is sometimes adequate to assume that
eq. (5-64) sti ll holds. In such a quasi-static model the reactivity feedback
would be

PI = constant x [1I(t) -

IIOJ.

(5-65)

An opposite extreme might be a large, fa st excursion during which
all heat loss is negligible. This is the adiabatic model

dT
= KII
dt
'

(5-66)

-

which is the limit ofeq. (5-60) when the time constant for heat transfer
l /y is very large compared to the time scale of the excursion. If eq.
(5-59) is assllllled to hold, then this model gives

dPI
-d
t

dT
= aKII .
dt

(5 -67)

= a-

Another 1lI0del, frequently used in reactor stabi lit y studies, is called
th e "constant-power-removal" model. It may be rega rded as the limit
of eq. (5-62) for very large Ily:

dT
,
= K(11 dt

-

(5-68)

11 0) '

With eq. (5-59), this becomes

tlPI
-d
I

= IX dT
= aK(11
dt

-

(5-69)

110)'

Other variat ions a re possible, including cases where the feedback
reactivit y o r its time derivative at time I may be determined by the
reactor power at time t - r. This model can be used to represent the
effect of a mass transport process, and in nonlinear system s the transport
delay time r might itself be a function of the state of the system. Transport delays have special consequences for stability that will be discussed
later.
These and other linea r models may be co nsidered as special cases
of a general linear feedback
PI(t) =

f ro h(t -

t')[n(1') -

noJ dt' ,

I

(5- 70)
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where "(e) is the feedback kernel. Eq. (5-70) describes how the reactivity
at time I is affected by the past history of the power, the kernel "(t )
being a weighting functi on in a linear superposition. The upper limit
t' ~ e in the integral reflects the fact that the reactivity ca n be determined only by the power in the past and not in the future. This is
equivalent to reguiring that "(t) be a causa l function ; i.e., " (t) ~ 0 for
t < o. If in addition l1(t) ~ 110 for all e < 0, the lower limit may be
changed to t' ~ 0, and eq. (5-70) would have exact ly the form of the
convolution integral of Laplace transform theory.
For Newton 's law of cooling and a linear temperature feedback , it
is readily verified from egs. (5-59) and (5-62) that
"(e)

~

IXKe- " .

(5-71 )

For reactivity proportiorial to power,
"(t)

~

constant x b(t).

(5-72)

For constant power removal,
" (t)

~

IXK.

(5-73)

The adia batic model would be obtained by using eg . (5-73) in eq. (5-70)
but with 110 omitted. Finally, a simple example with transport delay
would be
"(I) ~ constant x b(1 - r).

(5-74)

It is important to note the distinction between linear feedback
kernels "(I) that represent systems of ordinary differential equations

in time and those that do not. Egs. (5-71) through (5-73) are examples
of the first type, and complete solution s may be obtained whenever
n(t) is a known function , provided a sufficient number of initial conditions are known. For such systems, the lower limit of the integral in
eq. (5-70) can be replaced by an arbitrary time to whose choice is
equivalent to selecting particular sets of initial conditions. When
coupled with nonlinear neutron dynamics, stability may depend on
initial conditions, but for a particular to it is not necessary to know the
shape of 1/(1) before 10 .
On the other hand, the presence of transport delay times in "(I)
corresponds in general to a system of differential-delay eq ua ti ons (Hale
and LaSalle 1967). In non 1inear reactor dynamics, stability may depend
not only on the initial state but also on the shape of l1(t) before the
initial time ; i.e., one must consider classes of initial curves as well as
initial conditions. As we shall see in chapter 7, this requires modification
of the methods of nonlinea r stability analysis.
For linearized reactor models, stability is independent of initial
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conditions. The lower limit in eq. (5-70) may be taken to be zero,
yielding an ordinary convolution integral. Writing Oil = 11 - "0, and
using the convolution relation for Laplace transforms, eq. (5-70) with
lower limit zero yields
(5-75)

Rf(s) = H(s)oN(s) ,

where RJ<s), H(s), and ON(s) are Laplace transforms of Pf(t), h(t), and
Oll(t). It is seen that H(s) is the feedback transfer function. This also
follows from the fact that h(t) is the impulse response, or Green's
function, for the linear differential operator that represen ts the feedback.
Finally, we calculate the response to a change in power level between
two different equilibrium states resulting from a change in Po. Suppose
11 is to be increased from an initial equilibrium value 110 to a new
equilibrium at 110 + Dllo. Then

0" 0,

DN(s) = -

s

and eq. (5-75) becomes
sRf(s) = olloH(s).

If the limit as t

-+ 00

exists, the final-value theorem may be invoked to

calculate
lim Pf = lim sRf (s ) = olloH(O).
s ..... O

' .... 00

We may therefore interpret H(O) as the static power coefficient of
feedback reactivity.
For example, for Newton cooling, eq. (5-71) yields
H(s) =

aK

s

+y

(5-76)

,

and the power coefficient is H (O) = aK/ y in agreement with eq. (5-64).
For reactivity proportional to power, eq. (5-72) yields H(s) = constant,
as expected. For constant power removal, we have from eq. (5-73) that
H(s) = aK/ s. The power coefficient H(O) for this case is not fi nite; this
is due to the fact that eq. (5-68) permits only the one equilibrium state
at

11

=

110 '

Note that the concept of the feedback kernel is not restricted to
temperature effects alone. Any system of linear equations relating
power and feedback reactivity through temperature, pressure, void
volume, etc., may be cast in the form of eq . (5-70). Nonlinear feedbacks,
of course, may not be put in this form.
We will return to the feedback kernel and the power coefficient in
f
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the chapters on stability analysis. The next few sections of this chapter
are concerned with power excursions in the absence of heat loss, using
the adiabatic model of eqs. (5-66) and (5-67).
5-5. The Nordheim-Fuchs Model
Self-limiting power excursions that take place in a very short time may
be described analytically by the Nordheim-Fuchs model (Fuchs 1946;
Nordheim 1946). The essential approximation, which is meaningful
only for sufficiently large reactivity, is that all neutron sources except
the production of prompt neutrons are neglected in eq. (2-1) or (3-1 ).
As discussed briefly in chapter 3, this is equivalent to assuming that the
reactor power satisfies eq. (3-28), or

dll

-

dl

=

P - {J

t

11.

(5-77)

Physically, this mean s that the power and its rate of change are so large
that the production of delayed neutrons and extraneous source neutrons may be neglected entirely.
We consider first the response to a large step-input of reactivity
(Nordheim 1946). Ass ume that the reactor is initially critical or subcritical at a very low power. Next, assume that the reactor is by some
means quickly made superprompt critical (reactivity Po > (J). We call
Po a step input whenever the reactivity input is sufficiently rapid that
the reactivity remains at the value Po for a brief time before the appearance of appreciable feedback reactivity. We shall see that the subsequent
power excursion is then essentially independent of the initial state of
the system, which might be critical or sub critical, and which need not
be in equilibrium . Of course, the exact time at which the reactor power
reaches some predetermined value does depend on the initial power,
but the shape of the power-time curve and the values of peak power and
energy release in a self-limiting excursion do not.
Write the reactivity as

P = Po - aT,

(5-78)

where Po is the step input, a is the negative of the temperature coefficient of reactivity, and T is the increase of temperature above its initial
value. Anticipating a very short time scale for the excursion , we ignore
heat loss and use the adiabatic model of eq. (5-66) :

'~~ =

KII .

(5-79)

As before, K is the reciprocal heat capacity when n is the reactor power.
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Combining egs. (5-78) and (5-79), we find
dp
- = -aKn.
dt
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(5-80)

When Il is the reactor power, aK is the energy coefficient of feedback
reactivity.
The system is now described by eqs. (5-77) and (5-80), a pair of
first-order differential equations. Assume that the time variable may
be eliminated by dividing the two equations. This yields a first-order
differential equation in Il and p:
dll
P - IJ
- = (5-81)
aKt '
dp
A first integral is
Il

= A -

(p - fJJ'
2aKt

(5-82)

This represents a family of parabolic curves in the 11, p plane (trajectories in a phase plane). If Il is taken as negligibly small when p = Po,

the trajectories may be written
I [ (Po - [3) , - (p - [3) 'J .
n = 2aKt'

(5-83)

The condition formaximum power may be found by settingdll!d! = a
in eg. (5-77), whence peak power occurs at p = [3. The power rise is
halted when the increment of reactivity above prompt critical is offset
by the feedback . Setting Il = Ii when p = {J in eq. (5-83) yields an
equation for peak power
11=

(P o - [3)'
2aKt' .

(5-84)

Obviously, eq. (5-84) is meaningful only if a is positive; with negative
a the model predicts ever increasing reactivity and power. A typical
trajectory for a > 0 is shown in fig. 5-1; note the symmetry about the
vertical line p = [3.
Before the feedback becomes significant, the power is small but
rising exponentially with a short period. By eq. (2-18) the reciprocal
period during this interval is

w = Po - [3

(5-85)

t'

Eq. (5-84) then becomes
t'w '

11 = -

- .

2aK

I

(5-86)
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This important resu lt that the peak power is proportiona l to the square
of the initial reciprocal period has been verified experiment ally for
several reactor types.

After the peak, the power fall s rapidly and, according to eq. (5-83),
becomes again negligibly small when P - fJ = - (Po - fJ), i.e., when
(5-87)

P = 2fJ - Po ·

This ma y be interpreted as meaning tha t the fast burst is terminated
when the reactivity has been reduced by the amount

Po - P = 2(po -

Pl·

(5-88)

Actua lly the power at this time has fallen to a low level determined by
the production of delayed-neutron precursors in the burst, and subsequen t events cannot be predicted by the Nord heim-Fuchs model.
Clearly, eq. (5-87) cannot represent a final equilibrium; it predicts a
positive reactivity for an excursion with initial reactivit y Po < 2fJ. We
shall see later that the reactivity ultimately approaches - Po for the
adiabatic model when delayed neutrons a re included.
Tht: amount of feedback reactivity at th e end of the fast burs t is given
by eq. (5-88). By eq. (5-78), the temperature rise is

T = 2(po - fJ)
a

(5-89)

If 11K is the hea t capacity, the energy produ ction in the fast burst is

E = 2(po - fJ)

aK

(5-90)
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Note that the problem could have been formulated in terms of energy
feedback, using an energy coefficient of reactivity in place of aK,
without reference to the underlying mechanism (Doppler effect,
thermal expansion, void production, etc.). In other words, the model
requires only that feedback reactivity be proportional to energy, as in
eq. (5-80).
An important consequence for reactor safet y may be inferred from
eqs. (5-84) and (5-90). For a given input reactivity Po, the burst energy
as given by eq. (5-90) is independent of the neutron generation time.
Therefore, the same reactivity step in a thermal reactor or a fast reactor
yields the same energy, other things being equal. On the other hand,
the peak power for a given input Po is by eq. (5-84) inversely proportional to the neutron genera tion time. Thu s for the same reactivity
input and energy release, the fast-reactor accident implies a very much

more rapid evolution of energy. This extremely short time scale for
fa st reactors could have severe consequences, although the comparison
is inconclusive for very large reactivities. In a fast reactor, it is impossible
to achieve reactivities very much abov e prompt critical before the effects

of feedback or disassembly become significant.
To continue with the mathematical model, the duration of the fast
burst may be estimated by taking the ra tio of energy release to peak
power:

(5-91)

E/ fi = 4/w.

The duration of the burst is thus approximately four times the initial
exponential period that corresponds to Po.
Explicit time dependence may be derived by combining eqs. (5-80)
and (5-83). We find

dp =
dr

-

2tI [ (Po -

P) , -

(p - {l)

']

(5-92)

.

It is convenient to set t = 0 at the instant of peak power. Integration
of eq. (5-92) then gives

P=

P-

(Po -

wi

PI tanh "2'

(5-93)

where w is given by eq. (5-85).
To find 11(1), solve eq . (5-80) and obtain
n = - -

I dp
-

aK dt

.

Form dp/dt from eq. (5-93) and use eq. (5-85) to find

I
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11

tw 2
2 wt
= - - sech 2aK
2.

Using eq. (5-86), we have

n

=

11 sech

2

wt

2'

(5-94)

The energy as a function of time is
E

=

Po ;
a

f3

(I +

tanh

~)

(5-95)

Typical curves are shown in fig. 5-2 for a 3.5-dollar step. Note that the
energy at the time of peak power is one-half the total energy. For future
P,---

p

E

Fig. 5-2. Typical curves of reactivity, power, and energy vs. time for a 3.5-dollar excursion
(Nordheim-Fuchs model).
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reference, we may write
£(11) =

E=

Po - {}
aK

(5-96)

The exact width r of the pO\"er burst at half-height is obtained by
setting /I = til and r = h in eq. (5-94). The result is
4
I
I
3.524
r = - cosh - v 2=
.
W

(5-97)

ill

This may be compared with the rough estimate of 4/w from eq. (5-91).
Experimentally observed departures from the w 2 dependence of
peak power, eq. (5-86), or from the constant value of wr, eq. (5-97), may
be used as indications that a system is not adequately described by the
simple mathematical model. This may arise from delayed neutrons
(Po too near {3 or less than {3), from nonlinear or delayed feedback
effects, or from a combination of these.
Fig. 5-3 shows experimental results for peak power vs. initial
reciprocal period in a number of reactor safety tests and pulsed-reactor

systems. These represent many different reactor types and a wide range
of values for the neutron generation time (from approximately 10- 3
sec for TREAT, a graphite-moderated homogeneous thermal reactor,
to approximately 6 x 10- 9 sec for GODIVA, a solid-metal U 23 ' fast
assembly).
TREAT, the Transient Reactor Test Facility at Argonne National
Laboratory in Idaho (Dickerman, Johnson and Gasidlo 1962; Dickerman 1964) is a high-flux pulsed reactor used for engineering tests on
fuel-element subassemblies in the fast-reactor safety program of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. The w 2 dependence of peak power
for step-induced transients with sufficiently large w is seen in fig. 5-3
(slope of two on the logarithmic graph). The departure from this at
smaller w (slope less than two) is caused by delayed neutrons in
excursions near prompt critical and below. As we shall derive in sec.
5-7, the Nordheim-Fuchs formula for peak power in terms of w, eq.
(5-86), underestimates peak power about a factor of two when the true
value of w at prompt critical is used. For TREAT, prompt critical is
near w = 1.5 sec - l
The pulsed reactor IGR (Kurchatov et al. 1964) in the Soviet Union
is somewhat similar to TREAT, being also a homogeneous graphite
system. In addition, either of these reactors may be operated in an
alternate mode in which the power is allowed to rise on a short period
and then is maintained at a relatively high level for several seconds by
a programmed withdrawal of control rods. The PBF (Power Burst
Facility) being constructed at the National Reactor Testing, Station
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Fig. 5-3. Peak power vs. initial reciprocal period for some reactor safety tests and pulsed
reactor system!> (see text for references).

(Barton, Bennett, and Carpenter 1965), although a different type of
reactor, is also designed for this mode of operation. For a discussion
of control and instrumentation requirements for these and other pulsed
systems, see the review article by Oakes (1968)_
Another type of pulsed system is the TRIGA reactor (Coffer et al.
1966; Stone et al. 1959; West et al. 1967), mentioned earlier in sec. 5-2.
For large ill the curve in fig. 5-3 has slope two, and for smaller ill the
slope is reduced by delayed neutrons. Prompt critical is near w = 6
sec - I, Improved agreement between theory and experiment is obtained

when the Nordheim-Fuchs model is modified to include varying heat
capacity (Scalettar 1963).
The fast-burst reactor GODIVA also shows the w 2 dependence
(Wimett 1956; Wimett et al. 1960). Experimental values of ill shown are
too large to show a departure from the straight line at small ill (at
prompt critical ill is about 660 sec-!). On the other hand, the curve
breaks sharply upward at large ill, indicating the onset of inertial effects
(time lag in metal expansion accompanied by transient mechanical
stress).
Other fast-burst reactors now in operation include the Sandia
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pulsed Reactor SPR (Coats and O ' Brien 1968), the Health Physics
Research Reactor HPRR (Mihalczo 1963), the White Sands Missile
Range fa st-burst reactor (Long 1966), 'the Aberdeen Pulsed Reactor
Facility (Mihalczo et a1. 1967), and the British heterogeneous fa st
reactot' VIPER (Long, McTaggart, and Weale 1967).
Data for two versions of the SPERT-I reactor, mentioned earlier in
sec. 5-2, are also shown in fig. 5-3. The curve labeled metal is for a core
with highly enriched U 23 5 in aluminum-clad fuel plates (Schroeder
et a1. 1957). The dominant shutdown mechanism is steam-void formation in the water channels, a delayed nonlinear process. Peak power
data for large w show an empirical slope of 1.7 on the logarithmic
graph in contrast to the Nordheim-Fnchs slope of two.
The cut've labeled oxide is for low-enrichment (4 percent) UO, fuel
rods in water. Here the dominant shutdown mechanism is the Doppler
effect, and its nonlinear temperature dependence yields a slope of 2.35
for w> 160 sec - I (Spano 1963). (See sec. 5-9 for a later interpretation.)
The P U LSTAR reactor (MacPhee and Lumb 1965), also mentioned
in sec. 5-2, consists of low-enrichment (6 percent) UO , fuel in a water
moderator. Its pulsing behavior is similar to that of the SPERT-I oxide
core.

The KEWB (Kinetic Experiment Water Boi ler) react at' was a small
highly enriched homogeneolls reactor (uranium sulphate in water
solution). Shutdown is produced by the combined effect of thermal
expansion and radiolytic gas void (dissociated water). The void effect
is nonlinear and seems to be increasingly important as w increases
(Dunenfeld 1962). For large w, the slope of the logarithmic curve
showing peak power data is about one and a half instead of two.
Safety tests of the SNAP lOA/2 reactor (Satellite Nuclear Auxiliary
Power) are also shown in fig. 5-3 (Johnson 1966). The solid line has a
slope less than tw o, indicating that the temperature reed back in this
uranium-zirconium hydride reactor is nonlinear. The broken line
connects a series of excursions with a destructive test in which fuel
disintegration and hydrogen release may have played a part (Moss and
Buttrey 1964).
The large dest ructive test KIWI-TNT was conducted as part of the
nuclear rocket safety program (King 1965). The nuclear rocket reactor
is a thermal reactor containing uranium fuel in graphite with hydrogen
propellant. The excursion resulted in violent disassembly involving
some vaporization.
Analytical models for fast excursions in some complex systems are
discussed in secs. 5-9 and 5-10. For the moment we return to the simple
Nordheim-Fuchs model to discuss one of the effects of delayed neutrons.
In deriving eg. (5-83) we neglected delayed-neutron pr9duction
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entirely. The trajectory in fig. 5-1 approaches II = 0 at p = 2fJ - Po,
and we referred to this as the end of the fast burst. Actually the power
falls to a small but nonzero value immediately following the burst, and
for fast assemblies this value may be estimated from the production of
delayed-neutron precursors during the burst.
The precursors are described by eq. (3-2):

dc,
dt

-

fi, II
t

= -

-

Xc ·

'"

(5-98)

Regard the fast burst as an impulse in lI(t) representing an energy
release given by eq. (5-90):

2(P~;

lI(t) =

fJ) ott).

(5-99)

When used in eq. (5-98), this represents ajump in c;from some negligible
initial va lu e to

c,

=

2fJ,(po - fJ)
aKt
.

(5-100)

At this time, dll/dt is small, and we may use the prompt-jump
approximation. From eq. (3-6) with q = 0,
11 =

I:)./Cj
fJ
.

(5-101)

-P

The reactivity at this instant is 2fJ - Po by eq. (5-87). Eq. (5-1 01) yields

2

II

2fJX

= IXK L,fJ,A, = aK '

(5-102)

where).' is the mean weighted decay constant of table 1-3. Eq. (5-102)
means that the power immediately after the burst is independent of
the initial reactivity. In a fast assembly the power spike is followed by
a plateau given by eq. (5-102), and the power remains at that value
until significant decay of precursors (Wimett 1956).
Fig. 5-4 shows digital computer results for a typical fast assembly
with delayed neutrons included (t/ fJ = 10 - 6 , aK/ fJ = 1, 110 = 10- 6 ;
computations performed by lohn Sze ligowski, University of Arizona,
1967). These cases are just slightly above prompt critical and are slow

eno ugh that the delayed-neutron tail has undergone some decay. Eq.
(5-102) predicts II = 0.8, while the three curves in fig. 5-4 join near
t = 0.01 sec, where II is about 0.6. Extrapolation of the tails back to
t = 0 is consistent with the value 0.8. The three values of peak power
are 3.05, 4.65, and 6.65; the Nordheim-Fuchs model using eg. (5-86)
predicts 2.88, 4.50, and 6.50. The correspondence would improve
rapidly at larger values of w,
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Fig. 504. Power VS. lime for the ad iabatic model with six groups of delayed neutrons :
1m = 10 - 6 (fast reactor); w = 2,400, 3,000, 3,600 sec - I ; reactivity steps 1.00223.
1.00286, 1.00349 dolla rs: o:K/P = I; 110 = 10 - 6 ,

In a thermal reactor, the delayed-neutron tail is less noticeable
because the precursors have more time to decay during the burst. In
fig. 5-5, tiP = 10 - 1 with aKIP = I and 11 0 = 10 - 6 as before (computations by John Szeligowski, University of Arizona, 1967). Eq. (5-102)
is no longer applicable. The reactivities are much greater for these cases
than for the fast assembly, but the time scale is greatly lengthened by
the larger neutron generation time. The peak powers in fig. 5-5 are 3.32,
5.13, a nd 7.33; the Nordheim-Fuchs model predicts 3.20, 5.00, and
7.20.
The digital computer results reported in this chapter were obtained
using delayed-neutron data for thermal fission in U 235 Although this
is not strictly consistent when tiP varies from 10- 1 sec (thermal) to
10- 6 sec (fast), the variation is small. In any case, as observed in sec.
3-2, it would be pointless to attempt a description of delayed-neutron
data tha t varied continuously with {.
We will return to fast-excursion calcu lati o ns in laler sections. The
next section deal s with slow excursions initiated by small reactivity
steps (Po < (3).
I
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Fig. 5-5. Power \' S. time for the adiabatic model with six groups of delayed neut ron s:
t i ll = 10- 1 (thermal reactor); w = S, 10, 12 sec - l ; reactivity steps 1.756, 1.964.2. 170
doll ars: a.Klfl = I: 110 = 10 - 6 •

5-6. Small Reactivity Excursions

If the maximum reactivity in a power excursio n is sufficiently less than
/3, then the transient is slow and the prompt·j ump a pproximation may
yield useful results. 2 If, in addition, the transient is not too slow, we may
stili use the adiabatic feedback model as in the previous sectioo.
Assume that the reactor power satisfies eq. (3-13) with q = 0 (o ne
delay group, no so urce):
dll
( Ap+
.
(fi-p)-=
-dP) 11 .
dt
dt

(5-103)

As in the previous section, let the reactivity be given by
p

= Po - a T

2. Results in this section were derived by tbe ;:wt hor in 1957. Some are reported in the
review paper by Cohen (1958). Other results. obta in ed independent ly. appear in a paper
by Srnct s and Gyftopoulos (1 959).
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with

dT
dt

- = KII

so that

dp
- -aKII.
dt

(5-104)

Eliminating the time variable in eqs. (5-103) and (5-104),
dll

dp

-

aKIl - ,ip
aK(fJ -

pr

(5-105)

This may be rearranged as
aK(fJ - p) lill

+ (Ap -

aK111 lip =

o.

The left-hand side is an exact differential, and the integral may be
written as

tJ.p'

+

aK(fi - p)11

=

(5- 106)

A.

As in the Nordheim-Fuchs treatment, assume that 1J is very small
when p = Po. The trajecto ries in the II , p plane may then be written
11 =

J.(Po' - p')
2aK(fl -

pr

(5-107)

A typical trajectory for a > 0 is shown in fig. 5-6. Here Po = fil2
(reactivity step, 50 cents). The reactivity at peak power is 0.134fJ, and,
if ,ifilaK = I, the peak value of 11 is 0.134. N ote the lack of symmetry
about the peak, and note that the final reactivity is - Po.
n

-P,

o

P,

f

Fig. 5-6. Typical trajcclO ry in the II, p phase plane for a O.5-dollar react or excursion
(prompt -jump approximation, one delay group. adiabat ic).
!
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1

I

By eq . (5- 103 ). [h~ Jlc:ak powe r II occ urs ,,·he n

dp

- =
lil

Th·
JU>i

.

-I.p .

(

[ hi!
Th

In co rp o rating this in eq . (5-104), wt: see that the re lati o n bet ween peak
power and the reac tivity at [h e time o f peak power IS

ii

wi l.

(5- 108)

)c{J/aK

=

III 0

cq.

r

Eq. (5 -107) mu st al so hold at peak pov,·e r, w ith th e res ult that th e
reactivity at peak power satisfies

(J2 - 2f3(J

+ Po 2

=

o.

she
of I

(5 - 109)

aK
19(
ma
th e
for

One root oreq . (5-109) vio lates the cond it ion p < [1. The other root is

(J

f3 - J (f3 2 - P02) .

=

(5 -110)

From eq . (5 -108), the peak po wer is

,

11 =

}, -

aK [ f3 -

J (f3 2 -

2J

Po ) .

(5-111)

n

i ,'
~

I

It is useful that co nverges to ),f3/aK as Po -> f3 , even though eq. (5-103)
becomes meaningl ess. The significance of this will be di scussed late r.
W e can ex press these results in term s of the initial in verse period w
by m eans of an approximate inhour equa ti o n . F or small t, eq. (2-28) is

Po

f3w
=

(5-112)

w+X

Eqs. (5-11 0) and (5 -111 ) become

(J

=

f3[ 1 - w

~ ), J (1

+ 2w/).)J

and

n=

},f3 [ I ). J( I
aK
w + J.

-

(5-113)

J

+ 2w/ ).) .

(5 -114)

Note that fl con verges to J.f3/Cl. K as w -> 00 . Thi s observation , wh ich is
rel a ted to the di vergence of the approximation as p -> f3, will be useful
later.

5

At the other extreme of very small w, the adiabatic feedback m o del
would fail. It is neverth eless interesting to expand the radical in eq.
(5 -114) in powers of wi }. and drop term s higher than quadratic. The
res ult is

f3w 2
3
n=--+O(w
).
2).aK

(5-115)

Fig
adi:
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This would be useful in a very slow transient that is yet fast enough to
justify using the adiabatic model and also neglecting the initial power.

Comparison with eq. (5-86) for the Nordheim-Fuchs model shows
that peak power varies as w 2 for both very slow and very fast excursions.
This is of course a consequence of the fact that the effective-lifetime
model (w ~
has the same mathematical form as reactor dynamics

n

without delayed neutrons. Compare eq. (5-86) with the leading term of
eg. (5-115), recalling that the effective lifetime is fJI)..
More useful is the comparison of eqs. (5-86) and (5-114). This is
shown in fig. 5-7, together with digital computer results for two values
of using one group of delayed neutrons with }, = 0.0767 sec- 1 and

r

aKlfJ = I (computations by John Szeligowski, University of Arizona,
1967). The striking feature is the overlap of the two types of a pproximation, with almost the entire range of w well represented by one or
the other. The overlap, of course, is a result of using the appropriate
form of the inhour equation for each range, eg. (5-85) for fast excursions
10'
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Fig. 5-7. Peak power vs. initial inverse peri od (one group of delayed neutrons, linear
adiabatic model. initial power negligible, '.XK /{J :=: 1).
!
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and eq. (5-112) for slow transients, and extending the resulting graphs
outside their ranges of validit y. This must not be used to infer that the
two types of approximation merge smoothly into each other across
prompt critical. As was indicated in sec. 3-1 and will be discussed in the
next section, the tran sition is singular.
Nevertheless, fig. 5-7 indicates tha t peak power for the full ra nge of
OJ may be closely predicted from the two simple approximations, at
least fo r one group of delayed neutrons. The exact solut ion is very close
to the prompt-jump approximation until the two approx imate CLirves
have nearly intersected. It is shown in the next section that the peak
power near prompt critical for one dela y group is very close to A{3/rtK.
The in hour eq uation for one delay gro up, eq. (2-28), may be written

Po = I w

p;.

+ f1 - --'---,
w+l

so tha t at pro mpt crit ica l
OJ' ::

fiiJI,

where l <l: w <l:
result is

(5 -116)

fJ/f. If eq. (5- 116)

IS

substituted in to eq. (5-86), the

11 - AP/2rt.K ,

(5-117)

which indica tes that the Nordheim-Fuchs mod el expressed in terms of
w underestimates the peak power by a factor o f two when a realist ic w
for prompt crit ical is used. This serves to locate prompt critical on a
graph such as fig. 5-7, and it indicates how narro w the transition region
is between the prompt-jump and N ord heim-Fuchs models.
Further insight into the transition may be gained by considering p,
the reactivity at pea k power, as a fun ction o r Po. This is shown in fig.
5-S, where we take eq. (5-110) for p when Po < /1 and then switch to the
Nordheim-Fuchs res ult p = fl. T he transition is now seen to be abrupt.

NF

f3
PJ

o ~~-+----------------f3

f,

Fig. 5-8. React ivity at peak power vs. in it ial react ivity, compa ring prompt-jump (one
delay g ro up) and Nordheim- Fuchs models.
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Fig. 5-9. Peak power vs. initial reactivity, comparing prompt-jump (one delay group) ~lIld

Nordheim - Fuchs models.

This is emphasized by plotting peak power vs. Po as in fig. 5-9, using
eq. (5-111) below prompt critical and eq. (5-84) above. (The parabolic
curve for Po > P would rise very rapidly with a realistic value of t .)
Next, consider the reactivity compensa ted at the instant peak power
is reached (Po - Pl. This is shown in fig. 5-10 as E(li), the energy
produced at peak power (integrated power to peak), where the energy
and compensated reactivity are numerically equal if aK/p = I. The
lines represent eq. (5-110) below prompt critical and the NordheimFuchs value Po - [1 above prompt critical. The points are from some
of the digital computations used in fig. 5-7. The approximations
predict a sharp drop to zero at prompt critical. With exact solutions

and experimental tests the transition is smooth, but the minimum near
prompt critical is very pronounced when t is very small.
Figs. 5-7 and 5- 10 indicate th e utility of the prompt-jump approximation for representing exact solutions with one group of delayed
neutrons. With several delayed-neutron groups the situation is more
complex. A many-group version of the prompt-jump approximation
is a good asymptotic solutio n for the exact many-group equations in
most of the range p < P, but it is still a high-order system of equations.
The one-group prompt-jump approximation is a good asymptotic
solution for the exact many-group equations, but in a more restricted
range.

!
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Fig. 5- 10. Energy or compensa ted reacti vity at peak power vs. in itial reac tivity (one group
of delayed neutron s).

Fortunately, the results of one-delay-group analysis may be adapted
to permit con struction of curves similar to those in fig. 5-7. The key is
the use of two different one-group representations, one using the

weigh ted mean decay time II;' appropriate for small w, and the other
using the mean decay constant A' appropriate near prompt critical,
where}. and;" are given by eg s. (2-27) and (2-31).
In fig . 5- 11 there are two curves for iJ vs. w in the prompt-jump
approximation, both computed from eg . (5- 114). The curve labeled ).
is the curve shown in fig. 5-7 (2 = 0.0767 sec - I). The curve labeled X
is the same but with;' replaced by }i = 0.405 sec - I The NordheimFuchs curves a re identical to those in fig. 5-7. The points are digital
computer results for two values of t using six groups of delayed neutrons. As before, aKIP = I.
It is seen that the exact solutions are near the prompt-jump curve for
;, when w is small. As w increases the exact results begin to drop below,
and then lend toward the prompt-jump curve for }.'. The plateau near

prompt crit ica l is still very pronounced for small t, and the peak power
at prompt critica l is very close to },'PlaK. For the larger value of t, A'
and Pit are too close together to permit a clear separation, but a
consistent prescription can still be made. Sketch the curves for eq .

(5-1 14) using both }, and ii, together with the straight line given byeg.
(5-86). The exact solution for six delay groups may then be predicted
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Fig. 5-11. Peak power vs. ini tial inverse period (six gro llps or delayed neutrons, linc:lr

adiabatic model. init ial power negligible, a.K/P = I).

by sketching a smooth transition from one to another of the three
approximate curves, noting that the peak power at prompt critical does
not exceed )i pj aK.
The energy, or compensated react ivity, at peak power is shown in
fig. 5-12. The curves for various values of tiP are interpolated among
digital computer points for six groups o f delayed neutrons. A curve for
a six-delay-group prompt-jump approximation is indistinguishable on
thi s scale from the curve for tiP = 10- 6 in the entire range below
prompt critical. For comparison, the one-delay-group prompt-jump
curve from fig. 5-10 is reproduced as a dashed line.
The same data, plotted logarithmically as E(ii) vs. w in fig. 5-13,
shows how small the energy release at the time of peak power can be
for sma ll t in an excursion near prompt critical. Inspection of fig . 5-13
suggests that the minimum value of E(I;) is roughly proportional to
the square root of t . The theoretical basis for this appears in the next
section, together with citations of experimental data.
;I
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Fig. 5-13. Energy or compensated reacti vity at peak power
groups of delayed neutrons).

VS.

init ial inverse period (six

Digital computer runs for two slow excursions having the same
initial period (w = 0.1 sec - I) are shown in fig. 5-14. Values of PolP are
0.4092 and 0.3992 for tiP = 10- 1 sec and 10 - 6 sec respectively. For
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Fig. 5-14 . Power vs. time and power-reactivity tnlj ectorics for the adiabatic model with
six groups o f delayed neutro ns; initial inve rse peri od w = 0.1 sec - '.

these cases no = 10 - 6 , and , as before, aK/ fJ = 1. The two trajectories
would be even closer together if initial reactivities rather than initial
periods had been the same.
To complete this section, we note that the one-group prompt-jump
model does not admit explicit solutions for the time dependence of P
and 11 that wo uld be analogo us to eqs. (5-93) and (5-94) [or the NordheimFuchs modeL One has instead an implicit relationship [or reactivity
(or energy) that is derived by eliminating 11 in eqs. (5-104) and (5-107).
The result is
),(1 _ r.) =

fJ - Po log Po - p(l) _ fJ + Po log Po + p(r) , (5-118)
Po
Po - p(ll)
Po
Po + P(rl)

where the time integration is [rom I I to 1. In both the prompt-jump and
Nordheim-Fuchs models with initial power neglected, the solutions
are fun ctions tha t extend backward in time to P --+ Po and " --+ 0 as
r -+ - 00 . Any initial point [or which P and Po are indistinguishable
(any very small initial power) will ultimately produce essentially the
same excursion, though of course the actual time at which peak power
occurs de pends on the value o[ the initial power. For the digital
computations reported in this chapter, various small but nonzero
va lues of initial power were selec ted to start the computations, with
the choices made to minimize computing time without affecting the
,
result for peak power.
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5-7. Excursions near Prompt Critical

In this section we study the point-reactor equations with one group of
delayed neutrons and the adiabatic feedback model. This yields a
single model for reactor excursions that is va lid both above and below
prompt critical and contain s information about excursions near
prompt critica l. The development is essentially that of Canosa (1964),
who recognized that the system of equations in three variables could
be reduced to one first-order differential equation in two variables.
O ne res ult is the development of asymp totic expa nsions in powers
of a small parameter, the first term of each expansion representing
either the prompt-jump or Nordheim-Fuchs model, depending on
the in itial reactivity. Ano the r result is insight into the highly asymmetrical power bursts near prompt critical in which very small energy
yields are produced before peak power. We show that the m inim um
in th e c urve for compensated reactivity at peak powe r (see fig. 5-(3)
varies roughly as the square root of the neut ron generation time t .
Assume that the reactor is described by eqs. (3-24) and (3-25) with

q = 0:
dll

-

dt

=

P-

t

fJ 11+AC
,

(5-119)

and

de

-

dt

=

fJ

.

- I 1 - I.. C.

t

(5-1 20)

As in the preceding two sections, assume that th e feedback is

P = Po - aT,

dT
dt

-

dp

tit

=

KII

-

- aKII.

.

(5·12 1)
(5· 122)

(5-1 23)

As shown by Ca nosa (1964), it is possible to carry through the analysis
with a more general feedback p = Po + f(T) in place of eq. (5-121 ).
We choose to illustrate the method using the sim p ler model.
Eq s. (5-119), (5- 120), and (5-123) are a system of equations in the.
three state va riables II , C, and p. The sol ution trajectories are cur ves in
a three-dimensiona l space. Equilibrium occurs for II = e = 0 wit h p
arbitrary. The nature of the equilibrium states may be studied by
writing the system in the form

Excurs ions neal' PrOlnpt Critical

d
dl

),

0

n

-J.

0

c

0

0

bp

(p - P)II

/1

c

Pit

-

bp

- aK
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(5-124)

where II, c, and bp may be regarded as small departures from an
equilibrium at /1 = C = 0 and p arbitrary. In a small neighbourhood
of an equilibrium point the matrix element containing p is nearly a
constant. It is readily verified that two eigenvalues of the system
matrix are the roots of eq. (2-29), the in hour equation corresponding to
reactivity p, while the third eigenvalue is zero.
As discussed in connection with fig. 2-4, there are two roots of
opposite sign when p > 0, and two negative roots when p < O. As
will be discussed in chapter 7, this means that the equilibrium is
unstable (a saddle point) when p > 0 and stable when p < O. This
unstable zero-power equilibrium for arbitrary positive reactivity
corresponds to a supercritical reactor "waiting for a neutron to come
along." The presence of the zero eigenvalue is a reflection of the
arbitrary reactivity at equilibrium.
Following Canosa (1964), except tha t we are using n, c, and p instead
of 11, c, and
we proceed t9 elimillalt; c frum the system given by eqs.
(5-119), (5-120), and (5-123). Adding the first two equations, we have

r.

,/

dt

(/1

+

p
c) = 1

(5-125)

II.

Eliminating the time variable between eqs. (5-123) and (5-125) yields
tI(n

+

p
- --

c)

(5-126)

aKI '

dp

Integrating, we find

p2
C

=

A -

(5-127)

2aKt'

II -

Substituting this into eg. (5-119) yields
dn

-, =
it

P - Ii
t

II

+

).A

"
-

)./1 -

J.p'
2rxKt

::-'=

(5-128)

The next step is elimination of the time variable between eqs. (5-123)
and (5-128) to find

dll
P + At - P
AA
-tip =
aKI
- -aK
-'-n

+

J. p'
:;:
2a- '''K:;-,i"Ct;-lI "

(5-129)

We now have a differential equation for curves m the fl, Jp plane,
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representing planar projections of the three-dimensional n, c, p solution
trajectories.
We select a subset of all possible integral curves, including the
integral curve through the two points n ~ 0, c ~ 0, p ~ + Po, by
setting

,

A ~ Po
2aKt

(5-130)

in eq. (5-127). The point P ~ Po is unstable, and the point P ~ - Po is
stable. Therefore, an excursion beginning at reactivity Po and very low
power will ultimately terminate at p ~ - Po. When eq. (5-130), is used
in eq. (5-129), the differential equation for these trajectories is
dl1
fJ
dp ~

+ At aKt

P

A(p' - Po')
2a' K' t ll

+

(5-131)

No explicit integrating factor for eq. (5-131) has been found. However,
it is not difficult to construct graphical solutions in the 11, P plane. By
eq. (5-123), nand "pl dt are proportional, so that this is essentially a
conventional phase plane. (Later we occasionally use the term phase
plane to denote a two-dimensional state space even when one variable
is not the time derivative of the other.)
One very straightforward graphical method is the construction of
the direction field. Eq. (5-/31) gives the slope of a trajectory at each
point (n , p) on an integral curve. One draws sh'ort straight lines in the
plane whose slopes are given by eq. (5-131). The direction of motion
is given by a time derivative ; for example, eq. (5-123) shows that P is
always decreasing for a > 0 and n > O. Equilibrium points yield
indeterminate slopes.
Once the direction field is plotted, it is not difficult to draw approximate trajectories among the lines representing the slopes. Here we are
interested in a particular trajectory connecting the points 11 = 0,
P ~ Po and n ~ 0, P ~ - Po·
It is often helpful to construct isoclines. An isocline is the locus of all
points in the direction field for which the slope is the same. In this
particular example, we can deduce much by considering the zero-slope
isocline (ZSI), obtained by setting the right-hand side of eq. (5-131)
equal to zero. Clearly, the trajectory crosses the ZSI at maximum
power.
From eq. (5-131), the ZSI is
17=

2aK(fJ

+

At - p)

.

(5-132)
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This is a hyperbola in the
lines

II ,
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p plane. Its asymptotes are the straight

p=/3 +U

(5-133)

and
),
11

=

2o: K (p

+ /3 + U).

(5- I 34)

Note that these asymptotes are independent of Po.
A case for Po = 0.8/3 is shown in fig. 5-15. The numerica l values
). = 0.405 sec - I, ( //3 = 0.1 sec, and o:K//3 = I were chosen for
illustration. The integral curve is almost indistinguishable from the
ZSI (the crossing is a t peak power near p = 0.4/3). This behaviour is
not surprising when one compares eqs. (5-107) and (5-132). If ( may be
t
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neglected, the ZSI becomes the illlegral curve of the prompt-jump
approximation .

A case for Po = 1.8/3, with the other parameters unchanged, is shown
in fig. 5-16. The integral curve of the Nordheim-Fuchs model, eq.
(5-84), is included for comparison. For smaller values of t, the two
curves would peak much closer together. The similarity of the two
curves during the fast part of the bu rst is expected from eq. (5-13 1),
which reduces to the Nordheim-Fuchs model when .ie may be neglected.
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Fig. 5- 16. The II, p plane fo r Po = 1.8/J, showing the zero-slope isocline. it s asymptotes,
the trajectory, and the Nordheim-Fuchs approximate trajectory (aKI/J = I, i. = 0.405,
and

tiP ~

0.1).

After the fast burst, the exact solution quickly approaches the ZSI
from above. The remaining trajectory is the delayed-neutron tail, for
which 11 -+ 0 and P -I> ~ Po- The beginning of the tail may be estimated
by s ubstituting the "fina l" reactivity 2/3 - Pu from the NordheimFuchs model into eq. (5-132) for the ZSI. The result is
II -

2/WaK.

(5-135)

This may be compared with eg. (5-102), if we recall that .ie ' should be
used for)' immediately after a fast burst. For sma ll t, this point becomes
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the intersection of the Nordheim-Fuchs curve and the ZSI, and the
ZSI essentially plays the role of the prompt-jump approximation once
the fast burst is over.
Additional insight may be obtained by considering other trajectories in the plane. On the ZSI, where dll/dt = 0, let II = 11,. Eg. (5- 128)
becomes

o=

p -fJ

11_ +

(5-136)

-

{

Subtract eq. (5-136) from eg. (5-128) at the same value of p to find

till

-[

It

= -

fJ

+ At -

P

t

(II - 11_).
-

(5-137)

This suggests that all integral curves, no matter what their initial
conditions, rapidly converge toward the ZSI when p < fJ + At. This
corresponds to the rapidly decaying starting transient that is represented by the prompt jump or drop. It explains why the integral curve
is so close to the ZSI throughout in fig. 5- 15, and why it approaches
the ZSI so rapidly after the fast burst in fig. 5-16.
The preceding represents a single model that provides information
about both slow and fa st excursions, as illustrated in figs. 5-15 and
5-16. The two phase planes are very different, as exempl ified by the
shapes of the ZSI. The transition, which is a turning point for the
system of differential equations, occurs at Po = {J + J.t, where the
hyperbola degenerates into its asymptotes. Note that the turning point
is not precisely at Po = fJ (the value one might expect from the derivations of the prompt-jump and Nordheim-Fuchs models).
An integral curve starting at Po = fJ + At is highly asymmetrical,
as shown in fig. 5- f 7 (computations by John Szeligowski, University
of Arizona, 1967). For sma ller t the curve closely approaches a triangular shape. The limiting value of peak power for small t is the intersection of the two asymptotes:

,
11 =

A(fJ + At)
!1K

-

J.{J
(JK
-

(5-138)

This corresponds to eq. (5- /11) of the prompt-jump approxi mation
in the limit Po --+ {J. The difference between initia l reactivity and
reactivity at peak power becomes smaller and sma lier as ( is red uced,
ex pla ining the deep minimum in the curve of energy or compensated
reactivity at peak power lhat is seen in figs. 5-12 and 5-1 3.
The small energy production at peak power requires thaI the curve
of /1(/) also be highly asymmetrical. This is seen in fig. 5-18 (,ompula-
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tions by John Szeligowski, University of Arizona, 1967). The detailed
shape after peak power would be different with six groups of delayed
neutrons, but the essential features are the same.
Next, we consider one method of generating asymptotic series in
powers of a small parameter to represent approximate trajectories in
the 11, p plane. For this purpose, it will be convenient to define new
variables
P

x = /3

(5-139)

and

cxK

y

= Je/3 n.

(5-140)

The parameters are
.
Xo

=

Po
If

(5-141)

and
(5-142)
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With this transformation, eq. (5-131) becomes

dy

<Y -[

(X

= (1

+

E -

X))I

1
2
+ ,(x

-

2

-'0 ).

(5-143)

For small reactivity excursions, we expect that the dominant term
in the solution will be independent of tor E. Hence let
(5-144)

as in sec. 3-1. Substilllting into eq. (5-143) and equating coefficients of
like powers of E, we find, for 0«°),

-°
2(1

X 2 _

Y, =

-

x2
.x)'

(5-145)

which is identified with eq. (5-107) in the prompt-jump approximation.
For 0«' ),
y,=

l',
(dl'
- l
I - x dx

)

-1.

(5-146)

Taking y, as given by eq. (5-145), we find
y, =

Hxo' - x')[x - I

+ t(x o' -

x')](1 - X) - 4 , (5-147)
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If eg. (5-144) is used, the solution of eg. (5-143) takes the form
) _ .Yo 2
j

-

-

x

2

[

2(1 - x)

I

+

X -

t

+ -!-(x o2

(1 _ x)'

-

x

2

2 ]

)

<

+ 0« ) .

(5-148)

This series differs from that obtained by Canosa (1964) in two respects.
Canosa used temperature rather than reactivity as the independent
variable. Further, the leading term of his series contains a parameter B
which is essentially Xo - 1 - e-; we have chosen instead to regard eas a small parameter wherever it appears, so that all terms of order eare incorporated in the second term of the series. The leading term of
the series, eg. (5- 148), is therefore identical to the prompt-jump
approximation, and the series is valid for x < l.
To find a first-order correction to the peak power, we calculate x
for the function y , (the value of x for maximum y , ) and use it in eg.
(5-148) to approximate y. It is readily verified that Yl is a maximum at

x~

J (I

1-

- x o')·

(5-149)

This result corresponds to eg. (5-110) in the prompt-jump approximation. Substituting into eq. (5-148), we find

y ~ I - J(I -

+ [1 - -JTC(lC--I-x-o""J < + 0«').

xo')

(5-150)

The leading term corresponds to the right-hand side of eq. (5-111) in
the prompt-jump approximation. Note that the first-order correction
is negative (xo < 1) and that it diverges as Xo --> 1. Like the promptjump approximation, eg. (5-150) has a limited range of usefulness in
which prompt critical must be avoided more widely when larger values
of E are used. The di vergence as Xo --+ 1 is characteristic of singular
perturbation expansions, and a smooth joining of eq. (5-148) or (5-150)
with a series derived for fast excursions is not generally to he expected.
One way to find a first-order correction to x is to locate the value of
x for which the sum of the first two terms in eg. (5-148) is a maximum.
This turns out to be ra ther laborious, and an alternative estimate may
be made by assuming, as suggested earlier, that the exact trajectory is
very close to the ZSI. The ZSI for eg. (5-143) is

v-

. -

X0 2 -

2(1

+

x2

< -

(5-151)

x)'

and its maximum occurs at
_1 x 02)] <

+ 0« ' ).

(5-152)
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As it happens, eq. (5-152) is very close to the result obtained by maximizing eg. (5-148), except in the limit Xo --> 1. As in the case of);' the

first-order correction to .X is negative and divergent as Xo _ I.
For large reactivity excursions, il may be inferred from the NordheimFuchs model, eg. (5-83), that the dominant term in y (x) will be of order

I/<.

Let
YI
Y ~ <

+ Y, +

(5-153)

0«).

This is similar to the treatment in sec. 3-1 , altho ugh here we explicitly
write 1/< in the leading term. Substituting in eg. (5-143) and equa tin g
coefficients of lik e powers of <, we find, for 0« - I),
dYI

dx ~ I-x.

Integrating with Yt

=

(5-154)

0 at x

x o• we have

=

.1'1 ~ H(1 - -'0)' - (1 - X)2J ,

(5-155)

which is eq ui va lent to eq. (5-83). For 0«°),
dYl

y, dx

+

dy z
YI dx ~ YI

+ (I - x)y, + ::\(x' - xo ' )·

(5-156)

Using egs. (5-154) and (5-155), one finds
dY2

dx

I - t(x

Integrating with Y2
_ ? I
y,-_og

=

+ xoJ"

0 at x

= -"0

yieJds

I - Xo
1( .
_)'

I - 1x

+

(5-157)

-'0

The solution trajectory may be written as
1
.I' ~ -H(I - xoJ' - (1 - x)'] <

+ 2 log

I -

1-

1

.

~ (X

Xo

+ .xo) +
.

O( )

€.

(5-158)
Again, the result differs from one obta ined by Ganosa (1964), as cited
ea rlier in connection with eg. (5-148). In particular, the coet-ficient o f
1/ < in eg. (5-158) is independent of <.
This se ries is useful during the fast part of the excursion. After th e
fa st burst, the trajecto ry rapidly approaches the ZSI , eg. (5-151).
The first term of eg. (5-158) peaks at x ~ I, as in the NordheimFuchs model. The exact trajectory peaks when it crosses th ~ ZSI, eg.
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(5 -1 5 1). To o bta in the first- o rder correc tion to _
x, we set th e right-hand
side of eg. (5- 151 ) eg ual to the first term of eg. (5-1 58) and solve fo r x.
The result is

.,,. --

Xo

+

1

-"-----:- E

1

.\0 -

+ 0 (E2 ) .

(5-159)

To find the firs t-o rder correction to )1, we set x
yields
_

(I -

Y ~

XO) 2

?

_E

+

2 log2

+

~

I in eg. (5-158). This

(5-160)

OrE).

The first term is eg. (5-84) of the Nordh eim-Fuchs approx ima tion. The
lack of smooth matching with e'Is. (5-150) an d (5- 152) at Xo ~ I is

evident.
As point ed o ut by Canosa (1 964), these expa nsio ns a rc asy mpto t ic

series that co uld be used for numerical calculation in limited regimes.
The generation of higher-order terms would be laboriolls, and their
practical va lue wou ld be small. The underlying idea, however, is of
great importance in understanding how approximate so lutions, valid
in tlifTert:nL regimes of a dependent variable, may be generated and
placed in pro per relat ion to each o th er.

The use of approximate inh our equa tions to generate asymptotic
series for .v and .\", with ill as a parameter instead of Xo = Po/fJ. is
reserved for th e problem set at the end of the chapter. This is of in terest

because the initial in verse period ()J is more directly related to experimental observat ion than is the initia l reactivity Po.
To conclude this section, we discllss an approximate treatment of
the transition case Pu = fi + i t or Xo = I + E. It will be convenient
to work with th e va riable
/I

=

Xo -

(5-161)

X.

which is proportional to compensa ted reactivity or temperature rise.
Eg. (5-143) is tra nsfor m ed into

dy

<Y dll

=

(x o -

At the transition Xo
dv
EY -· ~ ( I
du

=

+

1-

I +

E)Y

E,

+ XO Il

1 2

-

IIY -

"111 .

(5-1 62)

this reduces to
I

2

E)// - //Y - "I " .

(5-1 63)

We seek the trajecto ry through the o rigin in the y, II piane. No te that
the slope at the o rigin is indete rmin ate in eq. (5-163).
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Consider the family of isoclines given by

+

<yM = (J

<)1/ -

We no te that the ZSI (M
lines
II

II)' -

(5-164)

1l1'.

0) consists of the two intersect in g st raight

=

(5-165)

= 0

and

y = I

+

<-

ill.

(5-166)

The ori gin is a saddle point. To find the initial slope, we seJect the
special trajectory that can emerge from the saddle point. As we shall
see ill chapter 7, sllch a trajectory mtlst itself coincide with a particu lar
isocline as it passes through the saddle point. Differentiatingeq. (5-164),
we obta in

dy

<lv/ -,

( II

=

I

+

E -

dy
dll

II -

~

Y

~

II ,

where dy/du is now the slope of an isocline. At the origin, we ha ve

dy

<1'1'/ -

1

= I

(/I

+<.

(5-167)

For a trajectory to coincide with an isocline. lvl must equal dyldu. The
initial slope is therefore

1
M =JI+< ::>o_
<

-,);

(5-1 68)

This initial slope is very large because < is a small parameter. The
trajectory peaks where it crosses the ZSI as given by eq . (5-166), and
this must be at small II because of the initial steepness. The peak must
therefore be y - I. The value of II at y may be estimated roughly from
eq. (5-168) by means of the initial slope,

H it - Il it - 11,)<,

so that a zero-order approximation to ii is

- ,)

-=

II

E.

(5-169)

By eqs. (5-139), (5-141), and (5-161), it is the reacti vity in dollars compensated at the instant of peak power. Since < = NIIl, eq. (5-169) states
that for initial reactivity I + < the compensated reactivity a t peak is
proportional to the sq uare root of t.
A better approximation may be derived using eq. (5-163), Assume
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that u rema ins sufficiently sma ll th a t ,,, m ay be neglected in the
diffe rent ial equat ion. The result ing approximate traject ory satisfies

ily
,y-d = (I
11

+ 'Ill -

(5-170)

uy - " - "y.

The approx imate integra l curve is
E IOC1
/:I

1
"
- Ey
= 2 1(-.

(5-171)

I _ Y

Eq . (5-171 ) is a good approxim a te trajectory provided" is 0('),) or
smaller.
W e seek relationships at p ea k by investigating the intersection of
eq . (5- 171) with the ZSI. By eq. (5 -1 66), the ZSI fo r sma ll, is
y = I -

ttl .

(5-172)

The intersecti o n yie lds a transcendental equation fo r Ii. To find an
approx imate solutio n , rewrite eq. (5-171) as

)

' ,,'

(5-173)

y = I - ex p ( - 2, - Y .

We may set y - I in the exponent. Comparison with eg. (5-1 72) shows
that th e approx imate Ii is th e solu tion o f

,

u')

exp ( - 1 - 2E

=

tIl.

(5-1 74)

The G a ussian function that a ppears in the left-hand side of eg.
of eq. (5-174)
(5-174) has a half-width u = .)(2,). The so lution" =
is small, so that the approxi mation

u

u - .)(2,)

(5-175)

is beller tha n eq . (5- 169) and is a lso seen to be a lower limit for U. We
arbitrarily select eg. (5-1 75) as our first approximation.
Next, we rewrite eg. (5-1 74) as
(5-176)
A second approx imati on tha t is very close to the exact soluti on o f eq.
(5-1 74) is o btained by substitu ting eq. (5- 175) into th e ri gh t-hand side
of eq. (5- 176):

(5-177)

Excursiolls Ileal' Prompt Critical
1.0
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•

Digital computer

o

SPERT calc.

€I

TR EAT calc.

o

A SPERT dala
~

TRIGA dala

ill/3,sec
Fig. 5*19. Compensated reactivity at peak power vs. tlfl for o ne-dollar reactivity step.
For prompt linear shutdown, ordinate also rep rescI1\s energy (normalized to a reactivity
coefilciell t of one dollar per un it energy).

Precise values for the exact solution of eq. (5-174) may be quickly
o btained by an itera tive procedure using eq. (5-176), the next approximation being the result of using eq. (5-177) in the right-hand side ofeq.
(5-176).
Comparisons with experiment and with precise digita l computations
are good, even fo r systems with complex shutd own mechanisms.
Co mpensa ted reactivity (d ollars) at peak power for Po = fJ + )..1' is
shown in fig. 5- 19 as a function of t ill. Digita l computer results are by
Szeligowski and Hetrick (1967) and by Vigil '- The SPERT reactor
calculations are semiempirical estimates (Forbes 1959). The experimental point for the SPERT-I reactor represents reacti vity computed
fro m power excursion data (Miller 1957). Data for TRIGA were
supplied by Kurstedt 4 and Leonard '. The computational result for
TREAT was supplied by Dickerma n 6 The experimental point for
KEWB was reported by Hetrick and Gamble (1958), and the point for
SNAPTRAN was reported by Johnson (1966). Fast-burst reactors are
represented only by computed po ints; it is extremely difficult to
perform the prec i s~ experiment in this range because the period is
highly sensitive to small uncertainties in reactivity input.
It is well establ ished that the compensated reactivity at peak power
1 J. C. Vigil, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, private communication (1967).
4. Ii. A. KU fs tedt, Ohio State University, private communication (1967 ).
5. B. E. Leo nard, Defense Atomic Support Agency, pri va te communication (1967).
6. C. E. D ickerman, Argo nne Natio nal Labo ra to ry, priva te commun icat ion (1·967).
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has a minimum near one-dollar initial reactivity, consistent with the
computations shown in fig. 5-13. The occurrence of this phenomenon
even with complex nonlinear shutdown mechanisms suggests that it is
essentially a manifestation of delayed neutrons.
5-8, The Fuchs Ramp-Input Model
Self-limiting power excursions induced by ramp inputs of reactivity
(initial reactivity increasing linearly with time) are considered next.
Important contributions to the subject were made by Fuchs (1946),
Hansen (1952), Brittan (1956), Nyer (1958), Smets (1959(1), and Canosa
(1967a, I 968a). We first summarize the main features of the classic
Fuchs model for fast excursions and then give Canosa's derivation of
a necessary condition for the net reactivity to exceed prompt critical
in the presence of delayed neutrons.
As in sec. 5-5, neglect the production rates of delayed neutrons and
source neutrons, and use eq. (5-77) for the neutron density:
dl1

P -

t

dt -

fl

(5-178)

11.

For the reactivity, assume

P

~

Po

+ yt

(5- I 79)

- aT,

where Po is an unspecified constant, }' is the reactivity ramp rate, and
T is the temperature rise. Other symbols have the same meanings as in
sec. 5-5; the significance of t ~ 0 will be discussed later.
We use the adiabatic model ofeq. (5-66) or (5-79):

dT

dt

~ KII,

(5-180)

As pointed out by Smets (1959a) , the form of the equations is not
altered by using the constant-power-removal model of eq. (5-68). We
choose the simpler case for this exposition. From eqs. (5-179) and
(5-180),
dp

dt

~

7 - aKn.

(5-181)

Upon eliminating the time variable between eqs. (5-178) and (5-181),
we have
dl1

dp

(p -

/3)/1

(5- 182)

try - aKIl)'

Eq. (5-182) is a differential equation for trajectories in the

11,

p plane,
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and the problem has been effec ti vely transformed into the soluti on of
an autonomous system.
It is convenient to work with the instantaneous reciprocal period

w

=

1 dn
;; dl

p -

=

t

fJ

(5-1 83)

so tha t eq. (5- 182) is replaced by
dll

t WI1

dw

y - aKn'

(5-184)

With variables separated,

dn
aK
- - - tin
11
Y

=

t

-wdw.

(5-185)

Y

By eqs. (5-181) and (5-183), the maximum reactivity P'" and maximum
reciprocal period Will occur at fl = 11/11 given by
y
11m = .
(5-1 86)
aK
Thi s is an important parameter of the system, and it is usually referred
to as the power at minimum period. It is seen that 11m is also the power
a t minimum reactivity (maximum period) following a neut ron burst.
Eq. (5-185) may be written as
dll

dll

t

- - - = -wdw .
n
11m
Y

(5-187)

By eq. (5-183), II will be a maximum (fi) or a minimum (II",;,,) when
w = O. Integrating eq. (5-187) from n = "m;n and w = 0, we have
11

Iog-- nmin

11 -

II min

nm

t

=- w

2

(5-1 88)

2y

a fam ily of closed curves in the II, w plane that represents periodic
so lutions for power and reactivity. If we introduce

n

y = - ,
11m

Yo

nm in

= -

(5-189)

,

11"1

the trajectories are

Y - (Y - Yo) = ,1 x. 2 .
IogYo

(5-1 90)

Trajectories are shown in fig. 5-20, with I/yo = I1m/l11m;n used as the
parameter. Note that the value of y becomes exceedingly small along
I
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y-I

10

10'

10

5

x

Fig. 5-20. Solution traj ecto ries for the Fuchs ramp-inp ut model: x = (t / y)lw , y =
= power at minimum period ; para meter is I/yo = IIm/ llm in .

II/ llnl'

11m

the bottom of a large trajectory. In fact, the line y ~ 0, corresponding
to l1(t) ~ 0 and dp/dt ~ y, is a separatrix that bounds the region of
closed curves.
It may be noted that fig. 5-20 is closely related to the phase plane
for a second-order differential equation obtained by eliminating 11
between eqs. (5-178) and (5-181),
d2 p
. dt

t~ 
2

dp

(p - (3) dt + y(p - (3) ~

o.

(5-191)

By eqs. (5-181) and (5-189), y - 1 corresponds to - dpldt, and, by
eqs. (5-183) and (5-189), x corresponds to p - (3. Fig. 5-20 is the phase
plane dpldt vs. p - {f with the vertical axis reversed and the scales
changed. Canosa (1967a) used eq. (5-191) as the basis for a singular
perturbation treatment of this problem.
Next, return to eg. (5-1 87) and integrate from
11

Iog -

11m

11m _ .!....
- -11 -~ --'"
11m

2 )!

(OJ

2 _

2)

OJ" , .

11

=

11m

and

W

=

wm:

(5-192)
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If one sets II

20 1

1; and w = 0 (peak power), [his equation becomes

=

- log -

11

n/ll

t
2y

= -

2

(5-193)

Will .

It may be mentioned that solving eg. (5-1 93) for { in terms of experimentally measured quantities yields an indirect measurement of the
neutron generation time. Eq. (5-193) also yields an important theoretical
result fo r large excursions (large 1i/11",). In the limit of large ii, eg.
(5-193) is approxima tely

(5-194)
We ma y compare eq. (5-194) with eq. (5-86) for large step-induced
excursions, recalling that w in that case also corresponds to minimum
period (maximum reactivity). This suggests a concept of approximate
equivalence between step a nd ramp excursions, although the a pproximation may not be very good. (Even for the largest trajectory in fig.
5-20 the error is about 30 percent.) Olher examples of the step-la-ramp
equivalence are discussed by Canosa (J967a).
Returnin g now to eq. (5-192), we set 11 = I1min and w = 0 to find
Il min
log~ - 1 + -11m

llm in

=

t

2

?W"'.

(5-195)

~y

Even for moderate-size trajectories, the term llm in/ll m is small and may
be neglected in eq. (5-195). Solving for w"" we have
Will =

2Y ( log Ilmin
11",
+ \/ [7

-

I) ] .

(5-196)

Eq. (5-196) may be combined with eq. (5-194) to yield
(5-197)
As mentioned in connection with eq. (5-194), this cannot be expected
to yield a good approximation. In a rat her laborious analysis, Fuchs
(1946) obtained
-

n ""- Iog -4111/1 ,

11m

I1m in

which gives a rough idea of the amo Lint by which eq. (5-194) or (5-197)
is an underestimate of the peak power.
Eq. (5-196) itself is a good approximation, and it may be used to
deduce other properties of the periodic solution. Using eq. (5-183), we
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find the extremes in reactivity to be

Pm = P + J[2Yt(IO<::~ - 1)

J

(5-198)

A single burst corresponds to a reactivity excursion of
(5-199)

The energy in one burst is E = I1pla K. Using eg. (5-186), wc have

E= 2IJ \ ![:tY (lOg
m

/1,:, -

I)J.

(5-200)

111ll!l1

Between bursts, the reactivity loss I1p is rcstored at the input rate Y per
sec. The cycle time 111, or interval between bursts, is therefore I1ply , or

M =

2![~t
(lOg H,llin I)J.
\
Y
I'm

-

Finally, we may roughly estimate the duration or each burst as 1"
Using egs. (5-197) and (5-200), we find
r -

2![2tIY (lOg
\

nm -

I)J.

(5-201)
""-'

E/fi.

(5-202)

l1mLll

The situation is pictured qualitatively in fig. 5-21, where the point
I = 0 is placed at prompt critical. Actually, as far as the periodic
solution itself is concerned, the time axis is arbitrary. Since 11 is never
zero on a closed trajectory, there is no initial equilibrium point for
which dTldl vanishes. (For a discussion of this, and for approximate
time-domain solutions, see Canosa 1967a).
In fact, the major difficulty in using this model for a practical problem
is the selection of an appropriate closed trajectory that may be matched
in some fashion to a ramp solution without feedback, the latter
originating at critical (p = 0) with some initial power 11 0 , The Fuchs
model is derived under the assumption that the reactor has already
exceeded prompt critical before feedback becomes appreciable. For a
slow ramp, it is to be expected that the neutron burst may be over
without the net reactivity ever reaching prompt criticaL
Limiting cases of very fast ramps may be treated using the asymptotic
solution given in sec. 3-4. Assume"/' is large enough that the asymptotic
solution without feedback, eg. (3-129), is valid for an interval after
prompt critical is reached but before thc onset of feedback. The parabolic curve of fig. 3-16 may then be identified as the lower portion of a
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n

p

f3

--

- -

Fig. 5-21. Qualitative response

-

to

-

- -

- -

--

a large ramp input of reacti vity.

Fuchs-model trajectory taken fro m fig. 5-20 (recall that fi g. 3- 16 has a
logarithmic sca le).
Extrapola tion of eq. (3-1 29) back to prompt critical gave eq. (3-131 ):
11(1*) - l1oflj(2n/yt ).

(5-203)

We may now identify this 11(1 *) as Hillin' thereby selecting a particular
closed trajectory. This permits the calculation of unique values for
peak power, max imum reactiv ity, energy release, etc., by using the
eq uations derived in this section. Such results would be applicable
on ly to very fast ramps initiated at very low power, and they would be
meanin gless if the net reacti vity actually remained less than p.
A criterion for validi ty of the procedure just ou tlined may be deri ved
intuitively as follows : In eq. (5-203), 11(1*) va ri es in versely a s )'1 . If )' is
too small , then 11(t*) will exceed 11", as calculated from eq. (5- 186).
Therefore, a necessary conditi on for ident ifying eq. (5-203) with /lrni n is
l1{t* ) <

(5-204)

lim'

In fact , if this inequality is not satisfied, prompt crit ical canno t be
reached before appreciable feedback appea rs. Using eqs. (5-1 86) and
(5-203), we conclude that

t
( 2n

)1flaKY' l1

>
0

(5-205)
,
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is a necessary condition for the identification of l1(r*) with

(and
for the allainment of prompt critical before appreciable feedback). Of
coursc, eg. (3-129) is an asymptotic form va lid for large )', and one
should first check to see that the condition y p 213 is sa tisfied (see
secs. 3-3 and 3-4).
We now turn to the derivation of a related criterion obtained by
Canosa (1968a). We shall find that eg. (5-205) is essen ti ally a specia l
case that is valid for sufficiently small initial power "0' We shall also
discuss Callosa's morc general results for maximum net reactivi ty.
Le t the initial slate be p =- 0, n = nu. Assume tha t the excursion is
fast enough that the c; remain at their eguilibrillm va lues. Egs. (3-1)
and (3-2), with q = 0 and dcJ dt = 0, yield (constant-source approximation) :
dl1
p =
dt
t

-

13

13
- 110.
t

+

11

I1rn in

(5-206)

As discussed in sec. 3-1 , this will be valid for t ~ 1/,1. Since with ramp
rate), prompt critical would be reached at t = f3/Y, we may infer that
this mode l is useful provided y p }.f3.
Represent the reactivity as
(5-207)

p = yt - aT

for t > 0, with p =
model of eg. (5-68):

dT

iii =

°for t < 0, and use the constanl-powcr-removal

K(11 -

(5-208)

110)'

Eliminating T, we have

dp

(5-209)

- ( = Y - aK(1l - 110)'
Il

To proceed, eliminate

d2 p

{, -,' + (13 Cl~

11

using egs. (5-206) and (5-209). This yields

dp

p) -{
(l

+

(y

+

aKllo)p - )'13 = O.

(5-210)

If "0 ~ 0, eg. (5-210) reduces to eg. (5-191), which is homogeneous in
the variable p - p. Eg. (5-210) may be made homogeneous by the

substitution

i'f3
y + aKl10

u = P - ---'-'--;:--

(5-2 11)
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or

=

u

p -

j

/1
+ 15'

(5-2 12)

where

15 = u.Kl1o/Y.

(5-213)

The transformed equation is

t

d'lI
([J15
) dll
(
dt' + j + 15 - u dt + Y j

+ 15)11

=

o.

Next, introduce the dimensionless time r and the parameter
r

=

yt,

<

E,

= yt,

(5-214)

and obtain
d'lI
< dr'

+

(fJi5

) dll
I + !5 - II dr + (1 +15)u=O.

(5-215)

The latter may be converted to the pair of first-order equations
du
= v
clr

(5-216)

-

and

;:~ = ~[IIV - I ~ i5 v -

(I

+ !5)II}

(5-217)

where the phase va riable v is identified as dp/ dr. Trajectories in the
phase plane are given by

dv =

dll

~
[II" _ I fJ!5
"_
<V
+ 15

(I

+ 15)IIJ.

(5-218)

The zero-slope isocline (ZSI) in the phase plane is the hyperbola
11V-

/i15

v_
+
1
ii

with asymptotes
/i()

II =

1+ 15

a nd

(1 +15)11 = 0

(5-219)

v = 1 + 15.

(5-220)

By eg. (5-21 2), the vertical asymptote corresponds to prompt critica l.
The initial state is p = 0, dp/dl = y. By egs. (5-212), (5-214), and
(5-216), the initial point in the phase plane is
u=

f3
1 + ii'

v = 1.

(5-221)
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From eq. {5-219), it is seen that the initial point is on the ZSI. Fig. 5-22
is a qualitative illustration. Each time the trajectory crosses to the
right of the vertical asymp tote, the net reac ti vity exceeds prompt
critical.
v

I
~v=I+8
-+--------------...
I

v::: r

I 1+8
"

u:::- -

u

I

/38

1_ , = - tp={3J
I
1+8

I

I

Fig. 5-22. Qua li ta live illu strat ion of Canosa's criterion for a ra mp excursion with delayed
neutrons.

An upper bound to the trajectory is found as follo ws: From the
initial point to the v-axis, the trajecto ry lies below the line v = I. The
trajectory crosses the v-axis (u = 0) with a slope
{J~
,(1 + <5) '

M = _

(5-222)

as given by eq. (5-218). The st ra ight line

v= I _

{JI!

«I + I!)

fI

is therefore an upper bound
intersects the II-axis at
U =

,( I

+ ~)
{J~

as shown in fig . 5-22.

(5-223)
111

the first quadrant. This straight line

(5-224)
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The reactivity exceeds prompt critical on ly if the trajectory crosses
the vert ica l asymptote. A necessary cond iti on for this crossing is

«1 + b)
flb

> I

flli
+ Ii'

which is
(5-225)
Using eqs. (5-213) and (5-214), we may express this criterion of Canas a's
in terms of physical variables as

(yt)t(y + aKl1 o )
I
> .
flaKllo

'"--'---;c-,;-;--~

(5-226)

In the special case "0 <li ylaK, this reduces to eq. (5-205) except for the
factor ) (2,,). Eq. (5-205), which was derived for small "0 on a simple
intuitive basis, is somewhat more restrictive tha n eq. (5-226) in the
limit of small 110 because of the factor ) (2,,).
Eq. (5-224), used in the derivation of Canosa's criterion, is not a
useful upper limit for estimating " m ,,, (see I1g. 5-22). Instead, we note
that. and Ii are both small parameters in a realistic model of a fast
excursion. This means that the ZSI is very close to its straight-line
asymptotes, turning a very sharp corner near the v-axis and consequently crowding the trajectory very close to the line v = I as it
approaches the v-axis.
The trajectory crosses the v-axis near v = 1 with a slope given by
eq. (5-222). In a fast excursion, the magnitude of this slope could be
either greater or less than unity. However, the vertical asymptote
(p = fl) is very close to the v-axis (small 0), so that the trajectory
crosses this symptote near v = l.
We may construct an approximate trajectory in three segments.
First , let the trajectory follow the ZSI until the slope M of eq. (5-222)
is attained. Then let the trajectory switch to a tangent line of slope M,
crossing the v-axis and extending to the vertical asymptote. From this
point on, one neglects the term vflli/(l + 0) in eq. (5-218) and integrates
to obtai n the equation of an approximate trajectory. This curve then
crosses the u-axis near llm;!x '
This approximate trajectory is sketched in I1g. 5-23. From the
initial point to point I, the curve is the ZSI, eq. (5-219). To locate point
I, form dvldll from eq. (5-219), set it equal to M as given by eq. (5-222),
and solve for
III =

flli

1 + Ii - )[.( 1 + D)]

(5-227)
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111
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Fig. 5-23. Sketch of appro ximate trajectory for a fast ramp excursion with delayed
neutrons.
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(5-228)
m]

The tangent at point 1 with slope M is extended to point 2, given by

oc

fOJ
(5-229)

tre
eq

and

wI
(5-230)

SJT

After point 2, use eq. (5-218) in the approximate form

YJ(

"

-dv = -1 [ uv - (1 +
du

EV

J

o)u .

(5-231)

The approximate trajectory is the integral curve for eq. (5-231) that
passes through point 2:

u2
"

'i' .
,

l
I

-

u/

=

2E

[

V -

V2

+

be
5-

(1

+ 0) log

1+0-vJ
0
.

1

+

-

V2

(5-232)

a'
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T o obtain II",,, ,, set v = 0 in eq. (5-232). The result may be used in
eq. (5-2 12) to obtain
p",,, =

.

f3

1+

b

+

J{lI,' +

2, [ (1

+

b) log

I

I ;

+

b

- v,

-

v,J}.
(5-233)

In the limit of small b, eq . (5-233) becomes

Pm,," -

f3 +

J[2'(IOg ~:5 -1)J

(5-234)

in terms of the physical va ri ables, it is

_f3 + \ I[2yt (log 2fiaK
y.)(yt )
"0

Pm" =

(5-235)

It is interesting to compare this result with eq. (5- 198), recall ing th at
11",

=

y/aK. We find
I1min '"'-'

But

lImin

2(3
J(yi ) 110'

(5-236)

is the minimum power on a closed trajectory (power at prompt

criti cal) and 110 is the initial power (power at delayed critica l). Note
that eqs. (5-203) and (5-236) agree except for the factor .)(n(2), lending
confirmation to the validity of the approximations used.
The approx imate trajectory, eg. (5-232), may be extended to its
min imum (second crossing of the ZSI). For small b, the minimum
occurs near u = 0, yielding a transcendental equation for Vm in- Transfo rming back to physical variables and using eq. (5-209) yield a

transcendental equation for peak power; for fast excursions this new
equat ion reduces to eg. (5-193).

We conclude this section with a brief discussion of excursions for
which b is not small (e.g., la rge "0 or small y). If , is a small parameter
but (j is not, then by eq. (5-222) the trajectory crosses the v-axis of fig.
5-22 with an extremely large negative slope. In such a case " m " , will be
sma ll compared to fib/ (1 + b). In fa ct, for lim" near zero, eq. (5-2 12)
yields

_

Pm:ox

=

f3

1+

(j'

(5-237)

Canosa has shown (1968(/) that this is an excellen t approx imation for

a very wide range of subprompt-critical excursions.
Approximate time-doma in solutions for both slow and fas t ramp
excursions. obtained by malching singular-perturbation expansions.
are given in the paper by Canosa (1968a).
,
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5-9. Complex Shutdown Mechanisms: Thermal Reactors
The linear, prompt-feedback model for reactor shutdown given by
eqs. (5-78) and (5-79) must be modified considerably for certain reactor
types. Several examples have been selected as detailed illustrations :
the SPERT-I reactor, either with highly enriched metal fuel or with
low-enrichment oxide fuel ; a modification developed for the TRIGA
reactor lIsing a temperature-dependent heat capacity; and the homogeneous solution reactor KEWB. Fast reactors are considered in the
section that follows.
As discussed in sec. 5-2, the major shutdown mechanism in SPERT-I
with highly enriched fuel is steam formation in the water moderator.
Steam production is delayed because the fission heat must be transferred from the fuel to the moderator and the moderator temperature
must be raised to the boiling point. Typical experimental power traces
are quite asymmetrica l, showing a rapid drop after peak power (Forbes
1958; Haire 1961; Nyer 1964; Nyer and Forbes 1958; Schroeder et al.
1957).
A semiempirical model was devised by Forbes (1958) in an attempt
to correlate the large amount of data on fast power excursions. This
model is a modification of the Nordheim-Fuc hs approximation in
which the reactivity feedback is both delayed and nonlinear.
Assume that eg. (5-77) describes the neutron dynamics, as in sec. 5-5:
dll

dt =

P -

t

f3

(5-238)

I/,

In the simple Nordheim-Fuchs model of sec. 5-5, the reactivity feedback
is proportional to energy, so that eq. (5-238) might be written
1 dll

- - =
Il de

W -

bE

'

(5-239)

where w is the initial inverse period corresponding to the initial
reactivity Po, as given by eg. (5-85), and b is the energy coefficient of
reactivity divided by the neutron generation time. If Il(t) represents
power, 11 = dE/dt.
One way to modify eq. (5-239) to simulate the observed asymmetry
of the power bursts is to introduce a nonlinear feedback, proportional
to E', where r > 1. This yields
1 dl1
- - =
11

dt

W -

bE'

'

(5-240)

where the interpretation of b is to be modified accordingly. An addi-
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tional modification is the introduction of a feedback delay time, such
that E = 0 for I < r, with E(I) replaced by E(I - ,) for I > r ; i.e.,

={w,

_I dli
Ii

dl

(I < r);

(5-241)

(I > r).

w - bE'(1 - r),

Two special cases may be integrated analytically. We consider first
the special case represented by eq. (5-240), known as the "zero-delay"
model. Using Ii = dE/dl, we integrate eq. (5-240) as
11

= wE _

b
Er + 1
'
r+ 1

(5-242)

where the initial power 110 is neglected as in sec. 5-5. At peak power
(Ii = ;;) the energy E is found from eq. (5-240) with dn/dl = 0:

E = (w/W " .

(5-243)

Using this in eq. (5-242) yields
I'rol + 1/1"

(5-244)

fI = .,-- =,,W

(r

+

l)b

Energy as a function of time is obtained by using Ii = dE/dt in eq.
(5-242). We integrate from the time of peak power (I = 1m) with
E(t m ) = E as given by eq. (5-243). The resuit is
E(I.) = [(r

+ llw/bJI I'[1 + l"e - "" ' - '''')J - 1/ ,.

(5-245)

Differentiating and using eq. (5-244), we have

11(1)/;; =

I+r
I
+
re
rwlt
[

JI+

II

' e-,w"

- 'm)

(5-246)

1m)

It is easy to show that this function exhibits the desired type of asymmetry. During the rising portion, where t ~ I"" eq. (5-246) reduces to

11/;;

~

(1

+ l/r)1 + I /'e w "-,,,,)

with a rise time l/w. After the peak, where
It/ Ii ........

(1

+

t p 1m'

we have

r)l+l /re -,.",(f-t •.,1

with a decay time l/rw. The decay time is smaller than the rise time if
r

> I.

Burst shapes calculated from eq. (5-246) using various va lues of r
are compared with a typical SPERT-J experiment in fig. 5-24, where
4) is power relative to peak and "time" is w{t - 1m); i.e., relative to
peak, measured in units of the initial period T = I/w = 9.5 millisec.
,
The correspondence is not quantitatively good.
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Fig. 5· 24. Burst sha pes for the zcro..<Jelay model compared with SPE RT-I data for highly
enriched meta! fuel (Forbes 195 8).

An addition" 1 difficulty in using the zero-delay model for this
reacto r type is found by comparing eq. (5-244) with da ta for n vs. w. In
sec. 5-5, in connection with fig. 5-3, it was noted that fi varies as wl. 7
for this reactor core, so that eq. (5-244) wo uld predict r = 1.4. From
fig. 5-24, the predicted burst would be much too wide.
Better results are obtained when a delay time is used in conjunction
with nonlinear feedback. In particular, consider the second special
case of eq. (5-241) that may be in tegrated analytically. This is the
" long-delay" model in which the delay time is assumed to be larger
than the burst width. The energy feedback during the burst is then
derived explicitly from the exponentially rising power.
While the power is rising exponentially, with II = lid at t = 0, the
energy IS
E

=

110

(ew/ _

w
Eq. (5-241) for

I

> r becomes
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11 dt
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(5-247)

This may be integrated approximately as
II

log "0

=

wt - (bl1o'jrw r + I )eW(/ -

t).

(5-248)

At peak power (t = 1m) eg. (5-247) yields
(5-249)
and eq. (5-248) becomes

1 e,tu(l -

log -11

= wI _ _

110

r

lmJ.

(5-250)

At peak power
Ii
log -

= wtlll -

110

I

(5-251)

- ,

r

Eliminating "0, we may write the burst shape as
11

log -:;- = wet - 1m)
11

1

+ - [I - e'''''' - '''')].

(5-252)

/'

Further, we may eliminate 110 between egs. (5-249) and (5-251) to obtain
ii

W I + I /r
=

b I /r

ellJt -

l /r

(5-253)

This may be compared with eg. (5-244) for the zero-delay model.
Burst shapes calculated from eg. (5-252) using various values of r
are shown in fig. 5-25 together with the experimental points for the
9.5-millisec burst shown in fig. 5-24. The correspondence is fairly
good at r = 1.5. Another example is shown in fig. 5-26, where raw
data from a linear recording of a 7.4-millisec burst corresponds well
with a calculated curve for r = 2.
Examination of a large vo lume of data for the SPERT-IA core,
using both the burst shapes a nd the compensated reactivity curves,
leads to the conclusion that the best correlation occurs for r = 2
(Fo rbes 1958). This may then be used in eg. (5-253) to permit a comparison with data for 11 vs. wand an empirical determination of To The
result is that wr is nearly constant over a range of periods (2.2 at 20
millisec to 2.6 at 5 millisec). The power-time curves confirm that these
are indeed sufficient times for the long-delay model to be realistic.
Additional confirmation comes from compensated reactivity curves
(Forbes 1958).
I
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Fig. 5-25. Burst shapes for the long-delay model compared with SPERT-J data for highly
enrich ed metal fu el (Forbes 1958 ).

The exponent /' and the delay time r are most certainly not to be
regarded as basic physical parameters. Rather, they are convenient
devices for correlating data and for predicting over a limited range.
The analysis has been presented here as an ingenious example of
successful "model-building" for a highly complex system.
Other empirical models have been proposed for correlating power
excursions in this type of reactor (e.g., Forbes 1959; Garner 1962). A
review is given by Nyer (1964). More recently, a moderately successful
model was derived from more basic considerations including details
of boiling and non boiling heat transfer (Turner 1968). A deeper
treatment is beyond the scope of this book.
The behaviour of SPERT-I with low-enrichment uranium-oxide
fuel is quite different, the dominant shutdown mechanism being the
Doppler effect (see sec. 5-2). Data for peak power vs. w in fig. 5-3 have
been fitted by using a slope of 2.35 on a logarithmic graph for w > 160
sec- 1 (Spano 1963). More recently, an analytical model using a squareroot temperature dependence for the Doppler effect has been developed
and found in good agreement with experiments (Spano 1964).
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Fig. 5-26. Burst shape for the long-delay model with r
data for highly enriched metal fuel (Forbes 1958).

=

2 cOQlpared with SPERT-J

We use eqs. (5-77) and (5-85), together with

P

=

Po - Pi

=

Po - {3h(.j[l

+

AE(t)] -

I},

(5-254)

where E(t) is the energy and b and A are given in terms of resonance
parameters by Spano (1964). We have
1 dll

;; tit

{3b

= w

+ 7 [ I - .j(1 +

AE)].

(5-255)

Using 11 = dE/dt and B = {3b/t, we have a second-order differential
equa tion for E:

d'E
-I'
(t

=

[w + B - B.j(1 +

dE

AE)] -I .
tl

(5-256)

Since we neglect the initial power, as in sec. 5-5, the initial conditions
are E = 0 and dE/dc = O.
With the transformation
y = I

+

AE,

x = w/B,

(5-257)
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we have

dly

+

dt' = [(1

dy

x)B - B )y]

dt'

(5-258)

This may be integrated wi th initial condi tio ns y = I and dy/dt = 0:
y
d = (I
(t
l

+ x)B )I

- j B y ' - t B(1 + 3x).

(5-259)

The second integration is facilitated by the transformatio n
IV

I

=

+ 2/)y

=

I

+

2/) (1

+

AE).

(5-260)

Substituting and rearranging, we find
I dw

+

I

24

B dt

3x

(IV - 3)(IV

+

M )(w - M),

(5-261)

where
M

1

=

+

9
I

3x
.
3x

+

(5-262)

Using partial fractions, we may rewrite eq. (5-26 1) as
dw

2M (M

+

dw

3)(IV

(3

+

+

M)

2M(3 - M)(IV - M)

rllV
I + 3x I
NI)(3 - M)(3 - IV) =
24 8< I.

(5-263)

Some fac tors have been rearranged for convenience ; note that
decreases from three, and M is between one and three.
Integrating eg . (5-263) from /", to t, we obtain
(IV

+

M)' - " (3 - IV)' M(IV - A4j - 3- M = Ke w wo - ,,,,, ,

\V

(5-264)

where K may be evaluated in terms of W(lm). If (m is chosen as the time
of pea k power where d 2 E/dt l = 0, then, by eg. (5-258), ) y = I + x,
and by eg. (5-260),

W(lm)

=

3
I

+x
.
+x

(5-265)

The initial value in eg. (5-264) is
lim w
1-

-

=

3,

ex)

while the fina l value is
lim

\V =

M.

(5-266)
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The initial state must be perturbed to start the solution alo ng a
physicall y mea ningful trajectory. This is reali zed as a small positive
E in eq. (5-260), which corresponds to a va lue of II' slightly less than
three. The derivative in eq. (5-261) is therefore nega ti ve, a nd IV subsequently decreases.
By eq. (5-260), the energy at any time may be fo und from
4

AE =

I)'

(IV -

-

i.

(5-267)

From eq. (5-265), the energy at the time of peak power is

AE = 2x

+ x',

(5-268)

while from eg. (5-266) the total energy is
4

(5-269)

AE = (M _ I )' - i.

To find /1(1), fo rm dw/dl in terms of /1 = dE/dl from eq. (5-260). This
yields
I dill
- - =

A dl

-Mil' -

1)'//(1).

Combining this wit h eq. (5-26 1) yields
A
B /1(£)

(I

=

+

3x)(3 -

I\')(IV

+

M)(IV - M)

(5-270)

3(1V _ I)'

Using eqs. (5-262) a nd (5-265), we may ultima tely obta in the peak
power

(5-271)
Not ing that x = w/ B, we have the prediction that J1 va ries as w' for
the smaller fast excursions, with a gradual shift toward w'-dependence
as w increases. This is consistent with fig. 5-3, where the slope of the
logarithmic curve increases from two as (jJ increases from about fifty
sec - I Later data shows confirmation of eq. (5-271) up to w::: 450
sec - I (Spano 1964).
Ano ther successful modification of the simple fast-excursion model
was derived and applied to the TRIGA reactor by Scalettar (1963)7
Eqs. (5-77) a nd (5-78) of the Nordheim-Fuchs model are used, but eq.
7. See al so: Wo lfe (1964): Kazi. Tomont o , and Cherry (1966).

I
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,
(5-79) is replaced by

dT
Cdt

(5-272)

= 11,

where the heat capacity C is a linear function of temperature :
C = Co

+ yT

(5-273)

The resulting system of eq uations bas a first integral,
/I

=

(Po - PlCo T _ aCo T 2

+ y(po

2C

t

- fI) T2 _ ya T 3,

2t

3t

(5-274)

which reduces to the Nordheim-Fuchs resuit if )' ~ 0; this is easily
verified by using eqs. (5-78) and (5-83) with Co = 11K .
As before, we have neglected the initial power. The temperature in
the fast burst ranges from zero to

T

= Po -

a

fI {- i(a - I)

+ iJ[(a -

I)'

+ .If,,]} ,

(5-275)

where
G=

aCo

Y(Po - [J)

.

By expanding the radical for small y (large a), one finds

T

= 2(po - [J)( I _ _1

a

+ ...),

(5-276)

3a

so that eq. (5-276) reduces to eq. (5-89) as y
(large )', small a) would be

T ~ 3(po - fI)

~

O. The other extreme

(5-277)

2",

The use of a constant hea t capacity with the simple Nordheim-Fuchs
model thus leads to an overestimate of the final temperature, the
extreme case exhibiting a ratio of four to three.
By eqs. (5-77) and (5-78), the power peaks when P = fI or
T = (Po - fI)a. Eq. (5-274) yields

n=

(Po - flfC o I

2at

+ 3a

(5-278)

3"

For large a, this red uces to eq. (5-84). For a mea nin gful comparison of
the other extreme (small ,,), we may co mpare eq. (5-278) with the
simple Nordheim-Fuchs model using a temperature-averaged heat
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capacity. The initial heat capacity is Co. The final hea t capac it y is
fo und by substituting eq. (5-89) into eg. (5-273). The average heat
capacity is therefore

C=

Co

+ Y(Po

- fi )/a = Co(l

+

1/,,).

Using this for I /K in eq. (5-84) yields
li(N F) = (Po -

fifc o I + ".

2rxt

"

(5-279)

Eqs. (5-27 8) and (5-279) are identical for rJ ~ I, but for the other
extreme (rJ -> 0) eq. (5-279) would overestimate the peak power by a
factor of three. The peak power is therefo re somewhat sensitive to

variations in heat capacity.
A second integral giving T (I) implicitly may be obtained from eqs.
(5-272) through (5-274). Alternatively, one could compute E from
E =

f

CdT

and use the resu lt in eq. (5-274) together with II = dE/dl. This example
will not be carried further here.
To complete this section on thermal -reactor excursions, we consider
briefly the homogeneous-solution reactor KEWB (Kinetic Experiment
Water Boiler), which consisted of highl y enriched uranium salt sol ution
(o rdinary water) partially filling a one-foot diamete r stainless-steel
vessel placed inside a graphite reflector (Dunenfeld 1962; Dunenfeld
and Stitt 1963; Marable 1961 and 1963; Remley et al. 1958; Silberberg
1965).
Correlation of fa st-excursion data was moderately sliccessful when
a prompt, no nlin ear shutdown model wa s lI sed (Dunenfeld and Gamble
1959; Hetrick and Gamble 1958). Eg. (5-77) is used togethe r with
p

= Po - a T -

<P V,

(5-280)

-

tiT
= KII
tit
'

(5-281)

ti V
tit = VilE ,

(5-282)

where", V is the radio lytic-gas feedback reactivity (<P = void-volume
coefficient ; V = void volume), v is a constant, and 11 = dE/dt. Eg.
(5-281) represents th e prompt temperature feedback produced by
fi ssion fragments in the solution. Eq. (5-282) is a crude model for
radi oly tic decomposition of water followed by nucleatio n of gas
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bubbles (dissolved gas concentration propo rtional to energy; nucleation rate proportional to power). Integration yields

T= KE
and

Substituting these into eq. (5-280) gives the reactivity

P = Po - aKE - +</>VE2

(5-283)

Using eq. (5-77), we find the first integral to be
II

=

~ [(P o -

f3) E - ta KE' - i</>vE3].

(5-284)

As before, the power peak s at P = f3. Eq. (5-283) yields a quadratic
in E wh ose positive root is

aK { - I + [1 + 2</>v(po - f3)/a-K
, -' ]1) .
E- = T

"'v

(5-285)

For large reactivity steps, this becomes

E-

[2(P O - f3)]1 =
¢v

[2C¢vill] t,

(5-286)

where ill is the initia l reciproca l period of eq. (5-85). The peak power is
obtained by substituting eqs. (5-283) and (5-285) into eq. (5-284):
fI

=

2

-

~wE -

aK

~2

6t E .

(5-287)

For large ill, eqs. (5-286) and (5-287) give
Ii ::: ] (2tl¢v)twt.

(5-288)

Experimental data for this reactor are consistent with the exponent 1
for large w (Dunenfeld 1962) ; see also fig. 5-3. By using exact solutions
of the complete equations, th e peak-power data were fitted by a single
empirical constan t v over the range from w = 100 sec - 1 to 500 sec - 1
(Hetrick a nd Gamble 1958). Detai led power-time curves were reproduced with o nly moderate success.
As in other model-building exercises, the parameter v in eq . (5-282)
should not be endowed with any basic physical meaning. Further, this
model is unable 10 pred ict transient pressures. More recently, the
transient pressure data were successfully correlated with the po wer
data using an energy-threshold concept (Du nenfeld 1961; Dunenfeld
and Stitt 1963; Marable 1963). Instead of using </>v, with V given by
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eq. (5-282), the void reactivity is represented as
0,

PI'

=

k,

E < Eo

L

(I - r' )p(t') dr' ,

E > Eo

Eo is the threshold energy for the appearance o f in ertial pressure,
/( I is a constant, and p(1) is the pressure as measured at the bottom of
the core. This model assumes that the acceleration in the fluid is
propo rtional to the transient pressure and that the reactivity feedback
is proportional to the surface displacement. The observed threshold
energy Eo is abo ut 0.9 megajoule for a wide range of excursions.
Reactor power data were successfully reproduced by computations,
using measured transient pressures and a fixed val~e of kl in this
feedback model, for w ranging from 10 to 1,000 sec - I (Dunenfeld
1961 ).
Excursions in this type of system would be much more severe if the
container were initially completely filled with solutio n~T.j,e shutdown
reactivi ty would be greatly reduced by the container, and it is conceivable that the elastic limit (or even the ultimate strength) of the
where

container might be exceeded. Excursions in constrained solutions are

discussed in a report by Hansen (1952).
This completes the discussion of special excursion calculations for
thermal reactors. For more details, and for discussion s of other reactor

types, see the compilation edited by Thompson and Beckerley (1964).

5-10. Complex Shutdown Mechanisms: Fast Reactors
The calculation o f large excursions in fast reactors is complicated by

the possibility of extremely high power densities a nd very short
characteristic times. This possibility is seen from eqs. (5-84) and (5-90).
Other things being equal (if that were possible), a given superpromptcritical reactivity would result in a certain energy release, independent
of the neutron generation time, but the peak power in a fast reactor
would be orders of magnitude larger.
In reality, the situation is much more complex. Once the reactivity

in a fa st system exceeds prompt critical by a very small amount, the
characteristic time becomes extremely smaIL The sharp power increase

may produce extreme internal shocks resulting in violent disassembly.
The problem is further complicated by the possibility of internal zones
of rapid melting and vaporization of metal, and the behaviour of reactor
materials under such extreme conditions is very difficult to prSdict.
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One of these phenomena is beautifully illustrated in the prototype
fast-burst reactor GODIVA (Wimett 1956; Wimett et al. 1960). As
seen in fig. 5-3, thc peak power is proporti ona l to 0)2 over a wide range.
Nea r co ~ 5 X 104 sec- I (reactivity about five cents above prompt
critica l; flit ~ 1.1 x 10 6 sec - I) the slope of the peak-power curve
begins to increase sharply.
This reactor is composed o f highly enriched solid uranium metal.
The shutdown mechanism is predominantly therma l ex pansion, which
is prompt and approxima tely linear, so that the simple No rdheimFuchs model is a good description over a wide range. Howe ver, for the

faster bursts, an inertial time lag appears between the fiss ion heating
and the metal expansion. This results in enhanced power excursions
accompanied by transient inertial stresses.

The use of a simple hydrod ynamic modelled to the estimate that this
mechanical inertia increases the peak power and total energy by a
fact or of 1 + r 2 w2 , where T is a characteristic time for mechanical
vibration (Wimett et al. 1960). For GODIVA I, a value of T ~ 10- 5
sec was derived fro m the excursion data. A more recent stud y of

delayed feedbacks in fa st reactors was made by Kohler (1969).
More complex calculations ha ve been performed using coupled sets
of equations representing neutronic, hydrodynamic, and thermo-

dynamic phen omena (Hansen 1952; Okrent et al. 1959 ; Lazarus,
Stratton, and Hughes 1968). Detailed studies of thermal shocks have
been published (Austin 1964 ; Burgreen 1967; Reuscher 1968). Studies
of th e combined eRects o f elas tic waves and D oppler coefficient have

been made by Randles (1966)and Vaughan (1 969). Reduction ofthennal
shocks and attainment of larger bursts without damage have been

realized in more recent designs. A comprehensive re view of fast-burst
reacto rs is contained in the proceedings edited by Long and O 'Brien
(1969).
The situation in a fa st-spectrum power reactor is extremely com plex.
The shutdown mechanism in a large excursion is the net effect o f many

interdependent phenomena: D oppler eifect, fu el and structure expansion , coo lant vaporization, fuel melting and vaporiza tion , and the propaga tio n of mechanical shock waves (Bethe a nd Tait 1956; IAEA 1961 ;

l a nkus 1962; McCarthy et al. 1958; McCarthy and Okrent 1964 ;
Nicholson 1964: Stratton, Colvin , and Lazarus 1958). Here we present
on Iy a brief au tline of one type of accident calcula tion, selecting from the
above references a few features o f the analysis of a hypothetical fa streac to r meltdo wn accident.
It is postulated that a fast reactor accidentally loses its coolant as a
result of a pumping failure or a power excursion. Some fuel may be

melted by fi ssion heating or delayed fission-product heating. An
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accident involving partial melting of the core in the experimental fast
reactor EBR-I occurred (without injury to personnel) in 1955 (Brittan
1958; Thompson 1964). Such accidents in existing and future systems
are extremely unli kely because o f improved design ensurin g both
intrinsic safety and the reliab le operation of safety devices.
Nevertheless, because of the potentia l hazard, one unlikely consequence offuel melting has been studied in detail. It is postulated that a
loss of COOla1)t is followed by a structural collapse in which a mass of
molten fuel assumes a supercritical configuration. One estimate of the
possible react ivit y-addition rate, assuming gravitational collapse of a
melting core, is forty to fifty dollars per sec (Bethe and Tait 1956). It is
assumed that this reactivity increase continues unchecked until the

reactivity is somewhere above prompt critical. Fission heating in this
new excursion will cause expansion, but it is assumed that no reactivity
feedback appea rs until the metal has expanded to fill the internal voids.
When this threshold is reached, there will be a sudden pressure surge
followed by rapid disassembly. It is further assumed that the disassembly is so rapid that th e net reactivi ty exceeds the threshold value
by only a negligible amount.
The calculation proceeds by estimation of the reactivity-addition
rate and the threshold energy. One estimate of threshold energy is
about one megajoule per kilogram (Bethe and Tai t 1956). The reactivity
at this energy is then calculated from the ramp-response equations
without feedback, and this is taken to be the maximum reactivity.
Finally, the excess energy above the threshold is calcu lated as the
energy required to disassemble the lTIass to the point where the reactivity is reduced from its maximum (thresho ld) value to IJ (prompt
critical). The total energy in the exc ursion is then the sum of the
threshold energy and the disassembly energy.
To estimate the maximum reactivity, use eq. (5-77) with
P = f! + )'t,
(5-289)
where the system is taken to be prompt critical at t = O. Eq. (5-77)
becomes
dn
ylll
- = dt
t
This may be integrated as
n = Il(O)exp (i'I'/2t ).

(5-290)

The energy is

E

=

L

n(r)d r

= /1(0) f~ exp(yr'/2t)dr.

(5-291)
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The use of the asymptotic form for the error function of imaginary
argument (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964) enables us to write eq.
(5-291), assuming ye' /2t ~ I, as

(ye' /21' ).

E - t n(O) exp
yt

(5-292)

This equation may a lso be derived by changing the variable o f integration rrom T to z = I - T, dropping Z2 in the exponent, and integrating. Given E = Eo, eq. (5-292) is a tran scendental equation to be
solved for the corresponding time 10.
An iterative solution is generated by writing
I yEoto
2t = og t ll(O)

)'10' _

This is conveniently rewritten as

ylo 2 _

t

=

[E

Y oe a J2 _
'
log t il (0)
- log.;

+

I

yto,
og t '

(5-293)

where

~

=

I:y [E
n(~)

J'

(5-294)

.

A first approximation is
10 -

[(t /y) log

.;]t.

(5-296)

while a second approximation may be obtained by using eg. (5-295) in
the right-hand side of eq. (5-293). Using this result together with eq.
(5-289) gives the prompt reactivity at the threshold energy Eo :

op

=

Pm", -

P=

yto - [l't(log ~

+ log log ';)jt.

(5-296)

This is the amount of reactivity to be compensated by disassembly.
The excursion will be more severe for smalln(O), because the reactivity will have more time to increase prior to threshold. As a sample,
choose y/P = 50 dollars/sec,t/ p = 10 - 6 sec, Eo = 106 joule/ kgm, and
nCO) = I watt/ kgm. Then log ~ = 45.3, to = I millisec, and op/P = 5
cents. If /leO) were 10- " log'; would be 59.1, yielding to = 1.13 millisec;
if nCO) were 10', log ~ would be 31.5, giving to = 0.84 millisec. From the
extremes of this range, it is seen that a variation of 10 6 in nCO) corresponds to a 35-percent variation in to and bp. Since log ~ is so insensitive
in thi s range, rough estimates may be used for both Eo and /leO). Further,
by eq. (5-296), op may be taken as nearly proportional to the sq uare
root of yt.
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Disassembly begins at time to when the reactivity is given by eq.
(5-296). The excess energy E - Eo produces pressure, resulting in
outward displacement of materia l which reduces the reactivity.
Following Nicholson (1964), assume that the reactivity feedback is
tip =

f

u' \7W dV

(5-297)

where u(r, t) is the displacement of a volume element dV initially at
the point r, W(r) is the reactivity weighting function (reactivity decrease
caused by removal of a unit volume of homogenized core material at
r), and the integral extends over the core volume; in eq. (5-297), u ' \7W
is the reactivity change when a unit volume is displaced from r to
r + u. For spherical symmetry, dV = 4" r' d,· and
tip = 4"

f

dW ,
,, - ,.- dr ,
dr

(5-298)

where the integral extends over the radius of the core.
For the equation of motion, assume

a'" =op
-

1/1 Ol 2

where

111

(5-299)

01"

is the mass of a unit volume and p is the pressure. From eq.

(5-298),

f

~;~ = - ~,~ ~;. '~: r' dr .

(5-300)

To obtain the form used by McCarthy and Okrent (1964), assume that
W is parabolic
W (r) = 1 - r' j a'-

(5-301)

Substituting and integrating by parts yields
-d'p = - C
dt2
I

f

pr2 dr •

(5-302)

where C I is a constant.
It is difficult to justify eq. (5-302) by a more general first-order

perturba tion theory in which absorption effects are weighted by the
flux squared and changes in the diffusion coefficient are weighted by
the flux gradient squa red (see any standard text on reactor theory).
Some authors have used a formula in which the flux gradient squared
is a weighting factor for the function uj r in a volume integral (Bethe
and Tait 1956 ; McCarthy et al. 1958; McCarthy and Ok rent 1964).
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The derivations are no more convincing than the one we have used here,
though the same result is obtained when a parabolic flux distribution
is assumed.
To relate reactivity feedback and energy, the pressure in eg. (5-302)
must be expressed in terms of the energy E - Eo produced after the
threshold is reached. We assume a very simple equation of state
(Bethe and Tait 1956; McCarthy et al. 1958 ; McCarthy and Okrent
1964),
(5-303)
p = (y - 1)/1I(E - Eo),

where y is the ratio of specific heats and 111 is the density. More complex
equations of state are discussed by Hansen (1952), Nicholson (1964),
and Stratton, Colvin and Lazarus (1958). Next, assume that E may be
written as
E(I", t) = N(,·)Q(t),

where

o<

N(I") = 1 - ql"'/ b',

q < 1,

(5-304)

inside the core (I" < b), and N = 0 outside (I" > b).
Pressure first appears at the center when Q = Eo = Q*. We have
I)",(Q - Q* - Qql"'/b')

p = (y -

for Q > Q* and p = 0 for Q < Q* Pressure appears at the surface
I" = b when Q = Q*/ (I - q).
We have two cases. For Q* < Q < Q*/ (I - q), the integra l in eg.
(5-302) extends from 0 to hI where
b l = bq -' (l - Q*/ Q)t .
The integral yields

d'

d~~

= - C,Q(1 - Q*/Q)l ,

Q* < Q < Q*/ (1 - 'I),

(5-305)

where C2 is another constant. The second case applies after the threshold is reached at I" = b. For Q > Q*/(l - 'I) , the integral extends
from 0 to b. We find

d'p

-[ 2 =

«

-

C, (1 - 0.6q)Q - Q*,

Q > Q*/ (1 - q)

(5-306)

where C 3 is a constant.
Assum ing II is proportional to dQ/dr, egs. (5-305) and (5-306) represent
the reactivity feedback to be used in conjunction with eq . (5-77).
Solution by numerical methods is straightforward. However, approximate va lues for the energy may be obtained analyticall y by assuming,
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as suggested earlier, that the reactivity exceeds the threshold value by
only a negligible amount.- The net reactivity during disassembly is then
calculated from eqs. (5-305) and (5-306) using an exponential energy
rise ; the reciprocal period is bp/t with bp given by eq. (5-296). The
excess energy above threshold is then taken to be the energy required to
reduce the reactivity from P nl3 X to p. This overestimates the energy
during the power rise, but the error is more or less offset by neglecting
the energy produced after peak power.

----

Consider first a limiting case in which the power rise is terminated
before the threshold is reached at r = b, so that eq. (5-305) applies
throughout. Let
Q = Q* exp (bpbt/t),

(5-307)

where bt is the time after threshold is reached at the center. To integrate
eq. (5-305), let Dpbt <{ t and represent the expo nentia l as a power
series. Assuming dp/dt - 0 and P = Pm", when be = 0,

p :::: Pm" - C 4 (t/Dp)'(Q - Q*)t
where C 4 is a constant. The final energy is found by setting P
Recall that Pm" - [J = bp ; therefore

Q - Q* :::: C, x '

=

[J.

(5-308)

where C 5 is a constant and

x = K(bp) 3/t2

(5-309)

In eg. (5-309), K is a constant depending on b, q, Q*, and other physical

parameters.
The other extreme is a very fast excursion in which the final energy
is large compared to Q* and the intermediate stage described by eg.
(5-305) is of little importance. Using eqs. (5-306) and (5-307) with
Q ., Q* yields
P - Pm", - C 3 (I - 0.6q)(t/bp)'Q.
When P = [J,

x
Q :::: C3 (1 - O.6q)'

(5-310)

where x is again given by eq. (5-309).
One may infer that the range from small to large excursions is
characterized by the parameter x, raised to an exponent whose value
ranges from ~ to 1. Indeed, in the example by Bethe and Tait (1956),
the exponent for an intermediate case was approximately 0.5. Fig.
5-27 shows the result of a set of numerical computations (Nicholson
,
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1964); see also the report by Jankus (1962). The slope of the curve is
about ~ for sma!1 x. The range of x is too sma!1 to exhibit the fu!1 range
of the exponent (~to I). The upper curve is for a different case with the
core surface constrained.
10'r-----,------r-----r-----,-----,
CONSTRAINED
SURFACE

10

\

0_0S"
Q*

\

FREE
SURFACE

I

x
fig. 5-27. Ratio of excess energy to threshold energy as a function of x = K ((5p)3 /( 2,
using the modified 8elhe-Tail method (N icholson 1964).

Maximum reactivity and total energy for a particular reactor model

are shown in fig. 5-28; the points are taken from a table by Nicholson
(1964). These results are for the so-ca!1ed modified Bethe-Tait method,
which is essentially the use of eqs. (5-305) and (5-306) as reactivity
feedback in a numerical calculation. In the same paper, Nicholson
describes improved numerical calculations using a more realistic
equation of state (the saturated-vapor-pressure equation). Further,
there is no division into separate time regimes; reactivity input and
feedback are present throughout. Comparison shows that fig. 5-28
overestimates the maximum reactivity slightly (20 percent at small V
and 2 percent at large V). Fig. 5-28 also overestimates the energy release
(a factor of two at sma!1 V and 3 percent at large v). This comparison, of
course, is between two numerica l calculations for a particular idealized
reactor model. No experimental results are avai lable. Further, it is
very difficult to estimate the fraction of the total energy that appears as
mechanical work (kinetic energy of fragments, structural damage, etc.).
Other conclusions of this improved calculation are that the initial
power and the neutron generation time are not highly significant
parameters. This might be expected from eqs. (5-296) and (5-309). We
saw in connection with eq. (5-296) that (jp is very insensitive to n(O),
a nd that (jp is approximately proportional to the square root of VI.
Using this in eq. (5-309) shows that x would be proportional to Vil - t,
and the energy would be proportional to x" with 11 between ~ and 1.
The dependence of energy on I is therefore slight, especia!1y for the

I
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10"
10.2
10"
10

RAMP RATE Y, sec"
Fig. 5 ~28. Maximum reactivity and totul energy vs. ramp rate for a hypothetical fastreactor accident, using the modified Bcthe-Tait method (Nicholson 1964).

smaller excursions. Another conclusion, also expected, is that delayed
neutrons have negligible effect unless the maximum reactivity is very
close to prompt critical (or below). Finally, computed curves of l1(t),
both with and without negative Doppler effect, are highly asymmetric,
most of the energy being produced before peak power.
The role of the parameter x may be seen by using a very simple
dimensional argument. Assuming that Q and \1p are both rising
exponentially, and that the radius has an acceleration proportional to
'lip,

Integrating twice, we have
6r - (t/6p)' exp (6p6t/t ) - (t/6p )'Q.

If the feedback reactivity is proportional to 6r, then

Q_

(6p)3 /t2 .

Hence Q is proportional to x as in eg. (5-3 I 0). This type of argument
is apparently useful only in the limiting case of very fast excursions.
Another analytical procedure may be helpful in certain cases. For
fast excursions, eq. (5-306) gives the second derivative of the reactivity
as proportional to the energy. In contrast, the Nordheim-Fuchs model
assumes that the feedback reactivity and energy are proportional. A
generalized empirical feedback model may be studied in which the rth
derivative of reactivity is proportional to the energy raised to the
!
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exponent s. For fa st excursions using eg. (5-77), a first integral may b,
obtained which gives the path' of th e excursion in the 11, p plane and tht
ratio of total energy to peak power. These results for various values 0 1
rand s are given by Soodak (1962).
We conclude this chapter with a few remarks on reactor safety. Many
of the examples of reactor excursion s that we discussed represent
hypothetical situations taken out of the context of realistic reactor
operation. In particular, th e use of reactivity input as an independent
variable has little relevance to a realistic problem in reactor safety
beca use the reactivity is only one variable in a complex chain of
interacting quantities. Further, many if not most of the potential
operating problems in a power-reactor system may be completely
independent of the reactivity . Finally, we emphasize that spectacular
calculations of energy release as a function of ramp rate (note the energy
ordinate in fig. 5-28) have little use in overall safety evaluation unless
they can be put in proper pers pecti ve. The centra l problem in reactor
safety analysis is the quantitative evaluation of reliability of the entire
system, a nd this is beyond the scope of this book. The interested reader
is referred to the literature, e.g. , Denielou (1967); Farmer (1963); IAEA
(1962) ; Okrent (1965); Russell (1962); Thompson and Beckerley (1964);
Wolfe (1969). Details of recent improved calculations are given by
Azzoni et al. (1969); Braess, Kiisters, and Thiirnay (1967); Moss and
Rhoades (1968); Oyama, An , and Kondo (1967) ; Renard and Stievenart
(1967) ; and Russell and Morris (1965).
Problems
5- 1.

Verify the temperature coefficients of P, and PJ' eqs. (5-12) and
(5-13).

5-2.

Verify the temperature coefficients of J and L', eqs. (5-16) and
(5-29).

5-3.

Verify the prompt temperature coef"licient of 1', eg. (5-41).
Using data from a standa rd reactor-theory tcxtbook (e.g.,
Lamarsh 1966), estimate the isothermal temperature coefficient
of reactivit y for an unrefiecled homogeneolls U 2 35 _graphite
reactor with 1,200 carbon atoms per U 2 3 .;5 atom.

j 5-4.

5-5.

Estimate th e isothermal temperature coefficient of reactivity for
an un reflected reactor consisting of thin U 2 3 5 -aluminiul11 fuel
plates in water. The metal-to-water volume ratio is 1.0 and the
aluminium-to-U'35 atom ratio is 150 (La marsh 1966).

5-6.

When a Iiguid homogeneous core in a partially filled spherical
vessel is heated. the expansion produces a change in shape
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(decreased surface-to-volume ratio). Estimate the effect on the
temperature coefficient of reactivity. Assume 2 kgm of U 2J5 in a
sulphate solution in water and a one-foot diameter sphere that

/ 5-7

is critical when 80 percent filled .
Th e reactivity coefficients for a water-boiler reactor (Remley
et al. 1958) are: temperature, - 0.02 dollar per ' C; void vo lume,
- 0.005 dollar per cm 3 The heat capacit y is 5 x 104 joules per
°c. The gas evolutio n rate is 4 li ters per megajoule at standard

conditions. Calculate the energy coefficien 1 of reactivity assuming
atmospheric press ure. What would be the effect of a pressure

rise during a transient?
5-8.

Verify the feedback kernel s for the special cases given by eqs.
(5-71) th rough (5-74).

/ 5-9.

Derive eqs. (5-94) and (5-95) for the power and energy in a fa st
.
",,'~
excurSIOn.
.:..___
_ (,./'

5-10. Show that/l(t) for the Nordheim-Fuchs model is a solution of

2

d n
til'

=

~ (dll)2

_ a.K 111

tit

t

/l

'

5-11. Derive eq. (5-11 5) from cq. (5- 114) using a series expansion in
powers of OJ.
5-12. Given th e set of peak-power data fo r step transients, find the
shutdown coeffic ient aK/fJ in dollars per megawatt-sec and the
va lue of tiP. Use), = 0.077 sec - I and assume that heat-transfer
elTec ts may be neglected.
Initial period
(Seconds)
400
)-0
)
173
100
40
12
2.2
0.50
0.20
0.080
0.031
0.020
0.010
0.0050

Peak power
(Wa tts)
100
260
520
1600
6000
?_.)- X 104
1.0 x 10'
3.2 x 10'
7.0 x 10'
1.8 x 10·
l.l x 10'
2.5 x 10'
1.0 x 10 8
4.0 x 10 8
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5-13. Derive the implicit reactivity-time relationship for slow transients

eq. (5-118).
5-14. Show that the two nonzero eigenvalues of the matrix in eq
,
(5-124) are the roots of the inhour equation.
5-15. Verify that eqs. (5-133) and (5-134) are the asymptotes of the
hyperbofa representing the ZSI.
5-16. By expanding the one-group inhour equation in powers of E.
obtain asymptotic series corresponding to eqs. (5-150), (5-152),
(5-159): anciJ?7(60) with w as a parameter instead of the initial
reactIvIty xo.
5-17. Verify the approximate trajectory, eq. (5-171), and show by means
of a series expansion that the initial derivative agrees with eq.
(5-168).
5-18. Using the one-group adiabatic model, eqs. (5-119) through
(5-123), together with the approximate relation

Jro' n(t') dt' :::
r
Jo cit') dt'
t

-

11 -

110

- --"-,
C - Co

derive an approximate integral curve n(p). Show that the
reactivity at peak power is the solution of a cubic equation whose
physically meaningful root is a good approximation over the full
range of initial reactivity Po (suggested by E. 1. Britt, University
of Arizona, 1969).
5-19. Show that the lower portions of the larger trajectories in fig. 5-20
are such that log 11 is approximately quadratic in time with the
same time dependence as in eq. (3-129).
5-20. A reactor is subjected to a reactivity rate of 10 dollars/sec such
that the power at the instant of prompt critical is 1 watt. Compute
the peak power and the burst duration if the reactivity coefficient
is 0.5 dollar/killowatt-sec and t lf3 = 10- 3 sec.
5-21. Verify the expressions for maximum reactivity, eqs. (5-233) and
(5-234).
5-22. Derive an equation for peak power by extending the approximate
trajectory, eg. (5-232). Show that the result reduces to eq. (5-193).
5-23. Derive eq. (5-236) for the power at prompt critical by comparing
eq. (5-230) with the exact value of vat prompt critical (suggested
by H. B. Smets, Universite de Liege, 1969).
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5-24. Verify the equations for the zero-delay no nli near feed back
model, eqs. (5-242) through (5-246).
5-25. Derive the eq ua tion fo r l1(t ) in the long-delay model, eq. (5-248).
5-26. D eri ve the equat ions for the therma l ura nium-oxide reactor wi th
Doppler shutdown , eqs. (5-255) thro ugh (5-271).
5-27. Deri ve the asympto tic energy formu la, eq . (5-292).
5-28. Ve rify the limiting cases, eq. (5-308) and (5-310), for the energy
productio n in a fa st- reactor accident.

6 Linear System Stability

We now turn to the question of stability of dynamical systems. The
central problem is, Will a given system initially at equilibrium, when
perturbed in somemanner throughout a finite time interval, eventually
return to its equilibrium state? The goal is to answer this question

without explicitly solving the equations of motion.
This chapter is concerned with linear systems representing nuclear
reactors with reactivity feedback. Starting with the concept of linear
systems with feedback, we describe some oflhe widely used methods for
linear-stability analysis. Then, with the reactor equations put in
suitable form, we proceed to analyze a number of special reactor models
for linear stability. Particular attention is paid to the system with two
reactivity feedbacks because of the great variety of cases arising in this
simple model and because of its utility in illustrating the effects of
delayed neutrons on stability.
As mentioned earlier, we will be concerned primarily with intrinsic
feedback (reactivity effects caused by reactor temperature, density, etc.).
The control-system engineer may then use the results of this type of
analysis (for example, a description ofa reactor system with temperature
and density effects included) as the starting point in designingan external
automatic-control system.

The equations of reactor dynamics are nonlinear when the reactivity
depends on the power. A linear system is therefore only a first approximation. However, as we shall see in chapter 7, some important conclu-

sions about a nonlinear system may be made by studying its associated
linear approximation. In particular, the stability of a non linear system
for small perturbations may often be deduced by examining the stability
of an associated linear system.
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6-1. Linear Systems with Feedback
It will be convenient to formulate the linear stability problem in terms
of transfer functions and block diagrams. The reader is referred to
sec. 2-6 for a n introduction. The transfer function characterizes the
inhomogeneous part of a solution to the system equations, i.e., the
response (output) to a driving signal (input) in the absence of initial
conditions. The transfer functi on is defined as the ratio of Laplace
transforms of output and input and is equa l to the Laplace transform of
the impulse response. The tran sient response of a linear system is
characterized by the poles of the transfer function (the roots of the
characteristic equation). For further reference the reader may consult
books on a utomatic-control theory (Chestnut and Mayer 1951;
Evans 1954 ; James, Nichols, and Phillips 1947 ; Thaler 1955; Truxal
1955) and on reactor-system analysis (Harrer 1963 ; Schultz 1961 ;
Weaver 1963).
For the moment, we restrict our attention to linear time-invariant
systems and assume the validity of superposition of solutions. The most
common systems of this type are those represemed by ordinary linear
differential equations with constant coefficients. Linear systems with
simple transport-time delays may also be treated.
Block diagrams for a linear system with feedback are shown in
fig. 6-1. The block G(s} represents the forward-loop transfer function
and the block H(s} represents the feedback transfer function . In fig. 6-1,
ret} is the input, C(I} is the output , and e(t} is the difference between the

r ( I)

+

e{tl

H(s)

RtS)

+

E(s)

Hlsle(s)

cIt)

G{s)

Gis)

cIt)

CIs)

HIs)

Fig. 6- 1. Block diagrams for a linear sys tem with feedback.
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input to the system and the output of the feedback element. In controlsystem terminology, e(l) may be thought of as an error signal that is to
be minimized by proper choice of H(s), hence the convention of subtracting the feedback signal.
It is important to recognize that a block diagram represents the
flow of information . If H(s) represented a controlling device, the diagram
would signify a sensing of e(t) by some detector without drawing off
appreciable energy. In general, e(t) represents information that may be
received by H(s) and also by elements of other systems not shown.
The two diagrams in fig. 6-1 are two of many different ways of
representing the same system. We will generally use the second diagram,
in which the signa ls are represented by their Laplace transforms and in
which the control engineer's conventional symbol for subtraction is

indicated merely by the symbols + and - . Arrows will often be
omitted where no possibility of confusion exists.
Applying eq. (2-71) to the diagram in fig. 6-1, we have
C(s) = G(s)£(s)

(6-1 )

£(s) = R(s) - H(s)C(s).

(6-2)

and

Eliminating £(s), we may write the overall-system transfer function
(closed-loop transfer function) as
Y(s)

= C(s) = ~--=cG",(s'-c}~
R(s}

1

+

(6-3)

G(s}H(s)'

Th e product G(s)H(s) is called the open-loop transfer function, and it
plays a central role in stability analysis for systems with feedback.
As we saw in sec. 2-6, the transfer function of a system described by a
linear differential equation with constant coefficients may be wriuen

as a ra tio of two polynomials in s. Ifwe have
G(s) = Po(s )/DG(s),

H(s ) = PJI(s)/DIf(s},

then

*
Note that the zeros of Y(s} coincide with the zeros of G(s) and the poles
"" of the system is characterized by the
of H (s). The transien t response
poles of Y(s), which are the roots of the characteristic equation
1 + G(s}H(s) = O.

(6-4)
i
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The characteristic equation may also be written as
(6-5)
where D(s) is the characteristic polynomial.
The transient response is a linear combination of terms exp (S})
where the Sj are the roots ofeq. (6-4) or (6-5). If one or more of the Sj has
a positive real part, the response to a perturbation will grow indefinitely and the linear system is unstable. If all the Sj have negative real
parts, the response to a perturbation will ultimately decay to zero as
t - 00; the system return s arbitrarily close to its equilibrium and is
said to be asymptotically stable. If no root has a positive real part but at
least one root has a zero real part, we have a borderline case whose time
response contains decaying transients together with constant terms or
sustained oscillations. This type of system will be called "critical. "
Linear asymptotic stability is assured if all the roots Sj have negative
real parts; i.e., if all the poles of Yes) are in the left half of the complex
s-plane. For simplicity, throughout this chapter we shall refer to linear
systems as stable (meaning asymptotically stable), critical, or unstable.'
A criterion for linear stability is therefore a statement of conditions
under which all roots of the characteristic equation have negative real
parts, i.e., all poles of Yes) are in the left half-plane.
For a linear system, the size of the perturbation is not relevant to
stability because the principle of superposition applies. Once the
perturbation is removed, all solutions are expressible as linear combinations of the same time functions. This observation may be used to
deduce the fact that a stable linear system has one and only one equilibrium state (equilibrium point in state space).
It should be emphasized that these concepts of stability may be
applied directl y to a given Y(s) without decomposing the system into a
forward loop and a feedback loop. However, stability analysis is often
greatly facilitated by arranging the system in this form and using
concepts originally developed for analysis and design of feedback
control systems.
The decomposition of a given Yes) into G(s) and H(s) is not unique
unless either G(s) or H(s) is specified in advance. This is clear ifeq . (6-3)
is written as
H(s) = Y - '(s) - G- '(s).

(6-6)

A unique choice may be accomplished by selecting the variable that is
to be identified with the feedback C(s)H(s) in fig. 6-1.
In general, we will consider on ly physically realizable systems. One
consequence is that all the polynomials in the transfer functions and
1. More precise terminology will be defined and used for nonlinear systems in chapter 7.
For example. the critical case may be characterized as stable but not asymptotically stable.
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characteristic equations have real coefficients. The roots S j are therefore
real numbers or pairs of complex conjugates. A second consequence of
physical rea lizabi lity is that a transfer function should tend to zero as
151--+ 00. This is suggested by the interpretation of a transfer function as
a frequency response when s = jwo (see sec. 2-6) and by the observation
that the frequency response of a real system tends to become negligible
at sufficiently high frequencies. Therefore, a transfer function expressed
in terms of polynomials should have more poles than zeros. We shall
see, however, that linear-stability criteria for systems with feedback are
still meaningful in approximations where either G(s) or H (s) fails to have
this property, provided the product G(s)H(s) tends to zero as 151--+ 00.
By eq. (6-3), this is equivalent to the provision tha t Y(5) --+ G(s) at
large s.
We proceed by discussing the Routh criterion, the Nyquist criterion,
and the root-locus method, illustrating each method by simple examples.
We then examine a variety of reactor systems for linear stability.
6-2. The Routh Criterion
Linear stability is a ssured if all poles of the system transfer function are
in the left half-plane, i.e., if all roots of the characteristic equation are
negative or have negat ive real parts. The Routh criterion gives necessary

and sufficient conditions that all complex roots of a polynomial with
real coefficients be negative or have negative real parts.

The general problem for a polynomial with complex coefficients was
solved by Hermite (1850). A simple algorithm for polynomials with real
coefficients was derived by Routh (1877). Later formulations of the
problem were made by Hurwitz (1895) and Bilharz (1944). The four
criteria associated with these four authors are equivalent to, or are

special cases of, Hermite's criterion (Lehnigk 1966). Routh's algorithm
is a simple practical formulation of the Hurwitz criterion, and it is
generally known as the Routh-Hurwitz criterion or the Routh criterion.
Let the characteristic polynomial be
D()
s = a"s"

+

a/l -

1.)~'·I+

". '+

a ,t_2 5

.,.

+ (lIS + 0 o•

(6 ~ 7)

where the (Ii are rea l numbers. Form the Routh array
{I"

0,1 _ 1

bl
c,
dl

(1,, _ 2

°11 - 4

3

011 _ 5

{l1I -

b,

{I11-

6

h,

(6-8)

C,

I
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where typica l entries in the third and subsequent rows are given by
(6-9)
(6-10)

b3 =
CI

-

0,,-6 -

Q/I -

3

-

G nG n _ 7

(6-11)

a,,- 1

an - l h2

(6-12)

hI

(6-13)

Missing entries at the right-hand end of each row may be regarded as
zeros. The calculation proceeds in the manner indicated by eqs. (6-9)
through (6-13), II + I rows being generated. The last entry in the first
column is Q o.
The necessary and sufficient condition that all zeros of D(s) be in the
left half-plane is that all entries in the first column (the Ro uth numbers)
ha ve the same sign. If D(s) is written so that G" > 0 (us ually Q" ~ 'for
convenience), the stability criterion is that all the Ro uth numbers be
positive. If a zero denominator is encountered in calculating the array,
one may investigate an auxiliary polynomial constructed by adding a
para ill et e rill a coeffi ci en t. ~"~c",o,,,n7'd::..:.o1a"s::t.:R"o:.:u:::t:;:h~n;:u~m
7.':b::e:..r.::isc:z;.:e:;r::;
o,-,t:oh;.:e",re

is a pair of characteristic roots equ~!J~gnitude and OEEosite in sign.
-rDillustrateTIie appTicaliOiiO'f the Routn criterion, consider the
fourth-degree cha racteristic polynomial
D(s)
The

~

+

54

~~U\ th ,array i5

35 3

+ 25 2

-

2s - 4.

(6-14)

_4

2

~:

3

,
8

5

!

-=.
2 ___0,-- 4
0

°

-4
The first co lumn consists of four positive and one nega ti ve number
(the Routh numbers). The roots of D(s) are not all in the left half-plane.
As may be shown by factoring, lhe rools are + I, - 2, - I + j.
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As another example, consider
D(s) ~

28 3

+

S4

+

28 2

+

28

+

J.

(6-15)

The Routh array is
2

1

2

2

o

1

1

o

o

0

The fourth Routh number is zero, and the algorithm fails. There is a
pair of roots of equal magnitude and opposite sign, but stability is not
ascertained.

Instead, consider an auxiliary polynomial
D(s) ~ 54 + 25 3 + 2,,2 + 28 + I + <.

(6-16)

The array is

1

2

2

2

1+
-2<

1

+

<

o
<

0

0

1+<

There is no longer an indeterminate form in computing the last Routh

,

number. The auxiliary system is stable if < < O. The original system has
Routh numbers 1,2, 1,0, and I and is therefore critical (sec sec. 6-1).
The roots are 1, 1, and +j.
This example suggests that when the second-last Routh number is
zero, it may simply be replaced by a small parameter that is permitted
to vanish when the array is complete. As can be inferred from the
examples, the last Routh number would still be Go. The net result is a

simple rule: whether the second-last Routh number is zero or not,
terminate the computation and write £1 0 for the last Routh number.
The situation is more complex if a zero is encountered earlier in the
first column. An auxiliary polynomial can bc constructed, and the
stability studied parametrically. Another alternative is to construct the
Hurwitz determinants (Lehnigk 1966). These are related to the Routh

numbers, but the Hurwitz criterion (stability assured if the determinants
are all positive) is free from infinities and indeterminate forms. We will
not pursue this further, because most of our applications wiII involve
problems containing one or more adjustable parameters. There is no
danger of misinterpretation if one is careful about indetermin~te forms.
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,

We mention in passing that the Routh numbers for a quadratic are
j ust the coefficients a" a" and ao. As may be quickly verified by
inspection of the standard q uad ra tic fo rmula, the roots are in the left
ha lf-plane if and only if all three coefficients have the same sign.
We now consider five exa mples of simple systems with feedback.
Each in turn will be studied by other meth ods in later sections, and the
designations as example 1, etc., will be retained.
Example 1

G(s) H (s) -

K
a)(s

(6-17)

- - ; - - , . . , - ---;-c

- s(s

+

+ b)

Eq. (6-17) could represent a ny of severa l feedback sys tems. Two
possibilities are shown in fig. 6-2. As seen from eq. (6-3), each system
corresponds to a different closed- loop tra nsfer function I'(s). However,
they all have the same characteristic eq uation, eg. (6-4), so their
stability properties are the same.
J

+

-

5(5+0)

K

,-+ ('J
'

s+o

/

+

K,
"'iTO
K,
s(s+b)

Fig.

6~2.

Two possible closed-loop systems corresponding

10

example 1.

The characterist ic polynomial is
D(s)

=

.1

3

+

(a

+ b)s' + abs +

Th e Routh array is
I

ab

a+b

K

ab -

K

a
K

+b

0

K.

(6 -1 8)
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and b are positive. Then the closed-loop

+ b).

(6-19)

Assume for the moment that
system is stable if

o<

K < ab(lI
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This example might represent a system in which a and b are fixed
(reciprocal time constants) and K is an adjustable gain factor. By
eq. (6-19), there is a range of K for stability. This is an example of
conditional stability (stability conditional upon the values of one 01' more
parameters).
Let us examine the endpoints of the range of K in eq. (6-19) by
studying th e characteristic equation. If K ~ 0, the characteristic
equation is
53

+

(a

+ b )s' +

abs ~ O.

(6-20)

Its roo ts are 0, - a, and -b. This is a critical system, and K ~ 0 is
called the " stat ic stability boundary" because of the zero characteristic
root. N ote that the last Routh number (the constant term in the
characteristic equatipn) is zero.
If K ~ ob(o + b), the cha racteristic equation is
S3 + (0

+

b)5'

+

obs

+

+

lib) ~ O.

(/b(a

+

b) ~ O.

(6-2 1)

This may be factored as
(s

+

a

+

b)(s'

The roots a re - (a + b) and + jW, whe re w' ~ abo This is another
critical system, this time with two conjuga te imaginary roots representing a sustained oscillation (periodic after the decaying transient arising
from the negative real root has died away). We call K = ab(o + b) the
"dynamic stability boundary." Note that this corresponds to the
vanishing of the second-last Routh number (roots eq ual in magnitude
and opposite in sign).
It is generally easier to seek a dynamic stability bounda ry by postu lating s = jill and substituting in the original characteristic equation,
We find
- jw 3

-

(a

+ b )w' + jobw +

K = O.

Separating real and imaginary parts and assuming w

K = w'(a

+ b) =

ab(a

=1=

0, we obtain

+ b).

A simple a lgorithm is based on the nu m bers in the Routh array. The
second-last Ro uth number vanishes if K = ub (a + b). From the first
and second entries in the row immediately above, we form the equation
!
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,

(a

+ b)s' +

K = O.

Combining with the previous condition yields S2
The case of negative a or b is left as an exercise.

=

-

ab or w 2

=

abo

Example 2
K

G(s)H(s) = (s _ I)(s

+

2)

(6-22)

A possible block diagram is shown in fig. 6-3. The open-loop system is
unstable because of the pole at s = I. For the closed-loop system,

D(s) = s'

+

s

+

K - 2.

(6.23)

The Routh numbers are 1, 1, and K - 2. The closed-loop system is
stable for K > 2 (stabilized by sufficiently large negative feedback).
The point K = 2 is a static stability boundary.
+

I

Is 1)(5+21

K

Fig. 6-3. Stabilization of an open-loop unstable systein (example 2).

Example 3
G(s)H(s) = K(s + a)
s(s - b)

(6-24)

With positive a and b, eg. (6-24) represents another open-loop unstable
system. For the closed-loop system,

D(s) = s'

+

(K - b)s

+ Ka.

(6-25)

The Routh numbers are I, K - b, and Ka. The system is stable for
K > h. The point K = b is a dynamic stability boundary, with (I)' = abo

Example 4
G(s)H(s) =

K(s - a)
.
s(s + b)

(6-26)

Taking a and b as positive, we may calI eg. (6-26) an open-loop critical
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system (poles at 0 and -b). For the closed-loop system,

+

D(s) = s'

(K

+

b)s - Ka.

(6-27)

The Routh numbers a re 1, K + b, and - Ka. The stability range is
- b < K < O. The point K = 0 is a static stability boundary, and the
point K = - b is a dynamic stability bounda ry with OJ' = abo
Th e way this example is formulated, its stability range includes only
negative values of K. This frequently arises in systems with a zero in the
right half-plane (sometimes ca lled nonminimum-phase systems; see

sec. 6-3). Some aut hors prefer to write the numerato r in eq. (6-26) as
K (a - 5), in elTect reversing the sign of K. We will not do this because
of th e confusion it would introduce into parametric stud ies where a
zero may be in either half-plane.

Example 5
;-----;c;-;-..
K--=,.....-,---,
(s - I )(s + 2)(-, + ~ )

G(s) /1 (s) =

.

(6-28)

Eq. (6-28) could represent the system of fi g. 6-3 but with the feedback
replaced by the two-pa rameter system K j (s + a). For the closed-loop
system,
D (s) =

+

S3

(e<

+

+

I )s'

(~

-

2)s

+

K - 20<.

(6-29)

The Routh array is

a- 2
a

+

K - 20

a'+a- 2-K
a

+

I

o

K - 2a
The stability conditions a re a > - I and
20: < K <

(l2

+ a - 2.

(6-30)

The condi tion expressed by eq. (6-30) cannot be satisfied for a rbi trary
a. No K ex ists for - I < a < 2. Further, since a > - I is necessary, the
stability cond ition may be restated as eq. (6-30) together with the
req ui rement ()( > 2.
These considerations may be summarized in terms of stability
boundaries in a parameter space. Fig. 6-4 shows the K vs. a plane for
this example. The stable region and the stabili ty bounda ries are as
labeled. Along the dynamic stability boundary we find OJ' I ~ - 2, so
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.

K

S "'BLE

10
DYNAMIC

((=-[

BOUNDARY
K=cct:+a:-2

-3

2

3

40:

Fig. 6-4. Stability boundaries in parameter space for example 5.

that pure imaginary roots are possible only for rJ. > 2. Note that only
portions of each boundary actually border on the stable region. Also,
the line a ~ -1 is not a border of the stable region. This is not surprising, because this line represents the locus of points for which the
sum of the characteristic roots is zero. For example, at the intersection
a ~ - I and K ~ - 2, the characteristic roo's are 0 and + -./3.
In addition to static and dynamic stability boundaries, a parametric
system could also exhibit an " infinity stability bOUlidary." If a coefficient
in the characteristic equation changes sign by passing through infinity
(1 /a, --> 0), a Routh number also changes sign. We have not included an
example of this type of stability boundary.
We shall find the concept of stability regions in a parameter space very
useful for studying reactor systems. First, we shall summarize some
other methods for linear-stability analysis.

6-3. Representations for Frequency Response
The next method for linear stability analysis that we shall discuss
(sec. 6-4) depends upon the behavior of G(jw )H(jw), i.e., the open-loop
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transfer function evaluated at s = jw (the imaginary axis of the s-plane).
By the discussion in sec. 2-6, this function is the open-loop frequency
response. This section is concerned with ways of representing the
frequency response.
Consider the complex function
1

F(s) =

s+a

(6-31)

,

where a is a real number. For s = jw,
I

a - jw

= .,---- = -,----'.--,
jw + a
w 2 + a2 '

F Uw)

(6-32)

We have
ReFUw )

=

,a

(6-33)

"

w + a-

ImF(jw) = -

,w

w +a

"

(6-34)
(6-35)

F(jw)

=

IF(jw)Iefl',

IF(jw)1

=

(w'

tan

e=

+ a')-1,

(6-36)
(6-37)

- wia.

For small w,
F(jw)

For w

=

~

o~ o.

I /a,

(6-38)

a,

F(jw) = l / (ja

+

a),

IF(jw)1 = 1/ (a J 2),

0= _45' .
(6-39)

For large w,
F(jw )

~

- j/w,

IF(jw)1 ~ l/w,

e~

-90' .

(6-40)

A convenient representation is the Bode plot in which log 1F(jw)1 is
plotted against log w. For small w, eq. (6-38) represents a horizo ntal
line. For large w, eq. (6-40) yields a straight line of slope - 1. These two
asymptotes intersect at w = a, which is called the break frequency.
The true magnitude at w = a is I/J2 times the horizontal asymptote.
In communications and control engineering, the decibel unit (db) is
often used (ten times the common logarithm of the intensity ratio, or
twenty times the common logarithm of the amplitude ratio). An
amplitude ratio of J2 corresponds to about 3 db, hence for the
, example
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the magnitude at the break freq uency is 3 db below the horizontal
asymptote. As the frequency is increased from zero, the response is
"ftat" up to the neighborhood of the break frequency , is attenuated
1/,/2 (3 db) at the break frequency, a nd falls off as Ilw above the break
frequency (slope - Ion a log- log plot. or an attenuation of 20 db per
decade of freq uency). Note that frequency here is in radians per sec.
The phase varies smoothly from 0 to - 90° over the frequen cy range,
being - 45 at the break frequency. This is illustrated in fig. 6-5 for
eq. (6-31) with a = I.

3

0.1 L-_-,-_~~~~u...J._ _--'----------'_'--'-'--.L-LJ>J
0.1
to
w

O ~~=-------------I

-60°

Fig. 6·5 Magnitude and phase plo ts for F(s)

=

Il ls + 1).

A polar plot of F(jw) is made by taking the real and imaginary parts,
eqs. (6-33) and (6-34), as a pair of x, y coordinates. For our example it is
quickly verified that the polar plot is a half-circle through the origin
with radius 1/2a. See fi g. 6-6. Negative va lues of w yield the upper halfcircle, shown dotted. Note the symmetry abo ut the real axis; eqs. (6-33)
and (6-34) show that the real part is an even functi on of wand the
imaginary part is an odd function .
The full circle in fig. 6-6 may be regarded as a mapping of the entire
imaginary axis in the s-plane in to the complex F(jw) plane. The direc-
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Im FOw)
- 1.0
_--f- __

0.5

-2 ...... -

............-0.5

x

/
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/

I

,,

\

I

I"-5

\

\

-co
+co

-0.5

li'0.2

w=O ReF(jw)

0.5

5

0 .2

0.5

2

- 0 .5
1.0
Fig. 6-6. Polar plot for F(s ) = I (s

+

1).

tion of the arrow is rather arbitrarily taken as indicatinga traverse from
w = + 00 to w = 0, because we later choose to integrate along a
contour coming down the imaginary axis of the s-plane when we discuss
the Nyquist criterion. For further discussion of this, see sec. 6-4 ; for
additional hints in sketching polar plots, see the examples in sec. 6-4
(especia lly example 1).
Note that mUltiplication of F(jw) by -1 has no effect o n the magnitude. The phase is increased (or decreased) by 180' , corresponding to a
rotation of the po lar plot through 180' .

Next, consider a more complicated function
S

+Q

H (s) - .,----"-;--:'-;--=----,
(s + b)(s + e)

(6-41)

having two poles and a zero. For illustration, suppose b "" a "" e.

We ha ve

H(s) ~
H(s) :::
H(s) :::
H (s) ~

a/be,
ales,
I/ e,
1/5,

lsi"" b ;
b "" 151 "" a ;
a "" 151 "" e;

lsi

~

(6-42)

e.

The freq uency response is fiat at the value a/he for small w, breaks at
w = b to fall off as a/ew, breaks again at w = a and becomes flat
(at a lower level I/e ), and fina lly rolls off at w = e to fall as l/w.
, If the
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,

,

.L

'+ 0

-''+0

Fig. 6-7. Magnitude, phase, and polar plots for various fUllctionsj(s).

IOQw

900~
o

°V

100w
-90"

--',+0

,

I~

2.±..Q... (o>bl
,+b

Fig. 6-8. Magnitude, phase, and polar plots for various fUIlctions! (s).

poles and zeros were very widely separated, then the phase would
fluctuate from zero to _90°, back to zero, and again back to -90°,
passing through _ 45° at each of the three break frequencies. When the
poles and zeros are not well separated, the fluctuations of slope and
phase are smoothed out considerably. With a little practice, rough
sketches of magnitude and phase for complicated polynomial functions
may be quickly constructed once the poles and zeros are located.
Magnitude, phase, and polar plots are sketched in figs. 6-7 through
6-14 for a number of functions (n, b, and c are positive real numbers
except as otherwise indicated). Figs. 6-9 and 6-10 contain cases in which
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loqw

1m

R.

,+0
s(s+b)

lo 'b)

,+0

o>b)
s(s+b) l

Fig. 6-9. Magnitude, phase, and pOL:lf pl o ts ror / (5) = (5

+ 0)/5(5 + b).

the transfer function varies as lis' or II s3 over Iimiled ranges, corresponding to slopes of - 2 or - 3 in the logarithmic magnitude plots.
Figs. 6-11 Ihrough 6-14 represent various sample cases for the
function given by ego (6-41) with magnitudes normalized to IH(O)I = 1.
Note that the poles and zeros are fairly closely spaced in these four
examples. The slraighl-Iine asymptotes are included in the magnitude
plots for com·parison.
The function given by ego (6-41) is interesting because of the variety of
cases. This variety appears later in the two-path feedback reactor model.
It is left to Ihe reader, as an exercise, to show that the real part of HUOJ)
can vanish for finite OJ (as in fig. 6-11) only when (I > b + c, wh ile the
imag inary part can van ish for finite OJ (as in fig. 6-1 3) on ly when
a < "cl (b + c). Note the presence of phase lead (0 > 0) in figs. 6-13
a nd 6-14.
Fig. 6-14 illustra tes a nonminimum-phase system. The effecl of
putting Ihe zero in the right half-plane is a phase variation thro ugh 2700
instead of only 900 (as in figs. 6-11 through 6-13) when OJ varies from
oto 00 . The magnitude curve for this case is the same as that in fig. 6-12
because" <
< c in both figures, and of course U+ II = Ij - II·

lal

This illustrates an important point: a unique phase curve may be
deduced from a magnitude curve only if it is known that no zeros or
poles are in th e righl half-plane.
I

.

,
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log w

o~=----

-90"

-270~

1m

R,

• s(s+o)(s+b)

(s+a)(s+bl

Fig. 6-10. Magnitude, phase, and polar plots for 1/ (s

+ a) (s + bland lls(s + a) (s + b).

The reader should verify the qualitative features of the curves in
figs. 6-7 through 6-14 and should also investigate the effects on phase
curves and polar plots in figs. 6-7 through 6-10 when a pole or zero is
shifted from the left to the right half-plane.
Thus far we have considered combinations of linear factors representing poles or zeros on the real axis. A quadratic factor with real
coefficients could represent a pair of complex conjugate poles or zeros.
For example, consider

G(s) -

Wo'

_-....:.:.:'------~
52
2'wos

+ ill/'

+

(6-43)

This function has poles at

s = - wo [(

+ ,/(\' - 1)].

For 0 < ( < 1, there is a pair of complex conjugate poles in the left
half-plane. We call ( the damping factor and Wo the natural frequency
(frequency for undamped oscillations).
Magnitude and phase plots for various values of ( are shown in
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10- 1

10-'-:-_ _-'-_
10-1

_ _-'-_ _ _--'
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-----,

e
-90"
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R,

5

0.2
2

H( s)"O. 3

s + 10
(5+1)(5+3)

Fig. 6· 11. Magnitude, pha se, and polar plots (two poles and one zero in left ha lf-plane).

figs. 6-15 and 6-16. The curve for' = I is for the case of a double pole
at s = - woo Note the resonance, which becomes more pronounced as
( decreases. or course, one could simulate the magnitude curves with
their peaks by using a combination of several linea r factors with real
poles a nd zeros, but this would yield a false description of the system.
This is another illustration of the fact that a magllitudecurve alone is not
sufficient to characterize a linear system .

Consider now the low-power reactor transfer function discussed in

sec. 3-2. The input is a reactivity oscillation and the output is an oscillation of power or neutron density. By eq. (3-48), the zeros are at s = - J' i
and the poles are the roots of the inhour equation (fig. 2-1). There are III
zeros and III + I poles alternating along the negative rea l axis. If
Po = 0 (no source) then one pole is at the origin.
I
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10-"L_ __ -'-_ _ _---L_ _ _---.J
w

10- 1

10

10'

o~~--,_----,_----

e
-90"

Im

0.2

Re

H(S)=.!Q.
5+3
3 (5+1)(5+10)

Fig. 6- 12. Magnitude, phase, and polar plots (two poles and one zero in len half-plane ).

For one group of delayed neutrons, there are two poles and one zero;
see eq. (3-55) or (3-57). Since ). ~ [fit, the critical-reactor transfer

function is qualitatively given in fig. 6-9 by the case for II < h. For the
subcritical reactor, one would have a curve like fig. 6-12, though the
poles and zeros would be much further apart (see figs. 3-9 and 3-10).
For six delay groups, there are six closely spaced alternating poles and
zeros and one pole far out on the negative real axis. The effect is seen in

figs. 3-4 and 3-5. The neutron generation time alfects only the highfrequency pole as shown in figs. 3-6 and 3-7. Fig. 3-8 shows the onegroup transfer function in various approximations as given by eqs. (3-59)
through (3-63). The reader should compare these with appropriate
cases in figs. 6-7 and 6-8.
To see the elfect of linear feedback reactivity, we replace Jp in
eq. (3-40) by Jp - Pi' where Pr is the feedback reactivity of eq. (5-70).
We neglect both Pr,)n and Jplin and take Laplace transforms; the
Laplace transform of the feedback kernel h(l) is the feedback transfer
function H(s) of eq. (5-75). Procceding as in sec. 3-2, we solve for the

*(
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Fig. 6-13 . Magnitude, phase. and polar pl ots (two poles and one zero in left half-plane).

Laplace transform of the steady-sta te port ion of the respo nse:
l1 ooR(s)

IN(s) =
(.I

+

{J - Po -

~
---1j

.

.

(3"o,.
S

+

(6-44)

+ "aH(s)

/'i

This may be compared with eq. (3-42). From eqs. (3-43) and (6-44), the
closed- loop transfe r function is
Y(s) = 6N (5) = -:--c_G~(;::s)~--:
c5R(s)
I + G(s)H(s)'

(6-45)

Thi s establishes the closed-loop formul a tion of eq. (6-3), represented
by the block diagram of fig. 6-1, from another viewpoint. Note that
G(s) from eq. (3-43) is proport ional to the equilibrium power "0, while
,
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Fig. 6-14. Magnitude, phase, and polar piots (two poles in left half-plane, one zero ill

right-half plane).

H(s) in sec. 5-4 contains feedback

pa~lmeters

only ; this means that the

open-loop gain is proportional to 11 o-J

Next, we describe a simple graphical method for sketching the
closed-loop transfer function when the forward and feedback transfer
functions G(s) and H(s) are known. If there is a frequency range for
which IG(jw)H(jw)1 '" 1, then by eq. (6-45),
I Y(jw)1 - l ! IH(jw)l ·

(6-46)

On the other hand, when IG(jw)HUw)1 ~ I,
I YUw)1 - IG(jw)l·

(6-47)
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Fig. 6· 17. Construction of q ualita live magnitude plot for a dosed-loop transfe r functi o n
(log- log plo,,).

If one skelches magnitude plots for G and II H, then the magnitude plot
for Y follows the lower of the two curves. This is true because Y follows
I I H when G is larger, and Y follows G when 11f! is larger. The scheme
fails nearthe crossing ofG and 11f-{ because the denominator ofeq. (6-45)

might approach zero in certain cases; this will be discussed in connection with the Nyquist stabi lity criterion.
We illustrate by a simple example, shown in fig. 6-17. Suppose
G(s)

=

/-/ (s)

=

s
s(s

+ (/

+ b)

and

K
s + )'

,
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where a < y < h. Increasing K depr esses the magn itude curve fo r II H .
Three possibilities for Yare shown (three differe nt va lues for the
magnitude of the gain). If one has the additional informatio n that
GUw) H(jw) is not close to - 1 when its magnitude is near one (i.e., if th e
phase is not near ISO' ), these composite curves are g uali tat ively correct

for the entire frequency range.
Such is the case for the simple reactor model with a temperature
feed back tha t fo llows New ton's law of cooling.
Using eg. (3-57) for G(s) and eg. (5-76) for H (s), where we identify (/
with J. and y with the reciprocal time constant fo r heat transfer, we use
fig . 6- 17 to dedu ce th e magnit ude curve in fig. 6- 18 for th e case y > "The parameter is Ct., the magnitude of the negat ive temperature coefficien t
of reacti vity, and we do not include the unrealistic case of Ct. so great that
the pole at s::::: - flit is suppressed. In this particular case, it ca n be
shown that Y represents a minimum-phase system and that the phase
can be correct ly inferred from the magn itude of YUw) a s sketched in
fig. 6- 18.

ZERO
SMALL
NEG.

LARGE
NEG.
logw

LARGE
NEG . .__-

,

0l-~~~~~---c~
SMALL
log w
NEG.

PHASE
ZERO

- 90

0

Fig. 6- 18. Reactor transfer func tion (qualitative) for negative temperature coclllcient of
rc'lc tivity in the case ~t > )..

The open-loop gain fo r th is system may be taken as (lKllol f . O ne
migh t associate the fac tor "0 with the feedback by plotting Gill o and
lIoH. The curves in f"ig. 6-I S co uld therefore be interpreted as showing
th e effect on Y1110 when any of the three parameters a, K, or 110 IS

increased.
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The student should construct curves corresponding to those in
fig. 6-1S for the case l' < )..
Finally, we note the utility of eq. (6-6), which expresses the feedback
transfer function in terms of the forward and closed-loop transfer
functions. By measuring the reactor transfer functions at low and high
power and identifying them with G and Y respectively, the feedback
transfer function can be calculated from the data. This has proved useful
in a number of reactor stability studies (e.g., Smith et al. 1960).

6-4, The Nyquist Criterion
The denominator of the system transfer function Y(s) of eg. (6-3) may be
written as
(6-4S)
J(s) ~ 1 + G(s)H(s).
The zeros ofJ(s) are the roots of the characteristic equation. A method
of determining whether f(s) has zeros in the right half of the complex
s-plane was developed by Nyquist (1932). The method is based on a
theorem in the theory of complex variables relating a certain closedcontour integral to the number of zeros and poles within the contour
(Titchmarsh 1939; Whittaker and Watson 1940; Wylie 1960).
We paraphrase the theorem as follows: Let J(s) be analytic and
different from zero on a simple closed contour C, and letf(s) be analytic
within C except at a finite number of poles. Then

I ,k J'(s)
2njJcJ(s) ds ~ Z - P,

(6-49)

where Z and P are respectively the number of zeros and poles off(s)
within C, each counted according to its multiplicity. The contour is
traversed counterclockwise, andJ'(s) means dJ/ds.
Now J(s) may be regarded as a mapping, and a traverse of C in the
s-plane corresponds to a traverse of the mapped contour C in the
J-plane. Since

l'

J ds

~

dJ

J

~ d (Jogf),

each counterclockwise encirclement of the origin in the I-plane contributes 2nj to the integral along C. Eg. (6-49) becomes
E~Z-P ,

(6-50)

where E is the number of counterclockwise encirclements of the origin
by C' in theJ-plane as the closed contour C is traversed once in the
s-plane.
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To apply this result in linear stability analysis, we select a contour
which encloses the entire right half of the s-plane. Examples of this
so-called r-contour are shown in fig. 6-19. If G(s)H(s) represents a
physically realizable system, then J(s) -+ 1 on the large semicircle at
infinity, a nd the conditi ons of the theorem are not violated. However,
there may be poles on the imaginary axis that must be bypassed on
small semicircles as indica ted in fig. 6-19 ; as a radius is made infinitesimal, the corresponding part of the map in the J-plane remains highly
significant.
w

w

- jCO

Fig. 6- 19. In tegra tion con to urs (r -conlOurs) enclosing the right ha lf of the s-plane.

To apply the method to feedback systems, we note that the origin in
theJ-plane is the point - I in the GH-plane. It is generally simpler to
work with the mapping GH, and we rega rd E as the number of counterclockwise encirclements of the - I point in the GH-plane as r is
traversed once. If the closed-loop system is stable, then I has no zero
inside rand Z = O. The Nyquist criterion (necessary and sufficient) may
now be stated as follows: The linear feedback system represented by
eq. (6-3) is stable if

E = -P,

(6-51)

where E is the number of counterclockwise encircl ements of the - I
point in the GH-plane for each traverse of rand P is the number of
poles of GH , or I, within r . This may be summarized by saying that the
system is stable if there is one clockwise (negative) encirclement of the
- 1 point for each pole of GH in the right half-plane. The locus, or
mapping, in the GH-plane is called the Nyquist plot.
,
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w

5-

jw

PLANE

jw+o

jw+b

PRODUCT

RECIPROCAL = GH

Fig. 6-20. Vector diagram (Argand diagram) for example l.

Example 1. The open-loop transfer function is given by eq. (6-17),

G(s)H(s) ~ s(s

K

(6-52)

+ a)(s + b)'

where a and b will be taken as positive. Select a l-contour as in fig. 6-19
with one indentation to circumvent the pole at the origin. On the
..
.
Imagmary aXIS,

K

G(jw)H(jw)

jwUw

+

a)Uw

+ b)"

(6-53)

For large w,
G(jw)H(jw) ~ jK/w',

(6-54)

while for small w,
G(jw )H(jw)

~

- jK/abw.

(6-55)

As we come down the positive imaginary axis in the s-plane, the locus
traced out in the GH-plane emerges from the origin at the phase angle
90' and eventually approaches infinity at a phase angle -90' (or 270' ).
To determine the behavior at intermediate frequencies, select a
frequency near a or b and sketch a vector diagram (Argand diagram)
representing the factors in eq. (6-53), as shown in fig. 6-20. The denominator is found by adding the phases of the three vectors, and GH is the
reciprocal whose phase is found by changing the sign of the phase of the
denominator (assuming K > 0). It is seen that because GH has a
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Im

s(s+1) (s+ 2)

2 CD

Re

-I

0.5

-I

0.3

-2
w=O.2

-3

Fig. 6·2 1. The polar plo t (Nyq uist plol) for K

=

I. (/

= I. h

=

2 in exa mple L

negative rea l part the locus is to the left of the origin in the GH-plane.
This portion of the locus is the polar plot sketched for this function in
fig. 6- 10. and a numerical example (K = L a = I , b = 2) is plotted to
scale in fig. 6-21. This corresponds to the segment AB in the GH-plane
in fig. 6-22.
Near the origin in the s-plane, we detour on the small semicircle BCD
in fig. 6-22. From eq. (6-52),

G(s)H(s) - K/abs.
Let s = p exp Uq,), where p is small. Then

GN - (K/abp) ex p (- j</».
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ReGH

Fig. 6-22. The f -con to ur in the s-plane and its map (the Nyquist plot) in the G H-planc

for example 1.

As the small circle in the s-plane is traversed clockwise from + 90° to
_ 90°, a large circle in the GH plane is traversed in the opposite direction ( - 90° to + 90°).
The segment DE maps into a mirror image of the polar plot, obtained
by taking the complex conjugate (replacejw by - jw) . This brings us
back to the origin in the GH -plane (approaching, however, from below).
T he , -contour is not yet closed. From eq. (6-52),

G(s)H (s ) - K/ s 3
Let s = R exp (jO), where R is large. Then

GH - (K/ R 3 ) exp ( - j30).
The large semicircle in the s-plane, traversed counterclockwise, maps
into one and one-half tiny circles in the GH-plane, traversed clockwise.
This closes the , -contour and puts the phase right at the origin of the
GH-plane.
We now apply the Nyquist criterion. There is no pole in the righ t
half-plane, and by eq. (6-51) the system is stab le if E = 0 (no encirclement of the - J point in the GH-plane). Multi plication by a positive
number K simply changes the scale of the Nyquist plot. From fig. 6-22,
there will be no encirclement of the - I point if K is sma ll, but there will
be a coun terclockwise encirclement if K is sufficientl y la rge. This system
is stab le for sma ll positive K a nd unstable for large positive K , in
agreement with the Routh criterion as applied in sec. 6-2. For negative
K, the Nyquist plot is rotated 180° so that it a lways encircles the -1
point, and the system is unstable for all K < o.
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The threshold of instability occurs when G(jw )H (jw) = - I. From
eq. (6-53) we may derive
K(a + b)

Re[G(jw)fJ(jw) ] =

(w 2

+

[/2)(W'

+

b')

(6-56)

and
· )fJ(· )]
K(w' - ab)
I m [G (JW
JW = w (
' + b').
or' + a-' )
(w-

(6-57)

Note that the real part is an even function of wa nd the imaginary part
a n odd function, whence the symmetry of the Nyquist plot about the
real axis. By eq. (6-57), the imaginary part va nishes at w' = ab, giving
the resonance frequency found in sec. 6-2. Substituting this in the
right-hand side of eq. (6-56), setting the left-hand side equa l to - I , and
solving for K yields
K = ab(a

+

b),

which confirms the upper limit of the stability range as given in eq. (6-19).
Example 2. From eq. (6-22),

l~S + 2)

G(s)H(s) = (s _

(6-58)

and
G(jw)fJ(jw) = ("

JW -

I~JW+. ?j"

(6-59)

For large w,
G(jw)fJ(jw) -

- K l w ',

and for w = 0,

GH = - K I2.
A quick sketch lik e that in fig. 6-20 shows that GH is in the third
quadrant for w > O. A scale drawing for K = 1 is shown in fig. 6-23.
Since there are no poles of GH on the imaginary axis, there is no need
to indent the r-contour.
There is a pole in the right half-plane (P = I). Because stability
requires E = -I by eg. (6-51), the loop must enclose the -1 point for
stability (one clockwise encirclement). The threshold is GH = - I,
which occurs at w = 0 and K = 2. No encirclement is possible for
,
negative K; thereforc the stability range is K > 2.
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Fig. 6-23. Nyquist plol for K

=

I in example 2.

Example 3. From eq. (6-24),

G(s) H (s) = K(s + a),
s(s - b)

(6-60)

where a and b are positive. We find that the Nyquist plot sta rts from the
origin at - 90° a nd tends to infinity at + 90°. The real part remains
negat ive throughout. Since th ere is a pole at the origin, a la rge semicircle is traced count erclockwise. Since there is a pole in the right halfp lane, one clockwise encirclement of the - I point is required for
stability. As seen in fig. 6-24, this can occur on ly for sufficient ly large K.
We find
Re [G(jw)H(jw)] =
and

' )H(')]
Im [G(JW
JW

=

K(ab - w')
w(w' + b')'

The th reshold is G H = - I, which yields w' = ab an d K = b. The
stabi lit y range is k > b, in agreement wi th the Routh criterion.
Example 4. From eq. (6-26),

G(s) H (s)

=

aJ,

K(s s(s + b)

(6-6 1)

where a and b are positive. Again, the Nyquist plot starts from the
origin at - 90° and tends to infinity a t + 90°. This time, however, the
real part is positive. See fig. 6-25.
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Fig. 6-25. Nyquist plot for example 4.

Since there is no pole in the right half-plane, stability requires that
here be no encirclement of the - 1 point. This can happen only for a
legative K of sufficiently small magnitude (rotate the Nyquist plot
80"). By setting GH = - t, the threshold is found to be ",' :... (lb,
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,

K

b. The stability range is therefore - b < K <

= -
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o.

For negative K, one could just as well look at the Nyquist plot as is
and consider encirclement of the + I point. We prefer not to do this
because of the risk of confusion about the sign of the feedback.

Example 5. From eq. (6-28),
G(s)H (s)

=

_----,--,----.:.:
K'-,--_ _
(s - I)(s + 2)(s + a)

(6-62)

The Nyquist plot emerges from the origin at + 90" and ends at - K /2a
on the negative real axis (for positive K and a). For intermediate values
of w the situation is more complicated than in the previous examples.
By making a few vector sketches as in fig. 6-20, it can be ascertained
that the locus for w > 0 is entirely in the second quadrant only for
sufliciently small a. This means that the Nyquist plot is a counterclockwise loop. Since there is a pole in the left half-plane, stability

requires a clockwise encirclement of the - I point, which is impossible
for any K when a is small.
For large a, the locus enters the third quadrant as w decreases. The
Nyquist plot is a figure 8, with a clockwise loop on the left. For intermediate K, the - I point can be captured in the clockwise loop, making
the system stable.
We find
Re [G(jw)H(jw)]

=

-K

(0( + I)w' + 2a
(w' + I)(w' + 4)(w' + a')

and

I
m

[G(· )H(·)]
K
JW
JW =
(w'

+

w(w' - a + 2)
I)(w' + 4)(w'

+ a'f

The imaginary part vanishes three times if rJ. > 2. Examples are shown
in fig. 6-26. Setting w' = a - 2 in the equation for the real part and
requiring GH = - I yields the upper threshold K = ,,' + a - I.
This is the dynamic stability boundary found by the Routh criterion.
Since the other threshold is w = 0, K = 2a, the stability range is
2a < K < ,,' + a - I.
Fig. 6-4 shows the parameter space for the system of example s.
The student may sketch a Nyquist plot for negative a and verify the
instability.
Note that the qualitative features of fig. 6-26 could have been deduced
from fig. 6-23 together with the polar plot for 1/(s + a) in fig. 6-7. If
frequencies are labeled on two polar plots, the polar plot for the
product is easily sketched.
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Fig. 6-26. Nyquist plots for example 5.

This completes the five special examples. We shall return to them in
the next section afte r outlining the root-locus method. We complete the
present section with a few additional observations about stability and
the freq uency response.
An advantage of the Nyquist method is that it can be applied to a
system with a transport time delay. A signal 1(1) transmitted with a
time delay T may be represented by I(t - T). If the Laplace transform
of I{t) is F{s), and if I{t) = 0 for t < 0, then the transform of the
delayed signal is exp (- Ts)· F{s). The Nyquist method may be applied
in the presence of the exponential factor ; the essential singularity at
infinity does not affect the contour in the right ha lf-plane.
A simple example is shown in fig. 6-27. The system without time delay
would be stable for all positive K because the Nyquist plot for l i s is
closed by a large half-circle to the right. With time delay, the Nyquist
plot is a ltered by the exponential factor, whose polar plot is also given
in fig. 6-27. The Nyquist plot for the system IS the spiral shown 111
fig. 6-28.
/
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Fig. 6-27. Example with transport lime delay.

The system is stable for small K. As K increases, the - I point
encircled twice, then four times, etc. The first crossing of the real ax

occurs at wT ~ n/2 , and the system is unstable for K > n/2T. The tilY
delay has converted a system that is stable for all positive K into
conditionally stable system whose stability range decreases as the dela
ll1creases.

The time-delay operator may be approximated by a rational functio
of s (a ratio of polynomials) by using truncated power series. HighE
accuracy naturally requires a larger number of poles and zeros.

Next, we note that the stability of simple systems may often b
inferred directly from the magnitude plot of the open-loop freguenc
response. Consider the system of example I (figs. 6-21 and 6-22). Th
magnitude and phase plots are shown in fig. 6-10. The threshold (
instability occurs when the Nyquist plot crosses the real axis at -J

This means a magnitude of one and a phase of -180' . If K is such tha
the magnitude drops to one (0 db) before the phase reaches -180' , th
system is stable. A minimum-phase system such as this example can h
evaluated roughly just by looking at the magnitude plot.

The cioseness of approach to the instability threshold in conditionall:
stable systems of this type may be expressed quantitatively by the phas'
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Fig. 6-28. Open-loop transfe r funct ion for exa mple with tra nsport l ime delay.

margin and the gain margin. These are defined as shown in fig. 6-29,
where a Nyquist plot for a typical stable system is shown in relatio n to
the unit circle in the GH-plane.
Another graphical method for determining linear stability may be
expressed in terms of the forward and feedback transfer functions
separately. Suppose we have a forward transfer fUllction G(s) and a
feedback KH(s). We construct polar plots for Ij G(jw) and -KH(jw)
as shown in fig. 6-30. If these two loci can be made to intersect at the
same ill for some critical gain K c. then the system is conditionally stable
and K , represents the threshold of insta bility.
This meth od is difficult to apply in practice. A related method which
gives a sufficient cond ition for linear stabi lity and is much simpler to
use will now be described. Consider the example of fig. 6-30. Since the
phase angles are negative (phase lags) for all frequencies, the critical
condition may be expressed as
(6-63)

IjIG(jw)1 = K IH (jw)1
and

IOO(Jw) I + IOIlUw)1

= 7r.

i

(6-64)
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We plot
'G(jw) = " -

w

IOG I

(6-65)

and

. =
'If (jW)

1611 1

-

(6-66)

w

as fun ctions of l / IG(jw)1 and K I H(jw)1 respectively. These are sketched
in fi g. 6-31 as semi log plots. The arrows show the direction of decreasing
frequency.

log

r

11m ~
- - w-o
H

Fig. 6-31. Illust ration o f sufficient condition for linear stability (Storrer 1960).

As in fig. 6-30, the system is critical if the forward and feedback loci
oan be made to intersect a t the same frequency. However, unlike the
;ketch in fig. 6-30, this figure has a ran ge of K for which no intersection
)ccurs. Note that all feedback curves approach the same limiting value
)f
as w ~ O. If K is sufficiently small that the limit point lies to the
locus, no intersection is possible at any frequency and the
eft of the
,ystem is stable. This is a sufficient but not necessary condition for
,
inear stability.

'II

'lJ
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Consider the limiting value of 'II' For example, if

K
K H (s) = .,----------,--;-----;-:
(s + a)(s + b)'

(6-67)

as in th e present example (see fig, 6-1 0), then
,

ta n OIl(jW) =

(a

+

,
w- -

b)w

I'

OJ

We find
,
(')
I 1m
Tu JW
w-o

= a (/+b b = -aI + -bI '

If in addition a <1: h, then

lim ' u (jw)
w-o

~

Il a.

(6-68)

'II

The limit point of the
locus is therefore characterized by the largest
time constant in the feedback system and by the magnitude KH(O).

One can take advantage of this in experimental invest igations of
stabi lit y. Suppose G is well kn own over the entire frequency range, as
with the zero-power reactor transfer function. In fact, if the reactor
transfer function is normalized by mUltipl ying by /Jillo, the 'G curve is
essentially a uni versal curve for reactors (except for the break at the
lower right beyond w = /Jlt ). Suppose in addition that the feedback is
well known only for low frequencies ; i.e., the values of KH (O) and the
largest time constant are known. This gives the limit point of the TH
locus. If, ill addition, it can be ass umed that
iH(jw)i

< iH(O)i

(6-69)

and
TII(jW) < lim ' H(jW),

(6-70)

as in fig. 6-31, stability may be inferred from the location of the limit
point of Tli without detailed knowledge of the 'II locus at higher
frequencies. We therefore have a sufficient condition for linear stability
that requires only partial knowledge of the feedback .
The conditio ns represented by eqs. (6-69) and (6-70) are frequently,
but not always, satisfied. For example, see fig. 6-13. However, for many
practical situations, the method is successful. It was devised and
applied to fa st-breeder reactors by Storrer (1960), and a summary is
reproduced in the book by Keepin (1965).
Finally, consider the method of sketching magnitude plots for Y(s)
when the magnitudes for G(s) and H(s) a re known (see fig, 6-17). At the
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Consider the limiting value of T H , For example, if

KH(s)

~

K

+ a)(s + b)

(05

,

(6-67)

as in the present example (see fig. 6-10), then
.

tan 0H(jW) ~

(a
W

2

+ b)w
-

I '

Q'J

We find
.
I1111
w-o

(.)

If! JW

=

+h

a

ab

I
a

= -

+ -I .
b

If in addition a " h, then
lim TIIUm) - I / a.

(6-68)

00-0

The limit point of Ihe TH locus is therefore characlerized by the largest
time constant in the feedback system and by the magnitude KH(O).
One can take advantage of this in experimental investigations of

stabilit y. Suppose G is well known over the entire frequency range, as
with the zero-power reactor transfer function. In fact , if the reactor
tra nsfer function is normalized by multiplying by (J/ /lo , the TG curve is
essentially a universal curve for reactors (except for the break at the
lower right beyond W = (Jl t ). Suppose in addition that the feedback is
well known only for low frequencies; i.e., the values of KH(O) and the
largest time constant are known. This gives the limit point of the Til
locus. If, in addition, it can be assumed that

IHUw)1 <

IH(O)I

(6-69)

and
T/lUW) < lim THUW),

(6-70)

as in fig. 6-31, stability may be inferred from the location of the limit
point of Til without detailed knowledge of the Til locus at higher
frequencies. We therefore have a sufficient condition for linear stability
that requires only partial knowledge of the feedback.
The conditions represented by eqs. (6-69) and (6-70) are frequently,
but not always, satisfied. For example, see fig. 6-13. However, for many
practical situations, the method is successful. It was devised and
applied to fast-breeder reactors by Storrer (1960), and a summary is
reproduced in the book by Keepin (1965).
Finally, consider the method of sketching magnitude plots for yes)
when the magnitudes for G(s) and H(, ) are known (see fig. 6-17). At the
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crossing of the magnitude curves for G and I / H, the Nyquist plot for
GH crosses the unit circle in the GH-plane. If Y(s) is a minimum-phase
system, its phase can be inferred from its magnitude plot.
For example, suppose the magnitude curve for Y changes its slope
from 0 to - 1 at the crossover point. If Y represents a minimum-phase
system, its phase goes from 0' to - 90' . If the slope changes from I to
- 2, or 0 to - 3, the net phase variation is - 270°.
Instability arises when the complex number I + GUw)HUw) goes
through zero. This is accompanied by a sudden phase change, which is
reflected in the phase of Y U",). Therefore, a large change of slope in the
magnitude curve for Y that occurs at the crossing of G and I /H is
associated with instability. A useful rule of thumb for minimum-phase
systems may be stated as follows: If the net change of slope in the
magnitude curve for Y(s) at the crossover point (magnitude ofG equals
magnitude of 1/ H) is zero or -1, the system is stable. If the net change
of slope is - 3, - 4, etc., the system is unsta ble. If the net change is - 2,
further investiga tion is necessary.
There are many other varieties of stability tests based on representations of the frequency response. The reader may consult the texts cited
at the beginning of sec. 6- I.
6-5. The Root-Locus Method
In the root-locus method, the roots of the characteristic equa tion are
investigated by determining how these roots change position in the
s-plane as a parameter (usually the gain K) is varied. A stable linear
system becomes unstable when a root (or pair of roots) crosses the
imaginary axis and enters the right half-plane. This may be contrasted
with the Nyquist m ethod, in which the open-loop transfer function is
studied as a function of position along the imaginary axis in the s-plane.
The root-locus method as used in control-system stability analysis
was developed by Evans (1950, I 954t who also contrived a mechanical
device to aid in the graphical construction of root-locus plots. A basic
ingredient of the method is the classical idea of equiphase plots in the
theory of complex variables : given a function of a complex variable F(s),
lines may be constructed in the s-plane along which the phase of F(s) is
a constant. The meth od is not restricted to rati onal functions (ratios of
polynomials).
We write eq. (6-48), the denominator of the system transfer function
y(s), as
I(s)

~

1

+

G(s)H(s)

~

I

+ KF(s),

(6-71 )

where K is real. The roots of the characteristic equation are the roots of
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F(s) = -11K.
Consequently, the root locus is the 1800 equiphase line of F(s) for
positive K and the zero equiphase line for negative K. We proceed to
enumerate several rules for construction of the root locus for F(s)a ratio
of polynomials such that F(s) ~ 0 as lsi ~ 00 (corresponding to a
physically realizable open-loop transfer function).
Suppose the open-loop transfer function is
(s - rtl(s - 1'2)'" (s - 1',) , (6-72)
(s - Pl)(S - P2)'" (s - Pmh)

G(s)H(s) = KF(s) = K

where 111 and 11 are positive integers. The roots ri and Pi are assumed to be
real or to occur in conjugate pairs. Note first that
lim G(s)H(s) = 0

(6-73)

K-O

except for s

--+

Pi' The characteristic equation

(6-74)

G(s)H(s) = -I
cannot be satisfied for K

--+

0 unless s

--+

Pi' which leads to:

Rule l. As K ~ 0, the locus coincides with the poles of the open-loop
transfer function.
Next, note that
lim G(s)H(s) =

(6-75)

00

K-oo

unless s

for K

--+ rj

~

+

or s

00

--+ 00 .

The characteristic equation cannot be satisfied

unless F(s)

~

0, which leads to:

Rule 2. As K ~ + 00, the locus approaches the zeros of the open-loop
transfer function, including the m zeros at infinity.
Now consider the phase (the argument) of G(s)H(s). From eqs. (6-72)
and (6-74),

L

m+n

i= 1

i='" 1

/I

arg [G(s)H(s)] = arg (K)
= (2k

+

+

arg (s - 1',) -

L

arg (s - P,)
(6-76)

I)",

where k is an integer. For K > 0, the phase of K is zero. We have

L arg (s i= 1

L arg (s -

III +11

II

r,) -

p,) = (2k

+ 1)".

(6-77)

i= 1

On the real axis to the right of all roots and poles, the phases of all
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factors arising from roots and poles on the real axis are zero. On the
real axis the phases from conjugate pairs always add to zero. The lefthand side of eg. (6-77) is zero and the equation cannot be satisfied for
any k.
On the real axis to the left of one root or pole (the algebraically
largest of the I'i and Pi)' the left-hand side of eg. (6-77) is +n and the
equation can be satisfied. Since arg (K) = n for K < 0, these considerations lead to;
Rule 3. For positive (negative) K , the locus contains the real axis to the
left (right) of an odd number of point> s = I'i and s = Pi'

Next, consider the behavior as

151-+ 00 . From eg. (6-72),

G(5)H(5) ::: K / s"'.

On the locus,
5 =

s"'~

- K. Let

Islefll •

and for K > 0,
_K =

K ei( 2k+

l)n,

We find

e = 2k + 1 n,
III

K > O.

(6-78)

For K < 0, let

whence

o=

2kn/ lIl,

K < O.

(6-79)

As K -+ + 00 , the locus is asymptotic to III straight lines radiating at the
angles given by eq. (6-78) or (6-79).
If the system had no zeros and one pole of order III at 5 = B, the
eguation for the root locus would be
K
(5 _ B)"'

= - 1.

(6-80)

This represents 111 straight lines radiating from the point 5 = B. Comparing eqs. (6-72) and (6-80) and retaining only first-order terms, we find

Lp '. - L/,',
B -,

(6-81)

III

correct to first order. Calling eg. (6-80) the asymptotic locus, we ,have;
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RlIle 4. The asymptotic locus for large s consists of 111 straight lines
radiating from a point s = B = (L.Pi - L.r,}/ m on the real axis, at
angles G = (2k + l)n/m for K > 0 and G = 2kn/m for K < O.
Symmetry about the real axis is assured because the replacement
OJ --). - OJ in s = (J + jw is equivalent to s --+ s* and because
P(s*) = P*(s) for a polynomial with real coefficients.
Following these rules, the root locus for many cases can be quickly
sketched and the stability determined from the location of the roots.
The magnitude of the gain at any point on the locus may be determined
graphically from

IKI = Is ~ pills - P21 ;. ·Is - p,,:+-<I,
Is - ,dis - " .. ·Is - '"I
where, for example, Is - p,j is the distance from

(6-82)

the pole at Pi to the

point in question.

The method has a unique advantage in that the root locus displays
the presence or absence of oscillations for various values of K. The onset
of oscillation is the point where the locus departs from the real axis
(double root of the characteristic equation). To study this further, let
S =

(J

+ jw and

write

K(O' - r l +jw)(O'-r,+jw) ... =-1.
(0' - PI + jw)(O' - p, + jw) .. .

Each factor may be written as, for example,
(J - ri

+ jw

rJ ('1 +

«(J -

=

,

< 0'

Near the real axis (w

-

jw
(J -

ri, etc.) we have, correct to the first order

•

III OJ,

K

).
rj

(1

1

rl)((J - r,) ... [
.
1+
JW
+ (J-r, +
(O'-pIl(O'-p,)...
O'-r l
(0' -

1
0' -

-

PI

(J -

pz

-

...) ] =

-1.

Since both sides of this equation must be real, we have either
(on the real axis) or else

(J -

rl

(6-83)

OJ

= 0

(J-1"2

1

----''-- +
(J

-

PI

(J -

P2

+ ... +

1
- --=--(J -

Pm+tr

(6-84)
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Eq. (6-84) may be solved for a, the rea l roots ad givi ng the locations of the
departure pa in ts.
A useful rule is that the locus a lways departs from the real axis a t
right angles. This may be proved by retaining second-order terms in
eq. (6-83) and then no ting that the derivative IIw/lia becomes infinite as
s -+ ad from a point off the real axis.
When the open-loop transfer function has complex po les, it is helpful
to compute the angle at which the locus emerges from such a pole. This
may be accomplished by using eq. (6-76). F or example,
arg (s - P,) = arg (K)

+

L" arg (s j:

r;)

1

+ /I

- L arg (s III

p;) - (2k

+

1)11:

i= 2

and
lim arg (s - p,) = arg (K)

"

+~

arg (P , - r;)

f;;-t

S- Pl

+ II

- L arg
III

(P, - p;) - (2k

+

1)11: . (6-85)

i= 2

The angle of emergence from P, is therefore expressed in terms of the
angles to P, from every other pole a nd zero.
A few apparent am biguities not resolved by these rules will occasionally arise. We will encounter some later in the applications to reactor
systems. As we shall see, these questions a re usua lly answered by
consideration of limiting cases.

Example /. Gi ven the open-l oop transfer fun ction of eq. (6-17),
K

G(s)H(s) = s(s

+ o)(s + b)'

where 0 and b are real and positive (take a < h). The locus begins at the
real poles at 0, - a, and - b, a nd terminates at infinity. For K > 0 the
locus contains the real axis from 0 to - a and from - b to - (/). Since
m = 3, there are three asymptotes. By eq. (6-78), = 11:/3, 11:, and
511:/ 3. By eq. (6-81), the three asymptotes radiate from the point
s = B = -(0 + h)/3.
The root locus for a = 1, b = 2 is shown in fig. 6-32. For K -< 0, the

e
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K

s(s+I){s+2)

K>O

-2

-I

w

K<O

Fig. 6*32. Root locus for example 1.

asymptotes are at 21[/3, 41[/3, and 2" (zero). Arrows conventionally
indicate the direction of increasing magnitude of K.
As shown by the Routh criterion (sec. 6-2), this system becomes unstable at K = ab(a + b) = 6 with a critical frequency w = .)(ab) = ')2.
This value of K is easily verified from the root locus by means of
eq. (6-82). The departure point for positive K is u" = - 0.423, K = 0.384.
This value of K may also be verified graphically using eg. (6-82). The

system is unstable for all negative K, as shown by the positive real root.
Example 2. From eg. (6-22),
K
G(S)H(5) = (s _ 1)(5

+

2)

The locus begins at the poles at + I and - 2 and terminates at infinity_
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w
K
(5-1)(5+2)

PO
-2

w

K<O

Fig. 6-33. Roo t locus for example 2.

The locus for positive K contains the real ax is between th e two poles.

From eq. (6-78) for In = 2, 0= n/2 a nd 3n/2. From eg. (6-81),
B = ( I - 2)f2 =
The locus is shown in fi g. 6-33. The system is
stable for K > 2.
The equation of the locus in the G, (j) plane is easily derived for the
general case of two poles and no zeros. The locus always consists of two

- to

perpendicular stra ight lines, and the deparlure point is midway

between the poles.
Example 3. From eq. (6-24),
G(s)H (s)

= K(s + a),
s(s - b)

where {/ and b are positive. The locus begins at s = 0 and s = b and
terminates at s = - a and infinity. For K > 0, the locus contains the
real axis from 0 to b and from - a to - 00. By eq. (6-78) with m = 1,
= n. The system is stable for K > h. See fig. 6-34.
As wi th the previo us example, it is not difficult to derive the equation
fo r the locus in the G, (j) plane. Whcn the ze ro is not between two real
poles, the locus consists of the real axis together with a circle whose
center is at the zero location.

o
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K{s+a)

w

sIs b)

K>O

b

- 0

w

K<O

Fig. 6-34. Root locus for example 3.

..

Example 4. From eg. (6-26),
G(s)H(s)

=

K(5 - a)
s(s + b)

The locus is shown in fig. 6-35. The system is stab le for - b < K < O.
Example 5. From eg. (6-28),

K

G(s)H(s)

= (5 _

l)(s

+

2)(5

+

a)

As shown by the Routh criterion, stability is possible o nly for (1 > 2.
Ro ot-loc us plots for (1 = 0.5 and a = 5 are shown in fig. 6-36 for
positive K . The locus never leaves the right half-plane for small (1. It is
easily shown that the deparlure point is at the origin for rx = 2.
Example 6. We conclude this section with an additional example to
illustra te complex poles. Suppose
G()H()

s

s = s(s

+

K(s+ 2)
3)(8'

+

2.'

+

2) '
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K(s - o)

s{s+b)

K>O

-b

a

w
K<O

Fig. 6-35. Root locus fOl: exa mple 4.

The locus begins at the poles (0, - 3, and - I + j) and terminates at - 2
and infinity. The locus for K > 0 contains the real-axis segments from
oto - 2 and - 3 to - 00 . Since III = 3, there is a segment from the upper
pole to an asymptote at 60' (8 = - 1). Call this pole PI and apply
eq . (6-85). The angles are then (poles labeled in clockwise order) :
arg (P I - 1"1) = 45' ;
arg (PI - p, ) = 135' ;
arg (PI - P3) = 90' ;
arg (PI - P4) = 26.5'.
With the convenient choice" = - I, we find
lim arg (s - Prl = - 206.5'

+

180' = - 26.5'.

s ..... P1

The rootloclls for K > 0 is shown in fig. 6-37.
The student should verify that the critical gain is 7.03 at a frequency
w = 1.614. Since the asymptote crosses the imaginary axis at
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K

w

{s-I)(5 +2}( s+(()

a: " 0.5

-2

-1/2

w

-5

-2

Fig. 6-36. Root-loc us plots (K > 0) for example 5.

tan- 1 60" ~ 1. 732, the locus must cross the asymptote before enterin!
the right half-plane.
This completes the introduction to methods of linear stabilit)
analysis. We are now in a position to study the stability of a largE
number of nuclear reactor models.

6-6. Stability of Simple Reactor Systems
In this section we apply the methods of linear stability analysis to a
variety of simple reactor models. The purpose is to study the effect of
using different approximations for the zero-power reactor transfer
function with (I) a single reactivity feedback following Newton 's law of
coolin!L,a nd (2) ~'Z:.e!!!h.!:eedback ~iDl1::..patl~1sIiiCte.Rel1.S!.ent
frequency (constant power coefficient of reactivity).

- ----

or
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w
K{s+2)
S{S+3)(S2+2s+2)

-2

-3

-I

u

Fig. 6· 37. Roo t locus for a system with complex open-l oo p poles.

For the first case, use the effecti ve-lifet ime model, eq. (3-6 1),

.--

-

~

(6-86)

G(s) = /loI.C's,

with eq. (5-76) for the feedback
H (s) =

aKa

s

+y

,

n
ro/,.:
--::;" I

(6-87)

where rt is th e negative of the temperature coefficient of reac tivity, K o
is the reci proca l heat capaci ty ,2 and y is the reciproca l time constant

for heat loss. Of course, this feedback could arise from some physical
effect other than temperature, provided the constants are properl y
interpreted.
We have
1

+

G(s) H (s) = 1

aK 0110
+ t's(s + yf

(6-88)

Recall that the same fo rm fo r G(s) is a lso used for a reactor with no
delayed neutrons; compare eqs . (3-61) and (3-63). We choose to use
the effective lifetime C' = f!j). in what follows. Eq . (6-88) becomes

1 + G(s)H(s) = I

+

(K2

ss

+ )'

)'

(6-89)

2. We use a subscript here so thaI the symbol K may be reserved for a different !peanin g.
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where K = aK ol/ o/ fl.
The characteristic equation is

=

D(s)

v

52

+ ys +

K )'

= O.

(6-9(

This system is stable if y > 0 and K). > O. Because the only physic,
parameter that could have either ~ is a, the system is sta ble provide,
a > 0 (negati ve temperature coeffi cient). Nyq uist and root-locus plot
a re sketched in fig. 6-38. Oscillations occur for K J. > y2/4, whic;
suggests that too large a negative react ivity feedback may not always b
desirable. ~

--1m

K >0

-0.-+---..

-<D

Re

-t (Xl

+0Lj.~/

w

w

K<O

PO

-y

Fig. 6-38. Nyq uist and root -locus plols for the effect ive-lifet ime model with one reactivity
feedback.

Note the special case y

--+

O. This is the "'constant power removal "

model (see sec. 5-4). The open-l oop system has a double pole at the
origin, and the closed-loop system is critical at all power levels. The
characteristic equation is
S2 =

-

Kl = - aKono/l".
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[his is the orig in of the term "reactor natural frequency" used by many
",Hhors and given by the formul a

(6-9 1)
For the second case, we introduce delayed neutrons by using the
prompk.iJ,u.uP-lillPrQxima tion, From eq. (3-59),
~
/""""
(

G(s)

=~ps+ A)

P~I _. ~ :'~L

(6-92)

"'--

With eq . (6-87), we have
I

+ G(s)H(s) =

I

+ a~o~o(s + /)
ss+ y

= aKollo/P, we have
K(s + A)
I + G(s)H(s) = I + (
).

Again using K

ss

+y

(6-93)

The characteristic equation is

D(s) = s'

+ (K +

y)s

+

K). = O.

(6-94)

This system is stable if K + Y > 0 and K A > O. Again, the only
physical parameter that can change sign is a. The system is stable for
a > 0 (Ki. > 0) because the condition K + Y > 0 is a utomatically
satisfied in that case. Nyquist and root-locus plots are shown in figs. 6-39
and 6-40.
The addition of delayed neutrons has not changed the range of
sta bility, but there are other important differen ces. For example, it is
more difficult to make th is system oscillate, and, as seen most readi ly
from the root-locus plo ts, it will not oscillate for a ny K if l' > A.
We note for future reference the effect of delayed neutrons on the
characteristic equations. Eg. (6-94) reduces 10 eq. (6-90) in the limit
K ~ 0 but with KA nonze ro. This implies A ~ 00. The physical
meaning is that eq. (6-90) is valid only for lsi <;t A, which is of course the
range in which the effecti ve-lifetime model and the prompt-jump
a pproximation are eq ui va lent (see fig. 3-8). This is reflected in the fact
that the open-loop transfer functions in eqs. (6-89) and (6-93) are
equivalent for lsi <;t J..
This means that the simplest real istic procedure for stu dy ing the
effect of delayed neutro ns on stability is to use the one-group promptjump approximation and to compare it with its limit for lsi <;t ) •• One is
then comparing two systems whose 10w-freCJ.Llency behaviors are the
~ . Compare, for example, the root-locus plots in figs. 6-38 and 6-39.'
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1m

y<k
K>O

-O.-/-___.

-ID
+ID

w

w

y<k

y<k

K>O

K< 0

-

R,

Fig. 6-39. Nyquist ,md root-locus plots for the prompt-jump model with one reactivity

feedback (y < }.).

This is certainly more real istic than using eg. (3-57), which contains

the neutron generation time, a nd then studying the effect of P-> 0 ; this
compares two models that coincide only for very high frequencies
p Pit, completely obscuring important phenomena in the low-

lsi

frequency range.
Indeed, one can asse rt that eq. (6-93) and figs. 6-39 and 6-40 represent
the simplest realistic model of a nuclear reactor with both delayed
neutrons and reac tivity feedback. This will be made particularly clear
by the next example.
The second-order zero-power transfer function (onLgroup 01
ielayed neutrons), as given by eg. (3-58), is

~W =

\2.l

/lots

~

(6-95)

+ PIt)

--------

ts(s
--,

Recall that the pole is really at s = - (.l

+ Pit), but that ).

<f [fit.
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Im

y>'
K>O

-0

-<D
+<D

Re

+0

w

w

y>'
K>O

y>'
K<O
-1

-y

-y

-.

Fig. 6·40. Nyquist and roo t-locus plo ts for the pro mpt-j ump model with one reactivity
feed back (y > ).).

With eg. (6-87), we have
G

(X K OIlO(S + ).)
(s )H(s ) ~ ts(s + y)(s + pit)

For the moment, use K '

G(s )H(s) ~
s(s

~

(6-96)

(XKollol f and write

K '(s + l )
y)(s + Pit)

(6-97)

+

The characteristic equatio n is

D(s) ~
In term s of K

~

S3

+ (y + Plt )s' + (K ' + YPlt)s + K 'A

(XKollollJ

~

K t l ll, this may be written as

+

(I

+

D(s ) ~ (t lll) s3

yOPJ s'

+

(K

+

y)s

+

~

O. (6-98)

Ki, ~ O. (6-99)

The relation to eg. (6-94) in the limit { - 0 is now clear. More properly,
this limit is lsi q Pit and y q Pit.

,
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The Routh array for eg. (6-99) is

till
1 + yCIP

+y

K

K}

--'.
'C
}.t--:
'K + y - _
-;cK

o

fI + yt

K)'

The condition K}, > 0 is fam iliar, corresponding to " > 0 as in the
previous examples. The second-last Routh number yields

K(y - }. + 111C) + y(y + Pit ) > o.

(6-100)

The system will be stable for all positive K unless ). > Y + flit, which is
physically unrealistic. Actually, if we had retained the proper factor
s + ). + Pit in G(s), even this unrealistic possibility would not appear.
The root locus cannot enter the right ha lf-plane because the zero at - ).
is always to the right of a pole at - (.i + PIt). The system therefore has
the same stability properties as the prompt-jump model.
MUltiplying eg. (6-100) by t and letting t ~ 0 yields K + Y > 0,
exactly as in the prompt-jump model. The rela tion between the secondorder model and the prompt-jump model is ill ustrated by the Nyquist
plots of fig. 6-41 a nd the root-locus plots of figs. 6-42 and 6-43. Comparison of these root-locus plots with those in figs. 6-39 and 6-40 is instructi ve. Because t is sma ll, the pole at - flit has very little effect on the
1m

1m

y<I.

R.
PJ

2nd
:
ORDER -- , _ PJ

R.

"

Fig. 6-41 . Comparison of Nyquist plot s for prompt -jump model and second-order model
with one reactivity feedback.
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w

y<X
K>O

Fig. 6-42. Root -locus plot for the second-order model with onc reactivity feedback (j' < J. ).
w

y>X
K >0

-f3/.e

-y ->..

Fig. 6-43. Rool-iocus plot for the second-order model wi th one react ivity feedback (y > ).).

low-freq uency behavior. The plots for the prompt-jump model are
essentially magnified views of that portion of the s-plane where the
physically significant phenomena are represented.
It must not be forgotten that these examples have only o ne group of
jelayed neutrons. The student should investigate, at least qualitatively,
the efrect of several groups (for example, sketch a root locus).
Return now to the effec tiye-li[~ model, eq. (3-61) or (6-86), but
ldd a second feedback 100[1 in paralll<l:
,
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H (s) =

Ii:

+

aKo
s

,

(6-IC

+ y

where /( represents a constant power coefficient of reactivity arisiJ
from some unspecified phenomenon, The block diagram is shown
fig, 6-44, The feedback represented by K is understood to be sor
process wh ose characteristic time is short compared to all oth er til'

constants in the system. We shall refer LO this model as "one feedba.
regi on plus a power coet"TIcient. "
+

G (51

-

K

.$.&..
s+y

Fig. 6-44. Block diagram for the re.tctor model with one feedback reg ion plus a
coefficient.

PO\1

We have
G(s)H(s) =

"? (K +

ts

a.Ko).

s

+

y

Using t' = (Jj)., we may write
G(s)H(s) =

~s (A+

s

B ),

+ y

where

B

A = KIIO/ (J,

= aK ollo/(J,

(6-10

We find
G(s) H(s) = J.A s

+y+
s(s

BIA

(6-10.

+ y)

The characteristic equation is
D(s)

=

S2

+

(y

+

AA)s

+

A(yA

+

B)

= o.

(6-JO.

The system is stable if
A > -YI J.

(6-10

B > - l'A,

(6-101

and
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The parameter space is shown in fig. 6-45. The line A = - yj}. is the
dynamic stability boundary, and the line B = - yA is the static stability
boundary. This latter boundary has an important physical meaning in
that the static power coefficient of reactivity

H(O) = /(

+ aKolY

(6-107)

vanishes on the static stability boundary. As we shall see, H(O) > 0 is a
necessary condition for stability with any of the various G(s) representing reactors.
B
A=-y/)'
(DYNAMIC)

INCREASING

"n?'-,
,

STABLE

A
B=-yA
(STATiC)

Fig. 6·45. Parameter space for a reactor with one feedback region plus a power coefficient
(effective-lifetime model).

Note several features of this parameter space. By the definitions in
eq. (6- 102) together with our sign convention, both feedbacks are
negative in the first quadrant. Further, a vertical line represents fix ed
/(, and a horizontal line fixed aKo for constant "0. Since Al B is independent of "0' increasing the power level with other parameters fixed is
equivalent to moving outward on a radial line. One such line is shown
in fig. 6-45, and the critical power II, is designated. We say that the
portion of the second quadrant defined by A < 0, B > - yA is a region
or conditional stability, while the region A> 0, B > - yA is unconditionally stable.
Since the parameter )A plays the role of the gain in eq. (6-103), the
second quadrant represen ts systems with negative gain. The open-loop
transfer function has a zero at s = - y - B/ A. Since in the region of
conditional stability we have BIA < -y, the zero is in the right halfplane. The root locus for this negative-gain nonminimum-phase ~ys tem
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w

-y

-y-.]..
A

Fig. 6-46. Root locus sho wing conditional stability (one feedback region plus a power

coefficient; effective-li fet ime model).

is shown in fig. 6-46. We shall see that many of the interesting reactor
systems are of this type.
The student should construct the other five root- locus plots that
represent the rest of the poss ible cases for this example. It is also
instructive to find the oscillation boundary in the A, B plane (locus of
points for which the characteristic equati on has two equal real roots).
This is easily done for a quadratic characteristic equation, so that all the
possible cases in the A, B plane (stable, unstable; oscillatory, non-

oscillatory) may be correlated with points on ro ot-locus plots. For
exam ple, a point on the oscillation boundary corresponds to a depar-

ture point of a root locus. The student will a lso find it helpful to sketch
the Nyquist plots for the various cases.
We now introduce delayed n~rolls by using eq. (6-92) for G(s).
We find
G(s) H(s)

=

110(.1

+ ),)

fJs

(K + saKo).
+y

Usi ng eq. (6-102) to define A and B, we have
G(s)H(s)

=

A(s

+

I. )(S + ./ + BI A)
s(s + y)

(6-1 08)

The characteristic equation is
D(s) = (I

+ A)s' + (), + ,lA + yA + B)s + i.(y A + B) =

O.
(6-109)

The system is sta ble if all coefficients in eq. (6-1 09) are positive:
(6-110)

A > - I,
B > - (.-l

+

B > -V A.

r) A - y,

(6-111)
(6- 112)
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However, according to the Routh criterion, the system represented
by eq. (6-1 09) is stable ifall coefficients have the sa me sign (positi ve or
negative). This 1V0 uid imply stability, not only as sta ted by eqs. (6- 110)
thro ug h (6 - 112), but also with these three in equa li ties reversed. This is

physicall y unreasonable, particularly because the static power coefficient would have the wrong sign.

T his pitfall of the prompt-jump a pproximation arises because the
open-l oop transfer function in eq. (6-108) does not vanish as s -> 00 .
A t least one of the two functions G or H shou ld vanish for large s.
Later, in sec. 6-8, lVe put things right by giving each of the two regions its
own time constant. For the moment, however, we shall press into
service the pole of G(s) at s - - f!lt.
By using the second-order model of eq, (6-95)...together with the
feedback of eq. (6- 101), and retaining A and E as defined by eq. (6- 102),
one obtains the characteristic eq uation

+ (I + A + l'tl fl)s2
+ J.A + yA + E) s + }.(yA +

D(s) = (tl f!)s'

+

(y

E) =

o.

~

(6-113)

The Routh criteri on may now be used to find stability boundaries in the
A, E plane. The dynamic stability boundary is a hyperbola that
degenerates to its stra ight-line asymptotes in the limit t -> 0, yielding
stability req uirements that are identical wit h eqs. (6-11 0) through (6- 11 2).
One might be tempted to take the limit t -> 0 in eq. (6-113), thus
reproducing eg. (6-109). More properly, the leading term shou ld be
retained, if on ly as a reminder that positive (not negative) coefficients
in eg. (6-1 09) correspond to a stable system.
The consequences of egs. (6-110) through (6-112) may now be explored
in terms of stable regions in the A, E plane. There are three stability
boundaries:
A = - I,
E = - (i

+

i')A - y,

B = - yA.

The last t IVO a re the dynamic and sta tic stability boundaries respectively,
a nd they co incide at the point A = - yl), E = y'1}" This is a lso the
poin t where dynamic and static boundaries for the effecti ve-liretime
model coinc ide in fig. 6-45. This is not surprising, since the characteristic
equations for both the effective-lifetime and prompt-jump models,
eqs. (6- 104) and (6-1 09), have double roots s = 0 at th is poin t.
Consider first the case y < }" shown in fig. 6-47. The stability
boundary A = - 1 lies to the left of the boundary A = - yjJ. (the
dashed line) that we fou nd fo r the effective-lifetime model. ComI?aring
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hgs. 6-45 and 6-47, we see that the stable region has been enlarged by
delayed neutrons. The rela tion between the two reactor models may be
clarified by comparing eqs. (6-104) and (6-109). The latter reduces to the
former when A and B are small, provided the products J.A and )J3 are
not regarded as small.

STABLE

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

A
B= -yA
(STATIC)

I
8=-(X+yJ A-y
(DYNAMIC)

Fig. 6-47. Pa ra meter space for a reactor with Olle feedback region plus a power coefficient
(prompt-jump model, 'I < ..l.).

The case y > l is rather different, as shown in fig. 6-48. The boundary
A = - I lies to the right of the line A = -y/).. Comparison of figs. 6-45
and 6-48 reveals that the stable region is smaller with delayed neutrons
than with the effective-lifetime model. The area enclosed by abed in
fig. 6-48 is destabilized by the addition of delayed neutrons.
This example illustrates an extremely important point. Stability
studies made by neglecting delayed neutrons in order to have a simpler
system to analyze may be highly misleading. One might be tempted to
leave out delayed neutrons on the intuitive basis that they should
always help stability, a nd then attempt to approximate reality by using
the effective lifetime. In our example this procedure is safe only for
}' < ..t.
We sha ll see in sec. 6-8 that this example is only a special case of a
more general tw o-region reactor model, so that this behavior is not
caused by the presence of a constant power coefficient. Nor is this a
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B

A

B- -yA
tSTATIC)

B= - IX+y)A-y
(DYNAMIC)

Fig. 6-48. Parameter space for a reactor with one feed back region plus a power coefficient
(prompt-jump model. y > i.; area abed is destabilized by delilyed neutrons ).

peculiarity of the prompt-jump approximation, as may be seen by

comparing Ihe Nyquist plots shown in fig. 6-49, where the stable system
is the effective-lifetime model of eq. (6- !O3) and the unstable system is
the second-order model of eq. (6-95) with the same feedback and with
y > X These two curves are for the same power level 110' chosen to lie
within the area abed of fig. 6-4S. When y > A, the zero at s = - A has
a chance to be effective at low frequency, hence the destabilizing effect
of the delayed neutrons. (The parameters in fig. 6-49 are A = O.OS sec - I,
y = 0. 10 sec - ' , and BIA = -0. 11, with flit sufficiently large tha t its
effect is completely isolated. The gain is adj usted so thai the two transfer
funct ions a re identical in the limit of zero freq uency.)
Finally, ano ther viewpoint is provided by the root locus shown in
fig. 6-50. The large loop is not quite a ci rcle unless one of the ze ros is
made to coincide with a neighboring pole. As t -+ 0, the pole recedes
to - 00 and the circle becomes infinite. As the magnitude of the negative
gain increases, the locus approaches - 00 and reappears from + 00 .
The transition occurs at the critical gain A = - 1, as seen by eq. (6-1 OS)
and as ex pected from fig. 6-4S.
A careful analysis of anot her destabilizing effect of delayed neut rons
(improved stabi lity as fl -+ 0) appears in a paper by Smets (1 966).
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SECOND ORDER

no(s+Al
{3s

/11.£

)

s +f1 /.2 H (s

""
w""y_
X/

y

Re
EFFEC T IVE
LIFE TIME

;:AH(S)

Fig. 6-49. Compa ri son of Nyq uist plots showing destab ili zing effect ordelayed neutrons.

w

-f3/L

,

B

-y-A

Fig. 6-50. Root locus for a react or with one feed back regi on plus a power coefHcient.
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The q uest ion is fu rther discussed by Tan (1969a, 1969b) and by Smets
(1969). Theconcl usion is drawn that delayed neut rons will not necessarily
increase the critical power and the damping of natural oscillations unless
the feedback is a low-pass phase-lagging system. As we shall see, many
of the interesting cases in the two-region reactor model do not have that
type of feedback.

6-7. Two-Path Feedback: Effective-Lifetime Model
The point-reactor model with two reactivity feedbacks, each feedback
having its own time constant (see fig. 6-51), has been the subject of
much attention. Nonlinear examples without delayed neutrons have
been st udied by Ergen, Lipkin, and Nohel (1957), Gyftopoulos (196 I),
Lellouche (1966), and Shotkin (1963, 1964a). A detailed analysis of the
linear system without delayed neutrons was made by Agresta (1961).
Studies of linear stability with delayed neut rons a re reported by Miida
and Suda (1961), Schultz (1961), Skinner a nd Hetrick (1958), and
Weaver (1963). Several other special examples are cited in later sections
of this chapter and in chapter 7.
+

G (5)

-

A,
S+YI

A,
S

+ Yz

Fig. 6-5 1. Block diagram for a rcaclOr with two-pa th feedback .

At first glance, the system of fig. 6-51 appears to be a very specia l case
in that the two feedbacks a re completely independent of each other.
Act ua lly, this decoupled system serves to represent infinitely many
co upled systems, as wi ll now be described.
Suppose we have two reg ions, each characterized by a space-average
temperature. Let

dT,
= b , (11 - " 0 )
dt

-

-

" ,( '1; - T,) - " , '1;

and

(6-11 4)

dT,
- 1- = b, (11 (/

11 0)

+

h3(T, - T,) - h4 0.,

,
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where the hi are reciprocal time constants for heat tran sfer. The terms
bin represen t a split of th e tota l power 11 between the two regions, and
no is the total power at equilibrium. Each temperature is incremental,
representing the temperature differe nce between operating and equili-

brium states in each region. The terms - h, (T, - T,) and h,( T, - T2)
represent a balance for heat transfe r between regions; the coefficients

a re unequal because eq. (6-114) represents rates of temperature change
and not rates of heat flow . The terms - h2T, a nd -h 4 T, represent heat
loss from eac h regio n to constant-temperature reservo irs. The st udent

should der ive these equatio ns, starting with total heat generation rates
and actual temperatures (including the reservoirs), calculating the

equilibrium relations, and introducing the incremental variables.
Analogous equations co uld represent physical phenomena other than
heat fl ow and temperature feedback. For simplicity we shall refer to two
temperatures in what foll ows. Eq. (6-114) is coupled to the ucutrun
dynamics by
(6-115)
where

and (xz represent the negati ves of tem pera ture coefficients of
reactivity and where Po = Oat the equilibrium state 11 = 110 , TI = Tz = o.
IX I

Eqs. (6-114) and (6-115) may be transformed into a decoupled, or
ca nonical, system for which

(6-116)

dT,'
dc

(

= K , 11 -

110) -

T'
y, "

and

P = Po -

(X I ' T,I ' -

'
(X2 'T2·

(6-117)

This is most easily accomplished by seeking a similarity transformat ion
that diagonalizes the matrix of heat tra nsfer coefficients (Ergen, Lipkin,
and Nohel 1957; Lell o uche, 1966). In Ollr tw o-regi on example, the
matrix of coefficients is

and it s eigenvalues are Yl and }'z. The student can dem onstrate th a t the
eigenvalues are posi tive and real if the hi are pos itive and real.
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A convenient transformation matrix is 3

where

1', ~ (h, + ", -

y;)!""

(i

~

1, 2).

The canonical variables are

From eqs. (6-114) through (6-117) we find

The in verse relations are

T,

b,

, -_

b

K , - K,
1'1 -

f2

We may now work with the decoupled system of eqs. (6-J 16) and
(6-117). We set Po ~ Oand use

(6-118)
As indica ted by fig. 6-51 , the feedback is

H (s) ~ ----,-A-,-,_ + _A-,-,_
s + y,
s + y,

(6-119)

3. We assume that the ma trix of coefficients is nonsingular and that its eigenva lues are
distinct.
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This may be written as

+

H (s) = (A,

Az)s

(, +

+

+

A 1}'Z

y d( s

AZ }' l

+ 1',)

or

+ A2)(s + ~),
(s + J',)(s + 1',)

H(, ) = (A,

(6-120)

where
~=

A 1)'2

+ AZYI

+

A,

(6-121)

Az

The feedback has one zero and two poles. The feedback gain may have
either sign, and the zero ma y be in either ha lf-plane, because the
lemperature coefficient of

either region ma y be positi ve or negat ive.

Typical magnitude, phase, and polar pl ots are shown in figs. 6-11
through 6-14.
Using no w the effective-lifeti me model of eq. (3-6 1) or (6-86),
(6- 122)

we have
G(s)H(s) =

s

(
S

KA (S +
)(
+ Yl S

0
+

(6-123)

)'

Yz

where
K = (A

I

+

A2)ll ollJ.

(6-124)

The characteristic equation is
D(s) = s'

+

(y ,

+ Y2)S2 + (r ,Y, + K J. )s + K J.;;

= O.

(6- 125)

From the Rout h criterion, with }' I and 1'2 assu med positive, the system
is stable if
y,Y2+ K J. -

and
KJ.~

> O.

KJ.~

1' ,

+ 1'2

>0

(6-126)

(6-127)

The fi rst of these conditions yields the dynamic stability boundary, a nd
the second the sta tic stabilit y boundary. It is seen from eqs. (6-120) and
(6-124) that the second sta bilit y condition corresponds to H(O) > O.
It may be written as
(6-128)
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Using eqs. (6-121) and (6-124), we may write the first stability
condition as
(6-129)
The system will be unconditionally stable (stable at all power levels "0) if
AIy,

+ A 2Y2 > O.

(6-130)

If eq. (6-128) is satisfied , but not eq. (6-130), we have conditional
stability. The system is stable for 110 < 11" where
11,

= _ !3YIY2(Y' + Y2) .
A(A IYI

+

(6-131)

A2l'2)

It is convenient to introduce the parameters

(6-132)

Y = A2110/!3·

The dynamic stability boundary becomes
YIX + Y2Y

= -Y IY' (YI + y,)/J..

(6-133)

y
),;X+Yzy=-x Yt(X+)2)/X
! DYNAMIC)

"-

"",

CONDITIONALLY

STABLE

UNCONDITIONALLY

STABLE

"-

"-

" "-

"-

"-

UNSTABLE

x

"-

"' "- "-

YzX+)fY::O

"-

(STATIC)

"- 'x+y=o
(K=O)

)'jX+)2Y=O

(UN CO NDITIONAL)

Fig. 6-52. Parameter space for a reactor with two-path feedback (effective-lifetime model,
"II > )'2 )'
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The static stability boundary is

y,x + y,y = O.

(6-134)

The locus of points fo r which K = 0 is
(6-135)

x + Y = O.
The unconditional stability boundary is
Y 1X

+

y,y =

o.

(6-136)

These boundaries and the various types of regions are shown in
fig. 6-52 for Yl > y,. Recallin g our sign convention, we see that conditional stabi lity occurs only for positive reactivity feedback in the fa ster
loo p and negative in the slower (the second quadrant). Of course, there
is complete symmetry upon interchange of x with y and subscript I
with 2.
By eqs. (6-121) and (6-132), we have
~

= y,x + Yd '.

(6-137)

x+y

Lines of constant (are straight lines through the origin, and an increase
of powe r level " 0 (with other parameters fixed) corresponds to movi ng
y

DYNAMIC

BOUNDARY

K>O

0>0

INCREASING

no

x
STATIC

BOUNDARY

0'0

Fig. 6~53. Parameter space for a reactor with two-path feedback illustrating two types of

conditional stability.
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ldially outward in the x, y plane. Two such lines in the conditionally
:able re.gion a re shown in fig . 6-53, together with ranges of values for
: and (. Note that the unconditional stability boundary corresponds to

(6-138)
The two types of condi tional sta bil ity illustrated in fig. 6-53 are shown
n fig. 6-54 as root-locus plots. The student should sketch the root locus
or every other possible case, with particular attention to the significance
)feq. (6-138).
We note for future reference that the intersection of the two stability
)oundaries in fig. 6-53 is at the point

(6-139)
The reader may verify that the characteristic equation yields two zero
roots a nd one negative real root s = - (Yl + Y2 ) at this point. This
corresponds to the vanishin g of the two pure imaginary roots as one
approaches this point along the dynamic stability boundary from above.
w

w
K<O
{<o

-Yo

V

-r.

•

\

-{
~

Fig. 6-54 . Root-locus plots illustrating two types of conditional stabi lity.

l
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,

Recall that the units of A, and A , are reactivi ty per unit energy.
The x, y plane may therefo re be regarded as a parameter space of energy
coefficients of reactivity (normalized by the factor 110/(3). Reca ll that
A I/ YI and A2h'2 are static power coefficients of reactivity , hence this
information may be displayed as a parameter space of power coefficients
using the x/y " y/y, plane. This merely cha nges the slopes of the lines,
and the sta tic stabil ity boundary wou ld have a slope of - J.
Another viewpoint is afforded by a different parameter space used by
Shotkin (1963, 1964a), wh o plots y,/y, vs. AriA, = x/yoSuch a graph,
as sho wn in fig. 6-55, includes the effect of va rying y , a nd Y2. Ho wever,
the dynamic sta bility boundary cannot be plotted in this space (a radial
line in fig. 6-53 corresponds to one point in fig. 6-55). Note that y is
assumed positive to exclude any unstab le systems in the first quadrant.
To understand the region Y' /Y 2 < I, we must interchange y , and y, in
fig. 6-53, thus putting the conditionally stab le region into the fourth
quadrant of the x, y pla ne and out of the range of fig. 6-55.
In the next section, we add delayed neutrons to this system and show
that the region of unconditional stability is greatly enla rged. At the same
time, certain nonminimu m phase conditionally stable systems are
desta bilized by the delayed neutron s.

)l1t +)'zY=O

x+y=O (K=O)

Yzx+)jY=o

\..:

4

\
3

I
I

CQNDlTIONALL.:
STABLE

UNSTABLE

I
I
I
I

2
UNCON DIT IONALLY

STABLE

,

UNSTABL.E

1

-3

-2

-I

x/ y

Fig. 6-55. Alternative parameter space fo r a reactor wi th two-p<t th feedback (Silotkin
1964(1).

6-8. Two-Path Feedback: Delayed Neutrons
To study the effect of delayed neutrons, we use the one-group promptjump app roximation , eq. (3-59) or (6-92),

Two-Palh Feedback : Delayed Neutrolls

G(S)

~

lIo(Sf!; ,!)
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(6-140)

The two-path feedback is given by eq. (6-120). We have
G(s )H (s ) ~ K(s + ;, )(s + ~ )
s(s + 7,)(s + y, ),

(6-141 )

where K is given by eq. (6-124) and '; by eq. (6-121). The characteristic
equation is
D(s) ~

S3

+

(1' ,

+

y,

+

+ (Y'Y2

K)S2

+

K'!

+

K~)s

+

K),~ ~ O.

(6-142)

Note that this reduces to eq. (6-125) for lsi "'" A and K small, keeping
the product K ) as is.
Applying the Routh criterion, we find ,hree conditions for stability :
y,

+

y,

+

K > 0,

Y ' Y2+K'! + K~K'!~

(6-143)
y,

K).~+K > O,

+

(6-144)

Y2

(6-145)

> O.

The second of these conditions yields the dynamic stability boundary,
while the third condition, identical to eq. (6-127), yields the familiar
static boundary. Eqs. (6-143) and (6-144) together replace eq. (6-126) of
the effective-lifetime model.
If we introduce the parameters x and y, given by eq. (6-132), the
stability boundaries corresponding to eqs. (6-143) through (6-145) are

+ y + y, + 7, ~ 0,
(A + l', )X' + (2), + y, + y,)xy + (), + y rly'
+ (AY , + 2Y,7, + y/ )x + (A y, +

(6-146)

x

+ l' ,7,(Y, + 7,)

~

0,

2Y,7, + l' ,')y
(6-147)

a nd
Y2X

+ r,y

~

(6-148)

O.

The dynamic stability boundary, eq. (6-147), is a byperbola in the x, y
pla ne. There is a wide variety of cases.
The case shown in fig. 6-56 is for y , ~ 0.05 sec· ', 7, ~ 0.01 sec · ' ,
and 2 ~ 0.10 sec - ' (Meenan and Hetrick 1966). The dynamic stability
boundary of the effective-lifetime model, eq. (6-133), is induded for
comparison, as is the unconditional stability boundary of that m odel
(see fig. 6-52). The dynamic stability boundaries of the two models
"
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DEL . NEUTRONS

EFF. LIFETIME
EO . (6-133)

EO . 16 -14n

0 .05

Ylx+~y=O
EO . 16 - 136)

YrX+y'y-O

STABLE

Ea. 16 -148)

x

Fig. 6-56. Parameter space for a reac tor with two-path feedback and delayed neutro ns

(y,

~

0.05. )"

~

om.!.

~

0. 1).

intersect twice. One of these intersections is on the static stability
boundary, at the point given by eq. (6-139). The stable region is
enlarged by delayed neutro ns, a s indicated by the arrows. In particular,
the region of unconditional stability is greatly increased. A system is
stable at all power levels if one can move outward on a radial line from
the origin without encountering a stability boundary. When delayed
neutrons a re added, the unconditional stability boundary is moved
from the line given by eq. (6- 136) to a line from the origin tangent to the
hyperbola at T.
A radia l line in the space between T and the dashed line K = 0 will
intersect the hyperbola twice. This represents a unique type of system
that is stable at low power, un stable at intermediate power, and again
stable at high power. A Nyquist plot illustrating this possibility for
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1m
11110)

Re

Fig. 6·57. Nyquist plot illustrati ng co nd itio na l stability.

~ =

0.4 is shown in fig. 6-57. A root locus for a similar system is shown
in fig. 6-58.
A condition for this type of behavior may be derived by considering
the asymptotes of the hyperbola. These are
(6-149)
and
y= -

). + Y' x.
).+Yl

).,

+ Y1 Y'

A+Yl

(6-150)

When Yl > Y" eq. (6-149) represents the steeper asymptote. !fit passes
above the origin (). > Yl + y, }, a tangent line from the origin to Tis
possible. Otherwise, a radial line from the origin that is above the line
K = 0 will not meet the hyperbola. To summarize, we may say that the
region of unconditional sta bility extends to a tangent line if2 > Yl + y,
and to the line K = x + y = 0 if), < y 1 + y,. This condition may also
be derived by seeking two crossings of the real axis in the Nyqnist plot,
as in fig. 6-57, or by seeking two crossings of the positive imaginary axis
in a root locus, as in fig. 6-58.
The other type of conditional stability, which occurs more frequently
with this system, is found for K < 0 and ~ < O. The feedback has its
zero in the right half-pla ne. A typical root locus for A > y, > y, is
shown in fig. 6-59.
Now consider the trend as Yl increases. (In plotting the parameter
spaces, we keep y, = 5)" for convenience.} The upper asymptote of the
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w

-x

-~

Fig. 6·58. Root loclIs i1!ustrating conditional stability.
w

-x

,

.

-y -Y.

-~

Fig. 6-59. Roo! locus illustrating conditional stability.
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hyperbola drops below the origin. The first degenerate case appears at
). = 1' 1 (the hyperbola degenerates to its asymptotes when A coincides
with either )'). For 1' 1 > }, > 1'" the curvature of the hyperbola is
reversed, and we ha ve the case shown in fig. 6-60 (1' I = 0.15,1', = 0.03,
J. = 0.10). Delayed neutrons ~gain enlarge the region of stability. The
region of unconditional stability extends to the line K = 0, and all the
conditionally stable cases are nonminimum-phase sys tems.

\

0.2

EFF. LIFETIME
EQ. (6-133)

0.1
DEl. . NEUTRONS
EO (6-141)

"

~

- 0.2"

x

-0./

""""-

"

X+Y+Y,+)f=O/",
EQ . (6-146)

"

"-

"-

"

Fig. 6-60. Parameter space ror a reactor with Iwo-palh reed back and delayed neutrons
b'o ~ 0.15. " ~ 0.Q3, l ~ 0.1).

A root locus for the lalter type of system is shown in fig. 6-61. This
locus ha s two departure points and is si mila r to that in fig. 6-59. However, there isall ambiguity not covered by the rules orsec. 6-5 unless one
actually computes the departure points. This same ordering of poles
and zeros may produce a locus with four departure points, as shown in
fig. 6-62. As mentioned in sec. 6-5, the ambiguity is resolved by studying
limiting cases. As Y1 -+ )., the locus is a circle with radius determined
by
,
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/
,
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-Y,

"

-e

..

p

Fig. 6-6 1. Root locus illustrating cond itional SI<lbilit y.

w

-Y.,

-k -y-

•

-e

Fig. 6-62. Root locus illustra ting conditional stability and four depa rture points.

A, the radius is determined by VI and';. For A close
sufficiently smail, there may be two loops, as seen in

V2 and '; . When V2

--+

to )12. and }'Z
fig. 6-62.
For VI > V2 > )., the curvature of the hype rbola again reve rses.
Eventually, we reach the case where all three stability boundaries
intersect. This occurs when the values of x and y given by eq . (6-139) are
also solutions of eq. (6-146), which is possible if

1

1

A

VI

- = -

I
+-.
V2

(6-151)
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However, before this point is reached, a much more significant special
case is found.
Recall that the hyperbola, eq. (6-147), intersect s the dynamic stability
line of the effective-lifetime model, eq. (6-133), in two places. One
intersection is at Ihe point where each of these lines encounlers the
static stability boundary; its coordinates are given by eq. (6-139). The
other intersection lies in the unstable region in figs. 6-56 and 6-60. Its
coordinates are
X=

Y'(YI + y,) YI' + (YI - A)Y,
J.(YI - y,)
y, + y, + A
(6-152)

and
y=

+ 1',) yz' + (y, - ,1)1'1
A(y , - y,) YI + y, + A

YI (YI

At a value ofl'l between y, = ;[ and the value given by eq. (6-151), this
second intersection moves into the region above the static stability
boundary. The hyperbola now penetrates into the stable region for the
effective-lifetime model, and we have systems that are destabilized by
delayed neutrons. An example is shown in fig. 6-63 (Hetrick 1967),
where y, = 1.0, 1', = 0.2, and A = 0.1.
EFF. LIFETIME
EO.16- 133)

y

DEl. NEUTRONS
Ea. (6-147)

3

STABLE

EO .{6-1471

x+y+r.+
EQ.(6-

Fig. 6-63. Parameter space for a reactor with two-path feedback and delayed neutrons
= 0.2, A = 0.1); shaded area destabili zed by delayed neutrons.

(Yl = 1.0, yz

,

3 14
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To find the crossover point, we seek the condition on the parameters
fo r which egs. (6-139) and (6-152) represent the same point. This is the
case for which the two dynamic stability boundaries, egs. (6-1 33) and
(6- 147), are ta ngent. The resulting condition is
1

~

A

= -

I

1',

1
+ -1 - - -"----)'2

(6-1 53)

'Y ' +Yl

Th e condition for the existence of system s that are destabilized by
delayed neut ro ns is therefore
1

I

1

I

A

'}I I

'Yl

1" +Y2

-> - + - -

(6-154)

It may be no ted that eg. (6-154) reduces to y> J. if y, .... 00 a nd
Y2 = j'. This isjust the case of one region plus a power coefficient that we

studi ed in sec. 6-6 (see fig. 6-48).
Nyquist plots fo r point A in fig. 6-63, chosen so tha t the - 1 point
fall s between the two curves, are shown in fig. 6-64. Destabilization by
1m

W=I

Re

-,

Fig. 6-64. Nyqu ist plots showing destabili zing effect of de layed neut rons (point A in
6-63 t.

fi g.
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A becomes
effective at low frequency when the condition ofeq. (6-154) is satisfied.
When the pole at - Pit is included, the upper curve crosses into the
right half-pla ne before approaching the origin as w -+ 00 ; the effect,
even for Pit = 10, is too small to show in the figure. Fig. 6-64 may be
compared with the related curves in fig . 6-49 for the case of one region
delayed neutrons is possible because the zero at

,Ii

=

-

plus a power coefficient.

A root locus for a possible system with delayed neutron s is shown in
fig. 6-65. Another root locus for the same ordering of poles and zeros is
shown in fig. 6-66. This latter case does not satisfy the condition of
eq. (6-154), and it is included mainly to illustrate the variety of possible
cases.
w

-y,

Fig. 6-65. ROOl locus illusl ra ting conditional stabili ty.

The variety is great. Suppose the parameters Yl' Y2 , and A are fixed.

The additional zero at s = - ~ may be added in any offour ways (to the
left of all poles, between a pair of poles, or in the right half-plane). This
yields eight root-locus plots, counting four for each sign of K. In
addition, a single configuration may show either two or four departure
points.
This refers only to one possible ordering of the parameters VI, yz, and
X From another viewpoint, starting with three poles we can add two
zeros in ten different ways; two indistinguishable objects in three boxes
may be arranged in (5 !)/(2 1)(3 !) = 10 configurations. One of the ten
configuration s is excluded because there can be at most one zero in the
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right half-pla ne (J. > 0). There are therefore nine configurations,
producing eighteen root-locus cases (with additional variety depending
on the number of departure points).
w

-Y,
-Y,

-(

Fig. 6-66. ROOl loc us ill ustrating cond itiona l stability and fou r depanurc po ints.

The reader sho uld not be inspired to ma ke a profusion of fruitless
sketches. Instead, ret urn to a particular case such as that shown in

fig . 6-63. The parameter space is completely covered by eight root-locus
cases (four for each sign of K). By sketching root-locus plots and noting
the possible departure points, one can locate approximately the boundary line that separates oscillatory from nonoscillatory regions in the
x, y plane. A para meter space showing the stability boundaries and the
oscillation bo undaries contains nearl y all the essential information
about a linea r system.
The treatment in this section was in spired by the work of Miida and
Suda (1961), who fo und the region s of unconditional stability in the
parameter space of power coefficients, and by the work of Hans Bethe
(1956), who pointed out the great utility of the prompt-jump approximation in reactor stability studies.
Miida and Suda included the pole at -li/t , making the system somewha t more complicated, and they did not attempt to find the dyna mic
stability boundaries. The use of the prompt -j ump approximation makes
the derivation of dynamic stabi lity boundaries less formidable. Fortunately, the po le at - P/t has extremely little effect for realistic values of
t . The reader is enco uraged to set up the two-region problem using the
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second-order model ofeg. (6-95) and to apply the Routh criterion. When
plotted in the x, y plane with flit> 10, the stability boundaries are
practicaliy ind istinguishable from those shown in figs. 6-56, 6-60, and
6-63.
6-9. Stability of Fast Reactors
As mentioned in chapter 5, the Doppler effect may lead to a prompt
positive feedback in a fa st reactor. Another prompt-positive effect may
be caused by fuel-rod bowing, as was observed in EBR-I (McCarthy and
Okrent 1964; Smith et al. 1961 ). The qualitative behavior of such a
system may be understood with the aid of a two-path feedback model
with al < Oand 0:, > O.
Consider the reacti vity feedback
P

=

!X2 T2 ,

- !X l Tl -

(6-155)

where the incremental temperatures are given by

and

(6-156)

dT,

dl

= ry, TI - '13 T,.

This system is a special case of the coupled system of eg. (6-114). Heat
loss from region 1 depends on TI only, and back transfer from region 2
to region I is neglected. There is no heal generation in region 2. This
model was applied to a prototype fast-breeder reactor by Kin chin (1956).
The same model has been used to analyze sta bility in a fast reactor with
in-core thermionic diodes (Brehm, Hetrick , and Schmidt 1969).
Region I represents the fuel and any immediate surroundings whose
temperaLUre changes foli ow the fuel temperature without ap preciable
time lag. Region 2 represents the remaining structure. We refer to (Xl and
a, as prompt and delayed coefficients respectively.
A block diagra m is shown in fig. 6-67. The prompt feedback transfer
function is

alb

HI (s) = -'-----s + ryl

The delayed feedback is
H ,(5) =

(5

+

a,bll,
111)(5 + 1/3)
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G(s)

I
S + 'Ttl

I
5+7],

+

GIs)

s"-+-

H(s)

Fig. 6-67. Bl ock diagrams fo r a simple co upled system.

The 101al feedback may be written
H( S )

_

-

IXI

+ '13 + ,/,IX,/IX, .
(s + ,/,)(s + '/3)

bs

(6-157)

Using the prompt-jump approximalion, eq. (3-59) or (6-140), we may
write

G(s)H(s) = K(s + },)(s + ~) ,
s(s + ,/.)(s + 1/,)

(6-158)

where
(6-159)
To refer to the effective-lifetime model, replace s + A by A.
The relalion to the canonical system, eq. (6-141), is straightforward.
The characteristic equations have the same form as eq. (6-125) or
(6-142). One immediately idenlifies 1/ , = YI and '/, = y,. This is also
seen upon comparing eqs. (6-114) and (6-156); wehaveb l = b,b, = 0,
hI = 0, ", = '/" h, = 'I"~ and ", + h. = '/3. The matrix of heattransfer coefficients (see sec. 6-7) is
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[~,;, ,~J
and it s eigenvalues are 'I I and 113. Carrying o ut th e tran sformation to
ca nonical coordina tes, we find

T, ' = T"

+ 'I,

-

~3

T

"

'I,

1/ 2

I

ell

-

ell)

'It - 'l3

= K , = b.

K,

The inverse transformation is

b

=

KI .

The stability properties of the coupled system may be studied in the
x, y plane of the canon ical system, as shown in sees. 6-7 and 6-8.
H owever, more in sight int o the coupled system may be gained by
working with a parameter space that is closer to th e original physical
parameters. Define
II

= a,blloIP,

v

= 'h(1, bll olti,p.

(6- 160)

From eq. (6-1 59),
K

=

II

,

~ = '1J(I

+

(6- 161)

vi II ).

The stability boundaries in the II, v plane are

+ '1, + '13 = 0,
(A + '1 ,) 11' + ~,uv + ('1 ,' + A'1 , + 2'1,'1, )11
+ '1'(~1 + 'I, - A)v + '11113('11 + '1,)

(6- 162)

II

=

0,

,

(6-163)
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and

+

u

v=

o.

(6-164)

These co rrespond respectivel y to eqs. (6-146) thro ugh (6-148). The
dyna mic stability bounda ry o f th e effec tive-lifetim e model is
(6-1 65)
correspond ing to eq . (6-133), and the unco nditi ona l stabi lity boundary
of tha t model is
(6-166)
correspo nding to eq. (6-136). In all cases, K = 0 co rresponds to u = 0
(the v-ax is). The first quadrant in t he u, v plan e rep resents cases for which
bot h feed backs are negative (a , and a, pos itive), and th e second quadrant is the prompt-positive feedback reg ion of special interest
(a , < 0, a,

> 0).

'I ,

The case for
= 0.05, 113 = 0.01 , and), = 0. 1 is shown in fig. 6-68.
This correspond s to the x, y plane o f fig. 6-56. The relation between the
two parameter spaces is
X

=

/I -

u= x

+

11 3

--'-=--

y,

v,

u=

Y =

11 3

'II - '13

V,

(6-167)

'11 - '13
y.
113

The co upling coefficient 'lz does not appea r because it was absorbed in
th e defi nition of u. We retain 11 1 = 51) 3 in th e cases illustrated so that

v = 4y.
Perhaps th e most remarkable feature o f fig . 6-68 is tha t both the
dyna mic stability boundaries enter th e fi rst quadrant. The physical
inte rp retation is that a coupled system may be unstable even though
bo th feedbacks are nega ti ve. This ca n occur if the magn itude of the
pro mpt coefficient is small and the magnitude of the dela yed coefficient
is sufficientl y large. This possibilit y, which is obscured in the transformmion to cano nica l coordinates (a nd which cannot occur in a
physica ll y decoupled sys tem), was pointed o ut by Lellouche (1966) in
discussing hi gher-order coupled systems.
In th e present system, it is seen from eq. (6-165) tha t the effectivelife time mode l will always exhibit this type of instabili ty. For the
prompt-jump model, we may inspect th e asymptotes of the hyperbola,

which are
11

=

A - '1, - 113
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v
0.2

I DE l. NEUTRONS
I EO.(6 -163 )

EFF. LIFETIME
Ea. 16 - 16S )

I

I
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-OJ

0 .1
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-0.1

Fig. 6-68. Parameter space for a reactor with coupled two-pa th feedback (II!

'I,

~

om,!. ~ O. I).

and

=

0.05,

(6- 168)

v=
The vertica l asy mptote is in the right half-plane, permitting the hyperbola to enter the first q lIadrant, onl y if ). > 'it + '13. The la tter is
therefore a necessary condilion for instability in the first quadrant with
the co upled two-region prompt-jump m odel, and it is the necessary
cond ition for the type of instability shown in fig. 6-58. Note that this
instability occurs for very slow systems (large characteristic times for
hea I Iransfer). The system of fig. 6-68 is unconditionally stable above the
lin e u + v = 0 and, when delayed neutron s are included, 10 the right of
a lin e through the ori gin that is tangent to the hyperbola.
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Fig. 6-69. Parameter space for a reactor with co up led two- path feedback (Ill
'1 3 - 0.03, !. - 0.1).

=

0.15,

For A. < Yfl + r1 3 , the region of unconditional stability is broadened
to include the entire first quadrant. This is illustrated by fig. 6-69 for
Iii = 0. 15, '13 = 0.03, and J. = 0.1 (corresponding to fig. 6-60); and by
fig. 6-70 for '1, = 1.0, '13 = 0.2, J. = 0.1 (corresponding to fig . 6-63).
Note the shaded area tha t is destabilized by delayed neu tro ns. The
Nyqu ist plots of fig. 6-64 app ly to point A as show n in boths figs. 6-63
and 6-70. The necessary condition for destabilization by delayed
neutrons, eq . (6-154), may be wrillen
I

I

I

- > - + - - --'--J. 111
113
'II + '/3

(6-169)

Let us now turn to the practical consequences of operating a system
with a prompt-positive and a delayed-negative feedback. Consider
lirstthe time domain. If the power is sufficiently low, the characteristic
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v

EFF. LIFETIME
EQ(6-165)

DEL, NEUTRONS
EQ.(6-163)

10

STABLE

-5

u

Fig. 6·70. Parameter space for a reactor with coupl ed two-pat h feed back (III
'13 = 0.2,). = O.!) ; shaded area desta bilized by delayed neutro ns.

=

1.0,

roots are all negative rea l numbers and there is no oscillation. Nevertheless, there may be some potentia l operating problems. The response to a
sudden increase of coolant temperature for two hypothetical systems is
shown in fig. 6-71. The ordinates represent incremental power relative
to the final equilibrium power (in arbitrary units). The time scale is
typical for operation in the nonoscillatory range.
In the case of one region with negative feedback, the temperature rise
is immediately felt as a power reduction, and the system monotonically
approaches a new equilibrium at lower power. However, in the system
chosen to illustrate a prompt positiveeifect, the immediate response to a
temperature rise is a power increase. The negative feedback soon comes
into play, causing some overcompensation and an eventual approach to
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Fig. 6·7 1. Response to a sudden increase of coo lant temperature (ploned as power
ft uCIU:llion about fi nal equilibrium).

a new eq uilibrium at reduced power. The initial power rise mayor may

not be a problem , depending on the system parameters a nd the amount
of reactivity involved. We sha ll see in chapter 7that a large excursion in
sLlch a reactor may take the system into a range dominated by nonlinear
effects, and that a linearly stable system of this type may be highly
un stable for large perturbations.
The meltdown accident in EBR-I Mark II illustrates what may be
called the au tocatalytic effect of prompt-positive feedback (Brittan
1958; Thompson 1964). The accident occurred during a low-power
experimental operation, and a sma ll positive reactivity resulted in a

rapidly decreasing period. The core of the reactor was severely damaged
before it was shut down.

Returning to the linear stability problem, consider the effect of
increas ing the equilibrium power

the second quadrant of the

II ,

11 0 ,

The system s in question all lie in

v plane above the line

1/

+ v = 0 (see

figs. 6-68 through 6-70). Increasin g ITo means moving ou tward on a
radial line through the origin. At first, a ll characteristic roots are
negative real numbers. At higher power, two roo ts become complex

with negative real parts. As the power is increased, the dynamic
stability boundary is crossed (real parts of complex roots change from
negative to positive). This process may be followed on a root locus such
as that shown in fig. 6-59. Eventually, the roots return to the real axis,
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and the second crossing of the hyperbola corresponds to rea l roots of
equal magnitude a nd opposite sign (far inside the unstable region).
The val ue of " 0 at the first encounter with the dynamic sta bility
boundary may be called the crit ical, or resonance, power. In terms orthe
frequency respon se YUw), this corresponds to unbounded a mplitude at
the resonant freq uency. Theapproach to resonance mayalso be observed
in a grap h like that in fig. 6-30, using an appropria te feedback such as
that shown in fig. 6-14 but with K < O. Measurement of the frequency
response ill a neighborhood just below critical power will yield a peak
in the amplitude because the complex number GUw)H(jw) is near - 1
for frequencies near resonance.
The neighborhood of critical power was explored extensively by
oscillator tests in EBR-I (Ackroyd et al. 1958; Thalgott et al. 1958).
Some typical data taken in 1955 are reproduced in fig. 6-72 (Brittan
1956). In principle, a large set of such data could be ext rapolated to
predict the critica l condi tion. In practice, it is often difficult to va ry only
one parameter at a time. There is also some risk that a sma ll change near
resonance cou ld ca lise the system to exceed some operating limit and
result in damage.
\
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Fig. 6·72. Amplit ude n:spo nsr.: in EUR -I Ma rk II osci llato r tests ( Brillan 1956).

It was mentioned earlier tha t the model of eq. (6-156) was a pplied to

EBR-I Mark II by Kinchin (1956). The agreement with oscilla to r da ta
slich as lha t in fig . 6-72 was qualita tively correct bu t q uan titatively poor.
Kinchin proposed instead a model containing a transport time delay
for the passage of coo lant between the core and the externa l structure
above the core, postulating that thermally induced motions of the
struc ture produced a delayed-negative reactivit y reedback.
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Such a model was applied by Bethe (1956), using for the delayed
feedback

By fitting parameters to the amplitude data, he found a prompt positive
power coefficient of 8 x 10- 4 per Mw, a delayed negative power
coefficient of 3,8 x 10- 3 per Mw, and time constants 1 /~1 = 0,6 sec,
1/113 = L51 sec, and r = 10 sec, However, this procedure produces
only empirical constants for a restricted mathematical model and
cannot explain the underlying physical mechanisms, Another limitation
is a discrepancy between steady-state power coefficients determined in
this way as compared to those measured in other types of experiments,
The oscillator experiment can miss low-frequency processes whose time

constants are too long to affect the available data; the measured
coefficients are in effect quasi-static, Still another difficulty is that the
transport time delay r is very difficult to correlate with the mass flow
rate of coolant Indeed, it depends on the thermal properties of the
system in a complicated way, and the effective transport time may be
much larger than the actual mass transport time (Storrer 1960),
Subsequent to the studies by Kinchin and Bethe, a large program of
feedback transfer-function measurements was undertaken in EBR-J
Mark III (Smith et aL 1960), Magnitude and phase 1:lata were used in
eq, (6-6) to determine the feedback
HUw)

=

y-l(jW) - G- 1{jw),

where Y and G are the closed-loop (high-power) and the forward
(zero-power) transfer functions respectively.
Dllring this work , a comparison was made llsing two types of fuel
element, one type equipped with ribs designed to minimize fuel-rod

bowing, In this way it was determined that the prompt-positive coefficient of EBR-I Mark II was indeed largely caused by fuel-rod bowing,
A number of mathematical models for the feedback were contrived
and compared with oscillator measurements. One model for EBR-I
Mark II is given by Smith et aL (1960):
_ H (s)

=

--,A___
s + '11

B

(s+a)(s+b)

Cexp(-rs)
s + c

The first term is the prompt roll-bowing effect. The second term was

attributed to axial fuel-rod expansion, and the third to "ligamental
expansions in the lower shield plate," Coolant, flowing upward through
the core, was presumably responsible for periodic thermal distortion of
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the lower shield plate (the first main structural member that is passed),
producing flexing of the fuel rods and a delayed negative feedback. This
type of structure was eliminated in the highly stable Mark III design.
A later model for Mark II is given by Smith et al. (1961):
- H(5)

=

A

5 + 'It

Bexp( -r5)
(5 + 'It)(S + a)

Cexp(-r5)
(5 + 'It)(5 + b)

where all core feedback processes, including rod bowing and ax ial
expansion, are lumped in the first term. The second term represents
shield pla te flexing, and the third represents shield plate radial expansion (b ~ a). This model was consistent with laboratory tests on a
dummy shield plate, and it was made to fit detailed measurements of the
EBR-I Mark II transfer function. G ood data fitting, however, was
accomplished only by permitting B, C, and r 10 be frequency dependent.
Incidentally, higher resonances that might be expected from the
transport-delay terms(as with the spiral in fig. 6-28) were never observed.
This is attributed 10 large attenuation of Band C at high frequencies.
The history of the instability in EBR-I Mark II and the subsequent
experimental program with EBR-I Ma rk III may be traced in a number
of sources. Additional references may be sought in the documents
already cited. The title of ANL-6354 (Smith et al. 196 1) is misleading in
that it refers to the "instability of EBR-I Mark III ": the title is indeed
cited more properly in some sources as referring to Ma rk II. Quoting
from ANL-6354: " ... it has been demonstrated conclusively that the
Mark III loading of EBR-I is characterized by extreme stability under
all operating conditions.
The significant conclusion of these studies is that there is nothing
intrinsic in the neutronic or mechanical features of a fast reactor that
prevents highly stable operation over a wide range. The observed
instabilities were caused by mechanical featu res that are not present in
later designs; see, for example, a study of the dynamics of EBR-II
(DeShong 1969).
We close this section by observing that the main limitation of the
model given by eq. (6-158) is in the lumped-parameter representation.
One way to generalize the model is to include transport time delays.
Alternatively, the model may be generalized to that given by egs. (6-114)
and (6-141), and the approximate stability properties deduced using the
canonical x, y space of sec. 6-8. For good quantitative results, it may be
necessary to employ a complicated ana lysis using more than one group
of delayed neut rons, particularly if the thermal time constants are close
to the delayed-neutron lifetimes. The sta bility criterion developed by
Storrer (1960), described earlier in connection with fig. 6-31, will
frequently prove helpful. Finally, we note that both fast and thermal
II

/
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reactors that are free from highly space-dependent neutronic properties
are adequately described for the purposes of linear stability analysis by
the point-reactor model using the prompt-jump approximation.

6-10. Boiling-Water Reactors
In this section we outline briefly the development of one type of
lumped-parameter model for a natural circulation boiling-water
reactor. An example is the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor
(EBWR), and the simplified model is that described by DeShong and
Lipinski (1958). Other descriptions of the model are given by Ash
(1965), Har rer (1963), and Lipinski (1960). Additional information on
boiling-water reactor stability analysis is given by Akcasu (1960),
Beckjord (1958), Fleck (1961), George and Sesonske (1959), Nahavandi
and von Hollen (1964a), Thie (1958, 1959, 1964), and Wea ve r (1963).
In a simplified description, the core consists of a lattice of metal-clad
fuel plates in water inside a closed vessel. In normal operation, water
flows upward through the core and reaches the boiling point at a height
inside the core called the boiling boundary. Above this boundary is a
region of two-phase flow, and above the water level is a steam dome
from which steam passes to the external power system. Water emerging
from the core recirculates to the bottom of the vessel, where it is joined
by entering water from feedwater inlels.
The dominant reactivity feedback is the negative effect of steam voids

in the undermoderated core. The void fraction is affected by direct heat
flow into the water (power-void effect) and by the system pressure. The
pressure acts in two ways, by changing the void fraction in the boiling
region (flashing-void effect) and by changing the location of the boiling
boundary (boundary-void effect). The pressure is a complicated function of the instantaneous power and the load on the external power
system. Neglecting all temperature coefficients of reactivity, an elementary description of the system is based on three steam-void feedbacks in
parallel: power-void, flashing-void, and boundary-void.
Consider the block diagram in fig. 6-73, in which the reactor has been
decoupled from the steam turbine system. The zero-power reactor
transfer function is G(s). Heat transfer into the water is represented with
two time constants, T I and T2 , in a manner analogous to the delayed
portion of the feedback in fig. 6-67. He re bq represents the heat power
delivered to the water.
Assume that a heat impulse in the water produces steam in the boiling
region, and that its effect lasts for a mean time r (the steam transit time).
The power coefficient of void volume V may be expressed in ft 3 /Mw.
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The loop is closed by multiplying by 'p, the void-volume coefficient of
reactivity.
Let (J represent the mass of steam per unit energy. The output of this
block is therefore dlll/dt (rate of change of steam mass). The model used
for converting this information into a rate of change of pressure is a
simplified representation o f the pressure-vessel th ermodynamics,

derived by DeShong and Lipinski (1958). The steam constants '1 and
}' are expressed in lb/ psi, and T,. is the time co nstant for watcr recirculation. In this study, '1 > Yso that the pole of this thermodynamic transfer
function is at a higher freq uency than the ze ro. (Another pole at ve ry
high freq ueney is neglected.)

8p

+

-

G(s}

8.

I

(I+ljs)(I+1;s)

NEUTRONICS

8.

u
STE AM

RATE

HEAT TRANSFER

.p
STEAM

VOIDS

-

v

1+:5: 5
7J+YT,.s

I+TS

+

POWER VOID

d

+

I+T'S

+

RATE OF
CHANGE OF

PRESSURE

FLASHING VOIO

.

b

(1+n)(I+T,s)
BOUNDARY VOID

Fig. 6-73. Block diagram for n natural circulati on boi ling-water rC(lctor (DeShong and

Lipin sk i 19 58),

A pressure pulse causes a compression of steam in the boiling region.
Assume that the steam transit time T is small enough for the duration of

this effect to be determined by r. The same pressure pulse reduces the
size of the boiling region, but the relaxa tion of this elTect is additionally
delayed by the recirculati on time T,.. The coefficients b and Ii (ft 3 sec/ psi)
are discussed by DeShong and Lipinski (\958). The plus and minus
signs in fig. 6-73 are used to emphasize the fact that a power pulse tends
to increase the steam void by direct hea t transfer and, at the same time,
to suppress the steam void by increased pressure.
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We have three contributions to the transfer function from bq to
steam vo id s:
V

- : - - -,

+

TS

ud(l + T,s)
(I + rs)(/' + yT,s)'
and

(Jb

+

(I

TS)(ry

+ yT,s)'

Th e power-ta-reactivity feedback transfer function is

,
H (s) = 'lq', cc--,ll-,
V=-ccc(J-,-d_-:,'!o-b-,-+
."....:(Y,--V_,.-,-(J....:
d ),--T-,-.,s=-c
(I + TI s)( 1 + T,s)(1 + TS)(/' + yr.s)'

(6-1 70)

where the numerical values are such that H(O) > 0 and'"the zero is in the
left ha lf-plane. Fig. 6-74 shows the calculated magnitude of H(s) for one
set of operating condition s (DeS ho ng and Lipinsk i (958):

"0 = 20 M w (300 psi),

'I>

=

(J

=

1. 5 dolla r/ ft ',
V = 2.2 ft ' / Mw,
23 IblM w sec,

d = 0.010 ft ' sec/psi,

b

= 0.57 ft' sec/psi,

TI = 0.23 sec,

T, = 0. 14 sec,
T =

T,
I}

0.062 sec,

= 28 sec,

= 9.32 Ib/ psi,

y = 1.08 lb/ psi.

F or these operating parameters, eq. (6-170) is

H

1.1 2(1

S =

()

(1

+

s/0.31)(1

+

+

s/ 0.12)

s/4.4)(1

+

s/ 7)( 1

+

s/ 16)'

(6-1 7 1)

Eq. (6-6) was used to deri ve the feedback transfer function from
oscillator data taken with the turbine olf. Agreement between analytical
and measured transfer functi ons, both in amplitude and phase, was
satisfactory.
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(DeSho ng and Lipinski 1958).

The feedback given by eq. (6-1 71) has one zero a t low freq uency and
fo ur poles at higher frequencies. The open-loop rUllct io n GH represents
a positive-gai n minim um-phase system. We saw in sec. 6-8 that a
minimum-phase feedback with one zero a nd tw o poles wi ll not lead to
in stability except for a special pole-zero configurat io n such as that in
fig . 6-58 (high-frequency zero and low-frequency po les). If there is to be
conditiona l stability with the feedback of eg. (6- 17 1), it must be related
to the additiona l poles.
This possibility is seen in the root-locus sketches o ffig . 6-75, for which
the pro mpt-jump model for the neutron dynamics is used. The first
sketch is a highl y stable exam ple of a feedback with o ne ze ro and two
poles. The addition of one pole permits oscillation at high gain, but the
system is still unconditionally stable. It is the add ition o f th e fourth pole
in the feedback, which produces root-locus asymptotes at 60", that
introduces condi tio nal stability.
It was esta blished for the 20-Mw test in EBWR that th e gain margin
was 0.8 a nd the phase margin 50" (see fig. 6-29). Gain- and phase-margin
curves were used, and th e series o f tests at various stabl e power levels
was ext rapo lated to predict an instabili ty threshold at about 65 Mw
(DeShong and Lipinski 1958).
Bo iling-water reactors and pressurized-water reacto rs have proved to
be highly sta ble and practical systems for use in electrica l power
generation. As with fast reactors, there is no intrinsic feature that
prevents a wide range of stable operation.
,
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Fig. 6·75. Root-locus sketches for a reactor with olle zero in the feedback , illustrating
trend toward instabi lity as poles are added (prompt-j ump model).

6-11. Nuclear Rocket Reactors
Nuclear rocket engines have attracted wide attention because of the

promise or higher perrormance tha n with chemical rockets and because
or many successrul ground tests. The reader may consult the books by
Ash (1965) and Bussard and DeLauer (1958) ror general inrormation.
Some dynamic measurements are reported by Bodenschatz et al. (1966)
and by Ortenberg (1967). We present a brier analysis or a two-path
reedback model used by Smith and Stenning (1961), by Smith (1962,
1964), and by Wiberg and Woyski (1968).
The reactor core is a homogeneous mixture of U 235 and graphite,

penetrated by propellant passages. The propellant is hydrogen, pumped
by a turbine and preheated while the rocket nozzle and the reactor
reRector are cooled. The reactivity is determined by the reactor core
temperature and the density or hydrogen passing through the core.
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Assume that the reactor core and the hydrogen in the core are
characterized by a singl e temperature T. The reactivity is 4
P

=

Po - aTT - alIP/T,

(6-172)

where T and P are absolute temperature and pressure, Po is a constant,

and aT and all are feedback reactivity coefficients. Since PI T is proportional to density for an idea l gas, (XII is essentially a density coefficient of
reactivity. Increased temperature reduces reactivity (aT > 0) and
increased hydrogen density increases reactivity ("II < 0).
The temperature and pressure equations are

dT
dt

~ = KOlI -

(6-173)

A PT'

and

(6-174)
where Ko is the reciprocal heat capacity, 11 is the total power, and A, B,
and C are positive constants. Eg. (6-174) is the model for turbopump
operation given.by Smith and Stenning (1961). This two-point nonlinear
feedback model has been used in a number of simulation studies (e.g.,
Wiberg and Woyski 1968).
To investigate linear stability, we must reduce egs. (6-172) through
(6-174) to a set of linear eg uations correct to first order in the deviations
from equilibrium. Using the subscript zero to denote equilibrium, we

have
BTo

=

(6-175)

CPo

and
KOIlO

= AP oTo' = (AB/ C)To l = A(C/B)t poJ.

(6-176)

Expanding the nonlinear terms in powers of fJT = T - To and
fJP = P - Po and retaining only the linear terms yields
P

d

=

dt fJT

-(aT - auPo/ T/)fJ T - (au/ To)fJP,

=

K o(1l - " 0 )

AB
-

2C J To fJT - BJ To OP.

(6-177)
(6-178)

and
(6-179)
This is now in the form of the linear coupled system discussed in sec. 6-7.
4. The model proposed by Smi th and Stcnning (1961) has a., .../ Tin place ofaTTin eq.
(6-1 72). The linearized system and the stability conclus ions are essentially the same.
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The matrix of coefficients is

- -B'
JTo
C
Note that the time constants and coupling coefficients are all proportional to JTo. This means that because the equilibrium power
enters into the characteristic equation in a complicated way the simple
parameter spaces o f sees. 6-7 and 6-8 may not be used (except perhaps in
the small neighbourhood of a unique equilibrium). This situation is
often encountered with lineari zed versions of nonlinear systems.
The eigenvalues 'V I and Y2 are the solutions of

y> - B(To)t (1 + AI2C) y + 3AB2To/ 2C

~ O.

(6-180)

It may be shown that the eigenvalues are complex when

0.202 < AIC < 19.8
and real for other positive values of A and C. This possibility of complex
poles in the feedback transfer function is another departure from the
systems studied in sees. 6-7 and 6-8 ; the parameter spaces are designed
for real eigenvalues only.
However, one can still construct the open-loop transfer function and
the characteristic equation as before. With the prompt-jump model,
eq. (6-142) is still the characteristic equation; the reader should carry
out the algebra and identify K and ~ . Since the eigenvalues y I and y,
appear in the characteristic equation only as a sum o r product, the
characteristic equation has real coefficients (and the Routh numbers are
real) whether the eigenvalues are real or complex. This means that the
stability conditions of egs. (6-143) through (6-145) are still useful.
Fortunately, the operating range for a typical nuclear rocket is such
that the only significant stability requirement is on the sign of the static
power coefficient. This is of course the requirement that the last Ro uth
number be positive. The other stability bounda ries are far away from
the operating range, and, if p is the net reactivity, the stability requirement may be expressed as

To

(;~)p + Po (;~)T < 0

at equilibrium (Smith and Stenning 196 I). It is left as an exercise to show
that the pressure effect cancels o ut usingeq. (6-177), and that the stability
condition is simply aT > O.
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We will not carry this example any further, and we use it to close this
chapter on linear stability. Many other important and instructive
applications of linear stability analysis to reactor systems may be found
in the literature. The classic problems of fission-product poisoning and
of the circulating-fuel reactor are included in the problem set. Other
topics of interest are coupled-core reactors (Avery 1958; Chezem and
Kohler 1967; Keepin 1965 ; Weaver 1968) and space-dependent feedback (Ergen and Nohel 1959; Gyftopoulos and Smets 1959; Hitchcock
1960 ; Lello uche 1967a; Sanathanan et al. 1967). The reader is encouraged to study the important subject of reactor noise (Albrecht
1962; Cohn 1960; Keepin 1965; Moore 1958, 1959 ; PaciJo 1969; Thie
1963 ; Uhrig 1967) as well as the related topics of Rossi-alpha measurements (Feynman, deHoffman, and Serber 1956; Keepin 1965; Orndoff
1957) and reactor startup in the presence of extremely weak sources
(Hansen 1960; Hurwitz et al. 1963; MacMillan and Storm 1963).

General discussions of reactor dynamics as a stochastic process are
given in the book by Osborn and Yip (1967) and in papers by Natelson,
Osborn, and Shure (1966), by Barrett and Thompson (1969). by Harris
and Prescop (1969), and by Stacey (1969b).
We have not considered the problem of control-system design; for a
conventional background in that field the reader is referred to the books
cited at the beginning of sec. 6-1 , while more modern techniques
(including the " method of state-variable feedback") are described in the
books by Schultz and Melsa (1967) and Weaver (1968). A recent
contribution to reactor control design is described by Slivinsky and
Weaver (1969).

Problems

6-1.

Analyze the stability ofthe system used for example I , eq. (6-17),
with negative a and positive b.

6-2.

In the system of eq. (6-24), regard b as a fixed positive number and
sketch the sta ble region in the K , a plane.

6-3.
6-4.

In probs. 6-3 through 6-8, G(s)H(s) is the open-loop transfer
function. Plot the stable region for the closed-loop system in the
K, " plane.
K
G(s)H(s) = (s + 2)(s + IX)
G(s)H(s) = (

K +"
2) (
)
s +
s + a
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6-5.

G(s)/f(s) = (s

6-6.

G(s)H(s) = (

6-7.

G(s) H(s) =

2)(s

+

a)

6-8.

K(s + I)
G(s)H(s) = (s _ l)(s + 2)(s

+

al"

6-9.

+

+

s

Ka

+

2)(s

K
1)'(
K

(s - l)(s

s

a)

+

a

).

+a

+

Given the open-loop transfer function
G(s)H(s) =

,K(s
s(s

+

,l)

+ O,S + 0,8,)

,

where J., OJ> and 8, are positive, plot an appropriate two-dimensional parameter space and label stable and unstable regions.
6-10. For the function H(s) given by eq. (6-41), show that for finite w
the real part of H(jw) can vanish only when a> h + c, and the
imaginary part can vanish only when a < bc/(b + c).
6-11. Construct graphs like those in figs. 6-17 and 6-18 for the case
y < J..

6-12. Derive a formula for numerical evaluation of a transfer function

from step-input response data (Chapin 1969 ; Weaver 1963).
6-13. Sketch a Nyquist plot for example 5, eq. (6-28), for a < O.
6-14. Sketch a Nyquist plot for
G(s ) H (s) =

K

~,,.::-:--:
S
I

+

and for
G(s)H(s) .

('K

s s + I)
6-15. Sketch Nyquist and root-locus plots for the various cases in
prob.6-3.
6-16. Sketch Nyquist and root-locus plots for the various cases in
prob.6-6.
6-17. Sketch Nyquist and root-locus plots for the various cases in
prob. 6-8.
6-18. If the open-loop transfer function has two poles on the real axis
and no zeros, show that the root locus is two perpendicular
straight lines in the s-plane (s = " + jw) as ill fig. 6-33 . Show that
the departure point is midway between the poles.
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6-19. Given the open loop transfer function
G(s )H(s) = K(s + a),
s(s + b)

find the equation for the root locus in the s-plane (s = II + jw).
Show that part of the locus may be a circle; locate the center and
find the radius.
6-20. Given the open-loop transfer function
G(s)H(s) =
S2

K(s + 4)
+ 4s + 20'

show that the root locus consists of the real axis and a circle in the

s-plane. Find the radius of the circle and locate its center.
6-21. Construct the root locus for the system whose open-loop transfer
function is
G(s)H(s ) =

K(s
S(S2

+

+
2s

2)

+

.
2)

6-22. Given the open-loop transfer function
G(s)H(s) = (s

+

K
a)(s2

+

b2)'

study the stability of the closed-loop system using the Routh,
Nyquist, and root-locus methods.
6-23. Given the open-loop transfer function
K(s

G(s)H(s) =

6-24.

j

6-25.

6-26.

6-27.
6-28.

S2(S

+
+

a)

b)'

sketch possible root-locus plots. Verify the departure points
analytically.
For example 5, eq. (6-28), plot the boundary in fig. 6-4 that
separates oscillatory and nonoscillatory regions.
Find the range of K for which . the prompt-jump model with
Newton cooling, eq. (6-93), '!"Hi'ib'ft'S damped oscillations.
Sketch the six root-locus cases for the effective-lifetime model
with one feedback plus a power coefficient, eq. (6-103). One of the
cases is shown in fig. 6-46.
Calculate and plot the oscillation boundary in the parameter
space of fig. 6-45.
Sketch the oscillation boundaries in the parameter spaces of
figs. 6-47 and 6-48.
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6-29. Find the stability boundaries in the A, B plane for eq. (6-113).
Show that the limit t --> 0 yields figs. 6-47 and 6-48.
6-30. Derive eq. (6-114) for the two-region heat balance, starting with
total heat-generation rates and nonincremental temperatures

(including reservoir temperatures).
6-31. Show tha t the eigenvalues of the heat-transfer matrix
hi
[

+

-hi

h,

-h3

h3

+

J

h.

are real and positive if the hi are real and positive.
....

7r -

\,

6-32. Derive the linear transformation relating eqs. (6-114) and (6-116).
J" 6-33.
- Sketch the possible root-locus cases for the efrective-lifetime
"

(I

.'11. )

•

.,

-""i.I~ '1V-!

model with two feedbacks and .£Qrillate each case with a region
", ,F
in parameter space (fig. 6-52).
6-34. Verify the intersection of the two stability boundaries as given by
eq. (6-139) and show that the characteristic equation has two zero
roots and one negative real root at this point.

6-35. Verify the equation for the dynamic stability boundary, eq. (6-147),
and show that it is a hyperbola with asymptotes given by eqs.
(6-149) and (6-150).
6-36. By estimating angles in the s-plane, show that the root locus in
fig. 6-58 cannot cross the imaginary axis unless A > VI + Yz.
6-37. Derive the condition for destabilization by delayed neutrons,
eq. (6-154).
6-38. A dynamic stability boundary such as eq. (6-147) corresponds to
two pure imaginary roots whenever the line borders on the stable

region. Show that when
I
I
- > A VI

+-1

V,'

as is the case in fig. 6-63, pure imaginary roots also appear in part
of the unstable region.
6-39. Discuss the two-region model in the specia l case y,
power removal in region 2).

-->

0 (constant

6-40. Using polar sketches such as in fig. 6-30, discuss the effect of
including a transpo rt delay factor in the delayed feedback for the
two-region coupled system (Bethe 1956).
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/ 6-41. The large neutron absorption ofXe l 3S is an important reactivity
effect in a high-flux reactor. Linearize the system

di

dt

=

YILJqJ - ).J

=

YxLJ<P

and
dX

-1,r

+

)' 11

- 2x X - ux</JX,

where I and X are the concentrations of 113 5 and Xe l3 S respectively, <P is the neutron flux, and LJ is the fission cross-section.
Derive the transfer function iJX(s)/ o<P(s), which is proportional to
the xenon reactivity feedback. Show that this transfer function
has a zero that moves into the right half-plane when the equilibrium flux exceeds <Po = 3 X lOll, Use

YI
Yx
AI
Ax

=

iodine decay constant = 2.9 x 10 - 5 sec-I;
xenon decay constant = 2.1 x 10 - 5 sec- 1 ;

ax

=

xenon absorption cross-section

iodine yield fraction = 0.056;
= xenon yield fraction = 0.003;
=

=

=

3.5 x 10 - 18 cm 2

(Schultz 1961 ; Weaver 1963).
.; 6-42. A reactor with a negative temperature coefficient (a > 0) is stable
at all power levels, and the closed-loop transfer function is a
constant at very low frequencies. Add the xenon feedback and
explain the possibility of unstable operation for flux levels above
<Po = 3 X lOll when the magnitude of the temperature coefficient
is not sufficiently large.
6-43. A one-delay-group model for a circulating-fuel reactor uses a
modified precursor equation,
de = -(I 11 ()
, (
e(r)
t - Ae
r) - dt
t
TI

-

+

e(r - T,) -'.T.
eTI
'

where T\ is the core residence time and T2 is the residence time
in the external loop. Derive the reactivity-to-power transfer
function. Show that for low freq uencies and small values of AT,
the transfer function reduces to the usual form with {J diminished
by a factor
TI

a = =---'--=TI

+

T,

(MacPhee 1958).
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7 Nonlinear System Stability

In this chapter we present a brief introduction to nonlinear mechanics

and some applications to nuclear reactor systems. The emphasis is on
analytical methods for investigating stability in the absence of exact

solutions, though some graphical and computer solutions arc discussed
as illustrations.
The presence of the product pll in the point-reactor equations means
that the system is non linear if the re is reactivity feedback . In addition,
the feedback itself may be nonlinear. No general method is available
for solving non linear differential equations, and much theoretical
effort has been devoted to stability studies.
An understanding of linear stability theory is an essential prerequisite
because many of the concepts used in nonlinear studies are related to
those used for linear systems and because nonlinear stability may
sometimes be inferred from an associated linearized system. There are,
of course, essential differences. For example, a linear system that is
stable (in the sense of the preceding chapter) will be stable for any size
perturbation. This is not generally true for nonlinear systems; we shall
see examples of systems that are stable for small perturbations (linearly
stable) but unstable for large perturbations.
Further, a homogeneous linear system with constant coefficients
cannot have a solution that grows more rapidly than an exponential
function of tinle. Nonlinear models, including some very simple
illustrations, may exhibit solutions that approach infinity in a tinite
time interval (tinite escape tinle). The study of such systems is inhibited
by the fact that Laplace and Fourier transforms do not exist for some
or all of their solutions. Another important nonlinear phenomenon is
the limit cycle, an isolated periodic motion that is independent of
initial conditions.
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Two basic problems of nonlinear stability are the determination (
regions in a parameter space for which a system is stable for all pertUl
bations (stability in the large) and the determination of regions in stat
space (or phase space) in which a system is stable (if not stable in th
large). However, one should not lose sight of practical considerations
we study the stability of a mathematical model and not the stability e
a real reactor system. For example, a system that is asymptoticall

stable in the large approaches equilibrium as t --+ CI) ; yet subsequen
to certain initial perturbations one or more of the variables rna
temporarily exceed the system's operating limits. On the other hane
a system that is unstable by definition (see sec. 7-4) may be bounded 0
easily controllable so that it is stable for all practical purposes. Furthel
one should not exclude a model from consideration solely because i
exhibits nonphysical behaviour in some range; real reactors may no
experience finite escape times, but there is useful information in mathe
matical models that exhibit such behaviour. Of course, the ability t(
judge whether the mathematical model or the reactor fails first is al
essential ingredient of the engineer's art.
The field of nonlinear mechanics was born in the work of Poincan
(1892). The modern approach to nonlinear stability was founded b)
Liapunov (1892). A collection of translated papers was recentl)
published (1966). A brief history and summary of the state of the art i,
given in the essay by Lefschetz (1967). The books by Hahn (1963) ane
by LaSalle and Lefschetz (1961) are devoted to Liapunov's direct
method. Nonlinear oscillations are treated by Minorsky (1962) and
nonlinear control systems by Lefschetz (1965) and by Minorsky (1969).
For deeper study in nonlinear differential equations, one may consult
treatises by Cesari (1959), Coddington and Levinson (1955), Krasovskii
(1963), Lefschetz (1963), and Malkin (1952).
The subject of nonlinear reactor stability is reviewed briefly by Welton
(1961) and later by Chernick (1962) and Kasten (1962). Some stability
concepts and considerations of delayed-neutron effects are presented
in two papers by Robinson (1954, 1955). Some basic theorems are
discussed in the book by Smets (1962). Several advances are reported
in the symposium volumes edited by Weaver (1964) and by Hetrick
.and Weaver (1966). A brief summary appears in the book by Keepin
(1965). Later advances are included in the book by Weaver (1968) and
in the proceedings of a conference at Brookhaven National Laboratory
(1968). The most thorough treatment is that by Akcasu, Lellouche, and
Shotkin (forthcoming). Other source materials are cited at the end of
sec. I- I.
We begin by studying the equilibrium points and the state space
(phase plane) for second-order systems, with applications to simple
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reactor models. We then introduce the d irect method of Liapunov and
discuss several reac tor a pplications. This is followed by the topic of
boundedness and Lagra nge stability. The chapter concludes with

discussions of frequency-domain stability criteria and nonlinear
oscillations.
7-1. Equilibrium Points
We may classify the elementary types of equilibrium points ex hibited
by a nonlinear system of second order by studying the associated
linear equations. Suppose we have the nonlinear system
dx

dt

= P(x, y)

(7- 1)

and

dy

dt

=

Q(x, y),

where P and Q are real analytic functi ons of x and y. We assume that
P and Q both vanish at the origin, so that the origin is an equilibrium
po int (sometimes called a singular point or critical point). If P and Q
do not vanish at the origin, we can always make a linear change of
variables that " brings the equilibrium point to the origin." In general,
a system such as eq. (7-1) may have any number of equilibrium points,
in contrast with a lin ear system, wh ich can have on ly one.
In chapter 5, we used the state-space technique of eliminat ing the
time variable. Eq. (7-1 ) becomes

dy

Q(x, y)

dx

P (x, y)"

(7-2)

Occasionally eg. (7-2) may be integrated to yield equations for th e
integra l curves or trajectories in the x, y pla ne. The equilibrium points
are the points where the right-hand side of eq. (7-2) has the indeterminate form 0/0.
Return to eq. (7-1) a nd expand P and Q in power series,
dx

dt

= Ax

+ By + p(x, y)
(7-3)

and
dy
dt

ex +

Dy

+

'1(x, y),

where p and q are power series beginning with terms of degree at least
two. To inves tigate the neighborhood of the equilibrium point, we
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study the associated linear system

dx

-

dl

=

Ax

+

By

and

(7-4)
dy
dl = Cx

+

Dy.

Eq. (7-4) is the set of linearized equations valid in a small neighborhood
of the equilibrium point. There is a different linearized set for the
neighborhood of each equilibrium point of eg. (7-1), with x and y in
each neighborhood representing small deviations around one particular
equilibrium point.
We may write eg. (7-4) as
(7-5)
The eigenval ues of the coefficient matrix are the solutions of
52 -

(A

+

D)5

+

AD - BC = 0,

(7-6)

which is the characteristic equation (or the linear system eg. (7-4). The
solutions of eg. (7-4) are linear combinations of two exponentials e".
If the coefficients are real, linear stability corresponds to two negative
real roots or a conjugate complex pair with negative real parts. Since
conclusions about stability of the nonlinear system eg. (7-3) are valid
only in a small neighborhood of the equilibrium point, we use the term
"stability in the small."
We proceed to study the types of linear trajectories that can arise
with different possible pairs of eigenvalues. To do this, we seek a
convenient canonical representation (canonical, decoupJed, o r normal
coordinates) for the general second-order linear system. We then
classify the various types of equilibrium points for a nonlinear system
in terms of the types of trajectories in the small neighborhood of each
eq uilibrium point.
An eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue s may be derived from

The components of the eigenvector must sat isfy

J

s- A

e

B

C
5 -

D
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We select a pair of eigenvectors

" C- D
l J

K,

and K ,

lS' C- D

J

correspond ing to eigenvalues 5 . and
eigen va lues is, by eq. (7-6),

+

5,

+

.I, = A

S2

respect ively. The Slim of the

D,

so that the two eigenvectors may be written

K, lA C

5'J

and K 2l A C

5J

It is this device that permits a simple canonica l re presentation.
The transforma tion is

where

T=
I

Forming T -

K,

l

KI(A - .I,)

=

K,(A -

SI )J.

K, C

K,C

and selecting

1
- K2 - = - ---;
C(5 , - .I,)

yields

T-' =[CC

-AJ.
A

1
5
.I, -

The canonical variab les are
~ =

Cx

+

(.I , - A)y

(7-7)

and
ry

Cx

=

+

(.I, - A)y.

It is easil y verified that

d~
dt

=

51~
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(7-8)

and

d'i

dt

=

S2ry·

Elimina ting the time variable yields

d'i
5,'1
dl; = S I!;'
which may be integrated as
t} =

C 1 ~51J :Sl.

(7-9)

Before studying eq. (7-9) further, we note that it is not convenient for
complex eigenvalues. However, we have selected a transformation that
is well adapted to this possibility. Suppose
51 =

a + jb,

52

=

a - jb.

Then eq. (7-7) becomes

I; = Cx

+

(a - A

+ jb)y

and

(7-10)

'1

=

Cx

+

(a - A - jb )y,

and we note that '1 = 1;* Separating into real and imagina ry parts, let

I; = u

+ jv,

1J =

11 -

jV.

Substituting into eq. (7-8) yields
dll
- = au - bv
dt
and

(7-1 I)
dv
-d
t

=

bu

+ av.

Again eliminating the time varia ble, we have
dv
dll

-

bll

+ av

(7-12)

all - bv'

The final step is to introduce polar coordinates in the
It

=

r cos c/J,

v = rs in ¢.

Upon substitution, eq. (7-12) reduces to

ar d¢ = b dr,

II,

v plane :
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which may be integrated as
r = C, exp (aq,/b).

(7-13)

Eqs. (7-9) and (7-13) may now be used to classify linear trajectories in
the ~, '1 or the lI, v plane.
Case 1. Eigenvalues real alld positive. From eq. (7-9),
-.
'1= C It;.

(7-14)

where II = 5,/5, > O. Possible trajectories are shown in fig . 7-1. It can
be deduced from eq. (7-8) that the motion is always away from the
origin. The equilibrium point is called an unstable node. The time
variable is a parameter, which increases in the direction of the arrow.
By choosing a pair of initial values (any point in the plane except the
origin), one selects a unique trajectory. Of course, any point on a
trajectory may be regarded as t = O. The special case s, = s, (straightline trajectories) is sometimes called a star. (The transformation T is
singular in this degenerate case. Later we discuss a case in the x, Y
plane that has equal eigenvalues.)

'(2

2

3

Fig. 7- 1. Unstable node (eigenvalues real and positive).

Case 2. Eigellvailies real and negative. Eq. (7-14) with 11 > 0 still applies.

By eq. (7-8) the motion is always toward the origin, and the equilibrium
point is a stable node as shown in fig. 7-2. Note that a trajectory does
not continue through the origin ; a single smooth curve represents two
distinct trajectories that approach the origin as t -+ 00 .
Case 3. Eigenvalues real with opposite sign. Eq. (7-14) may be written

(7 -15)
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3
2

2

3

Fig. 7-2. Stable node-(eigenvalues real and negative).

where n = S2/S1 < O. An example is shown in fig. 7-3 for S2 > O. This
case, called a saddle point, is unstable, though there are two special
trajectories along the ~-axis that approach the origin as t ~ w. These
trajectories may be regarded as metastable in that the slightest perturbation away from the ~-axis will grow indefinitely. Trajectories along
either coordinate axis correspond to the excitation of only one of the
two normal modes (this applies to figs. 7-1 and 7-2 as well) .
•

3

Fig. 7-3. Saddle point (eigenvalues real with opposite sign, S2 > 0).
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Case 4. Eigen values complex with positive real P(II"t. Eq. (7-13) represents
a logarithmic spiraJ.Jt may be deduced from eq . (7-11) that the motion
is away from the origin if a > O. The equilibrium point is called an
ullstable focu s or spiral point. The system executes an unbounded
growing oscillation. A typical trajec tory is shown in fig. 7-4.
v

2

u

2

Fig. 7-4. Unstable (oc us or spiral poim (eigenvalues complex with posit ive real part ).

Case 5. Eigen values complex with Ilegative real part. Motion along the
spiral is toward the origin if a < O. The equilibrium point is called a
stable foc us or spiral point, as shown in fig. 7-5. The system undergoes
a damped oscillation.
v

r::.e- O.ooslj.-

2

2

u

Fig. 7-5. Stable focus or spiral po int (eigcn va llics complex with negative real pan).

,
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Case 6. Eigenvalues purely imaginary. The spiral degenerates to a cin
when a = O. The equilibrium point is a cellter or vortex point, sho,
in fig. 7-6. The motion is periodic, and the particular closed orbit
selected by the initial state. This type of sustained oscillation can al
occur in some nonlinear systems, but it must not be confused with
limit cycle, which is an isolated periodic motion that neighboril
trajectories tend to approach (or diverge from). Limit cycles do n
exist in linear systems.
v

u

Fig. 7-6. Center or vortex point (eigenvalues) maginary).

Case 7. Eigenvalues equal. One type of motion with S1 = S2 wa
mentioned earlier as a special case of a node. The trajectories in th
~, ~ plane are radial lines, and such a case is called a star point.
However, when the system of eq. (7-4) has equal eigenvalues, th
transformation T is singular. Consider an example for which A = 1
and B = 0:

dx

dt

= Ax,

(7-16

dy
dt = Cx

+

Ay.

There are two eigenvalues s = A. One standard procedure for solutiO!
is to eliminate x and then solve the second-order equation

d'y

dy

dt2 - 2A dt

in terms of eAr and

+

leAr.

2

A y = 0

(7-17
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Trajectories in the x, y plane are found from
dy

-

<Ix

=

+

Cx

Ay

(7-18)

Ax

which has the integral
y = kx

+

(7 -19)

(C(A)x log x.

An example for C = A < 0 is shown
depends on the sign of A.

III

fig. 7-7. Clearly, stability

y
3

y= x{k+log xl

2

o

,

•

x

-I

Fig. 7-7. A system with equal negative eigenvalues.

Case 8. 011e eigenvalue zero. Canonical coordinates for eg. (7-4) may be
found (it is the matrix of coefficients that is singular), and the coordinate
corresponding to the zero eigenvalue is independent of time. This
means that there is no unique equilibrium point.
Consider a simple example in the x, y space (A = B = 0, C = I,
D = - 2):

dx
dl

=

0
'

-til' = x
dl

(7-20)

- 2y.

The eigenvalues are s = 0 and - 2. We find

x = 21<,
and
y =

/'I. + k2 e- 2'.
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The trajectories are the lines x = constant, as shown in fig. 7-8. Not
tha t the line y = x/2 is an "equilibrium line." Stability is determined b
the sign of the nonzero eigenvalue.
y

x

Fig. 7-8. A system with one nega tive and on e zero eigenvalue.

The use of these concepts in analyzing nonlinear systems may b,
illustrated by an example. Consider the system" (Cunningham 1958.
1963) :
dx
dt

-

dy
dt

-

-2x

+

xy ,
(7-21)

-y

+

xy.

This nonlinear system has two equilibrium points : x = 0, y = 0 and
x = 1, Y = 2. In the neighborhood of the origin, the associated linear
system is
dx
dt

-

dy
dt

- 2x ,
(7-22)

- yo

The eigenvalues are - 2 and -1 , and the origin is a stable node.
However, there is no guarantee that the system is stable outside this
small neighborhood (stable in the large). To investigate the other
equilibrium point, let
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x= 1 + x',
y=2+y',

where x' and y' are small. Substituting into eq. (7-21) and neglecting
nonlinear terms, we find
dx·'

dr

~'

,
=

Y,
(7-23)

=

2x'.

The coefficient matrix is

Since the eigenvalues are + ')2, the point x = 1, Y = 2 is a saddle point.
The x, y plane is shown in fig. 7-9. The trajectories were computed
numerically (Cunningham 1963). Note the metastable trajectories to
the saddle point; together these two trajectories form the separatrix
between the statile and unstable regions of the plane. The special
trajectory from the saddle point to the origin may also be regarded as a
separatrix .
..!!!=-2x+xy
dl

y

~=-y+xy
dl

3

x

Fig. 7-9. A nonlinear system with a slab Ie node and a saddle point (Cun ningham 1963;
reprinted by special permi ssion from American Scielllisl, December 1963; © 1963 by the
Society of the Sigma Xi).
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The coordinate axes have special properties in this example. AI on!
the x-axis. dx /dt = - 2x, while along the y-axis, dy/dt = - y. Thes,
special trajectories may also be regarded as separatrices in the senS(
that no trajectory may cross a coordinate axis.
In the next section, we discuss some graphical aids for making rough
sketches of the trajectories and thereby deducing the stability proper·
ties of a second-order nonlinear system without recourse to numerical
solutions. Unfortunately, third-order systems are not generally
amenable to such analysis, and systems of order higher than third
require much more sophisticated analytical techniques.
The system offig. 7-9 has a unique feature that is not generally found
even in simple second-order systems. We can rewrite eq. (7-21) as
1 dx
x dt

-- =

-2 + y,
(7-24)

1 dy
dt

Y

=

-1

+

x.

In the quarter-plane x < 1, y < 2, the variables and their time derivatives have opposite signs. Therefore, alI trajectories are heading toward
the origin, and the entire quarter-plane is stable. Such a direct determination of a large region of stability is a special feature of this particular
system.
,

.

7-2. Geometry of the Phase Plane
Trajectories discussed in the preceding section are, strictly speaking,
representations of solutions in a two-dimensional state space (a state
plane). Figs. 7-1 through 7-6 are canonical state planes. However, the
terminology "phase space" or " phase plane" is quite commonly
employed for such examples, though a distinction remains between
state variables and phase variables.
We say that an 11th order system is characterized by the time dependence of 11 state variables. Canonical variables constitute a decoupled
set of state variables. In contrast, a set of phase variables consists of
one function and its first 11 - 1 time derivatives.
To illustrate the use of phase variables, consider a second-order
nonlinear differential equation:

d2 x

dc' +

x

+

x

2

=

o.

Select phase variables x and y = dx/dt. We have

(7-25)
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dx

- = y
dc
'

(7-26)

dy
- = -x dt

X2

The differential equation for trajectories in the phase plane is
dy

dx

(7-27)

y

Solutions of dy/dx = f(x, y) exist in closed form only for specia l cases;
in this example the integral curves are
(7-28)

The phase plane is shown in fig. 7-10. Note the curve for C =
separates the stable and unstable regions.

t that

y
2

"

..9.!
=V
dI

/ .. ~:.~--t-.;.' "\

/'

//

C= I/4 \

'

/

-2

1/2

1.0

x

-2
Fig. 7- 10. Trajectories ror a non linear system with a center ;:ll1d a saddle, point.
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The example illustrates a number of features of the phase plane.
This is, of course, a state space, as is the plane shown in fig . 7-9. Note,
however, one unique feature of using phase variables: trajectories
always cross the x-axis perpendicular to it (d),/dx -+ 00 as)' -+ 0).
The equilibrium points a re the origin and the point (-1,0). The
former is a center with eigenvalues + j, and the latter is a saddle point
with eigenvalues + 1. The slope d),/dx is unique at every point except
an equilibrium point, and all trajectories are smooth curves except the
separatrix C = t and the stable equilibrium C = o.
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Fi g. 7- 11. The direct ion field for the system o f fi g. 7-10.
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Now suppose eq. (7-27) had no simple integral. We could still sketch
a set of trajectories, using the direction field mentioned earlier in sec.
5-7 and shown for this example in fig. 7-11. One computes dyldx at each
point from eq. (7-27) and draws a short line having the specified slope.
The direction of motion is found from eq . (7-26). Trajectories may then
be sketched, and the accuracy depends on one's care and patience.
Another aid is the method of isoclines, also mentioned in sec. 5-7.
An isocline is the locus of points in the direction field having fixed
dyldx = M. From eq. (7-27),
M = - (x + x')/y,

and the isoclines are the parabolas
y = _ (x '

+ x JlM.

(7-29)

A set is shown in fig. 7-12. Note that isoclines radiate fr om equilibrium
points (indeterminate M). The zero-slope isocline is the pair of lines
x = 0 and x = - I. The infinite-slope isocline is the x-axis because
we are using phase variables.
It is often helpful to find the slope of a separatrix at a node or sadd le
point. Such a special trajectory must enter or leave a long an isocline.
From eq. (7-29), the derivative along an isocline is

~~ =

- (2x + I)/ M.

(7-30)

We set dy/dx = M at the saddle point (-1,0) and solve for M to find
M = + I. The separatrix in fig. 7-10 is seen to approach the saddle
point with slope + I. This technique was used in sec. 5-7 to find the
initial slo pe of the trajectory for eq. (5-163) that emerges from the saddle
point at the origin . From another viewpoint, this is a representation

of eigenvectors in the x, y plane .
All these considerations also apply to phase planes representing
state variables that are not phase variables (except the observation
that the x-axis is always an infinite-slope isocline). There is another
special advantage of using phase variables. We have, for small incremen ts,
dx
6x
y= - ' " dt - 61'

(7-31)

where y is an average value of y corresponding to an increment.6.x on
a trajectory. One can therefore graphically construct curves of time
functions from a phase-variable trajectory.
,
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y
2

x

-2

-2

Fig. 7-12. Isoclines for the system of fig. 7-1 0.

One other advantage of phase variables is the simple correspondence
between an nth order differential equation and the associated matrix
of coefficients. Given the linear equation with constant coefficients,

d"x
an dt"

dn -1x

+a

ll

_ 1

dt"

1

and the set of phase variables
one finds

+ .. . +
XI

=

{II

X, X 2

dx
dt

+

QoX

=

0,

(7-32)

= dx /dt, x, = d 2 x/dt ', etc.,

Geometry
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o
o
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X,
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o
o
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X,

(7-33)

-

dt

0

X ,. _ 1

X
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,

0

aD

(I,

",

a'l

0

Xt/- I

an - 1
---

a2

",

X

,

a'l

Returning now to state variables that are not phase variables,

consider the example

dx
dl

-x + y + x',
(7-34)

dy

dl - -2y - 2xy.

,
This sytem has three equilibrium points: a stable node at the origin
(eigcnva lues -I a nd -2) and two saddle points: (I, 0) and (- I, -2).
Each saddle point has eigenvalues + I and - 4. The trajecto ries shown
y

£=_1\+)'+1\2
df
4

dy
-= -2y-2xy
df
/"

/"

/"

"\

Fig. 7- 13. A nonlinear system with a stable node and two saddle points; stab le region
betwecn hea vy dashcd lines.
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in fig . 7-13 were constructed graphically by use of the direction field
and verified on a n analogue computer (computations by Peter Meenan,
University of Arizona, \966).
Note that the line y ~ 0 is a separatrix. Other separatrices in fig.
7-1 3, shown as dashed lines, were determined graphically. The separatrices that bound the stable region of the phase plane are shown as
hea vy dashed lines.
This example indicates how the stabilit y of a second-order nonlinear
system may be determined by simple geometrical methods in the
a bsence of an exact solution. In the next section, we apply these
geometrical ideas to a few simple nonlinear reactor examples.
7-3. Some Simple Reactor Systems
The concepts of the preceding two sections ma y now be applied to a
variety of second-order nonlinear models for nuclear reactors. The
reader is referred to two classic papers : Chernick (1951) and Ergen
and Weinberg (1954). In this section we treat the effective-lifetime model
and the prompt-j ump approximation, using with each a linear feedback
(either constant power removal or Newton 's law of cooling).
The first example is the effective-lifetime model, eq. (3-27) :
-= -

dll
dt

P
11
t"

(7-35)

~

- aT

(7-36)

where

P

with T the incremental temperature (T
a>O. Wehave
dn

~

dt

~

ex
- - liT.

0 at equilibrium). Assume

(7-37)

t'

For constant power removal, use eq. (5-68):
dT

dt

~

(7-38)

KO(II - 110),

where we retain the subscript a ll K that was introduced in sec. 6-6.
There is one equilibrium point : 11 ~ no, T ~ O.
The linearized system, which may be obtained by setting 11 ~ " 0 + DII
and neglecting TO il in eq. (7-37), was treated in sec. 6-6 (y -> 0). The
characteristic equation is
S2

~

- aK ollo/t'

~

_ 0',
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+ jQ; see eq. (6-91). The equilibrium point is a

and the eigenvalues are
center.

For the nonlinear system, we may eliminate the time in eqs. (7-37)
and (7-38) to find
anT

dl1

(7-39)

Rearranging, we have
( 'K 0110 -dl1

-

t"

It

Ko d 11

=

aT d T.

Maximum and minimum power occur at T
11 = Ilmin and T = 0, we have

log -

11

11 -

-

I1 l11 in

I1min

~

110

ex

=

O. In tegrating from

.,

,
T-.
2t Kollo

(7-40)

The trajectories are closed curves in the It, T plane for ~ > 0, and we
have an unda mped nonlinear oscillator (a nonlinear center).
We take advantage of the similarity to eq. (5-188) and define
x

~

0:
(

t ' Kollo

)t

T.

Y

•

It

=-,
110

11min

Yo ~ - '

(7-41)

11 0

Eq. (7-40) becomes
log L
Yo

-

(y - Yo)

~

(7-42)

tX2,

which is identical to eq. (5-190) except that the variables have different
physical meanings. The x, y plane is shown in fig. 7-14, with the
parameter i/yo = "o/ f/min' This time the closed curves are traversed
clockwise, as seen from eq. (7-37). The line y ~ 0, corresponding to
lI(t) ~ 0 and dT/dt ~ -Kolto, is a separatrix that bounds the region
of closed curves; the system cannot cross into the unstable region of
negative It, as discussed in sec. 2-1. The similarity of figs. 5-20 and 7-14
suggests that the ramp-input problem and the present problem can be
combined in a single treatment if x and ya re properly defined and t
instead of t' is used throughout. This was described in a paper by
Smets (1959a).
We can express the present problem as a second-order differential
equation

, el' p
dp
( -d' - P -I
t

II

+

~KolloP ~

0.

(7-43)
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10

10'=

I/y.

10'

5

x

Fig. / -14 . Trajectories for the effective-lifetime model with co ns.tant power removal;
x = ('X// ' K OIIO) ! T, ), = 11/ 11 0 - and l / yo = 11 0 / 11,,,; ,,.
Comp~lre

this with eq. (5-191). Fig. 7- 14 may th erefore be converted
into the phase plane dpJdl VS. P (reverse signs and change scales, noting

that y - 1 corresponds to - dp ldt and x to - p).
The closed curves of fig. 7-14 have important consequences for
stability. /fwe replace eq. (7-38) by eq. (5-62), using K o for K and To = 0
for the equilibrium,

dT
dr

= K O(1l -

the equilibriu'm point
The linear system is

"0) - yT,
II = " 0 ,

(7-44)

T = 0 is either a stable node or focus.

(7-45)

where 011

s

= 11 -

=

11 0-

- 2: +
2-

The eigenvalues are

J(r' _aKol1o)
t"
4

(7-46)
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and the linear system oscillates if aKollo/1' > y2/4. (See sec. 6-6 and
the root locus of fig. 6-38.)
If egs. (7-37) and (7-44) are used, the nonlinear trajectories satisfy
dn
dT

anT

(7-47)

If a. > 0 is assumed, eq. (7-39) gives the slope dll/dT on a closed curve
(1' = 0). By comparing eg. (7-39) with eg. (7-47) for y > 0, we may
deduce that the trajectories for y > 0 must cross closed curves from
the outside toward the inside everywhere in the half plane II > 0 (see
fig. 7- 15). This can be formalized as a geometric proof of asymptotic
stability for the nonlinear system eqs. (7-37) and (7-44) in the entire
half plane II > 0 provided a. > 0 (the other parameters must physically
be always positive).
n-n

T

Fig. 7- 15. Sketch of the II. T plane for the effecti ve-liret ime model. illustra ti ng the effect
o f the hea t-loss term Oil the trajectories.

This type of geometric or topological argument is frequently useful
in establishing stability. In third-order systems it may be applied by
finding closed surfaces in state space across which all trajectories are
directed inward (e.g., Smets and Gyftopoulos 1959).
Next, consider egs. (7-37) and (7-44) and note the second equilibrium
point II = O. T = - K OIIOh . This is the shutdown equilibrium, and by
eg. (7-36) the sh utdown reactivity is
(7-48)
Note that p, > 0 if the eq uilibrium at II = "0 is to be stable (a > 0).
Of course, a real reactor at shutdown has a sma ll power n > 0 because
of neutron sources, but, as discussed in sec. 2-1, the nonphysical
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concept of zero-power equilibrium is very useful in nonlinear stability
analysis.
Therefore let II = '\11 and T = - KollolY + oT Substituting into
eqs. (7-37) and (7-44) and neglecting lilloT yields

~
dt

r 1=
0l1

lliD

J
-y liT

faKol1o lYt'
Ko

o [OI1J.

(7-49)

Since the eigenvalues are s = - y and s = aKolio/yt', the shutdown
equilibrium is a saddle point for a > O.
An example in which the equilibrium 11 = "0 is a stable focus is
sketched in fig. 7-16. The ordinate is 11/ 110 and the abscissa is aT/t"o
Here, y = 2 and aKollo/t' = n' = 2; hence the equilibrium points
are (0, 1) and (-1,0). The sta ble focus has eigenvalues - I + j, and
the shutdown saddle point has eigenvalues + 1 and - 2. Each coordinate axis is a zero-slope isocline (ZSI). Note the separatrix from
the shutdown to the operating point; if the technique outlined in sec.
7-2 is used, the two separatrices at the saddle point have slopes M = 0
and M =~. Trajectories for II < 0, of course, have no physical
significance.
4

2

-3

-I

-2

Fig. 7·16. Traject o ries for the effective· lifetime model with Newton coolin g; y

n2

= 2.

=

2 and
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A second example, in which the equilibrium II = 110 is a stable node,
is sketched in fig. 7-17. Herer = 6 and n' = 6. The equilibrium points
are again (0, I) and ( - 1, 0). The stable node has eigen val ues - 3 + ../3,
and the saddle-point eigenvalues are + 1 and - 6. The separatrices at
the saddle point have slopes M = 0 and M = i; the separatrices at
the node have slopes M = 0.211 and M = 0.789.

2

I

-3

,
-I

-2

Fig. 7·17. Trajectories for the cn·cctivc·lifetime model Wiih Newion cooling; y = 6 and
0 2 = 6.

Unfortunately, the examples in figs. 7-16 and 7-17 do not have much
physical significance. The swing in reactivity from shutdown to the
operating equilibrium is much too large to be encompassed by the
efrective-Iifetime model.
To be more realistic, consider the prompt-jump model, eq. (3-19):

(p -

p)

~: = (2P + d:)

II.

(7-50)

Using eqs. (7-36) and (7-44), we have
dll

dt

-

[aKo(1I - "0) + (J. - y)aT]n

P + aT

dT
dt = KO(II - no) - yT,

(7-51)
(7-52)
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and

[aKo(1I - liD) + (A - y)" T]1I
(/3 + aT)[Ko(11 - liD) - yTJ

dll

dT

(7-53)

The case of constant power removal is the limit as y
dll
dt

-=

[aKo(1I - "0) + }.aT]n
/3 + aT

dll
dT =

(7-55)

[aKo(n - "0) + },aT]n
(/3 + aT)Ko(n - "0) .

This system has the equilibrium point

O. In this case,
(7-54)

dT
dt = KO(II - liD),
and

--+

II

= no. T

(7-56)
=

O. There are two

other singular points (indeterminate dll/dT) ; these are n = 0,
T = -/3/a and 11 = 110 + 2/3/aK o, T = -/3/a. The vertical line
T = - /3/a is a separatrix; trajectories in the prompt-jump model
cannot cross p = [!. The physical meaning is that dll/dt has a very
large magnitude near prompt critical, and the prompt-jump model
must be replaced by higher-order dynamic equations in that neighborhood.
Trajectories are sketched in fig. 7-18 for a case in which the equilibrium point is a stable focus . The ordinate is 11/ 110 and the abscissa is
aT//3. The parameter is aKolloP /3 =
The system is stable ' in the
physically meaningful range 11 > 0 and T > - /3/a; trajectories outside
this region are not shown. The student should investigate the associated
linear system and calculate the eigenvalues; it is easily shown that the
equilibrium point for eqs. (7-54) and (7-55) is a stable focus for
o < aKoI10/2/3 < 4 and a stable node for larger "0'
Add the heat-loss term -yT and return to eqs. (7-51) and (7-52).
This system ha s two equilibrium points: n = no, T = 0 and the
shutdown point n = 0, T = - K ollo/Y' The other two singular points
are n = 0, T = - /3/a and 11 = "0 + (J. - y)/3/aK o, T = - /3/a. Again,
the vertical line T = - /3/a may not be crossed.
The operating equilibrium point of this system was studied in sec.
6-6. The characteristic equation is eq. (6-94). With a > 0 assumed, this
equilibrium point is always a stable node for y > J., and it may be
eithcr a stable node or focus for y < L See the root-locus plots in figs.
6-39 and 6-40. The condition for linear oscillation may be expressed as

t.

J.

(/3 + py

y > -"---4;-;;[Jc'-p,-"-.

(7-57)
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I

I

1/

p.f3

I

I
I

I

5

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

I
I

~ZS I

-0.5

-1.0

1.0

n if3

Fig. 7- 18. Trajectories ror the prompt-ju mp model with con stant-power removal :
a K olloP-{l = 1/6.

where P.• is Ihe shutdown reactivity given by eq. (7-48).
The shutdown equilibrium point is a saddle point, with eigenvalues

s

=

- y,

AP,

s

=

P _ p;

The positive eigenvalue is simply the approximate root of the inhour
equation corresponding to the shutdown reactivity p,; see eq. (2-45).
Trajecto ries are sketched in fig. 7-19 for a case in which the equilibrium at no is a stable focus (Hetrick 1965a). The parameters are
aKollolAP = ~ and AIY = 3. The shutdown reactivity is p, = P13. The
system is stable in the physically meaningful range I! > Oand T> - Pill.
Nole tha t the shutdown point would be in the nonphysica l region
T < - Pia for p, > p. This is anolher consequence of the faci that a
system above prompt critical must be described by higher-order
equations. Nevertheless, the prompt-jump model is more useful tha n
the effective-lifetime modeL Even for p, small compared to P, curves
such as those in figs. 7-16 and 7-17 would be misleading because of the
absence of delayed-neutron effects.
The prompt-jump approximation is particularly va luable because
it permits analysis of a reactor model that is only second order and yet
exhibits both delayed-neutron and reactivity-feedback effects. As
discussed in chapters 3 and 5, the prompt-jump model is a valid
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10

5

- 1.0

1.0

-0.5

« T/ /3
Fig. 7- 19 , Trajectories ro r the prompt -jump model wilh Newton coo ling ; a. KOIIOP/J = 1/9

and ),/1' = 3 (Hetrick 1965a).
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T

Fig. 7·20. Comparison of second-order neutron dynamics
jump approximation (constan t power removal).

(Pit

=

rO) with the prompt-
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asy mptotic solution for p < fl. The 11, T curves in figs. 7-18 and 7- 19
are approximate projections of three-dimensional 11, C, T space curves.
This asymptotic beha vior is illustrated by the a na logue computer
solutions in fig . 7-20 (computations by Peter Meenan, University of
Ari zona, 1966). The curve labeled "exact" is for a third-order system,
one group of delayed neutrons (flit ~ 10) with eqs. (7-36) and (7-38).
The " approximate" curve is for the prompt-jump model using eqs.
(7-54) and (7-55). The approximate initial condition for the "exact"
curve was computed from eq. (3-10) with p( -0) ~ 0 to acco unt for the
fast-decaying transient, which is missing in the asympto tic solution
and appears as a short vertical jump at the start of the exact curve. The
case illustra ted is similar to those in fig. 7-18 except that th e T-scale is
shifted to the left.
7-4. Definitions of Stability
To proceed further, we need to refine the stability concepts that were
introduced for linear systems in sec. 6-1. This req uires careful definitions
of several ty pes of stability, because distinctions may arise in nonlinear
systems tha t are not found in linear systems.
Consider the dynamical system 1

dx ·
dl

- ' = Xj(x h
where i ~ 1, .. .•

II.

. . . ,X",

t),

(7-58)

Let the origin be an equilibrium point :

X,(O, ... , 0, t)

~

O.

(7-59)

We restrict our attention to momentary perturba tions; I.e., given
initial values at time to,
x,(t o ) ~

X'D'

(7-60)

we inquire in to the behavior of the system for ( > ( 0' Constan tly
acting perturbations, described by adding a forcing function to the
right-hand side of eq. (7-58), will not be considered. Further, we will be
primarily concern ed with time-invariant (autonomous) systems (functions X, independent of time).
It is convenient to adopt a definition of distance in the sta te space.
Rega rding the X, as components of a vector, let the displacement from
the origin be measured by the Euclidean norm

X(I) ~ {L,[X,(t)J 2)t.

(7-61)

1. We usc the term " dynamical system" rather loosely. A pro per definition conta ins
severa l restrictions, including the requirement that a ll solutions be defined and con tinuo us for - co < t < co . For further details, see Zubov (1957).
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We define stability as follows: The equilibrium of the system given
by eq. (7-58) is said to be stable if, for any given positive number E, a
positive number b can be found such that
(7-62)
implies
x(t) <

(7-63)

E

for all t > to. In general, b is a function of E and to. If b is independent
of to, as in an autonomous system, the stability is said to be uniform.
We may para phase the definition of stability by saying that a solution
x,(t), sometimes called a "motion," is stable if a region R(b) can be
found such that all trajectories originating inside R(b) remain inside a
specified region R(e) for all subsequent time.
The solution is "nstable, if, as b is made arbitrarily small, there is at
least one solution trajectory for which the condition given by eq. (7-63)
is not satisfied.
A motion is asymptotically stable if it is stable and if, in addition,
lim x(t)

=

o.

(7-64)

The motion is asymptotically stable in the large if it is asymptotically
stable and <5 may be made arbitrarily large. We avoip the term "globally
asymptotically stable" because it is used for different concepts by
various authors.

There are motions for which the limit in eq. (7-64) holds; yet the
condition given by eq. (7-63) is not satisfied. Such a motion is called
quasi-asymptotically stable. Examples are given by Lehnigk (1966).
Periodic motions may sometimes be said to possess orbital stability,
a special case in which there is stability but not asymptotic stability.
Figs. 7-6, 7-10, and 7-14 are examples. Planetary motion is another
example.
A motion that is not asymptotically stable, but for which all solutions
are bounded, is called stable in the sense of Lagrange, or Lagrange
stable. There are many examples in the form of systems that are unstable
for small perturbations; yet all solutions are bounded. These may be
called unstable in the smal/, but stable in the large and hence Lagrange
stable. Fig. 7-21 shows one type of Lagrange stability: a stable limit
cycle enclosing an unstable focus, forming a system that may be called
orbitally asymptotically stable. Limit cycles, unlike centers, are independent of initial conditions.
The set of all initial points

XiO

for which subsequent motions are

stable is called the domain oj attraction of the equilibrium point. If the
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y

--1--8I -

x

Fig. 7·21. A stable limi t cycle.

motion is asymptotically stable but the domain of attraction does not
include the entire state space, we have asymptotic stability ill the smal/.
Figs. 7-9 and 7- 13 are examples of this. Another example, sketched in
fig. 7-22, is an unstable limit cycle enclosing a stable focus. Fig. 7-10 is
a n example that has orbital stability in the small. Such examples are
freq uently characteri zed as " instability in a linearly stable system."
y

..!-- .....

-

-,
r:D-)-J------c:I
I //
x
\
..... _-'"

I

Fig. 7·22 . An unstable lim it cycle.

A motion tha t is asymp totically stable in the large for some class of
functions Xi is called absolutely stable. Th is term is also applied to
motions that are asym ptotically stable in the la rge for all values of one
or more parameters. If the stability is restricted to a limited region of a
parameter space, one may speak of structural ability.
If the solution Xi(t) may be extended from the initial point XiO for all
t > to, then x,(t ) is said to be dejilled ill thefillure. If, 011 the other hand,
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there is a time I" > 10 such that .\'(1) -+ 00 as t -+ I" the solution is
said to have afinite esca"e lillie. An elementary example of this is the
particular solution
X(l) = I/ (l - t)

of the differential equation
dx
2
dl = x

Such solutions are not Laplace-transformable. It is important to the
theory of reactor stability that finite escape times can occur in systems
that are stable in the small (Akcasu and Noble 1966a).
Limit cycles and finite escape times do not occur in linear systems.
The autonomous second-order linear systems classified in sec. 7- 1 as
cases I through 8 (figs. 7-1 through 7-8) may be characterized as
follows: Cases 1,3, and 4 are unstable. Cases 2, 5, and 7 are asymptotically stable. Cases 6 and 8 are stable but not asymptotically stable;
case 6 is orbitally stable. Of course, stability in a linear system is stability
in the large because the principle of superposition app lies.

The extension to linear systems of higher order than two is easily
visualized. For example, a third-order linear system is asymptotically
stable if its three eigenvalues are negative, or if one is negative real and
two are complex with negative real parts. One positive eigenvalue, or a
complex pair with positive real parts, will assure instability in a system
of any order.
We now state three theorems of Liapunov that relate a nonlinear
system to its associated linear system. Given the autonomous nonlinear
system
(7-65)

where the au are constants and where the Fi are power series beginning
with terms of degree at least two, the associated linear system (sometimes called the linearized system or the abridged system) is
dx '·
dt =

"Lp ij'\j .

(7-66)

Let Sj be the roots of the characteristic equation for the linear system
(the eigenvalues of the matrix whose elements are a;). The theorems
are (Minorsky 1962):
I. If Re(sj) < 0 for all roots Sj, the equilibrium point X; = 0 of eq.
(7-65) is asymptotically stable for all functions F;.
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2. If Re(s;) > 0 for at least one of the roots Sj, the equilibrium point
is unstable for all Fl'
3. If no root Sj has a positive real part but at least one root has a
zero real part (critical case), the equilibrium point may be either
stable or unstable depending on the function s F l'
The theorems say nothing about stability in the large; they refer
only to stability in some neighborhood of the equilibrium point
(stability in the sma ll). The theorems justify the procedure that was
followed in sec. 7-1 in analyzing second-order systems. The reference
to "all function s F/' is qualified, in that we assumed power series
beginning with terms of at least second degr~e. This restriction can be
relaxed somewhat; some variations are discussed by Minorsky (1962).
The first two theorems are easily proved by the direct method of
Liapunov, which we discuss in the next section. The third theorem,
covering the critical cases, requires special treatment. For proofs, see

Minorsky (1962). We have already seen examples of critical cases: Fig.
7-10 shows a center at the origin that is made unstable by the nonlinearity except in a small region of the plane. Fig. 7-14 is a center that
remains orbita[iy stable in an entire half-plane when the nonlinearity
is added. Finally, we note that the system
dx

3

di=Y-X '
(7-67)

dy

- = - x - y
dt

3

has a center at the origin; compare this with eq. (7-26) and fig. 7-10.
However, all trajectories of eg . (7-67) spiral in toward the origin, as we
may verify by sketching a few isoclines. Asymptotic stabili ty for this
system will be proved in the next section.
Application of the three theorems is sometimes called thefirst method
of LiapllllOV. It is the formal j ustification for the studies of equilibrium
points in the preceding three sections.

7-5_ The Direct Method of Liapunov

The modern approach to the study of nonlinear stability was founded
by A. M . Liapunov (1892). Th e direct method, also kn own as the
secolld method of Liapullov, is a generalization of the concept of energy
in theoretical mechanics. If a particle moves in a force field such that
its total energy is non increasing, the motion is confined to a restricted
region of state space and is stable. If the total energy is continually
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decreasing, it ultimately approaches zero and the motion is asymptotica lly stable.
An exam ple is the harmonic oscillator. Without damping, the total
energy remains constant and the motio n is a closed orbit in state space.
With a frictional force proportional to velocity, the rate of change of
energy is negative and proportional to the square of the veloci ty.
Except at two instants in each cycle where the velocity is zero, the total
energy is decreasing and must ultimately decay to ze ro. The motion, a
damped oscillation, is asymptotically s ta ble.
Potential energy is proportional to the square of the displacement,
and kinetic energy is proportional to the square of the velocity. The
total energy is a function of the state-space coordinates that is positive
everywhere except at th e origin , where it is zero. Such a fUllction is
called a positive definite JlIll ct ion of the coordin ates. The spirit of the
direct method is to identify some positive definite fun cti on of the
coordinates. If it s total time derivative, expressed in terms o f the
coordinates by means of the equation s of motion, can be shown to be
zero o r negati ve (a negative semidefinit e function), the positive definite
functi on is a Liapunov function and the motion is stable. If the time
derivative is negative definite (vanishing only when all its arguments
are zero), the mo tion is asymptoticall y stab le.
Before statin g the theorem and outlining a proof, we need the
definitions ;
1. A scalar JUllctioll V(x " ... , x,,) is positive defillite ill a region R
about th e origill if V > 0 ill R ",hell x; 'f 0 alld V(O, ... , 0) = O.

2. Th e time derivative oj V alollg a SOllllioll trajectory oj eq. ( 7-58) is

dV

-

dt

= X · VV =

av

EX r

r

oX

(7-68)

j

where X is a vector whose component s afe X i'
3. A positive-d~fillite JlIllctioll V ill R is a Liapullov JUllctioll

if V alld

itsfirst partial derivatives are continuous amI dVjdt < 0 in R.
The theorem, which gives a sufficient (but no t necessary) condition for
stabili ty, may be stated as foll ows;

If there exists a Liapullov junction in all open region R containi11g
the origin, then the equilibrilll1l oj eC]. (7-58) is slOble.
A proof may be o utlined briefl y as fo llows; Since Liap un ov functions are increasing functions of their arguments, the equation
V(x" . .. , XII) = C represents a concentric family o f closed surfaces
enclosing the o rigin. Two such surfaces are shown in fig. 7-23, where
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x.

J'

v~v.

x.

Fig. 7-23. Regions o f sta te space used in proving the theo rem of Liapullo v.

o<
x=

V, < V,. By the assumed continuity, V > V, on the surface
€ I which is assumed to be entirely within the region R.
In part of the region x < E, V is less than V,. Therefore, there exists
a S, depending on E, such that 0 < S < E and V < V, < V, for al1
x < S. Clearly, there are points in the shel1 S < x < E where V < V,.
Consider an initial point (t ~ to) inside x ~ J. Because the Liapunov
function V is non increasing on the trajectory, Vat time t > to is less
than o r equal to the initial value of V, which in turn is less than V,.

Since V > V2 on .x = E, the trajectory cannot cross the surface x = E.
Therefore, x(t) < E for al1 t > to when ,\'(t o) < J, and the motion is
stable as defined in sec. 7-4.
As seen in fig. 7-23, the trajectory may temporarily leave the region
_x < S. C learly, it cannot leave the region V < V, . The formal definition
of stabi lity is satisfied because V, < V2 . Of course, the figure is merely
a symbolic represen tation of an n-dimensional state space.
As a corol1ary, the motion is asymptotically stable if tlV Itlt < O.

This is true because the trajectory must not only remain inside .X = €
but also must be characterized by decreasing V. The trajectory eventually reaches the origin. A converse theorem may also be established
as a corollary: the equilibrium is unstable if V is positive definite and
dV/til > 0 in a neighborhood surrounding the origin.
,
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As an example, consider the second-order system
dx
-2x ,
dt
(7-69)
dy

3
-y - y.

dt

The equilibrium point is a stable node, as is the origin in fig. 7-9. Select
the positive definite function
V(x, y) ~ x 2

+

y2

(7-70)

We have
dV ~ 2x dx
2 dy
1
+Yd
II
I'
dI

(7-71)

Substituting from eq. (7-69), we have
dV
dt

2

~

'

-4x - 2y- - 2y

4

(7-72)

The motion is asymptotically stable in the large, because dV/dt is
negative definite in the entire x, y space. The reader may verify that the
trajectories are

y'

1 + y' ~

•

ex

(7-73)

and that the motion is always toward the origin.
As a second example, consider the system of eq. (7-67), which has a
center at the origin. If eqs. (7-70) and (7-71) together with the equations
of motion are used,
dV
dt ~ -2x' - 2y"

(7-74)

The system is asymptotically stable in the large.
Next, consider the example of eq. (7-21) and fig. 7-9. The origin is a
stable node, but the saddle point precludes asymptotic stability in the
large. We can identify a subdomain of the asymptotically stable region
as follows: Again using eqs. (7-70) and (7-71), we find (Cunningham
1963)
dV
dt

-~

-4x'

+

2x'y - 2y'

+

2xy2

(7-75)

Clearly, dV/dt is not sign-definite in the entire plane. However, dV/dl
is negative in a neighborhood surrounding the origin.
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The locus of points for which dVjdt =
a curve having three branches:
x ' (2 - y)

+

y'(1 - x) =
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is the origin together with

o.

(7-76)

The curves V = C are concentric circles about the origin. The region
for which asymptotic stability is proved is the interior of the largest
circle that may be inscribed in the region for which dVjdt < 0, i.e., the
circle tangent to the curve of eg. (7-76), as shown in fig. 7-24. The
significant branch of the locus of eq. (7-76) contains the saddle point
(I , 2).
y

5

STABILITY

dV: O

dt

SADDLE

REGION"

,-POINT

vr-~--

-10

-5

5

-5

X

dV -0
dt

-10

Fig. 7-24. Subdomain of the asymptotically stable rc£ion and locus of dVjdt = 0 for the
example of fig . 7-9.

Note that the size and shape of the region for which stability is
proved depends on the choice of the function V. Elliptical curves of
constant V would have yielded a different region for this example.
To illustrate, consider the system of fig. 7- 13 and eg. (7-34). We could
find a circular region about the origin by using eg. (7-70); instead we
select
V(X, y) = (x + y)' + y' .

(7-77)
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In this case, the curves V = C are a family of concentric ellipses. We
find

dx
dy
2YTt + 4y dt"
Using the equations
dV

-

dt

=

(7-78)

or motion, we have

-2x' - 4xy - 6y'

+

2x 3

-

2x'y - 8xy'-

(7-79)

Again, dVl dt is negati ve in a neighborhood of the origin , and the locus
of dV Ide = 0 is the origin plus a curve of three branches:

x' + 2xy + 3y2 - x' + x'y + 4xy'

=

o.

(7-80)

y
4

3

,•
2

dV=O
dl

STABILITY
REGION

SADDLE

;::POIN

-2

-3

.&Y. = 0

-I

2

x

-I

dl

-3

Fig. 7-25. Subdomain of the asym ptotically stable region and loclis of (WI (II = 0 for the
example orIlg. 7-1 3.
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The region for which asymptotic stability is proved is th e interior of
an ellipse tangent to the nearest branch of eq. (7-80). There is a branch
through each of the saddle points o f eg. (7-34), as shown in fig. 7-25.
Asymptotic stability may be proved for each of a set of different
V-functions. The results may be combined, and the region of asymptotic stability is the union of all the regions so obta ined. There is still
no gua ran tee that the entire region of asymptotic stability is discovered
in this manner, because the theorem only provides a sufficient condition.
Application of the method requires both insight a nd artistry. As we
shall see, there is no need to restrict V to a quadratic form. Quadratic
form s are sufficient for describing the sta bility properties of linear
systems; indeed, the Routh criterion may be derived in this way (Parks
1962). Much effort has been devoted to the invention of systematic
methods for constructing V-functions for nonlinear systems, and some
of these are discussed in the remainder of this section.
First, we note that it is frequently helpful to seek a first integral of
some related, but simpler, system. For example, consider the system
dx
<it

-rxx + y,

a > 0,
(7-81)

dy
3
dt - -x - x
The origi n is the onl y equilibrium point (a center for a = 0, a stable
focus fo r < a < 2, and a stable node for a > 2). The function
V = x 2 + y2 is not very useful, because it yields

°

dV

dt = -2ax' - 2x 3 y .

Instead, consider the special case a = 0, for which a first integral is

y' + x' + ix'

=

c.

(7-82)

The left -hand side is a positive definite function , and eq. (7-82) represents
a concentric family of closed curves. Let
V(x, y) = y'

+ x' + 1X4.

(7-83)

We ha ve
dx
3 dx
2x - + 2x -I'
It
dt

(7-84)

We now apply this to the origina l system, eq. (7-81). We find

dV

<it = - 2ax' - 2ax"

(7-85)
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The equilibrium is stable in the large for a ~ 0 and asymptotically
stable in the large for a > O.
The method of Aizerman (1958) is useful in the study of automatic
control systems; see also Hahn (1963) and Minorsky (1962). Its greatest
utility lies with systems of the form

dx,

~ ~

dt

""x, + a12 x, + ... + f(Xk)

and

(7-86)
(i

i=

1),

in which the nonlinearity appears as a function of one state variable
in one equation. The essence of the method is to replace f(Xk) by the
linear term PXk such that the resulting linear system is asymptotically
stable for a range P, < P < p,. Using the quadratic form V that
demonstrates this linear stability, one then constructs from it and from

eq. (7-86) a form dV /dt for the nonlinear system. The nonlinear system
is then asymptotically stable in a suitable region for which this
dV/dt < O.
One may ask the following question: If the linear system is asymptotically stable for P, < P < p, and if !(x k ) satisfies

will the nonlinear system be asymptotically stable in the large? Unfortunately, the answer is affirmative only for n ~ 2 (Hahn 1963). Additional restrictions on the form of the nonlinearity are required for

higher-order systems.
The method of Aizerman has limited utility in reactor dynamics
because the nonlinearity usually arises from the product pJn. With a
simple linear feedback, and in the absence of delayed neutrons, the
transformation

(J

~

log (11/110)

(7 -87)

removes the product nonlinearity and introduces the nonlinearity

f((J)

~

e" - I

(7-88)

into the feedback. However, this device fails in the presence of delayed
neutrons. Moreover, V is always constrained to be a quadratic form,

and we will not pursue this method further.
The method of Szego (1963), as described by Schultz (1965), begins
by postulating a quadratic form whose coefficients may be functions
of the state variables. Formally,
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v=

L,P'i(x" x;lx,xi'

38 1
(7-89)

subject to the restrictions that aij = OJ; and that the aij are independent
of a t least one sta te variable (say x,,). One forms dVldL, using eg. (7-89)
and the equations of motion, and then seeks relati ons for determining
the va riable coefficients subject to constraints on Va nd dV IdL.
As a n example, consider the second-order system of eq. (7-81). Let

+

V = o,,(x)x'

2a,,(x)xy

+

y'

(7-90)

where J' is identified as x" and where a 22 = I without loss of generality.
Of course, we know in advance from eq. (7-83) that the a lternative
(identifying x as x,,) would not be fruitful, though in the absence of this
informatio n, each alternative would be tried. We find

dV
dx
, dalldx
- ,- = 2a l l x - +r - - -+
II
dx dL
dr

+

dx
do" dx
2a"J' -d + 2xY -d
dt
tx

dy

+ ?y
- dt'

(7-91)

Substituting from eq. (7-81) leads to

dV
dr

-=

da II

2

+ ( 2a x + dx x - 2aQ12x
"

- 2tx da12
dx

+

?

(

_0 1 2

X

2-2x-2x 3) y

.) ,
+ -? da"
dx x Y .

(7-92)

Regarding eg . (7-92) as a quadratic in y, we infer that the locus of
dVldL = 0 has two branches in the x, y plane. The two branches
coincide if the discrim inant vanishes, and a simple way to ensure this
is to set 0 12 = 0 and
da I I 2
20 1 l x + - d x - 2x - 2x 3 = O.
x

(7-93)

Regard eg. (7-93) as a linear differential equation for the variable
coefficient a II' A particular solution is
011=

I

I '
+,!_"C.

Eg. (7-90) now reduces

to

the desired form , eq. (7-83), and upon noting
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that eq. (7-92) reduces to eq. (7-85) we see that the example is complete.
Even in this simple illustration, the method requires either foresight

or artifice. In a more complex example, the forms for Vand dV/dt must
be juggled to find conditions consistent with the Liapunov theorem,
and the differential equations for the variable coefficients may become
rather complicated. The results are often somewhat arbitrary, and
different sets of coefficients may lead to different subregions of the
region of stability.
The variable-gradient method, which is very useful and somewhat
more systematic, was developed by Schultz (1965). The essential ideas
are that, given a desired form dV/dt, eg. (7-68) is a partial differential
equation for V, and that under certain conditions V may be obtained
as a line integral of the gradient Vv. indeed, the necessary and sufficient
conditions for a scalar function V to be obtained uniquely from a
vector function IlV are (Lass 1950)

-

a (IlV)j = - a.

oX j

OXj

(IlV)"

(i,j = I, ... , /1).

(7-94)

The vector VV is written as

,

(7-95)

(IlV)"
where the coefficients au arc undetermined functions of the state

variables. In three dimensions, the conditions of eq. (7-94) guarantee
that the curl of the gradient vanishes identically. In general, these
conditions, which assure that Vhas continuoLls first partial derivatives,
provide relations among the off-diagonal elements of the matrix of
coefficients aij' If these off-diagonal elements are constants, aij = aj!

(Schultz 1965).
The derivative dV/ dt is
dV
dt

a v dx!
ax! dt

av dx,
ax, dt

-=--+--+

(7-96)

The procedure is to compute d V/ dt in terms of the variable coefficients,
select coefficients such that dV/dt is negative definite or semidefinite
in some region R, and then obtain Vas a line integral in state space
such that V = 0 at the origin. If the resulting V is positive definite in
R, then R is the region of stability.
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The integration is justified provided the conditions of eg. (7-94) are
fulfilled. The line integral is then independent of the path and may be
conveniently represented as
V = rX'VV(\'(el,o, ... , O)de l

J
0

•

+

L" VV (2\(x

+

f"

l,

e,, ··· , 0) de, +

VV'"'(x" x" ... , e,,)

de,,,

(7-97)

where the superscript indicates the appropriate component ofVV
To illustrate, consider once again the example of eg. (7-81). Let
(7-98)
We have
dV

dx

I

It

-d = (allx + a 12)') - , +
Substituting from eg. (7-81) and lelling 012 =
dV
dl

- = -a12(1
-

CW 1l X

+ x')x' +
2

-

[a "

(/21

- 0,,(1

=

+

constant leads to
2
x )]x)'

+

a12)"

o:a 12 xy.

The last two terms vanish if a --> 0 (no damping). Pretending not to
know the answer, we explore the possiblity that dV/dl --> 0 for all x
and)' when a --> O. A possible set of coefficients is then

a" = 2(1 + x 2 ),
a 12 = 0,

an = 2.

This yields precisely eg. (7-85):
dV
4
dl = - 2ax' - 2ax

The components of the gradient are 2x
suggested in eg. (7-97) yields eq. (7-83):
V =

x' +

~X4

+ )''.

+

2x 3 and 2y. Integrating as
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For the system of eq. (7-81), the Szego method and the va riablegradient method both yield the simple result we obtained earlier by
considering a first integral fu r a. = O. Clear ly, more difficulties will be
encountered in studying systems that are no t so simple. Some systems

a re more easi ly handled by one method, some by another. No method
yields guaranteed success in a ll cases, and the ingenuity of the investigator is probably the most important prerequisite.
In any method, one is concerned with functions V and dV/dr that
are to be made sign definite. For simple forms like eqs. (7-83) and
(7-85) the judgment is very easy. Frequently one encounters the form
V

=

G ll X

2

+ 2a12xy +

al2y2

or the general quadratic form

(7-99)

Xn
a I"
where the Qij are constants. The necessary and sufficient conditio n for
this quadratic form to be positive definite is that the principal minors
of the determinant of the matrix in eq. (7-99) be positive (Sylvester's
theorem: Schultz 1965 ; Wylie 1960). That is, all > 0, and

etc., up to the n x n determinant of the full matrix. Thus,x' + xy + y'
is positive definite, while x' + 2xy + y' and x' + 3xy + y' are not.
Note that a symmetric matrix is used (aij = aji)' In two dimensions,
curves of constant V > 0 are elliptical for positive-definite V. As a
corollary to the theorem, the necessary and sufficient condition for the
quadratic form to be negative definite is that a" < 0 a nd that the
remaining principal minors, taken in increasing order, be of alternating
sIgn.

Another type of Liapunov function was developed for nonlinear
contro l systems (Lur'e 1951; Letov 1955; Lefschetz 1965). Given the
system
i=1, ...

, 11 ,
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du

(7-1 00)

dt = f("),

=

(J
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L jCjX j -

I'll ,

wllere the aij are the constant elements of the 11 x 11 coefficient matrix,
hi and Cj are components of constan t vectors, u is a scalar function of
time (the control va riable), and r is a parameter. The nonlinea rity is
described by the characteristic functi on f("), which is ass umed to
satisfy the condit ions "f(,,) > 0 for" '" 0 and f(O) = O.
Using the transformation ~i = dxi/dl, we may write the system
eq uations as
d~;

dt

= Ll';j~j -

bJ(")

and

(7-101)

~~

=

LjCj~j -

'f (,,) .

A Liapunov functi on of the Lur'e type is

v = LUB;j~;~j

-I-

f:

(7-1 02)

f ("') d,,',

a nd the stability analysis reduces to the algebraic problem of making
V and dV/dt conform to the requirements of the Liapunov theorem.
Unfortunately, as with the Aizerman method, the equations of reactor
dynamics cannot be put in this form unless delayed neut rons are
neglected. Essentially th e same system was studied by Popov (1961),
who derived a frequency-domain stability criterion that we discuss in
a later section.
An important special case of eq. (7-101) a rises when the coefficient
ma trix is diagona l (a ;j = y; for i = j ; and au = 0 for i '" j). A tra nsformation yielding such a canonical form was derived by Lur'e (195 1).
It is then convenientlO include in Va special quadratic form for which
B·=
I)

(7-103 )

g ;gj
}\

+ YJ

where the gj arc real numbers and the Yi are the eigenvalues. The
quad ratic form becomes
'\
L.,;jj

g;gj

Yi + Yj

~ .~. = r~ 'f. .gg.e.~.e-("+ 'J)"dll
' J

Jo

I)

I

J

I

)

(7-104)
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This type o f quadratic form has been lIsed in a special Liapunov
function by Akcasu. Lellouche. and Shot kin (forthcoming) to analyze
stability in the presence of delayed neutrons; in their case the ~i are the
canonical feedback variables and the Yi arc the real eigenvalues of the
heat-transfer matrix. Note that since eq. (7-104) demonstrates only
that this form is positive semidefinite, additional terms are required
to construct a Liapullov function .

Another method of constructing Liapunov functions for systems
such as eq . (7-101) was proposed by Rosen (1961) and a pplied to a
simple reactor model without delaycd neutrons by Devooght and
Smets (1967). This method also requires the computation of a canonical
form. but it has an advantage over Lur'e canonical systems in that
af(v) is not constrained to be positive. The reactor example is discussed
in the next sect ion. with a different method used.
It was suggested earlier in connection with the variable-gradient
method that eq. (7-68) ma y be regarded as a partial differential equation
for V. This viewpoint has been developed by Zubov (1957). who has
devised special examples for which the entire region of asymptotic
stability is obtained by derivin g such a Liapunov function. Details are
given by Hah n (1963). Unfortun ate ly. the difficulties of practical
application seem to be very great.
In addition to quadratic forms a nd functions like those in eqs. (7-83)
and (7-102). man y other special functions ma y be used . As we shall see
in the nex t section . the form
V(x) = x - log (1

+

x)

is particularly useful in reactor dynamics. This form is positive definite
for x > - 1 and reduces to ~X2 in the neighborhood of the origin.
The requirement that dVl dl be nega tive definite is often overrestrictive. The condition ma y be relaxed as follow s (see any of the
standard references cited earlier) :
If there exiSl . .j a Liaplmov fUllction ill GIl opel 1 region R containing the
origin . a/1{1 ({ dV/dt is not identically zero along any so/uUon trajectory
other thall the origin (t he trivial solutioll), the equilibriulI1 oIeq. (7-58)
is asymptot.ically stab le.
Clearly, V ) 0 through positive values as t _ co in an asymptotically
stable system . At the same time. dV/dt - 0 through negative va lues.
Conceivably. one could have V -+ Vo > 0 as t -+ 00 and still have
dV,dt -+ O. Linear examples are the critica l systems (stable systems
with a zero eigenvalue or a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues). A
nonlinear system may, in addition, exhibit a limit cycle. on which
dVldr = O. To esta blish asymptotic stability with dVldl only negative
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semidefinite. one mll st establish the nonex istence of arbitrary constant
solutions and of stable periodic solutions (centers and limit cycles).
The concepts may be formalized in terms of Birkhol1's limiting sets
(LaSalle 1960, 1968; LaSa lle and Lefschetz 196 1) ; we will not go into
the subject here.
Another variation of the Liapunov direct method may be formulated
as fo ll ows: If a function V can be found that is positive in some region
R. while dVjdt is negative or zero in the same region , and ir. in addit ion,
there ex ists auxiliary information that no trajectory may leave R. all
solution s originating in R are stable. Further, if dV/dt = 0 only at the
equ ilibrium point (which may be on the boundary of R) , a ll solutions
originating in R are asymptotically stable. This follows because all
trajectories must cross curves of constan t V in the direction of decreasing
V
Such function s are not Liapunov functions. because they are not
positive definite. The region of stability is no longer bounded by a
closed curve of constant V. but rather by a portion of a curve of constant
V together with separatrix trajectories that cannot be crossed. We
illustrate brie~ y for
, the system of eq. (7-2 1) and fig. 7-9. Since both
coordinate axes are separat rix trajectories. a trajectory originating in
the first quadrant must remain there. Let
(7-105)

11 = x + y.

By cq . (7-21).
<IV
- - 2x - y
<It

The locus of dV/dt

Y=

=

+ 2xy.

0 is

2x
.
2x - I

(7-106)

We have V > 0 and dVjdt < 0 in a triangular region bounded by the
coordinate axes and the line x + Y = C, where C > 0 characterizes a
straight-line tangent to the curve given by eq . (7-\06). Any trajectory
originating in this triangle must tend to the origin as t --+ 00.
In fact, the function V =
+ may be used for each quadrant
in turn (for example, V = x - y in the fourth quadrant), and one has
functions V> 0 for which dVjdt < 0 throughout the second, third,
and fourth quadrants. Because the separatrix along each coordinate
axis tends to the origin, the region of asymptotic stability is the triangle
in the first quadrant plus all of the other three quadrants, as shown in
fig. 7-26. This techn ique has application in reactor dynamics because
/J(t) and c;(t) are never negative, as discussed in sec. 2-1; therefore a

Ixl IYI
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runcti on V containing terms li ke 11 + Lie; may be lIsed in stability
analysis. even though these terms are not positive definite an d there
are no closed curves of constant V (Smets and Gyftopoulos 1959 ;
Smets 1962). These function s are state functions in the same sense as
positive-definite Liapunov functions because they depend explicitly
on the state variables and not on the path to the representative point

in state space.
y
/ ' BOUNDARY

,

_...2A.

Y- 2x-1

SADDLE POINT

2

/ ' BOUNDARY

2

STABLE NODE / '

,

I
x

_ 2x
"""-Y-2x-J

Fig. 7-26. Stability boundary for the system of fig. 7-9 using V

= Ixl + Iyl.

Fina lly, we not e that this introduction to the direct method of

Liapunov has been confined to autonomous systems. The extensions
to systems with time-dependent coefficients and continually acting
perturbations are di sc ussed by many authors (e.g., H ahn 1963; LaSalle
and Lersc hetz 196 1; Minorsky 1962).

7-6. Application to Reactor Systems
The use of positive-definite functions in the study 0 f nonlinear reactor
stability was introduced by Ergen and Weinberg ([954). Using analogies with kinetic and potential energy, they constructed the total energy
(the Hamilto nian function) as a function of generalized coordinates
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an d velocities. T his function was iden tified a s a Liap un ov fu nctio n by
Ergen, Lip ki n, a nd Nohel {I 957).
The classic cxa mpl e is th e effecti ve-lifetime m od el with one feedback
va ria ble, eqs. (7-35) a nd (7-36) with va ri o us hea t-tra nsfer m odels such
as eq. (7-38) o r (7-44). We sho wed in sec. 7-3 that the case fo r co nstant
power removal, eq . (7-38), admits a first integra l, eq . (7-40). No tin g
tha i dT /dl = 0 a t " = " 0, one may in tegrale eq . (7-39) fro m " = "0
and T = T;n:,x and obta in an al ternate expression fo r the fi rst integral
11
11 -

11 0 -

11 0

log -

11 0

(J.

+

J{ '

_

(J.

?

Ko

T-

=

(' K

2

?

0

'I;nnx - .

(7-107)

This ma y a lso be d eri ved directly from eg. (7-40). Th e closed curves of
fi g. 7- 14 represent curves o f constant 7;nax. Therefore le t
11

V=

11 -

"0 -

"0

log -

"0

C(

+

?

,

2t K o

(7- 108)

T -,

from wh ic h

dV
dl

dl/
dl

110

d"
dl

aT dT
( 'K o dl ·

- = - - - - + - - -II

(7- 109)

Eq . (7- 108) is a positive-defi n ite func tion in the hal f-space II > O. Fig.
7-27 shows how V behaves as a func ti o n o f /I fo r T = O. Substilu ling
th e eq uation s of m otion, eq s. (7-3 7) a nd (7-38), into eq . (7-1 09) yields
dV/dt = 0, whence eq . (7- 108) is a Liapun o v fu nctio n an d th e system is
sta ble. T he t rajec tori es a re closed o rbit s fo llo win g Ih e c urves o f co nstant

v
3

n - n.- nolog (n/n.)

/
\

2

\

\

\

tn-nJ '
2n.

\ 1
\

...::

/

I
1/

~
/

I

2

Fig. 7-27. The function
(II -

11 -

110 -

110

I1 I)) l / 2f10 (normali zed to I/O = [ ).

I

[Og(I// 11 0 )

3

4 nino

and its first-order appro.'(imal ion
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V; see fig. 7-14. Since V

as" -> 0 or 00 and as T -> +00, the
closed cur ves fill the half-plane and the system is stable in the entire
half-plane.
Using Newton's law of cooling, eq. (7-44) instead of eq. (7-38), and
substituting into eq. (7-109) yields
-> 00

ay T2

dV _

dr - -

t"Ko

(7-110)

.

The eliective-lifetime model with Newton cooling is therefore asymptotically stable in the half-plane 11 > O.
A more general result is obtained by using eq. (7-37) together with
dT
-I = Ko(n - " 0 )
{(

(7-11l)

J(T),

-

from which
dV

(7-1I2)

dt

The system is therefore asymptotically stable for any cooling law such
that TJ(T) > 0 for all T '" O.
The mechanical analogy is obtained by defining the coordinate

x

=

,

-log (11/"0)'

(7-113)

From eq. (7-37) the velocity is

v

dx

= -I

{(

=

(7-114)

(alt' )T

Eq. (7-111 ) may be written as
t' dv
-K -d = "o(e- X
a

0

t

-

I) - J(T )/K o·

In analogy with Newton's law of motion, lII(dvldt) = F, one has a
force
F = " o(e-" - I) - J(T)/K o

and a mass
III

= t'laK n.

The kinetic energy becomes
K =

imv

2

a
=

2t'Ko

T2

.
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The potential energy is defined as
U(x)

=

110(X

+

e- x

-

1) =

11 -

110 -

"0

n
log110

so that U(O) = 0 and the conservative force is
dU

- -

dx

I).

= 110(e-X -

The total energy U + K is the Hamiltonian, or the Liapunov function,
of eq. (7-108). The term -f(T)IK o plays the role of a dissipative force,
and the product of force and velocity is the rate of energy dissipation
given by eq . (7-112). The analogy is therefore complete, and it serves to
lend some physical feeling to the ideas of the Liapunov method.
The same Liapunov function may be generated by other methods.
Before illustrating this, and generalizing to delayed neutreins and more
than one feedback region, we observe that a Liapunov function may
be constructed for the case of one feedback region using the promptjump approximation (Hetrick 1965b; Weaver 1968).
The system is-defined by eqs. (7-36), (7-44), and (7-50). We seek an
auxiliary system that has a first integral. This we achieve by setting
y = 0 in eq. (7-44) and by dropping the term dpl dt in eq. (7-50). We
find
ArxTn

dn

This may be integrated as

V

= 11 -

no - no log -11

+ - A T - -AP(
- log 1
Ko

110

The auxiliary system has dVldt = O.
Now restore the term dpl d! in eq. (7-50), keeping y
dV
dt

aKo(1l -

P+

110)2

aT

(7-115)

aKo

=

O. One finds
(7-116)

Eq. (7-115) is a Liapunov function for the region n > 0, T > - Pia
(i.e., p < P), and by eq. (7-116) the stability is asymptotic in that region.
Note that 11 = 110 with Tarbitrary cannot be a trajectory; see eq. (7-44).
Recall that this model reduces to the effective-lifetime model (t' = PIA)
when p and dpl d! are small, and that eq. (7- 109) yielded dV Idt = 0 for
that model. Therefore, we have shown that the one-region reactor
model with constant power removal (y = 0) is made more stable by
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delayed neutrons, at least in the region where the prompt-jump
approximation has meaning.
When y > 0, eq. (7-115) leads to
dV
dl

- - [~KO(II -

110)2 -

aY(1I - 1I0)T + }~y T 2/K o]/ (fJ + aT).
(7-11 7)

We ha ve a quadratic form in 11 - 110 and T. By Sylvester's theorem
(sec. 7-5), dV/dl is negative definite and the stability is asymptotic
provided y < 4A. If this conditi on is not satisfied, no conclusion about
stability is possible using the Liapunov function of eg. (7-115). Presumably, some other Liapuno v function would serve to extend the
region of stab ility in parameter space. but the pro blem has not been
studied further.
Curves of constant II and some trajectories are shown in fig. 7-28.
The trajectories are taken from fig . 7-19. The curves of constant V are
given by

y
log - - (y Yo

x

)'0) = - E

I

, log(1

+

(7-118)

<x) ,

C

where x. y. and Yo are defined by eq. (7-41) and where the parameter ".

given by
< = (aKolio/ fJi)1',

,

is a measllre of th e left-right asymmetry. Compare with eq. (7-42) and
fig. 7-14.
Next, we apply the variable-grad ient method (see sec. 7-5), using as
the first example the effective-lifetime model with Newto n cooling,
egs. (7-37) and (7-44)(Weaver 1968). It will be convenient to work with
th e stat e va riables x I = II - 11 0 and x 2 = T and to lise parameters
~ = aft' and K = K o. The system equations are

and

(7-119)
dX 2

dt =

K XI -

YX 2'

As suggested by eg. (7-95), let
(7-120)
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Fig. 7·28. Trajectories and curves of conSHlnl V for the prompt-ju mp approximation with
Newlon co oling (Hetrick 1965b).

We set {IZI = a 12 = 0 as the simplest way of satisfying th e generalized
curl condition, eg. (7-94). Then by egs. (7-96) and (7-119),
dV

dt

"

all~x12xl +

= -{ll l <;" 11 0X \X2 -

{l22 Kx l x 2 -

To make this form negative definite, choose

Assuming a > 0, let an
a l l

=

I/ (no

+

=

xI!.

Eg. (7-1 20) becomes

1,7 V =

110

+

Xl

~/K

and

{l22

(l22YX/.

> 0 and

(7-121)
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By eq. (7-97),

(7-122)

Eq. (7-122) is the Liapunov function of eq. (7-108). Substitution of the
coefficients into eq . (7-121) verifies that

dV

-=

dt

in conformity with eq. (7-110).
It has been shown that the method of Szego will yield this same
Liapunov function.' The method of Aizerman fails because it uses a
quadratic form with constant coefficients. The variable-gradient
method was selected for the study of higher-order systems, as will now
be described.
Consider first the point-reactor model with one group of delayed
neutrons and one feedback region with Newton cooling:
dll

-= -

aT

dl

de

+ P11

t

,

+~.C

'

,

(1

- = - n - ),c ,
dl
t

dT

-d = K(1l f

110) -

yT,

where t' is the true neutron generation time. The equilibrium is It = 11o.
C = Co = {hlo/ J.{, and T = O. Illtroduce the state variables xl = 11 - flo ,
X , = C - co, and x, = T and the parameters w = P/t and
= (X/t .

e

The system equations are

dx 1

,

dr

=

c/ 2
Tt

= WX 1 -

- WX J

+ I,X, - e(l1 o + xJlx"

X

ItX 2 ,

and

2. Unpublished st udies by R. L. Brehm, Unive rsity of Arizona, 1968.

(7-123)
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We attempt a representation in which au = 0 for

j =f=.
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j:

(7-124)

Using eqs. (7-96) and (7-123), we find
dV
dl = a ll [

+
Terms in

X\X 3

- WX I

,
<;(no

+ Ax, -

a 22 (wx I - Ax,)X,

+

+ xI)X,]XI
a,,( Kxl - yx,)x,.

(7-125)

vanish if we select
KaB

all = ..
<;(no

+ x Jl

.

This is similar to the previous example, and it is convenient to select

Eq. (7-125) becomes

(X I

dV

dt

= -

+

110

(7-126)

XI

We now seek a function a22 that will make dV/dl negative semidefinite. This we accomplish by setting
a 22 (x,) = f(x,)jg(x,).

We have

We set the numerator of this expression equal to wx\ - AX 2 to
generate a perfect square. Since f and g a re independent of x I, let

from which
g =

W

+

Ax,/no

and
I

a 22 =

w
- -,,0-/""-;-)-c+- x-,

"C
(

I
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Eg. (7-126) beco mes

(wx, - ).x2 f
~y
), (11 0 + x , )(co + X2) - -K -"

dV
dt -

"0

2

(7-127)

The gradie nt is

VV =

Integrating, we ha ve

V = x, -

"0

(

log I

+ -X') +

X2)

+Co

X2

"0

~

X
"
+?K
-

2

(7-128)

This function , which may be written as
V =

11

11 -

110 -

110

log -

"0

+c-

Co

C

- c log o

Co

IX
2
+T
2Kt'
'

(7-129)

and fo r which

dV __ "0 [(Plt )(11 - " 0) - A(c - CO)J 2 _ IXY T '
dt
).
I1C
Kt
'

(7-130)

is essentially tha t used by man y writers (e.g., Hsu 1967; P o pov 1958 ;
Sme ts 1962, 1963). The preced ing derivation is due to R . L. Bre hm,
University of Ari zo na.
Here we have V positive definite and dVldt negative semidefinite
provided II and c a re positive and ~ > 0 (IX > 0). Since 11 and c cannot
change sign , we need only show that there exis t no solution trajectories
(other than the equilibrium po int) for which dVldt is identicall y zero.
By eg . (7-1 27), such a trajectory must satisfy wx , = AX 2 a nd x, =
fo r a ll t. By eg . (7-123), dx , lilt = Kx" so tha t x , = X 2 = 0 and the
system is asympto tically stable fo r II > 0, c > 0, a nd IX > O. The case
Y = 0 requires specia l a ttenti on, but it is easily shown that dVldt = 0
im plies eithe r x, = 0 or " 0 + x , = O. Since th e la tter is the shutdown
po int 11 = 0, whic h is clearly excluded by th e form of V, the stability
remains asympt o tic.
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These conditions for asymptotic stability have been obtained by
many writers. Our purpose in deriving them by the variable-gradient
method is to suggest ways in which that method may be used for more
complicated sys tems. We illustrate, using one group of delayed neutrons with a two-region feedback.
The reactor model is

+ a, T, + p
11 + le,
t

dll
a I TI
= dt

-

dc

-

dt

dT

dtI

(J

,

= - l1-AC

t

'

= K I (II - " 0) - YITr,

dT,

-

dt

- = K ,(II - "0) -

Y2 T2·

We select the sta le va riables x. = 11 - 11 0 • X 2 = C - Co . Xj = Tlo and
X4 = T, . The parameters a re w = {ll f , ~ I = a li t, and 2 = a,l f . The
system is

e

d.),: 1

dt

=

-(OX I

+

AX, - (elX'

+

(;,-'4 )(11 0

+

XI),

(7-131)

The complete expression for dVl dt is

dV
dl

=

(a11x 1

+

a 12 x 2

+

),x, - (~ I -"

+

(a,lx l

+ (a J I X \
+ (a 41 X t

+

+

a 13 x 3

e,X4)(110

+
+ a32 x 2 +
+ a4Z xz +
+

{l22 X Z

+

{l23 X J

aJ3xJ
Q43 X 3

{l14 X4)[ -

wx 1

+ XI)]
+ Q 2 4 X ,d(wx\ - J.x,)
+ a 34 x 4 )(K\ x \ - Y I X ,)
+ Q44 X 4)(K 1 x\ - y,x 4 )·
(7-132)
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As a first step in simplifying this expression, it is reasonable to exclude
triple products like X1X2X 3' This implies a l2 = a13 = {l14 = O. Then,
the simplest way to cause eq . (7-132) to conform with eq. (7-94) is to
let a 21 = a 3 1 = a 4 1 = O. Next, taking advantage of the previous
example, let

=

{Ill

"0

+

,

02 2 =

I

-

--

Co

Xl

+

X2

At this point, dV/dt still contains a number of prod ucts

XIX2. XIX3 ,

etc. Suspecting from previous experience that it may be fruitful to
abandon a ll these except x ,X 4 (the cross-product in a quadratic
function of the two temperatures), we obtain the conditions

+ 04 2K l = 0,
+ Cl3 3 KJ + Q43K2
+ Q3.(Ki+ Q44K2

032 K 1
02 3(0
Q24(O

(7-133)
-

e,

=

0,

(7- 134)

-

~2

= 0,

(7-135)

a"A + anYI ~ 0,

+

02 4) .

04 2Yz =

(7-136)

O.

(7-137)

We now have

dV

110
- -

dt

((Ox 1

-

;,X2?

A (no + x l)(C O + x,)

.,
-

Q 33Y' X 3 -

- (a34YI + Q43Y2)X,X. - a44 y,x/.

(7-138)

The gradient is

x,
VV

~

and the integral is
V

~

X I -

"0

log ( I

+ -XI) + x, 110

Co

(x,)
+-

log I

Co

The conditions expressed by egs. (7-133), (7-136), and (7-137) are
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most easily satisfied if we choose

Eqs. (7-134) and (7-135) become
Q"K 1 + 04 , K , - ~ I = 0

(7-140)

and
(7-141)
One method of satisfyin g these two conditions and of following the
lead of the one-region example would be to take 0'4 = 4 , = 0,
a" = ~ l /K" and 044 = ~2/K2' This is unnecessarily restricti ve; by
eqs. (7-138) and (7-139), there would be no hope of establishing stability
unless a l > 0 and a, > 0 (the first quadrant in figs. 6-52, 6-56, etc.).
Instead, we retain eq. (7- 138) as is, and use eqs. (7-140) and (7-141) to
ex press two of the undetermined coefficients in terms of the other one.
Tak ing eq. (7-94) into acco unt, we have

°

(7-142)
and
(7-143)

K,'

We next appl y Sylvester's theorem to the quadratic form s in eqs.
(7-1 38) and (7-139), and, using eq s. (7-142) and (7-143), we find that V
is positive definite and dV/dr negative semidefinite provided 0" > 0
and that
(~lKI + ~, K 2)a" - ~/ > 0

(7-144)

and
-(YI - y,)' K1 'a,,'

+

[ 2(Y I '

+

y,')e IK I

+

- (l' l

4YIy,e ,K,]a"

+

Y2)2~ 12 >

O.

(7- 145)

We note that 0" must not be too large, or the condition expressed by
eq. (7-145) will not be satisfied.
If we replace the inequality in eq. (7-145) by a n equal sign, we find,
after some manipulatio n, two critical values for a 3J between which the
inequality is satisfi ed :
a"

= (

+

Yle ,K,)

± 2[YIY,(Yle IK I + y,e2K2)(y,eIKI + Y I~,K2)] t}.

(7-146)

1 )2 K ' (Yl(Ylel KI

YI - Y2

+

y,e2 K 2)

+

y, (y,e1K 1

1
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This result is meaningful only if the two roots are real and distinct.
Therefore we m list ha ve

Note that the two factors appear in eg. (7-146) in the form of arithmetic
and geometric means! and that we require a3 3 > O. Each factor alone
must therefore be positive:

+ y,~, K, >

0,

(7-147)

y,';I K, + y,,;,K, > O.

(7-148)

Y I ~ ,K,

Recalling the definitions of the parameters involved, we see that eqs.
(7-147) and (7-148) are respecti vely identical to egs. (6-130) and (6-128).
These are the necessary and sufficient conditions that the two-region
reactor, in the absence of delayed neutrons, be linearly stable at all
equilibrium power levels "0. In other words, we are in the process of
proving that the nonlinear two-region model with delayed neutrons
is asymptotically stable in the large in the same region of parameter
space for which the linearized system without delayed neutrons is
unconditionally stable (stable at all power levels). As we shall see in a
later section, this is a well-known result that has been derived by other
methods.
To complete the present proof, it is necessary to, establish that a
positive number a 33 can be chosen such that the inequalities expressed
by egs. (7-144) and (7-145) are both satisfied. This we may accomplish
by rejecting the minus sign in eq. (7-146) and replacing the factor two
by <, where 0 < < < 2. The resulting value of a" satisfies eq. (7-145)
and also satisfies the condition
(7 -149)
/feq. (7-144) is satisfied by the right-hand side ofeg. (7-149), it will be
satisfied by any a 33 in the specified range. Substituting the right-hand
side of eg. (7-149) into eg. (7-144) yields, after some manipulation,
YlY,(';IK,

+

,;,K ,)'

+

(y,';I K,

+

y,,;, K , )(y,';IK 1

+ YI,;,K,) >

0,

which is a true inequality whenever eq. (7-147) and (7-148) are satisfied .
Finally, by a rguments similar to those employed in the one-region
example, it may be esta blished that dVjdt = 0 only at the equilibrium
point. The two-region system with delayed neutrons is therefore
asymptotically stable for all" > 0 and c > 0 whenever the conditions
ofegs. (7-147) and (7-148) are met.
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Systems with more than two regions were also considered in the
paper by Ergen, Lipkin, and Nohel (J 957). A review of the ma nyregion pro blem, with some applications, is given by Akcasll, Lellouche,
and Shotkin (forthcoming). Their Liapunov fun ction, a generali za tion
of eq. (7-139), may be wrinen as

v=

11 -

110 -

110

log

~+)

110

L.....J j

(Ci - ciO

-

c-)

ciO log - '

ciQ

where the ~, are the canonical feedback variables, as mentioned earlier
in connection with eq. (7-104). This is a Liapunov functi on of the
Lur'e- Letov type, modified for application to reactor dynamics.
Stability criteria are expressed as relations among the feedback
parameters and the coefficients g, and A j'
The stability conditions obtained by these methods are sufficient but
not necessary. As we saw in chapter 6, the two-region system without
delayed neutrons is linearly stable in a larger region of the parameter
space provided the equilibrium power is sufficiently small (conditional
stability). Further, the region of unconditional linear stability is
enlarged by delayed neutrons. The treatments we have discussed contain
no informa tion about these possibilities. These considerations naturally
lead one to suggest that the Liapunov function of eq . (7-139) is more
restrictive than necessary. A number of restrictive assumptions were
made in the course of applying the variable-gradient method to this
system, and it is conceivable that larger, more realistic domains of
stability might be obtained using other assumptions. The question
deserves further investigation.
We now turn to a different example that is interes ting because it
illustrates stability in a finite region of state space. Consider the
effective-lifetime model with a one-region temperature coefficient
(Newton cooling) plus a power coefficient, as formulated by Devooght
and Smets (1967):

till
P
= - II ,
dl
t

-

P = Po - Cl.T - Kn,

ciT
dl

=

(7-150)

Kn - yT

The linear stability of this system was studied in sec. 6-6. Here we have
a slightly different notation; the prime on t and the subscript on K
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have been dropped, and th e temperature T is now referred to T = 0
as the shutdown state. The equilibrium conditions are

Po

=

no =

To =

aTo +

J.:1l 0 •

YPo

aK +

yIC

Kpo

a.K + yK

,

,

where Po is the reactivity at zero power. If we express eqs. (6-105) and
(6-106) in terms of the presen t physical quautilies, the requirements
for linear stability are
KilO> -

yt

(7-151)

and

a.K + Y" > O.

(7-152)

The latter expresses the requirement H(O) > 0; see eq. (6-107). The
former expresses the possibility of conditional stability when K < 0
(positive power coefficient of reactivity).
We will look for conditions for nonlin ea r asym ptotic stability with
" < 0, assuming that egs. (7-151) and (7-152) are satisfied. The system
equations are

dll
dt

- [ a.(T - To)

+ "(11

- 110)]1l/ t'

(7-153)

and

dT
= K (1l - "0) - y(T - To)·
dt

-

The Liapunov function postulated by Devooght and Smets (1967) may

be written as
Il

V = Il - no - 110 log -

110

+

[a.(T - To) - yt log (Il/ n o)]'
2t ( K
)
.
ex

+

(7-154)

yK

This function is positive definite in the half-space Il > 0 provided eg.
(7-152) is satisfied. We find

dV
1
= - -[/((11 - 110)2
dt
r

-

+

yt'(1l - 110) log (n/ l1 o)] .

(7-155)

The locus of dV/dl. = 0 is the origin plus a straight line in the Il, T plane
given by the solution of the transcendental equation
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ytlog (11/ 110)

~

- "(II - 110).
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A solution II > "0 exists if eq. (7-1 51) is satisfied (asymptotic stability
in the small). The region of nonlinear asymptotic stability is determined
by plotting the curve V ~ constant that is just tangent to the line
II ~ II, where II, is the root of eq. (7-1 56).
The procedure is to solve eq. (7- 156) for II ~ II" compute T, (the
value of T at the tangent point) from
T, ~

To

yt

II

a

110

+ - Iog-

(7 -157)

and then compute v'n" by using II , and T, in eq. (7-154). Eq. (7-157)
result s from setting dVjdT = 0 at constant 11. The curve V =
is
plotted in the II, T plane by solving eq. (7-154) for T in terms of II and
J!;11::JX

~Iax '
n
40
dV

- -30 -

_.1 OJ ~o
-~~""'"

'0
/EQUILIBRIUM

•
-60

-40

-20

20

40

60

so T

Fig. 7·29. The doma in o f asymptotic sta bility for the effect ive-lifet ime model with one
feed back region plus a power coefficient (Dcvooght and Smcis 1967).

An example is shown in fig. 7-29. The parameters are K ~ 50,
Po/t ~ 6, !X/t ~ I, ,,/t ~ - I, and y ~ 10. Derived parameters are
"0 ~ 1.5, To ~ 7. 5, 11, ~ 32.15, T, ~ 38.15, and V","X ~ 26.05. The
region of stability does not include the T-axis. The region becomes
infinitesimally thin as T becomes large negative. Of course, an initial
point in the range T < 0 is somewhat unreal because it would represent
a reactor cooled below the temperature of its surroundings.
This problem has been treated by a number of writers, and it is rapidly
becoming a classic test case. It has been shown that a class of functions
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co ntaining the function of eq . (7 -154) ca n be genera ted by the variablegradient method , and that eq. (7-154) represents the particular member
of thi s class tha t yields the largest domain of sta bili ty (Brehm 1969).
Other methods ha ve been applied by Devooght a nd Smets (1967), H su
a nd Sha ( 1969), K a linowski and Bailey (1 968). a nd Shot kin ( 19690) ,
each method yielding a different stability domain. No an alytical meth od
has ye t been found tha t d escri bes th e full stability domain as dete rmined
fo r this exampl e by trial-and-error com pute r studies (Shotkin 1969a).
We shall retu rn to the last-mention ed paper by Shotkin in a la ter
sectio n.
We close this section wi th two simple exam ples illustrating th e use of
state functions that are not positive definite. Consider the one-region
model plu s a power coefficient. but with d e layed neu tron s included:
eqs. (3-1) and (3-2) wi th q = 0 together with the feedback used in eq.
(7-150). Let
V, =

+

/I

I:,c,

+

a

2{ K

,

(7-1 58)

T .

We find
0:)'

- -

2

tK

T.

Since 11 and c, m ay n o t be negat ive, we have V, > 0 and dV, /dt < 0 fo r
Po < 0, K > 0 , and a > 0, so that this shutdown state is asy mpt otica lly
stable in the large (/I > 0, c, > 0). It is easily verified that the other

mathematically possible equilibrium state has negati ve

110 -

A similar

function was used by Smets (1962) to establish this type of beha vio r fo r
a more general linear feedback.
As a second example usin g this reactor mode l, let

v,- =

+ L ,·C·,

11

(7-159)

and

dV2

-

dt

Po

= -

t

11 -

ex

-

t

K

liT - -

t

2

II •

The locus of dV, /dt = 0 is th e origin plus th e line p = O. Since the line
P = 0 extends into the region 11 > 0, no assert ion ma y be m ade
concernin g a ll possible values of 11. H owever, if Po > 0, there is a
neighbo rh ood of the origi n for which 11 > 0 an d dV, /dt > O. Therefo re,
fo r posi ti ve sh utdow n react ivi ty, a ll ph ysica ll y possible trajectories
originatin g near the origin are directed away from th e origin and the
shutdown equili brium po int is locall y un sta ble.
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Many other reactor applications of the direct method of Liapunov
and its variations may be found in the literature. An important
theoretical study of the effect of delayed neutrons was made by Popov
(1958), using functions lik e those in eq . (7-129). An example of nonlinea r feedback is given by Smets (1961). Several matrix methods are
compared in a recent st udy by Sha and Hsu (1968). Other references
have been cited throughout this section.
Finally, we emphasize one basic limitation of the direct method of
Liapunov. The system equations must be of the form of eq. (7-58),
which for a reactor means that the feedback must not contain a transport time delay. For lin ear feedbacks, the feedback kernel of eq. (5-70)
is therefore constrained to be the Green's function (impulse response)
of a linear differential operator; i.e., a linear feedback system must be
expressible as a set of linear differential equa tions in l. The theoretical
problem arising from time delays is treated by Krasovskii (1963).
Modifications of the method to includ e time delays are possible (e.g.,
Murray and Schultz 1966), but the subject is beyond the scope of this
book, as are other methods for treating nonlinear systems with time
delays (e.g., Jacobowitz,
Akcasu, and Shot kin, 1966).
,
7-7. Boundedness and Lagrange Stability
Asymptotic stability guarantees that a system returns to equilibrium
after being perturbed. In some cases, the demand for asymptotic
stability is an unnecessarily great restriction on the design or operation
ofa system. Some systems that are not asymptotically stable can operate
satisfactorily as long as the physical variables remain within limits
fixed by considerations of safety, material properties, or other constraints. [n fact , the system might not even be stable in the sma ll ; the
stable limit cycle offig. 7-21 could be an example. It might be pointed
out that a mechanical clock operates on a limit cycle. Of course, one
could establish either asymptotic stability or boundedness as properties
of a mathematical model and yet be unable to predict safe operation
of a corresponding physical system. Further information abou t the
system response would be needed, because a relatively small perturbation might cause a physical variable to exceed some cfuciallimit before
settling down to an acceptable va lue.
Keeping this limitation in mind, we look for mathematical conditions
that assure bounded solutions ; i.e., solutions for which the norm
.i'(t) of eq. (7-61) has a finite upper bound for all t following an initial
disturbance. When a particular solution or a limited class of solutions
is bounded, we use the term boundedness. When all solutions are
bounded , we say that the system possesses Lagrange stability.
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First, we describe a general criterion for boundedness that was
derived by Akcasu.3 We repeat the system equa tions:

13 n + L ·A.c,
t
'

dn
p - =

dt

I

I

(7-160)

and

dc,
dt

-

13, 11

= -

t'

,

kC-,

-

I

I

Define the function (not a Liapunov function)
V =

11 -

110 -

110

log -II +

I(

Cj

110

i

-

CiO -

- tI f'_~ p(t') [II (t') Usi ng the system equations with
dV= -

dt

I

no (13,
- I1

- i )'jnc;

I

}"CiO
-

=

)2

AC
I

CjQ

c.)

log - '

CiO

.

"0] dt'.

(7-161)

f3,nolt, we have
(7-1 62)

I

We saw in the previous section that V without the integral term would
be positive definite for II > 0, c, > O. Also, we have d Vl dt < 0, so tha t
V is constant or monotonically decreasing along every solution
trajectory. Extending the ideas of the Liapunov theorem (sec. 7-5), we
assert tha t all solutions are bounded if V is bounded. Since V is never
increasing, the criterion for bounded ness may be stated as

L~

p(t') [II (t') - " 0] dt' < 0

(7 -163)

provided the initial value of V is bounded . Then, as t ~ 00, V ~ Vo > 0
and dVIdt ~ 0 (assuming V is uniformly continuous).
The criterion is very general. The reactivity is unspecified , and the
feedback need not be linear. The initial state prior to the perturba tion
need no t be the equilibrium state. Moreover, the criterion may be
interpreted to include feedbacks with transport time delays. [n this
case, one may establish eq. (7-163) for all physically admissible initial
curves (all possible power histories for t < 0) and for a rbitrary functions n(t) for t > 0, and derive sufficient conditions for boundedness.
Of course, if 11 = no for t < 0, the lower limit in the integral may be
replaced by zero. A rigorous discussion is given by Akcasu, Lellouche,
3. I am grateful to A. Z Akcasli of the Universi ty of Michigan for the opportunity tos llldy
his notes prior to their publ ic;.tt ion (Akcasu, Lello uche, and Sho lkin, fort hcoming).
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and Shotkin (forthcoming). We shall make use of eq. (7-163) later in
deriving a frequency-domain stability criterion.
A criterion for boundedness of certain solutions (but not Lagrange
stability) was obtained by Akcasu and No ble (19660). Starting from
the integra-differential eq uation for reactor dynamics, eq. (4-3 1), and
using the general linear feedback, eq. (5-70), i.e.,
p = -

= -

f oo il(e

- n[n(e') - no] dt'

fooo l1(u)[n(e

- u) -

110] du,

(7-164)

one separates out for special treatment all integra l terms that involve
the reacto r power for t < O. Assuming tha t n(e) is of exponential order,
one may solve the transfo rmed equa tion for the La place transform of
n and investigate its singulari ties in the s-plane. It is found that the
Laplace-tra nsformabl e solutions are bounded if H (s), the Laplace
transform of the linear feedback kernel h(e), does not van ish on the
positive real axis, ,lmd if H (0) > O. Recall that h > 0 corresponds to
nega ti ve react ivity with our sign convention. Note that this is not a
sufficient condition for Lagrange stability, because solutions that
contain exp (e2) and solu tions that exhibi t finite escape time (sec. 7-4)
are not Laplace transformable. The criterion has been established both
with and without delayed neutrons (Akcasu and N oble 1966a).
We illustrate the application of this criterion for the two-region
reactor model of sees. 6-7 and 6-8. By eq. (6-119),
H (s)

AI

= --'---

S

+ Y,

A2
+ --'--S

(7- 165)

+ Y2

and
t > 0,

(7- 166)

with It(t) = 0 for t < 0, where AI = "I 'K I and A, = "2' K 2. These
are the parameters of th e decoupled feedback system of eqs. (6-116)
and (6- 11 7). Eq. (7- 165) may be written as eg. (6-120), with th e zero
exhibited a t s = -~. The criterion for boundedness requires that
~ > 0 and (AI + A 2)~ > O. Using eq. (6-121 ), we find that all Laplacetransformable solution s of this model are bounded if
(7-167)
and
AI

+ A, >

O.

(7-168)
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Using eg . (6- 132) we can locate the corresponding reglOn
parameter space of fig. 6-52. The region is defined by

y,x + YIY > 0,

X

111

th

+ Y > O.

Th e boundary contains the static stability boundary and the locus fo:
K = 0 ; see egs. (6-134) and (6-1 35). The region is therefore the regior
of unconditional linear stability withou t delayed neutrons, plus tha'
subregion of conditional stability wherc K , the open-loop gain in eg
(6- 123), is positive. This is precisely the regi on of stable minimum·
phase posi ti ve-gain feedback systems. Since the criterion applies also
when delayed neutrons are included, it is interesting to consult figs.
6-56, 6-60, and 6-63; the onl y cases of conditiona l linear stabilit y that
satisfy the new criterion appear in fig. 6-56.
Later, we discuss stable limit cycles tha t have been demonstrated
for linea rly unstable but bounded cases in both figs. 6-52 and 6-56.
This is as expected, though we have not ye t ruled o ut the possibility
of unbounded solutions that are not Laplace-transformable.
We have already demonstrated nonlinear asymptotic stability, with
and without delayed neutrons, for the region of linear unconditional
stabi lity in fig. 6-52 using the Liapunov function ofeg. (7-139); see the
discussion foll owing eg. (7-148). Lagrange stability of the nonlinear
system is therefore assured in this regio n because it follows from a
proof of asymptotic stability. This ap plies to the same region in figs.
6-56, 6-60, and 6-63.
'
A necessa ry condition for the ex istence of solutions with fin ite escape
time was also derived by Akcasu and Noble (1966a):
II(O) = lim sH (s) < 0

(7- 169)

provided II(O) is finit e. This criterio n also is valid with or withou t
delayed neutrons. Finite escape times canno t exist with linear feedback
unless the feedback kernel is initially nega ti ve (prompt-positive
reactivity effect s). For the two-region model of eg. (7- 166), the necessary
condition is
(7-1 70)
Al + A, < O.
This corresponds to x + y < 0 in fig. 6-52 and the other parameter
planes. Rul ing o ut cases below the static sta bilit y boundary, we see
that finite escape times may exist in those conditionally stable systems
fo r which K < o. These are the nonminimulll-phase, nega ti ve-gain
feedbacks. Finite escape times in linearly stable systems of this type
have been demonstrated-without delayed neutrons by Shotkin
(l964a), and with delayed neutrons by Akcas li a nd Noble (l966a) and
by Schmidt (1969).
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This criterion establishes that finite escape times do nor occur in
those systems whose Laplace-transformable solutions arc bounded
according to the preceding criterion, This still does not rule out other
types of non transformable solutions, such as exp (t'), for these systems.
It is therefore conceivable that a stable limit cycle could occur in
conjunction with an unbounded solution (e.g., a stable limi t cycle
inside an unst ab le limit cycle). Such behaviour has not been found with
the two-region model of eq. (7-166)4
We now turn to severa l criteria for boundedness that do not depend

on an assumptio n of Laplace transrormability and that are therefore
criteria for Lagrange stability. Unfortunately, the proofs d o not apply
to systems with delayed neutrons.
A sufficien t criterion for bounded ness with a linear feedback kernel
h(t) a nd no delayed neutrons is that h(t) > 0 for a ll t > 0 (Smets 1960,
1962). For our two-region example, with t'l> Y2 ' this reduces to

A,

+

A, > 0,

A, > 0,

(7-171)

which corresponds to x + y > 0, y > 0 in fig. 6-52 (for y, < y"
interchange the subscripts). This regi on does not include all the cases
of un conditional linear stability in fig. 6-52, but it does establish that
there arc no unbounded nOll transformable solutions in the region of
conditional stability where K > 0 (in the absence of delayed neu tron s).
For the application of this criterion to the case of two regions plus a
power coefficient, see Smets (1963).
If a power coefficien t is included, there is a constan t term K in H(s)
and a co rresponding term K,5(t) in the feedback kernel h(r). We may

write
H(5) = "

+

H, (5).

11(1) = Kb(t)

+

h,(I),

where h,(1) is bou nded. It was shown by Akcasu and Noble (1966b)
that a ll solutions (without delayed neutrons) are bounded if 11,(1) is
bounded a nd integrable, if the powe r variation for t < 0 is bounded
and integrable from - r:J) to 0, and if" + H I (5) > 0 for all s on the
real axis. It is shown in the same paper that the case I( = 0 is bounded

if the power variation for t < 0 is bounded and integrable and if
[ h(t') dt' > 0

(7-172)

JO

for all r > O. This last condition was also derived by Smets. 5 When the
4. Since this section was wriuen, the criterion for bounded ness (Akcasu and Noble 1966a)
has been established without the restriction to Laplace-transrormable solutions (Smets
1970). In addition, it has been shown thaI 11(0) < ais a sufficient condition for the existence
or solutions with finite escape time (H. B. Smel s, private communication, 1970).
5. H. B. Smels, priv,]{e communication (1965). Sec also Smets (1967).
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criterion of eq. (7-172) is applied to the two-region mode
one obtains precisely the conditions of eqs. (7-167) and C
words, all solutions without delayed neutrons are bound,
of unconditional linear stability and in the region
stability in which K > O. This extends the region given
to include those linearly stable systems with A 2 < 0,
cases of nonlinear asymptotic stability for the two·
without delayed neutrons are included. Unfortunately,
how to include delayed neutrons in these particular criteri
stability.
The situation for the two-region model without del;
(i.e., the effective-lifetime model) is summarized in fig. ~
parameters of fig. 6-52 as defined by eqs. (6-132) and (6-1
y

BOUNDE D

FINITE ESCAPE
TIME POSSIBLE

ASYMPTOTICALLY
STABLE
IN THE LARGE

Yo'
UNSTABLE

x+y'"

Fig. 7-30. Nonlinear s iubilil y characteristics for a reactor with two-pa th
delayed neutrons (effective- lifet ime model) using the parameter space of
for bounded and asymptotica lly stable solutions derived from sufficient t
conditi ons).

bounded or asymptotically stable solutions may exist
reg ion s indicated, because these regions are derived frOl
that are sufficient but not necessary. The unstable regior
as that in fig. 6-52; here it means that the nonlinear syster
for all initial perturbations, including small perturbation s,
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eveln o. The sa me figure applies for th e tw o-region system with delayed
lc utrons except for one modification: the region that is bounded but
.ot a sympt otica lly stabl e in the large must instead be c haracterized as
'bo unded for a ll solutions that are Laplace-transformable."6
We mentio n one other approac h to Lag range stabilit y, based on a n
xtension of the Liapunov direct method (LaSalle and Lefschetz 1961 ).
-he essential features of the relevant theorem are: If V is positive
efinite and properly con tinu ous in the entire state space, and if tlVltlt
i negati ve everywhere o utside some bounded region surrounding the
'rigin, then the sys tem possesses Lag range stability. The application
) reactors appears in a paper by Gyrtopouios (19640) , in which it is
hown that the two-region reactor without delayed neutrons has
.agrange stability when the cond itions of eqs. (7-167) and (7-168 ) are
ltisfied, as shown in fig. 7-30.
Closely related to Lagrange stab ility is the question of estimating
1e size of the domain of asymptotic stability for a linearly stable
ystem that is not asympt o tica lly stable in the large. We have already
,en examples o f thi s in figs. 7-24, 7-25, a nd 7-29, using Liapunov's
irect method. Other methods
exist, and a classic example is given in
,
Ie technical no te by Akcas u (1966).
A major advance in this directi on was achieved by Sho t kin (J969a),
'ho developed and appli ed an idea that origi nated with Malkin (1952).
'he essence o f this meth od is that any linearly stable system possesses
dominan t canonical coordinate associated with the least negative
.genva lue (or a complex pair of canonical coordinates associated
'ith a d omina nt pair o f co mplex eigenvalues). These domin a nt
19cnva tues belong to th e term or pair of terms in the linearized
)Iution (a n exponential decay or a damped oscillation) that is the last
) disappear as t ---+ 00 . In this sense, th ese dominant terms represent
le asymptotic solutions o f lin earized prohlems.
First, one finds a linear transformation that diagon alizes the linea r
'stem. If a comp lex pair o f eigenvalues is dominant , it is convenient
, select a transformation such that th e associated canonical variables
'e compl ex conj uga t~s of each other. The complete nonlinear system
then expressed in te rm s o f the set of canonical variables. One th en
·eks a nonlinea r transformation that expresses the dominant variable
r dom inant pair) in terms of all the rema ining variables, with the goal
. eliminating a ll the nondominant coordinates. This transformation
;ually appears as a power series beginning with terms of at least
cood degree in th e nondominant coordinates. The coefficients in the
des are de termined by substituting the series int o the nonlinear
This restriction has recent ly been removed by Smets (1970).
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canonical equations and equating terms of the same degree. In the
case of a dominant real eigenvaI lte, the result is a first -order difTerential
equa tio n in the dominant canonical coordinate. The ran ge of stahility

of this first-order system is then indicative o f the magnitude of a perturbation that can be tolerated witho ut instability in the origi na l nonlinear sys tem. As is usual in power series approximati ons, both the
accuracy and the computati onal labor increase as the number ar term s

is increased. Of course, if the original system were asymptotically
stable in the la rge, this could not be determined conclusively with a
fin ite number a rterms in the nonlinear transformation.
As an illustra tion, consider th e second-order system of eq. (7-21)
and figs. 7-9 a nd 7-24. With respect to the stable node at the origin, this
sys tem is already in ca nonica l form:

dx

tit
dl'

tit

- -2x + xy,
(7- 173)

- y + xy.

Sin ce the dominant coordinate is y, we attempt a transformation
x = Al"

+

By 3

+ ....

(7-174)

Tak ing the time derivative of eq . (7-1 74), substituting
, eq . (7-1 73), and
using eq. (7-1 74) to elimina te x, we find

-2Ay'

+ (A - 2B)y3 + By'

=

- 2Ay' - 3By3 + 2A'y'

+ ....
(7-175)

Ignorin g the equilibrium solution A = B = 0, we ha ve, from the terms
in y' a nd ),' , A = - :I: a nd B = 1. Eq. (7-174) becomes
(7- 176)
From eq. (7-173) we find
dy

I

3

I

dl = - JI - 2Y + '!y

4

+ ....

(7-177)

Eq. (7-1 77) is a first-order differential eq uation for the dominant
canon ical varia ble y. When te rms through y' are retained, the righthand side va nishes at the equilibrium point a nd a t y = 1.696 (the only
real solution of a cubic eq uation in y). We observe that

~ dy < 0
y dt
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for - 00 < y < 1.696, which is therefore the range of stabilit y of eq.
(7 -177) in this approxima tion.
Substitution of the maximum value of y into eq. (7-176) yields x = 1.
We infer that the point x = I, Y = 1.696 is near the threshold of
instability for the system, and this is confirmed by figs. 7-9 and 7-24.
In fact, this point is just slightly in side the circle in fig. 7-24.
Information of this type, particularly when combined with a knowledge of the loca tions of nearby unstable critical points, is very useful
in analyzing complicated nonlinear systems. Of course, it does not tell
the whole story; when the dominant eigenvalue is real, one obtains
only one point on the approximate stability boundary.
When a complex conjugate pair is dominant, one obtains instead a
two-dimensional curve in the state space. In this case, once the 11011dominant coordinates have been eliminated, one has two canonical
equations,

dx,

dt

=

s,x, + J,(x" x 2 )

and

(7-178)

with X l = X 2* and.\' I = S2*' Following Bogoliubov and Mitropo)sky
(1961), we seek a sol ution in term s of two time-dependent functions
A and 0 (rep resenting an amplitude and a phase):
X, =

AejO

+

A 2 112(O)

+

A'lI ,(O)

+ "',

where the tin are periodic function s of O. Letting s 1 = b
assume that

dA
dt

-=

bA

+

_
B,A'

+

B 3 A'

(7-179)

+ jill, we

+ ...
(7-180)

and

de
dt

= OJ

2

+ !1,A + !1,A + ....

After substitution and comparison of coefficients of like powers of A,
one derives a first-order differential equation for A analogous to eq.
(7-177). The maximum value of A for stability is determined by setting
dA /dt = O.
Using eq. (7-179) with X2 = Xl*' one finds equations for X, and x,
in terms of the parameter e, that give the approximate stability bound.
When transformed back to the original state variables, these become
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parametric equations for a two-dimensional curve in the state space.
The most informative application of this method is found in a secondorder system, because the curve of maximum A represents an approximation to the complete two-dimensional stability boundary.
A beautiful example of thi s method is the application to the secondorder system, eq. (7-150), representing a reactor with one feedback
region plus a power coefficient (Shot kin 1969a). Stabili ty boundaries
for the first two approximations are shown in fig. 7-3\. The case labeled
O(A2) is for "3(8) = O. Comparison is made with the Liapunov stability
bound shown in fig. 7-29 and with a computer-determined stability
bound (note the logarithmic scale for 11). The a nalytic approximations
are rather conservative, especially in view of the observation that the
computer shows stability well beyond T = 1,000 for II < 100 (Shotkin
1969a). As mentioned in sec. 7-6, other methods of estimating bounds
for this example are discussed by Devooght and Smets (1967), Hsu and
Sha (1969), and Kalinowski and Bailey (1968).
o o ,----=-=-------,

-COMPUTER

50
n

UAPUNOY

20

,.
2

/

EQ.

•
IO~~2~0-~4~
0~~W~~8~0-~
,00
T

Fig. 7·3 1. Stability bounds for the eRecti ve- lifetime model with olle feedback region pl us
a power coeffic ient (Sholkin 1969a).

Although the computational labor may become great for a highorder system, the present method has some important advantages. It is
closely related to the associated linear system, it may be used with either
linear or nonlinea r feedback, and it is free fro m any worries about
Laplace-transformability or the possibility of a finite escape time.
Further, the nonlinear transformation may be regarded as the equation
of a particular solution trajectory in the sense that eq. (7-177) is valid
along the curve given by eq. (7- 176). Th is suggests that the method
may also be used for estimating the behavior near an unstable critical
point (Sho tk in 1969a). For example, this method will select the separatrix trajectory that emerges from a saddle point and will permit an
estimate of its behavior as it comes under the influence of the nonlinear effects.
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7-8. Frequency-Domain Stability Criteria

A sufficient cri terion for asym ptotic sta bility of a nuclear reacto r system
with arbitrary linear feedback was derived by Welton (19550, 1955b).
This section is primarily devoted to a new derivation of Welton's
criterion that is due to Akcasu. 7 A heuristic derivation of Welton 's
criterion published by Smets (l959b , 1962) is a lso described . Several
variations and attempts to fi nd useful generalizations are also mentioned.
We use the function V defined by eq . (7-161). Its time derivative,
when the point-reactor equations are used, is given by eg. (7-1 62).
Using P ~ - Pi in eg. (7-1 63), we may write the criterion for boundedness as
I

~

f ro p/(t')[I1(r') -

110] dt' > O.

(7-1 8 1)

Then for t -+ 00, as described in the las t section, V -+ Vo > 0 and
dVl dt -+ O.
We do not attempt to use the Liapunov theorem, which would
restrict the form of'the feedback kernel and would be difficul t to apply
in view of the integral that appears in eg. (7-161). In stead, we note from
eg. (7-162) that dVl dl -+ 0 implies
(7-1 82)
From eg. (7-160), this implies dc J dt
continuous, eg. (7·1 82) implies

{i; dll _ A. de;
t dl
' dl
From dcJ dt

-+

-dll +
cit

-+

O. Also, if II and c; are uniformly

O.

0, we have dlii dt

I ;-

-+

de; = -p
dl
t

(7-1 83)
-+

O. Next, from eg. (7- 160),

II.

°

Since the derivatives vanish, we have pll --+ 0, and, because 11 --+ is
not compatible with a finite V, we have P -+ 0 and II -+ constant. If this
constant is the eguilibrium value "0, the system is asymptotically stable.
Therefore, we conclude that the system is asymptoticall y stable in the
large if eg. (7- 181) is sa tisfied (l > 0) and if the feedback is s uch that
p = - Pi --+ implies 11 --+ 110·

°

7. This derivation (Akcasu, Lellouchc, and Shotkin, fort hcoming) is a refinement of an
earlier treatment by Akcasll and Dalfes (1960).
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This procedure fails if there are no delayed neutrons, because dV/ dt
wo uld be identically zero along the trajectories. One co uld conclude
boundedness but not asymptotic stability. As a consequence, a reactor
undergoing a periodic oscillation without delayed neutrons will
become asymptotically sta ble when delayed neutrons are added,
provided eg. (7-181) is satisfied (I > 0).
The remaining steps in the proof of Welton's criterion are based on
a linear feedback, eq. (5-70) or (7-164):
PI(r) =

f oo h(t -

11)[11(11) -

lIoJ du.

From eg. (7-181),

I =

f oo [foo "(t' -

II)X(II) dll] x(t') dl' ,

where x = 11 - 110' It will be convenient to use t for the upper limit of
the inner integral. This may be done because h(1' - II) = 0 for
[,' - II < 0, as discussed in sec. 5-4; there is, therefore, no contribution
from the inner integral in the range t ' < II < t . Hence
I =

f oo [foo h(r' -

(7-184)

II)X( I/) dll] x(t') dt'.

Next, we need a frequency-domain
Laplace transform is

represent~tion

,

for "(t). The

oo

H(s ) = fo h(t)e ' " dr.
Sin ce h(t) = 0 for r < 0, we may write

H(s) =

f:oo "(t)e' " dt

or

The inverse Fourier transform is
"(t) = - I

f oo

2rr _

.

HUw)eJW'dw'

(7-185)

<l)

This is the desired representation, and eq. (7-184) becomes

1=

f' {f' [_
I f OO
211:
-00

-00

- 0:.1

HUW)eiWU·' '''dW]X(II)dll}X(t')dl'.
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Rearranging, we ha ve

I = _I2n foo

H(jW)[f'

x(t')e jw , '

- co

-ex>

dr][f'

-co

X(II)e - j

'""dU]dW,

which may be written

foo

I = -I

2n

(7-186)

H(jw)lJ(jw )I'dw,

-co

where

f oo x(t')e

J(jw) =

jw

,·

dt' .

Eg. (7-186) is

r oo

I

Jo

1= 2"

[H(jw)

+ H( -jw )JIJ(jwJ12 dw.

As in sec. 2-6, we assume that the linear feedback is characterized by

,

H(-jw) = H*(jw) ,
and therefore
I = -I
"

f.

00

Rc H(jw)[fUw)I' dw.

(7-187)

0

By eg. (7-187), we have I > 0 provided Re H(jw) > 0 for all w . By eg.
(7-181), a sufficient condition for boundedness is
Re H(jw)

~

0

(7-188)

for all w.
Finally, to establish asymptotic stability, it is necessary to show that
II -+ "0 as p -+ O. In other words, we need to be able to deduce that
x - 0 as t -- 00 whenever
lim
I -

CO

f'

II(t - u)x(u) dll = O.

(7-189)

- co

This is accomplished by invoking Pitt's form of Wiener 's theorem
(Widder 1946): If h(t) is absolute-integrable in - 00 < t < 00 , if x(t)
is bounded, if dx/dt is greater than some negative constant, if H(jw) '" 0,
and if

,I~':,; r o hIt -

u)x(u) dll = A

ro

h(lI) du ,

(7-190)
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then
lim x(t) = A.

(7-191)

The first three conditions are satisfied for bounded, physically realistic
systems. We apply the theorem with A = 0 and with hit) = 0 for
t < 0, so that eq. (7-190) reduces to eq. (7-189). Therefore, the sufficient
condition for asymptotic stability in the large becomes
Re HUw) > 0

(7-192)

for all w. This is known as Welton's criterion, originally deduced by
Welton (1955a, 1955h) using a mechanical analogy.
Conditions under which eq. (7-188) may also imply asymptotic
stability (i.e., Welton 's criterion with the equality sign included) are
discussed by Akcasu, Lellouche, and Shotkin (forthcoming), We will
not go into this question here, except for the following observation:
We cannot conclude stability ifReHUm) changes sign, It is frequently
true (and it is easily demonstrated for the two-region reactor system)
that Re H(jm) is an even function of w that could vanish at w = 0, and
that 1m HUm) is an odd function that does vanish at w = O. But this
would correspond to H(O) = 0, for which there is no unique equilibrium point and therefore no asymptotic stability. Hence we will take
eq. (7-192) as the sullicie nt condition for asymptotic stability (Welton 's
,
criterion without the equality sign),
Another viewpoint was used by Smets (19596, 1962). Consider the
function

V1 = n - no -

11 0

Iog.11
11 0

+

L(

Ci -

i

CiO -

0.) ,

CiD !og - '
CiO

(7-193)

From elj. (7-160),
(7- 194)

Using eq. (7-164) and letting x =
find
V1 (co ) -

V1 (0) =

1 r~

-? Jo

11 -

no, we integrate eq. (7-194) to

Jorro h(u)x(t -

u)x(t) du dt

(7-195)
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Consider the real part of the transfer function,
Re HUw) = Re

LWh(t)e-

jw<

dt =

LWhit) cos wt dt.

If this is nonnegative for all w, the integral in the first term on the
right-hand side of eq. (7-195) is analogous to the energy dissipated by a
passive network (positive or zero impedance). This energy is necessarily
nonnegati ve. The int egrand in the second term is positive for 11 > 0,
C; > 0, unless de;!d, = 0 for all t, in which case the integral is zero.
Therefore, VI (0) > VI (00) > 0, which establishes bounded ness.
H owever, the integra ls in eq. (7-195) do not exist unless x --> 0,
II --> " 0, and C; --> cwo The stability must therefore be asymptotic. The
case H (O) = 0 must be ruled out because there is no unique equilibrium
point. Therefore, we may say that asymptotic stability is assured
provided the linea r feedback system behaves like a passive network for
which Re HUw) > 0 for all w "p 0 and provided H(O) > O. For most
applica tions , this is eq uivalent to Welton 's cr iterion as expressed by
eq. (7-192).
,
Welton's criteri on contains feedback parameters only, and is therefore unaffected by the presence or absence of delayed neutrons. As an
elementary example, consider one region with Newton cooling. Fro m
eqs. (7-36) and (7-44) we find

H (s) = aKo
s + l'
(7-196)

and
.

'I - jw
,.
OY + y

H(jw) = aK o ,

Since th e only parameter that can change sign is a, Welton 's criterion

is satisfied if a > O. This is the same condition fo r asymptotic sta bility
found for the effect ive-lifetime model and fo r o ne group of delayed
neutron s in sec. 7-6.

For the two-region reactor, use eq. (7-165) to find

+ A ," , ) + (AI )' I + A,l' , )w'
" + 1',- )
(w"
+ 1' ,-)(w

_ l' IJ',(A l l',

)Re H Uw

By Wel ton 's criterion,
A,)"
A')'I

+
+

A,l' ,

> 0,

A, )"

> O.

(7-197)
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The former is the requirement on the static power coefficient, H(O) > 0,
discussed in chapter 6; see for example eg. (6-128) or eq. (6-134). The
latter is the necessary requirement for unconditional linear stability

in the effective-lifetime model (no delayed neutrons); see eq. (6-130) or
eq. (6-136). Welton's criterion for the two-region reactor, with or
without delayed neutrons, is thus identical to the necessary and
sufficient conditions for linear stability at all equilibrium power levels

in the absence of delayed neutrons. These are also the conditions for
asymptotic stability in the large with one group of delayed neutrons,
as found in sec. 7-6 by constructing a Liapunov function using the
variable-gradient method; see eqs. (7-147) and (7-148). The region is
shown in fig. 7-30. For this particular feedback model, all we have
gained from Welton 's criterion is the extension from one group of
delayed neutrons to several groups. The region in parameter space for
asymptotic stability in the large is not changed. Other simple examples
are discussed in the problem set.
Welton 's criterion represented a major advance in the understanding

of nonlinear reactor stability. A stability criterion of Popov (1961)
represented a major advance in nonlinear control theory. Since,

unfortunately, the reactor model with delayed neutrons cannot be put
into Popov 's standard form, the criterion is not proved for systems
with delayed neutrons. The criterion is mentioned here because it is
often cited in the literature on reactor stability, bu,l' not always with a
proper statement of its limitations.
The system studied by Popov is

dx;

- ,- =
Cl

~; =

I:jO'jXj

+

bJ(u),

f(a) ,

(7-198)

As in eg. (7-100), f(a) is the characteristic function describing the
nonlinearity. Egs. (7-100) and (7-198) are related by a simple linear
transformation (Lefschetz 1965), and either system can represent a
nuclear reactor by means of the transformation a = log (11/ 110) provided
the delayed neutrons are ignored.
The criterion may be stated as follows: A sufficient condition for the
asymptotic stability in the large of the system represented by eq. (7-198)
is that for all real w there exists a number q > 0 such that
Re[(1 +jwq)K(jw)] > 0,

(7-199)
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where K(s) is the transfer function for the linear part (transfer function
around the closed loop from the output f to the input <1 of the nonlinearity). It can be shown that K(s) is essentially G(s)H(s) for the
linearized react or system. Delayed neutrons not being admissible, we
replace K(s) by H(s)/ s and obtain Popov 's first criterion for reactor
sta bility: A reactor with linear feedback and no delayed neutrons is
asymptotically sta ble in the large if for all real w there exists a number
p > 0 (p = I/q) such that

Re H(jw )

+f

w

1m H(jw) > O.

(7-200)

It is left as an exercise to show that eg. (7-200) is more restrictive than
Welton's criterion for the simple two-region reactor model. Other
applications a re discussed in the paper by Lellouche (I 967b). The
relationship to La ipunov functions is discussed by Kalman (1963) and
by Lefschetz (1965). A Liapuno v function fo r the two-temperature
model without delayed neutrons was constructed using Kalman's
procedure by Pai, Sastry, and Mohan (1970). A direct derivation of
eq. (7-200) from
integral equation of reactor dynamics is given by
Akcasu, Lellouche, and Shotkin (forthcoming).
The first frequency-domain stability criterion for nuclear reactors
to contain delayed neutron effects not only in the derivation but also
in the statement of the criterion appears to be due to Popov (1963);
we shall call this Popov's second criterion for reactor stability. The
proof, which is difficult, is reproduced by Akcasu, Lellouche, and
Shotkin (forthcoming). The sufficient criterion for asymptotic stability
is

,lIl

IGI(jw) I' Re H(jw)

+ ..[ Re G,(jw) +

It,

~

,J

> 0 (7-201)

for all w, where,. ;;; 0 with
(7-202)

and
(7-203)

and where hI < I and h, > I are nonnegative parameters describing
a range of equilibrium power levels for which the associated linear
system is stable. Specifically, h = 11 0 '/ 11 0' where 110 is the equilibrium
power and 110' is another equilibrium power for the same system.
Clearly, 112 must not exceed /lelno. where 11(; is the critical power at
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which the linear system ceases to be stable (if such exists). Note that
r = 0 corresponds to Welton's criterion.

This criterion shows much promise because of the possibility of
investigating conditionally stable systems. Further, the proof of the
criterion contains the possibility of estimating bounds for permissible
perturbations in systems that are not asymptotically stable in the large.
Unfortunately, the criterion is difficult to apply except in simple special
cases.
When r ~ ro, hI ~ 0, and 172 ~ ro, eq. (7-201) becomes
Re [GUw)H(jw)] > 0

(7-204)

for all w, which corresponds to the sufficient criterion derived by Baran
and Meyer (1966). This criterion is rather restrictive, at least for simple

systems, as can be seen by inspecting a few Nyquist plots (e.g., figs.
6-38 and 6-39).
A frequency-domain stability criterion that is similar to Popov's

second criterion, eq. (7-201), was reported by Gyftopoulos (1966). For
commentaries, see Kalinowski (1968) and Oi Pasquantonio and Kappel
( 1970)8
Some general words of caution regarding frequency-domain

stability criteria are in order. The derivations of slIch criteria generally
depend upon the assumption that all solutions are of exponential
order. In the case of Welton's criterion, there is no difficulty because all
systems that satisfy the criterion are guaranteed to have bounded

solutions only. However, eq. (7-201) must be qualified by excluding
cases that can exhibit such phenomena as finite escape time. This is
unfortunate, because many of the interesting cases that exhibit con-

ditional linear stability are also the cases that satisfy the necessary
condition for the existence of finite escape time. This condition,
derived by Akcasu and Noble (I 966a) and expressed by our eg. (7- 169),

applies to all the nonminimum-phase conditionally stable systems that
we studied in secs. 6-7 and 6-8. When delayed neutrons are included in
the two-region model, almost all cases of conditional stability are of
this type (see figs. 6-56, 6-60, and 6-63). It appears that further progress
must await the discovery of useful sufficient conditions for the nonexistence of finite escape time.

Another limitation is that many frequency-domain stability criteria
(Welton's criterion excepted) are derived for systems of ordinary
differential equations in time. This excludes the possibility of transport
delay times, which cannot be accommodated in such models.
8. Sincc this section was written, a new frequenc y-doma in stabili ty criterion has bccn published (Smets 1970). This new criterion appears to establish asymptotic sta bility in the
large for certain minimllI11-phase conditionally stable systems at low equilibrium power.
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7-9. Nonlinear Oscillations
The limit cycles that have been mentioned throughout this chapter
are periodic solutions of the system equations, and it is natural to think
of Fourier series representations. This turns out to be a useful idea,
not on ly in the study of limit cycles (autonomous oscillations), but also
in the search for nonlinear corrections to the transfer function (the
response to forced oscillations).
The relevance of limit cycles to nonlinear stability is illustrated by
figs. 7-21 and 7-22. A stable limit cycle may exist in a system that is
linearly unstable. A small perturbation produces a disturbance that
grows until the nonlinearity becomes appreciable. All solution trajectories approach a closed orbit, and one may speak of "orbital
asymptotic stability." This is a common phenomenon in systems that
are linearly unstable bu t are stable in the sense of Lagrange (all solutions
bounded).
On the other hand, a linearly stable system may be unstable for large
perturbations, and an unstable limi t cycle is a dramatic example. One
is therefore encouraged
to seek analytical criteria for the existence of
,
autonomous periodic solutions in a nonlinear system. When such a
solutio n is found, one suspects the possibility of a stable limit cycle if
the associated linear system is unstable, or an unstable limit cycle if
the linear system is stable. This does not tell the complete story,
because there arc such things as concentric nests of limit cycles (e.g., a
stable limit cycle inside an unstable limit cycle). There is also the
possibility of a semistable limit cycle (e.g., a stable point enclosed by a
limit cycle such that all solutions, both inside and outside, decay with
time). These possibilities are discussed by Akcasu and Shotkin (1967),
but these phenomena have not been observed in reactor systems with
linear feedback a nd no transport delay effects.
A brief introduction to large-amplitude forced oscilations appears
at the end of sec. 3-2. Alternatively, one may use the concept of a
modified transfer function , commonly called a "describing function, "
that contains amplitude-dependent nonl inear correction terms. We
include it here because it is so closely related to the Fourier representation of a limit cycle. Essentiall y the same equations are used in the
derivations, the limit-cycle equations arising from a special case, and
the only real difference is a shift is viewpoint.
An early application of Fourier series in reactor dynamics was made
by Rumsey (1947), who obtained a first·order correction to a transfer
function by solving for Fourier coefficients of the neutron density in
terms of the coefficients of a periodic reactivity input. Essentially the
same approach was used by Nelkin (1955). Both aut hors recognized
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that a negative reactivity bias is necessary to maintain a steady oscillation, but neither recognized the need to distinguish between the
equilibrium power level and the time-average power. The negative
reactivity bias in a large oscillation was also investigated by Akcasu
(1958), but without reactivity feedback.
A consistent set of equations for forced oscillations was obtained by
Sandmeier (1959), with the power shift included. A review of the earlier
work is included in the thesis by Wasserman (1962), who discussed the
relationship to the usual describing-function technique. Another
trealment appears in the thesis by Lauber (1962). A distinction between
"direct" and "indirect" methods of deriving a describing function was
made by Smets (1964,1965). The latter paper suggested the application
of Fourier series to autonomous oscillations, but only stable limit cycles
were considered.
More recently, the nuclear-reactor describing function was examined
by means of the WKB method (see sec. 3-6) in the pa per by Tan (1967).
It was concluded that the earlier formulations are incomplete.
Torlin (1966), using an iterative scheme, derived a formula for the
magnitude of the first harmonic oran autonomous reactivity oscillation,
with one harmonic assumed in reactivity and two in power. He

recognized the possi bility of either stable or unstable limit cycles.
Unfortunately, the particular model he selected for illustration was
incorrectly analyzed in the paper. Torlin 's contribution was to specify
the procedure: obtain a formula for the magnitud ~ of a Fourier component in terms of the frequency w, and then search for regions in
parameter space that simultaneously correspond to real positive

numbers for w 2 and for the magnitude of the Fourier component.
Recent contributions to the theory of describing functions were made
by Akcas u and Shotkin (1967, 1968). They succeeded in proving the
nonexistence of unstable limit cycles for the case of linear feedback
without delayed neutrons (the effective-lifetime model). A brief review
of describing functions is given by Vaurio and Pulkkis (1970).
Unstable limit cycles with linear feedback and delayed neutrons are
now known to exist. An example is given by Hetrick and Schmidt (1968)
in which a low-order approximation is used. Higher approximations,
together with conclusive evidence from digital computer studies, are

given by Schmidt (1969) and by Schmidt and Hetrick (1969, 1970). An
analytical proof that delayed neutrons introduce the possibility of
unstable limit cycles with linear feedback (contributed by L. M.
Shotkin) is discussed in the papers by Shotkin, Hetrick, and Schmidt
(1969,1970).
We proceed to derive an expression for the describing function that
contains in a consistent manner the first two harmonics and the shifts
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in reactivity and power levels. Then, building on the same foundation,
we derive the magnitudes of the first-harmonic components in reactivity
and power for autonomous oscillations, and we illustrate their use in
searching for limit cycles. By starting with the integra-differential
equation of sec. 4-3, we bypass the interative scheme used by Schmidt
and by Torlin and obtain directly the complete result for the case of
two harmonics in reactivity and power.
The starting point is eq. (4-31) with q = 0:

t rill P
roo
pdt = Pl1(t) + Jo [11(t -

u) - l1(t)] D(u) du,

(7-205)

where D is the delayed-neutron kernel (emission probability) o f eq.
(4-27) and fig. 4-2:
D(t) =

~ 2-/),e-"',

Loo D(II) du

=

(7-206)

(7-207)

1.

Eq. (7-205) may be written

t

prilldt = Ppnet) -

+

lI(t)

Joroo l1(t -

u) D(ll) rIu.

(7-208)

We let

I

00

E=

2b I cos wt +

ak

ejkw

,

(7-209)

-00

and
II

-= 1

+

(7-210)
- 00

wherea _k = a,/ , A _ m = AIII* , andwherewe includek = Oandm = O.
For a forced oscillation , b l and ware given parameters, and we note

where b i is real. For autonomous oscillations, we set b I = 0 and
regard w as undetermined.
We substitute eqs. (7-209) and (7-210) into eq. (7-208), noting that

Loo l1(t

- u)D(u) rIu = "0

+

110L",A",DUl11w)e jm w<,
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where D(s) is the Laplace transform of D(t) and where we abbreviate
the infinite summatio n by using a simple subscript. Equating coefficients
of terms in like harmonics, and noting that the double sum

r. r. n
r

$""

A.s ei(r+.s)w/

contributes in the mth harmonic only if,. +

[1 - D(jlllw) + jmwl /IJ]Am
when b , ~ 0; if b,
a, + b,. We define

~ am

S =

+

Ill,

we find

~kakAm - k

oF 0 we replace a _ , by a _, +

Zm ~ Z(jJ1lw) ~ 1 - D(jlllw)

(7-211)

b _ , and a, by

+ jmwt/ p

(7-212)

and identify the low-power reactor transfer function from eg. (3-56),

G(j/1/W) ~ '~ Z-'(jmw).

(7-2 13)

We are now in a position to apply eq . (7-211), dropping third and
higher harmonics. For /1/ ~ 0, noting that Z(O) ~ 0, we find

o ~ ao + 2 Rea,A,' + 2b, Re Aj + aoAo + 2 Rea,A,'.
For

111 =

A ,Z,

~

(7-214)

I,

a,

+ b, + a,'A, + aoA, + a jAo + a,A ,' + b,(A o + A,).
(7-215)

For m = 2,
(7-216)
All first and second harmonics are accounted for. The next step is to
identify the likely orders of magnitude of the various terms.
We aSSllme that a l • hi' and A I are of th e same order of magnitude.
We further assume that ao, Ao, ", and A, are all of order a/. A further
breakdown than this appears to lead to inconsistencies. We therefore
have the consistent approximations

o~

ao + 2 ReajA,' + 2b, ReA"

(7-21 7)

correct to order a,2,

A,2,

=

a,

+ bl •

(7-218)

correct to order a" and

A2 Z 1

= ll2

+

alA I

+ blAt .

(7-219)
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correct to order a I '- To proceed, we use egs. (7-217) through (7-2 19) to
derive approximate expressions for the higher-order terms in the
fundamental formula eg. (7-215).
The first important result appears upon substitution of egs. (7-218)
and (7-219) in eg. (7-217):
(7-220)
correct to order a 12. But the low-power transfer function has a real

part only if delayed neutrons are included. Therefore, the negative
reactivity shift is absent unless delayed neutrons are included.
Next, we note that the higher-order terms in eq. (7-215) may be
approximated in such a way that Qo, A" and A2 do not appear on the
right-hand side. The approximate relations are
(7-221 )
(7-222)
and

(7-223)
Eg. (7-2 15) may be written as

A,Z , =
(a I

+

b l J{ 1 + Ao - [2 Ia,j2

+

(a l *

+ hl)[(a,

+

+ 2 Re a rl]Z I - I Re Z, - I )
+ brl 2 Z,-'Z,-' + a,(Z _ , - 1 + Z, - ')].
2b I (hI

(7-224)
This is the complete equation with all first and second harmonics
properly includ ed.
The goal is to express the right-hand side of eg. (7-224) in terms of
hI and the transfer functions. This requires the elimination of a l • a2 .
and Ao. The feedback is expressed by
(7-225)
where K", = KUlIlw) = (l1o/P)HUIIlW). The three relations we need
are
(7-226)
where Ko = (l1 o/PJH(O). It turns out to be simpler to return to eq.
(7-215) and, with the aid of eqs. (7-217) through (7-219) for approximating the higher-order terms, to introduce the feedback at that point.
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Some of the intermediate steps yield
(7-227)

Ao - 21Ad'Ko -I Re ZI '

AI

-

bl

(7-228)

=---'--:-;-

ZI

a nd

+

KI '

(7-229)
a ll of which are used only in approximating higher-order terms. Note
that the shift in time-average power disappears in the absence of
delayed neutrons, according to eg. (7-227). Note a lso that eg. (7-228)
represents the linear approximation (the closed-loop tra nsfer function)
because

-AI

1

hI

ZI + KI

(7-230)

Eg. (7-215) yields
(7-231)

AIZ I = (hI - AIKI)Q,
where

Q = 1 + IZ I

~2K I I' [2(Kp- I -

Z I-I )ReZ I

+

Z _I - K , ]

9' +

which corresponds to the describing function for small
eg. (7-231 ) we find
AI

-

bl

=

ZI-IQ
1 T ZI IQK .'

.
(7-232)

This expresses the reactor describing function. 9
According to eg. (7-228), the linear approximation is
AIZ I = hI - A,K I ,

K,

"I'

(7-233)
Since from

(7-234)

the first-order describing function may be represented as in the block
diagra m of fig. 7-32.
Combining egs. (7-220) and (7-228) yields

2h.' ReZ I
IZ I

+

KI I"

(7-235)

9. A possible so urce of confu sion is that. in cOll ventiona l dcscribing·full clion analysis.
one aSS lII11 eS thai the second harmonic is negligible when it return s th rough Ihe feedback
loop. This assumption appea rs to be inadequate for rcnctor systems.
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2. ,cos wi +

Z,I

I--
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8 n/n o

0

P,
~

K,

Fig. 7-32. Block diagram for the desc ribing-funclion representa tion (t he linear system
corresponds to Q = I ).

which is to be identified as the negative steady-state reactivity component that must be supplied externally. With the effective-lifetime
model this component is zero. In the absence of feedback, eg. (7-235)
becomes
=

aD

-2b l 'ReZ I /IZr/2

(7-236)

In the prompt-jump approximation, this becomes
(7-237)

= - 2b l ' ,

aD

which correspo!,ds to eq. (3-69) with A = aD and B = 2b 1• Using eg.
(7-236) with delayed neutrons and t '" 0, we may easily show that eq.
(7-237) remains valid for w <t Pit.
This describing function is clearly limited to small amplitudes and
two harmonics. Since it can be shown that a third harmonic makes no
contribution of order aI', the amplitUde limitation is dominant.
The describing function may be used to infer nonlinear corrections
to linear stability by using a Nyquist plot. Interpreting eq. (7-234) as
the modified closed-loop transfer function, we see that the threshold
of instability corresponds to
(7-238)
One replaces the - I point by a locus of - IIQ (different for each
amplitude b l ) and infers stability from its location relative to the locus
of Z 1 - 1 K = GH.
To study autonomous oscillations we set b 1
AIZ I = al[1

+

AD - 21a l l'ZI- 1 Re ZI-I

+
Set b l

=

=

°

in eq. (7-224):

+

lall'ZI - 1Z2 - IJ
a 1*a,(Z _ I - 1 + Z2 -I). (7-239)

°

in eq. (7-221) and use eq. (7-226):

AD =

2lar/' Ko

-1

ReZ I -

1

.

Set b 1 = 0 in eq. (7-223) and use eg. (7-226):

(7-240)
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a.,

2
=

-

-

Z2

1

- 1

1

Z2-

+

1

Kl -

1

a

(7-241)

2

1

Use eq. (7-226) to eliminate A ,. One obtains from eq. (7-239) an equation
that may be solved for lad', with the result

Ko ' )ReZ, '

- Z, - 'Z, - '(I - Z _ , - 'K,)(I

+ Z, - 'K,) - 'j
(7-242)

An analogous proced ure lead s to

lAd' =
Z, 'K,[ -2(K,

1 + Z,-'K ,

'+

Ko ') ReZ,
+ K _ ,Z, - '(I

+ K _, - 'K,)(I + Z , - 'K,)-'J
(7-243)

Note that these amplitudes vanish when Z , - 'K, = - I, which
corresponds to GH = - I (resonance or critical power). We therefore
expect these equations to be useful in the neighborhood of critical,
where the amplitudes, if they exist, are small.
Next, we require that the right-hand sides of eqs) 7-242) and (7-243)
be rea l and positive. A convenient procedure is first to demand rea l
numbers. This leads to the vanishing of certain polynomials in w 2
One then rejects all roots w 2 that are not real and positive. The remain-

ing roots are then tested in the appropriate amplitude expression, eq .
(7-242) or (7-243), and those that produce positive numbers for both
squared magnitudes are accepted as corresponding to limit cycles.
The procedure generally leads to polynomials of high degree in w'
that must be solved numerically for each set of parameters (Schmidt
1969). One simple example, a two-region reactor with the effectivelifetime model, y ields a quadratic in w 2 if the terms in K2 are neglected
in eqs. (7-242) and (7-243). This example, which is given by Schmidt,
does predict stable limit cycles. However, the predicted range is too
large, and the model is too simple to be conclusive. We include the
calculation in the problem set because of its value as an jllusU'ation .

Another simple example. a two-region reactor with the one-delay-

group prompt-jump approximation, appears in the paper by Hetrick
and Schmidt (1968). This example is both incomplete and inconclusive
because only eq. (7-242) is used and the terms in K, are omitted,'o One
10 . Th is yields eq. ( 17) of the p<l per by TorJin ( 1966).
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Fig. 7-33. Paramcter space for a rcnctor with coupled two-path fccdback, showing cases
for no nlinea r swdics ('II = 0.5, 'IJ = 0.2, ). = 0. 1).

finds a cubic equation in w 2 whose coefficients can be examined
analytically for sign changes in real roots, leading to one of the first
tentative predictions of unstable limit cycles with delayed neutrons.
These two examples are also cited in the review paper by Hetrick and
Weaver (1968).
We have selected some examples that use eqs. (7-242) and (7-243),
with all terms included, from the thesis by Schmidt (1969). Fig. 7-33 is
a parameter space for a two-region coupled system, as given by cq.
(6-156), and for which fig. 6-70 is a different example. Here the paramcters arc 'I, ~ 0.5, '12 ~ 0.25, and 'I , ~ 0.2 (sec- I). Also, } ~ 0.1
sec -I, p = 0.0 1, b = 100 CO/mw - sec, "'I = - 3.33 X 10- 7 per Co,
and iX, = 5.33 X 10- 7 per Co (prompt-positive and delayed-negative
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Fig. 7-34 . Oscillation amplitudes vs. equilibrium power for the effective-lifetime modeL

feedback). By eq. (6-159), this is a negative-gain, nonminimum-phase
system with, = - 0.2. Increasing the equilibrium power 110 corresponds
to moving outward along the radial line of constant ¢'.

Consider first the effective-lifetime model. Reactivity and power
amplitudes, computed from eqs. (7-242) and (7-243), are plotted as
functions of equilibrium power no in fig. 7-34. Both ,;mplitudes, which
vanish at critical power, are positive above critical and negative below.

This suggests a stable limit cycle in the linearly unstable region.
This is confirmed by digital computer solutions shown in figs. 7-35
and 7-36 (labeled respectively cases 1 and 2 in the parameter space of
fig. 7-33). The trajectories are projections on the n, Tj plane (power vs.
temperature of the prompt region). Fig. 7-35 represents a linearly
stable system. Note the separatrix from the shutdown point (a saddle
point) to the operating point (a staNe focus). Fig. 7-36 represents a
linearly unstable system, and the seParatrix from shutdown winds
onto the stable limit cycle. Both figures show the possibility of unstable
solutions for large perturbations.
Reactivity and power amplitudes for the one-group prompt-jump
approximation are shown in fig. 7-37. Both amplitudes are positive

below critical power, indicating an unstable limit cycle. Trajectories
for case 3 of fig. 7-33 are shown in fig. 7-38. One can infer a separatrix
between stable and unstable regions, but it does not appear to be a
closed curve. Note also the trajectory from the shutdown point; it is
clearly unstable (compare with figs. 7-35 and 7-36).
The unstable limit cycle appears as one approaches critical power
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Fig. 7-35. Trajectories in the 11, ~ plane for case I (li nearly stable, 110 = 180 mw, cITecti velifet ime model). Tempe rature extremes are unreal ist ic because smtlIi rc[!ctivi ty coefficien ts
were assumed.

from below. It is seen in fig. 7-39 (case 4 of fig. 7-33). One infers a
separatrix between stable and unstable regions such that an unstable
trajectory can wind around the outside of a closed curve an arbitrary
number of times before diverging to infinity.
The first reac to r exa mple of this behaviour was discovered by Akcasu
and Noble (1966a), and it is presented in their paper as an example of
finite escape time in a linearly stable system. The example was not fully
recogni zed as an unstable limit cycle until later.
As the power level is increased, the unstable limit cycle becomes
smaller. It disappears at critical, in keeping with fig. 7-37, and there
are no limit cycles above critical power in this particular system. In
fa ct, when the two-region linear feedback is used, the only stable limit
cycles observed with delayed neutrons are for cases such as those
shown in figs. 6-56 and 6-68, where there are two critical power levels
bracketing an unstable region in parameter space. This is predicted by
the amplitude equations (Schmidt 1969).
The search for limit cycles quickly becomes tedious. Surveys of many
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jump approximation).

cases have led to th e conclusion that eqs. (7-242) and (7-243) are reliable
near critical, but that otherwise they tend to predict limit cycles over
too broad a range. Fig. 7-38 is an example, in that the un sta ble limit
cycle apparently opens ou t to infinity as the equilibrium power is
reduced. Furthermore, cases apparently exist where the amplitude
equations predict unstable limit cycles but where the range of their
existence Gust below critical power) seems to be extremely small. This
does not preclude instability in linearly stable systems of this type; the
behavior shown in fig. 7-38 is apparen tly quite common in nonminimum-phase systems.
It is interesting that eqs. (7-242) and (7-243) consistently predict a
subharmonic oscillation that has not been observed. This is related to
the fact tha t both a mplitudes vanish when 2, - 'K, = - L This
appears to be a nonphysical manifestation of the approximate analytical treatment
Finally, we reiterate (hat the prompt-jump approximation is a useful
representation for systems with delayed neutrons. Proper initial
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an

unstable limit cycle

conditions should be used to account for the fast-decaying transient
that is neglected; see eq. (3- !O). The main concern would be a possible
approach to prompt critical, but this was ruled out for figs. 7-38 and
7-39 by monitoring the reactivity. However, one must be careful about
deducing the presence of finite escape time when using this approximation; a rapidly growing solution may indicate only an approach to
prompt critical, and a more complete model would be needed for
studying the ultimate behavior.
This concludes our treatment of reactor stability. We turn now to
space-dependen t reactor dynamics. Some references to space-dependent
effects on stability are given in the next chapter, but a study of these
effects is beyond the scope of this book.
Problems

7-1.

Find eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the matrix
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and show tha t

is a diagonalizing transformation.
7-2.

Find eigenvalues and eigen vectors for the matrix

and show that

T [1 _+/ 1~/ ]
=

is a diagonal izing transformation .
7-3.

Derive the eq uation for the integral curves of eq. (7-21) and fig.
7-9.

7-4.

,

Find eig'envalu es and eigenvectors for the coefficient matrix
obtained by lin eari zing eq. (7-26). Show that

T=

1]
1
[
j

- j

is a diagonalizing transformation.
7-5.

Show that the integra l curves for eq. (7-26) are given by eq. (7-28).

7-6.

Study the system
dx
dt

-=

dy

dt

-x +
- y

xy,

+ xy

in the x, y plane. Obtain an expression fo r the separatrix between

7-7.

stable and unstable regions.
Calculate the slopes with which the integral curves approach or
leave the equilibrium points of eq. (7-34).

7-8.

Study the system
dx
= -xy
dt
'

-
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dy

-

dt

x -

=

X)'

in the x, y plane.

7-9. Study the system
dx
dt

dy

-

dt

~

- xy,

~

x - 2y

by sketching trajectories in the x, y plane. (The equilibrium
point is a ha lf-node, ha lf-saddle.)
7-10. Study the system

dx
-

~

y - x

~

(a - x )y,

dt

liy
lit

-

in the x, y plane. Note the relationship to figs. 7-16 a nd 7-17
when a ,p O. Sketch trajectories for the critical case a ~ 0, and
identify the physical significance of thi s case.·
, (For a rigorous
treatment o f stabilit y in this type of critical system, see Di
Pasquanton io 1968.)
7-11. Show that the effective-lifetime model with N ewton cooling and
a < 0 has a saddle point for 11 ~ " 0 and a stable node for 11 ~ O.
7-1 2. Given the reactor model
dn

p

dl = t

11,

P ~ -a T + <T',
dT

dt

=

K (n - " 0 )

-

yT,

find and classify the equilibrium points a nd discuss sta bility.
7-1 3. Study th e modified system corresponding to eq. (7-51 ) when p
is neglected in the left-ha nd side of eq. (7-50).
7-1 4. Find the eigenva lues for the linea ri zed system corresponding to
egs. (7-54) and (7-55) and deri ve the condition for damped
oscillations.

7-15. Verify the condition fo r oscillations as given by eg. (7-57).
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7-16. Sketch a few of the spiral trajectories for eq. (7-67).
7-1 7. Show that the integral curves for eg. (7-69) are given by eq. (7-73).
Sketch a few trajectories in the x, y plane.
7-18. Find an elliptical region of asymptotic stability for eq. (7-21)
using the V-function of eq. (7-77).
7- 19. St udy the system of eq. (7-8 1)' in the x, y plane for two cases:
~ = I and a = 4.
7-20. Study the system
dx

dt
dy

dt

- x

+

2x'y,

-y

in th e x, y plane. Show that Zubov's V-function

V = 1 - ex p

,

y' - = c-x' - ,]
[
2
2(1 - xy)

yields the exact stability boundary xy = I (Ha hn 1963).
7-21. Carry out the detailed steps in the app lication of the variable
gradient me thod of the two-temperature model wit h one group
of delayed neutrons, egs. (7-131) th rough (7-149).
7-22. Consider the system of eq . (7-153), which has one tem pera ture
region plus a power coefficient. Sho w that there is a solution
trajectory that approaches 11 = A + BTfor large nand T. Sketch
some isoclines for the case in fig. 7-29 and show that 11 = A + BT
a pproac hes a separatrix between sta ble a nd unstable regions.
Identify a semi-infinite stable region (s uggested by J. M. Kendall,
Uni versity of Arizo na, 1970).
7-23. Verify eg. (7- 162) fo r dVl dt.
7-24. Apply the boundedness criterion of eq. (7-172) to the twotempera ture model and correlate th e result with the parameter
space of fig. 7-30.
7-25. Usin g the two-temperature model, express each of the following
as boundaries in the para meter space of fig . 7-30:

Loo 11(t') dt'
11(0) = 0;

=

0;
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dll
dt

~

O.

7-26. Apply the method of dominant canonical coordinates to the
system given by eq. (7-34).
7-27. Apply the method of dominant canonical coordinates to the
system

dx
dt

dy
dt.

-2x + 2y,
-x - xy.

7-28. Verify eq. (7-197) and the application of Welton's criterion to the
two-region model.
7·29. Apply Welton's criterion to the model with one region plus a
power coefficient.

7-30. Apply P o pov's first criterion, eq. (7-200), to the two-region
model. Sho w that Welton 's criter io n is less restrictive in this case.

7-31. Verify the limit-cycle amplitude equations, eqs. (7-242) and
(7·243).
7-32. Apply eqs. (7-242) and (7-243), with the K2 terms neglected, to
the two-region reactor with the effective-lifetime model.

8 Space-dependent Neutron Dynamics

This final chapter is mainly concerned with three subjects: a derivation
of the point-reactor model from neutron transport theory, some

descriptions of methods used in space-dependent reactor dynamics, and
a brief introduction to the theory of neutron pulses and waves. Each of
these subjects deserves much more elaboration; in particular, the
important and 9ifficult field of space-dependent reactor dynamics has
grown very rapidly in recent years. However, Ollr purpose here is to
present a few fundam ental ideas and to sti mulate an interest in further
study.
Many important topics are mentioned only briefly. Furthermore, the
attempt to make the bibliography exha ustive had to be aba ndoned
because of the sheer magnitude of the task. Special attention is called to
some review articles that contain large bibliographies, and it is hoped
that this will partially compensate for the deficiencies and omissions.
8-1. The Transport Equation
The Boltzmann tra nsport eq ua tio n for a reactor may be wri tten

~ G~

<I>(r, v, r)

+

V' V<I>( r, v,

r)J =

- L,(r, v, 1)<I> (r, v, I)

+

JL ,(r, v' ~ v, 1)<I>(r, v', I) dv'

+

J

X(v) (J - p)I'LJ(r, v',

+ Li"iCi(r , I)Xi(V)
+ S(r, v, I),

t)(~(r, v', I) dv'
(8-1 )
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whe re $ is the directional flux , such that $ (r, v, I) dr dv is v times th'
number o f neu trons in th e six-dimensional volume elemen t of phase
space tlr dv at poin t r with ve locit y vat time t. The macrosco pic crosssection s L(> L.s, and Lf refer respectively to all interactions, to scattering
in teractions which change the neutro n velocity from v' to v, and to
fi ssion events. Th e neutron em ission spectra x(v) a nd x;(v) are for

prompt neutrons and delayed neutrons of the ith grou p respecti vely.
The average number of prompt neutrons per fi ssion is (I - {i)v . For the
tth de layed neut ron group, ). i and C i are the decay constant and precursor density. Sou rces extraneOliS to the fi ssion chain are represented

by S.
The integra ls in eq . (8-1) a re triple integrals over neutron velocity
space. The cross-sections a re written as functions of the sca lar speed v,
as is freq uentl y the case. Explicit time dependence is indicated in the
cross-sections to account for externally imposed control o r for feedback. The total cross-section L, has units of reci procal length, while the
other cross-sections, as written here, have additional unit s (per unit

volume in velocity space).
The gradien t term in eq. (8- 1) may be tran sposed to the right-hand
side, and the partial derivati ve is seen to represent a rate of change of
neutron density in phase space consist ing of six terms: lo sses arising
from streaming and from neutron interacti o ns, offset by ga ins con-

sisting of scaltering from other velocities, production of prompt fission
neutrons, productio n of delayed neutrons, and "'c ontributions from
extraneous sources.
If the delayed-neutron precursors are assumed to be stationary, we
may write

(8-2)
Eqs. (8- 1) a nd (8-2) a re easily extended to systems with more than one
fuel isotope by including a te rm in x(1 - (3)VLj and a set of delayed
neutrons appropria te to each isotope.

Following H enry (1958) and K eepin (1965), we postulate a fictitio us
steady state with S = 0 and <D = ¢,(r, v). T o ac hieve a steady state
wit h the same parameters tha t appear in eq. (8-1) at any given in stant,
we must introduce a fictitiou s reproduction factor kso We write
k, [ev/ v) ' '\I¢,(r, v)
=

f

+

L ,(p,(r, v) -

f

L ,(r, v'

->

v)¢,(r, v')

dV]

[(1 - {i)z(v ) + L ;[3;X;(V)] vLj (r, v' )¢, (r, v') dv', (8-3)
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where we have gro uped all the terms representing non fission events on

the left-hand sid e and where we have used eg. (8-2) with J C;/Jt = 0 to
eliminate C i •
Eq. (8-3) may be symbolically rearranged in the form
@[<p,] = k,<p,.
(8-4)
where l!J represents a complicated integro-differential operator anti ks
is a n eigen value belonging to the eigenfunction <p, (if it exists). Actually,
this is a symbolic way of representing the "reactivity eigenfunctions," or

"lambda modes" (Cohen 1958 ; Kaplan et al. 1964). The spectrum of
eigenvalues may be discrete or continuous or both. We assume that
there is a "fundamental mode" eigenfunction <Po corresponding to a
largest eigenvalue k. This is equivalent to assuming that the solution of
eqs. (8-1) and (8-2) may be written as

L:
~

<I>(r, v, t)

=

J.(I)</),(r, v)

(8-5)

s=o

and that the term in f/Jo represents a useful approximate solution for
small departures from steady state. Note that fo(t)<po(r, v) can be a

complete solution only if space and time (as well as velocity and time)
are separable. The identification of <Po as a fundamental mode is seen
to be analogous to the procedure used for the diffusion equation in
sec. 1-2, where we assumed the separable solution
N(r, t)

= f(r)n(t)

and identified f as the fundamental-mode eigenfunction of the Helmhoh z equation. The use of modal expansions such as eq. (8-5) for solving
nonseparable problems is basic to most methods in space-dependent
reactor dynamics. As we shall see, many different types of eigenfunctions
may be used.
Of course, there is no reason to assume in advance that an arbitrary
set of eigenfunctions is either complete or orthogonal, and there is no
guarantee that expansion coefficients may be found. The usual procedure is to assume biorthogonality and to generate adjoint functions
¢, +. Following Morse and Feshbach (1953), we generate an equation
adjoint to eq. (8-3) by changing the signs of the first derivatives and by
interchanging v and v' in the kernels of the integral operators. The
equation for the fundamental-mode adjoint function 'Po + is

k[ -(v/v)· V<P o+(r, v) + L,</>o +(r, v) -

=

f

[(I - /3)X(v')

f

L,(r, v

-->

v')</>o +(r, v')

+ L;/3;xM)]vLf (r, v)<Po+(r, v' ) dv'.

dV]
(8-6)
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We now interpret k and the cross-sections in eg. (8-6) as time depe!
dent, and identify the cross-sections with those in eg. (8-1). MultipJ
eg. (8-1) by <Po + (r, Y) and integrate over rand Y, multiply eg. (8-6) b
<Il(r, Y, t) and integrate over rand Y, and subtract the resulting tw
equations. The integral over r is regarded as an integral over som
fixed volume containing the system. Taking advantage of the freedor
to select an adjoint boundary condition (Morse and Feshbach 1953
we choose

II

(v/v)' (<Po +1,7(~

+

$1,7<po + )

dr dv= = 0,

where the double integral represents integration over the six-dimen·
sional phase space.
The integration and subtraction is facilitated by interchanging v and v
in certain integrals. After some manipulation, the result is

~

ot

II

<Po +<Il <ir dv =
V

III
-III
+
II
k

~

I

rPo+ (r, v') [( I - P)x(v' ) + LiPiXi(V')] VLf<ll dr dv dv'

rPo + (r, v') [LiPa,(v')] VLf<ll dr dv

L,Ai

<Po +CiXi(V) dr dv

+

II

~v'

rPo +s dr dv,

(8-7)

where the absence of an argument signifies the appropriate function of
r and v (not v' ) and where the time dependence of Lf is still present but
not explicitly indicated.
Before proceeding, we interpret the last step as a perturbation
procedure in which eg. (8-1) is the perturbed system at any instant and
eg . (8-6) is the unperturbed system such that rPo + does not change
appreciably in the presence of small changes in k and the cross-sections.
One is thus encouraged to hope for eventual physical significance in all
this manipulation.
At this point, we postulate the purely formal identity
<Il(r, v, t) = n(t)(jJ(r, v, t).

(8-8)

Clearly, eg. (8-8) contains no new assumptions. In practice, net) is
called the amplitude function. It may be forced to carry the burden of
most of the time dependence, and it may be identified with net) of the
preceding chapters if other quantities are interpreted consistently.
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The function ¢(r, v, I) is called the shape function, and the general
case where ¢ contains 1 is called nonseparable. We have
:1

If ¢0;4>

drdv =

[If

¢ov+¢

+

drdvJ~;

n(t) :1

II

¢o;¢ dr dv.

(8-9)

From eqs. (8-7) through (8-9), we find

dn
dl

k _ 1

III

¢o +(r, v') [(1 - [J)x(v')

If

k

III

¢o + (r, v' )

II
+ ~'A '

II

,, If

- n

~,[J,x,(v')JV~f¢ dr dv dv'
n

(¢o+¢l v )drdv

[~,[J,x,(v')J V~f¢ dr dv dv'
n

(Po + q,jv) dr dv

II

¢o +C,x,(v) dr dv

¢o +s dr dv

+ ,.,~----

If

(¢o + ¢Iv) dr dr

:t II
log

+

(4)0 + ¢Iv) dr dv

(8-10)

(¢o + ¢/v) dr dv.

Eg. (8-10) is highly suggestive of the familiar point-reactor model. We
identify the coefficients ofn as p/t and [Jerrj{. The third and fourth terms

are LjAiCj and q. There remains the partial derivative term, and the
usual procedure is to adopt the form of the point-reactor model, constraining the shape function ¢ such that the partial derivative vanishes.
We have

P

t

k - 1
k

III

¢o +(r, v')[(1 - fJ)x(v')

+ ~,[JiX,(V')JV~f¢ drdvdv'

~~----~~---------------

If

(¢o+¢l v)drdv

(8-11 )
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fff <Po

+ (r, v' ) [L,P,,,,(v' )] I'Ll'" <lr <Iv dv'

ff
ff 1>0
c,~)=

If
ff 1>0

q=

If

(8 -1 2)

(1)0 + 1>/v) dr dv

+C,(r, t)x,(v) dr dv

;

(8-13)

(1)0 + 1>/v) dr dv
+S(r, v, t)

dr dv
.

(8- 14)

(1)0 + 1>/v) dr dv

As pointed out by Henry (1958), the separation ofeq. (8-1 1) into unique
factors p and t is arbitrary. One could identify p as (k - 1)/1<, where k is
defined by eq. (8-6), but this is not necessary. As noted in chapter 2,
one shou ld rega rd the parame ters pit and (Jerrie as morc fundamenta l
than p, (J" " and t . However, it is common practice to compute (k - I )/k
by employing eq. (8-6) in a perturbation procedure and to identify the
result with p so that eq. (8-11) yields an explicit formula for t. Then, as
mentioned in c hapter 2, one usua ll y neglects the ' time dependence of
t and (J",/t, though this is not necessary.
The procedure leading to eg. (8 -1 0) is a ma thematical formality unless
the computation s indicated by eqs. (8-11 ) through (8-14) are practical.
The major problem is the computation of the shape function , r/J(r, v, t)

in eg. (8-8); this will be examined later in the context of time-dependent
diffusion theory.
To find a formula for reactivity, multiply eq. (8-6) by 1>(r, v, t) and
integrate over r and v. Compare thi s res ult wi th a second equation,
obtained by setting k = I and :E r = :E ro , etc. This repre se nts a cri tical
rererence system. Make the usual first-order perturbation-theory

assu mption that 1Jo + and 1> remain unchanged. Subtracting and setting
cn:r = Lr - Lro, etc., one finds
k - 1
I<

(8-15)
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where

(8-16)
and where bars over terms on the right-hand side of eq. (8-16) signify

_f

x(v' )<Po + (r, v') dv'
<p+()
o r, v

x(v) =

This formula for reactivity. together with whatever approximations are
needed to render the computations practical, is useful, but it is a firstorder result that is less fundamental than the formula for pit, eq. (8-11).
Note that reactivity, like the other parameters in the point-reactor
model, is an integral property ofthc system.
To complete the derivation, multiply eq. (8-2) by <Po +(r, v) X,(v) and
integrate over rand v. If eqs. (8-8) and (8-13) together with

{i,

(it :"

fff

<Po +(r, v' ){i,X,(v') V2'f'1! dr dv dv'

If

(8-17)
(<P o+ </!Iv) dr dv

are used, the result is the familiar precursor equation.
Next, we note that the adjoint function ,po + may be given a physical
interpretation. Consider the impulse

S(r, v, t) =

orr -

ro)o(v - Vo)O (I),

representing a point source of neutrons at
Using eq. (8-14), we obtain
q =

'/'0 +(ro,

ff

vol

'( )

u I.

fO

(8-18)
with velocity

Vo

at t

=

O.

(8-19)

(<Po+ </!Iv) dr dv

The adjoint function is therefore a source-weighting function.
We saw in sec. 2-5 that the impulse response of the point-reactor
model asymptotically approaches a constant. For a source QoO(I), the
asymptotic neutron popUlation is Qo. the number of neutrons injected
at I = O. Eq. (8-19) shows how each injected neutron is to be weighted
according to its position and velocity at I = O. The adjoint function is
therefore a measure of the number of daughter neutrons that are
ultimately contributed by each injected source neutron, and it is therefore called the ""neutron importance function."
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It is interesting to compare this with the effect of a neutron absorber
Use eqs. (8-15) and (8-16) with DL = DL". The reactivity effect ofa pain
absorber at ro and Vo is seen to be weighted, not by q)o +, bUl by thl
product 4)0 + (p, often called the <"statistical weight."This means that thl
integral parameter p is an average over the spatial distribution an(
velocity dependence of an absorber, weighted by ¢o + ¢.
These interpretations are somewhat arbitrary in that one may liSt
an arbitrary weighting function in place of <Po +. This yields ne"
definitions of the reactivity and other parameters. The question i~

discussed by many writers, e.g., Gross and Marable (1960), Lewin,
(1961), Gozani (1963), Gyftopoulos (l964b, 1964c), and Deniz (1967)
For a discussion of time-dependent importance, see Lewins (1960b) ane
Becker (1968(/). However, the usual procedure is to use <Po + and te
identify eq. (8-10) as the point-reactor model when the steady-stat,
flux is used for the shape function <p.
In summary, we have indicated one method of deriving the pointreactor model from neutron transport theory, together with expressions

for the integral parameters. To preserve the form of the point model
when the shape function ¢ is time dependent, let

:t ff

(4)0 + </!Iv) dr dv

=

O.

(8-20)

!feq. (8-20) is adopted as a constraint, it is convenient to set

This is equivalent to adopting the definition
11(t)

=

ff

(<Po + <I>/v) dr dv.

Note that this l1(t) may be interpreted as an average neutron density.
However, the average fission power would be proportional to

ff

Lj<l> dr dv

and would satisfy a different dynamic equation. This is explored in some
numerical examples by Yasinsky and Henry (1965).
For further study, the reader is referred to Ussachoff (1955), Cohen
(1958), Henry (1958), Weinberg and Wigner (1958), Gyftopolous and
Devooght (1961), Grace (1964), Keepin (1965), Lewins (1965), and
Akcasu, Lcllouche, and Shotkin (forthcoming).
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8-2. Multimode Dynamics Equations
Exact solutions of the Boltzmann transport equation are available only
in a few special cases, and most of these are not time dependent. Fortunately, neutron transport may frequently be represented by a set of
multigroup diffusion equations, in which the energy variable is discretized and the slowing-down process is represented by intergroup
transfer cross-seclions (Lamarsh 1966). Solutions are still difficult to
obtain. Even in one space dimension, the direct numerica l solution of a
time·dependenl diffusion problem ca n be complicated and timeconsuming. One way of seeking more practical procedures is the method
of eigenfunctions or modal expansions (Kaplan el al. 1964; Stacey
I 967a).
The existence of eigenfunctions was postulated in sec 8-1. A general
justification in th e framework of neutron transport theory does not
exisl, but there are physical grounds for invoking lhe concept (Weinberg
and Wigner 1958). The procedure has proved to be useful in many
practical cases, particularly in diffusion theory. Various types o f modes
have been constructed, and much progress has been made in studying
their properties./ We proceed to a general formulation of multigroup
diffusion dynamics in terms of the method of weighted residuals, and
many of the usefu l approximate methods are cited as special cases
(Fu ller 1969).
Write the multigroup diffusion equations in the compact form
(Kaplan et al. 1964)
V-I

aa~

= [V , D'1 -

A

+

(I - f3lXFT]'I'

+

~).iXiCi

(8-21)

and

BC;

-,- =

at

T

p,F 'I' -

.

I"C"

(8-22)

where we assume stationary fuel (one isotope) and neglect extraneous
so urces. The flux tp is a column vector, each component being the scalar
flux in an energy group, and C, is a scalar (the precursor density for the
hh delayed-neutron group). The neutron speeds are represen ted in the
diagonal matrix

V-I _

l/ v2
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ha ving one entry for each group. Simila rly, the diffusion constants
appear in the diagonal matrix

D,
D,

D=

Absorption and scat tering are re presen ted by the matrix

A-

where the first part (absorption) is diagonal and the second part
(scattering) is a full matrix. The fission cross-sections appear in the
column vector

F=
I

and F r is the transpose of F. Theemission spectra of prompt and delayed
neutrons are also column vectors

Xl
X2

x=

li2

and

Xi =

The approx imat e solution has the general form
(8-23)

where the t/lj are trial functions (a set offunctions selected in advance, or
modal shape functions to be determined in auxiliary calculations). The
undetermined functions I1j(r) arc the amplitude function s, and the goal
is to convert eqs. (8-2 1) a nd (8-22) int o a set of ordinary differentia l
equations for the IIj. We may write
'I' (s, )', z, I) = 1/1 (x, )', Z, /)/I(t),

(8-24)
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where I/J is a recta ngula r mat rix with elements I/J'j (kth energy gro up,
jth mode) and II is a co lumn vector consist ing of the 11].
Substitute eq. (8-24) into eq. (8-21) to obtain
o ~

V

-1(,J,dll
aVI)
",-+-11
dt
at
- ['iI' D'il - A + (1 - (J)xFTJl/J I1 - L ).,X,C,. (8-25)

Eg. (8-25) holds ifljJll is an exact solutio n. For an approximate solution,
we may write, instead,
R ~

alP)
V-1(,J,1 -dl1
+ -11
tit
at
- ['iI ' D'il - A + (1 - jJ)xF"]1/J11 - L).,X,C"

(8 -26)

where R is the error or residual (a column vector with one entry for
each energy gro up). T he essence of the weighted-residual method is tha t
a weighted integra l of R over some domain shal l be made to vanish, thus
distributing th e , error throughout the doma in and permitting the
determination of unknown parameters or functions in the approximate
so lution.
Introduce the rectangular matrix of weighting functions

(8-27)
where the functi ons w, j (kth encrgy grou p,jth mode) are as yet unspecifi ed. We mult iply a ll terms in eg. (8-26) fro m the left by W T (the transpose
of W) an d integra te over th e space. We set

f

W TR lix =

(8-28)

0,

where the integra l is meant as a volume integral. We furth er assume

f

WTV - I O_I/J dx

~

0,

01

(8-29)

which could be satisfied by adopti ng

11(t)~

f

W"V - I'f'dx,

(8-30)

~
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in analogy with sec. 8-1. However, it will be more convenient to assume
eg. (8-29) without adopting eq. (8-30). Eg. (8-26) becomes

(f

~~

WrV - 'ifJ dX)

+

[f WrV'DVifJ dx - f W'AifJ dx

=

"
/
'
f

W (I -

P)XF'r 1/, dx ] /1 +

'f

Li"i

W T XiCi dx.

(8-31)

Eg. (8-22) may be written as
(8-32)
and residua ls could be defined. An a lternate procedure would be to
integrate eg. (8-22) with respect to time and substitute the resu lt into
eg. (8-21 ). Using residuals, we find

f

W T.Xi

(f W

aC
ati dx• --

T.)
ifJ dx

T PiXi F

11 -

J. i

fW

1".Xie,

Ifthe emission spectra Xi and the weighting functi ons
dent of time, we may write th e left-hand side as
-d

tit

f

WT

dx.•

(8-33)

Wk j are indepen-

.,.c. dx

'~ I

I

/

and make the identifications
(8-34)

and
Pi err =

f

WrpiXiFT,jJ dx.

(8-35)

Eq. (8-33) becomes

d&

d~ =

. _
flicrr ll -

1'/;1-

(8-36)

where ~ i is a vector ana logous to the sca lar t e; of the point-reactor
model.
We now return to eq. (8- 3 1). Adding and subtracting Perfil 0 11 the
righ t-hand side, where
(8-37)
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we obtain

(8-38)
where

(8-39)
and
p

~

f

WT[V· DV - A

+ (1

- IJ)XFT

+ L ,P,x,F']1/I dx

(8-40)

and whe re ~, and Per, are given by eqs. (8-34) and (8-37) respectively.
Eqs. (8-36) and (8-38) a rc vector-matrix equations known as the
multimode dynamics equations. The co lumn vectors have one en try for
each mode (each trial runction Vlj), and the parameters t, p, and fJ eff are
square matrices. For practical approximate computations, the nllmuer
of trial functio ns is finite, and the mul timod e eq uations represent a
finit e se t o f ordinary differential equations in time.
The residual R, as given by eq. (8-26), va nishes identically only for an
exact sollItion. Themultimodeequation s a re satisfied by an approx imate
solutio n p rov ided the weighted integral of R, for the weighting
W(x , y, z), van ishes for all t. The problem has been reduced to th e
selection of tri a l functions and weighting function s, thus permitting th e
computation of param eters and the time integrations (Fu ller 1969;
G a ra bedian 196 1; Kaplan 1966; Ka pla n et a l. 1964 ; Lewins 1960c;
Soodak 1961).
[n principle, the choice of trial functions is arbitrary (except that the
func tions must be linearl y independent). Norma ll y, the approximate
soluti o n is chosen to satisfy initial conditions and bo undary conditio ns;
otherwise, a simple generalization including initial and boundary
residuals may be made. The weighting functi ons are also arbitrary
(in principle), though the ma trix of weigh ting functions must be of the
same o rder as the matr ix of trial func ti ons, and no two columns o f
weighting functions may be pro portional. If the weighting functions are
a set of stead y-state adjoint function s, one has a system somewhat
analogous to th e transport- theory treat ment o f sec. 8- 1.
[n one dimension, the method of lVe igh ted residuals red uces to the
"method of undetermined parameters." It was used for int egrat ing the
point-reactor model in sec. 4-6 an d has been ex tend ed by Fuller to the
time integratio n o r the multimode equaLions (F uller 1969; Fuller,
M eneley, and H etrick 1969, 1970). Some of th e common weigh ting
methods are (Crandall 1956):
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I. Collocation (delta-function weighting; R vanishes at discrete
points)

2. Subdoma ins (step-function weighting; the integral of R vanishes
over each subdomain)
3. Least squares (the integral of R2 is minimized with respect to tile
undetermined parameters)
4. Moment s (po lyn omial weighting; moments of R a re made to
va n is h)
5. Galerkin method (the weighting functions are the trial functions
themselves)
6. Adjoint weighting (closely related to the variational method ; the
weight ing function s arc adjoint to the set of trial functions)
The method described in sec. 4-6 (and Fuller's extension of it to the
I11uItimode equations) uses subdomain weighting with piecewise
polynomials as trial function s.
The variational method, which may be rega rded as a specia l case of
the we igh ted-residual method, is usua ll y derived from a different
viewpoint. Thc criterion

,

an

is a lso the condition that some functiona l shall be
extremum. The
system differential equations (Euler equations) are deduced as a consequence. It is sometimes advantageous to construct a variational
functional and obtain additi onal insight into the behavior of the system,
alt hough the procedure can become exceedingly complicated. For
reviews, see Becker (1964), Kaplan (1969), and Stacey (l969a). Some
basic papers are by Lewins (1962,1964,1968), Selengut (1959, 1963), and
Stacey (1967b). Other references arc given in the next section in connection with the synthesis method. Note that the variational method is
equivalent to the Galerkin method for a self-adjoint system.
As suggested earlier, many of the approxima te methods of spacedependent reactor dynamics may be regarded as special cases of the
weighted-residual method. For example, the point-reactor model for
one energy group follows upon selecting a single time-independent
mode in eg. (8-23):

'I'(x, y, z, I,)

~

I/Io(x, y, Z)II(/).

(8-41 )

The functions in eg. (8-41) are sca lar,. The single mode 1/10 is often taken
to be the initial steady-state flux distribution, and the weighting
function is usua lly the steady-state adjoint. U sing eqs. (8-34), (8-37),
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(8-39), and (8-40), we see that th e C i and the parameters a re scalars whose
va lues depend on th e choice of weigh ti ng fun ction an d mode (t ri al
runction); this emphas izes the arbitrariness of t he concept of reactiv it y
even in the simplest rorm of reactor dynamics.
Quasi-static methods represent th e first important generali zat ion o r
this idea. Again using on ly one mode, we wri te

'I' (x, y, z, /) = "'o(x, )', Z, /)11(1).

(8 -42)

The adiabatic method (Henry a nd C urlee 1958; C urlee 1959) uses for
at any instant a fictitious static mode (a lambda mode ; see below)
corres ponding to the instantaneous reactor configuration. The shape
runction, as it evo lves in time, is obtained rrom a succession of stat ic
spatial calculations. This implies th a t the flux sha pe responds instantaneously to changes in the reactor properties, certainl y a poor
assum ption fo r nonunirorm changes in a large reactor (Kap lan and
Margolis 1960). More sophisticated quasi-stat ic methods (see sec. 8-3)
use eq. (8 -42) with vario us rea listi c computations o f the shape fu nction.
Modal expansions, in which the", j of eq. (8-23) are time independent,
have been used by many authors. A review is given by Kaplan et al.
(1964). We ha ve a lready men tioned the lambda modes, which are th e
eigenfunctions of

"'0

( - V" DV'

+ A )",

=

~ [(1

- {3)xF'

/,

+ Li{3iXiFTJ""

(8-43)

obta ined by constructing a steady-state system from eqs. (8-21) and
(8 -22). H ere i. plays the role of k, in eq. (8-3). Eq. (8 -43) is essentially the
static equation solved by many multigroup-diffusion computer programs. The lam bda modes were used by Walter and Henry (1968) in
deriving a method for measuring shu td own reac tivity.
A second set of modes may be generated by neglecting the delayedneutron source a nd usin g the ansatz

'I'

(8-44)

= ",(x, y, z) exp (wpt).

From eq. (8-21 ), the static eigenvalue problem is

[V" DV' - A

+ (I - (J)XF')i/l

=

O
J,,v - 1V"

(8-45)

The eigenfunctions are known as the omega-p modes.
A tbird set, the omega-d modes or in hour modes, is generated from
eqs. (8 -21) and (8 -22) by writin g

'I'

= ./I (x,)', z) ex p (Wdt)

(8-46)

and

c, =

(,(x, y, z) exp (w"t).

(8-47)
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The eigenvalue problem becomes

[V·DV - A

+

(I - [J)XF'}/I

+

L;-A.,X,C ~ W"V - 1l/!; (8-48)
(8-49)

The latter two sets of modes have been called "natural modes"
(Kaplan 1961). The omega-d modes have been studied extensively by
Henry (1964), who found that these modes occur in clusters of seven.
Each cluster has eigenvalues given by a generalized inhour equation,

and the spatial shapes within each cluster are similar. When these
shapes are assumed identical, orthogonality relations can be derived,

and several applications become feasible (especially the analysis of
certain experiments in large subcritical reactors). The relationship

between the lambda and omega-d modes has been explored by Henry
and Kaplan (1965).
Another important method is suggested by the theory of orthogonal
functions and Fourier series. It is natural to use as trial functions the
complete orthogonal set generated by the Helmholtz equation (see
sec. 1-2). The same set is used as weighting functions (Galerkin weight-

ing). Convergence is guaranteed theoretically, but only for linear systems
with constant coefficients. The method has been applied by Garabedian
and Leffert (1959) and Foderaro and Garabedian (1962). Unfortunately,
convergence is quite slow for many practical probleIl/s of interest.
The method was applied to the nonlinear problem of reactor excur-

sions with a prompt energy feedback (space-dependent NordheimFuchs model) by Scalettar (1964) and by Garabedian and Lynch (1965).
More recent discussions were given by Canosa (l968b) and Shotkin
(1969b); the latter paper includes a comparison of the modal-expansion
technique with an iterative treatment of the nonlinearity. Other aspects

of the space-dependent Nordheim-Fuchs model were studied by Ergen
(1965) and Canosa (1967h), who obtained the asymptotic energy
distribution following an excursion, and by Ghatak (1968), who compared dynamic formulations of integral parameters with the definitions
obtained from static perturbation theory. Other nonlinear problems are

treated by Canosa (1969).
Modal expansions using eigenfunctions have been employed to study

spatial effects in oscillation experiments (Kylstra and Uhrig 1965;
Loewe 1965; Foulke and Gyftopoulos 1967; Saji 1968).
Approximate solutions may be generated as expansions in functions
if'ix, y, z) that are not eigenfunctions. For example, a set of "Green's

function modes" were used by Dougherty and Shen (1962). These modes
are generated by solving a set of static diffusion problems with neutron
sources in various subregions. The time dependence of the amplitude
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functi ons is then determined by means of a semidirect variat ional
method.
Indeed, the function s r/!;(x, y, z) may be chosen in quite arbitrary
fashio n to suit the prob lem at ha nd . This is the spirit o f the Ray leighRit z, or synthesis, method, which is essentiall y the weighted-residual
method with arbitrary tria l function s. This is discussed further in the
next section as part of a review of vario ll s computing methods.

8-3. CaJculatioo Methods
In this section we attempt a review of various calculation methods for
space-dependent reactor dynamics. We begin by citing several
approaches based essentia ll y on d iscrete (fi nite-difference) representation s for the space and time derivatives, together with the semidiscrete
method of Hansen and his coworke rs. This is followed by brief reviews
of th e synthesis approach and of severa I quasi-static methods, primari ly
in the framework of the method of weighted residuals. Nodal methods
are cited both in
, rela tion to the discrete method s a nd to synthesis. We
concl ude by men ti oning a few add itio nal methods and by citing studies
of the xenon problem and of space-dependent stability. The reade r is
referred to review articles cited previo usly and to summary reviews by
K erlin (1965) and Henry (1969).
Finite-difference methods have been used ex tensively in the solution
of man y types ofdiffusion problems (e.g., Crank, 1956 ; Richtmyer, 1958).
A discussion of the many varieties and refinements is olltside the scope
of th is review. We cite only a few of the better-known ap plicati on s to
space-dependent reactor dynamics; other references are given by
Ka plan et a l. (1964) and Flat t( 1968).
A subcritical reactor was stud ied by Agresta and Borst (1960), lIsing
a finite-difference approximation to the time-dependent age-diffusion
equation. A highl y efficient one-dimensional two-group code, WIGLE,
was developed by Cadwell , Henry, and Vigilotti (1964). Other finitedifference applications were made by Nahavandi and von Hollen
(I 964b), Brickstock, Davies, and Sm ith (1965), a nd Perks (1965). An
improved version of WIGLE was developed by Henry and Vota (1965).
Other codes are STREAK (Smiley 1966), RA UMZEIT (Adams and
Stacey 1967), and TWIG L (Yasinsky, Natelson, and Hageman 1968);
the latt er is a two-dimensional version of WIGLE. A comparison of the
implicit time-differencing used in TWIG L wit h the ahernatingdirection im plicit (AD I) method is reported by H ageman and Yasinsky
(1969). A generalized finite-difference method is discussed by Alcouffe
and Albrecht (1970).
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These numerical methods are of value in specia l situations, e.g.,
analysis of simple reactor systems with a high degree of symmetry, and
verificati on of test cases for a pproximation methods such as the synthesis
or quasi-s latic techniques. Eventua lly it may be fea sible to calculate any
spatially dependent transient by stra ightforward finite-difference (or
Monte Carl o) methods. However, present limitations on computer
speed and capacity currently fav or the development of approximation
techniques such as those to be described.
A space-dependent generalization of Hansen 's method (see sec. 4-7)
has been highl y successful (Andrews and Hansen 1968). This is the basis
for the code GAKIN (Hansen and Johnson 1967). The method may be
called semidiscrete in that finit e differences are used for the space
variable, while the time variation is re presented by a factor ex p (wil). In
the space-dependent case, (J) may be a matrix of free parameters determined by a rapidl y converging iterative scheme. Exten sions to two
space dimensions are reported by McCormick and Hansen (1969) and
by Reed and H ansen (1969). A comparison of various two-dimensional
methods is given by Hansen (1967). See also Reed and Hansen (1970).
Many specia l methods have been devised for estimating the efrect of a
reflector on the reactor dynamics (e.g., Rumsey 1954 ; Gamble 1960 ;
Cohn 1962). Cohn 's two-point (two-node) method is closely related to
the theory of co upled cores and multiregion reactors (Avery 1958 ;
Ga ra bedian and von Herrmann 1959; Plaza and Kobler
1966; Chezem
,
and Kohl er 1967; Komata 1969). Other examples of two-node reactor
analysis are given by Baldwin (1959), Hurwitz (1965), and Jeffers and
Hall (1968).
These noda l methods may be regarded as extension s o f the finitedifference method, usi ng a very coarse spatial mesh and requmng

Z
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z ::O
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L,
Fig. 8-1. Two-zone reactor illustrat ing continuous synthes is.
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special treatment of the coupli ng between mesh points. Coupling
coefficients, usually obtained from auxiliary diffusion or transport
theory calculations, are difficult to derive and verify. The synthesis
method has been applied by Yasinsky (19680), who used one trial
function for each subregion; and the weighted-residual treatmen t of
spatia l discontinuities provides a systematic method or comput ing
coupling coefficients (Fuller 1969).
We turn now to the method of synthesis (Kaplan 1966; Wachs press
1969; Stacey 19690). The method was first applied in reactor physics for
three-dimensional steady-state flux calculations, and the earl y work was
reviewed by Meyer (1958). For illustration, consider the two-zone
reactor in fig. 8-1 , where one zone contains partially inserted control
rods. Symmetry suggests separabili ty in each zoue :
•

7

_

¢(x,Y, _) =

{II (x, y) Z(z),

I,(x,

y)Z(z),

0< z < a;
(8-50)

a < z < h.

The trial functions II and I, are found from two-dimensional calculations typical of reactors with and without control rods. Eq . (8-50) is
substituted into the three-dimensional differential equations, which are
then integrated over x and y. The result is a one-dimensional diffusion
equation that may be solved for Z. The three-dimensional flux shape is
then given by eq. (8-50).

..,./

.---/

z =b

.--- V

z=o

z=o

,

,//

L,
Fig. 8-2. Two-zone rc[!Clor illu strating multichannel synthes is.

The method has had wide use in reactor theory. A major shortcoming
is the inherent discontinuity at z = a. An improvement was suggested
by Wachspress, Burgess, and Baron (1962). The reactor may be divided
into ve rtical channels, as in fig. 8-2, and eq. (8-50) applied with a
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different function Z for each channel. Integration over each channel
yields a differential eq uation for the function Z of each channel. This
multichannel synthesis reduces the discontinuities in the z-direction at
the expense of introducing discontinuous trial functions and the need
for computing coupling between channels.
If one replaces eq. (8-50) by

4,(x, y, z) :::

fJ"

y)ZI(z)

+

(8-51)

f,(x, y)Z,(z),

the flux shape is not required to jump abruptly a t z = a but is instead a
smoothly varying mixture of the two shapes fl and f,. The extension to
many axial zones and trial functions may be expressed as

(Mx, y , z)

-

z.J;(x, y)Zj(z),

(8-52)

and the ana logy to eg. (8-23) is apparent. The most flexible way to
generate equations for the Zj is the method of weighted residuals, and
excellent practica l approximations may be achieved with judicious
choices of trial functions and weighting functions. Galerkin weighting
and adjoint weighting have proved successful (Kaplan 1966). The
former is often more economical because it does not require separate
sets of calculations for weighting functions; the latter may be advantageous in that a variational principle may be invoked. 1
A variational procedure was used by Kapl an i.l962a) to · derive
equations for the Zj in eq . (8-52). The varia tional method was extended
by Selengut (Wachspress and Becker 1965) to accommodate discontinuous tria l functions and was applied to multichannel flux
synthesis by Wachspress (1966b). Since interface conditions may also
be derived in the context of weighted residua ls, it is again not essential
to use a variational approach. Another application of discontinuous
trial functions was made by Yasinsky and Kaplan (1967).
Time synthesis proceeds by using, for example (Kaplan 1962b),
'I'(x, y, I) = J/!I(X, y) l1 l (/)

+

J/!,(x, y)l1,(t)

+ ....

(8-53)

Three-dimensiona l time synthesis may be developed from
'I'(x, y, z, I) = J/! 1(x, y, Z)UI(t)

+

J/!,(x, y, z) u,U)

+ ...

(8-54)

+

f,(x, y)Z,(z, t)

+ ....

(8-55)

or from

'I'(x, y,

Z,

t) =

f; (x, y)Z I (z,

t)

I. Th e variational method can evolve into the variational mystiquc when adj oint weighting
is advocated as superior by virtuc of the existence of a variationnl principle. There seems
to be no general evidence favori ng such a viewpoint.
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The former yields the multimode dynamics equations of sec. 8-2; the
latter yields partial differential equations in z and t. Time synthesis is
discussed by Kaplan, Marlowe, and Bewick (1964) and Becker (1965).
Examples of space-time synthesis using a form like eq . (8-55) are reported
by Yasinsky (I 968b) ; the Galerkin method was used to derive equations
for the Zj(z, f) , which were then solved using a one-dimensional code.
As with the Z-function s in eq. (8-52), whether used in a single channel
or in a multichannel formulation , the functions nil} in time synthesis
were originally taken to be continuous. Time-discontinuous functions
were introduced by Yasinsky (1967). A variational functional admitting
both spatial and temporal discontinuities was subsequently introduced
(Stacey 1967b) and extended to multichannel space-time synthesis
(Stacey 1968). Both spatial and temporal discontinuities are treated by
the method of weighted residuals in the report by Fuller (1969), who
includes the possibility of time-discontinuous shape function s. This
latter possibility, also noted for the variational method by Becker
(l968b) , permits the characterization of the quasi-static methods as a
special case of multimode weighted-residual dynamics. It was also
pointed out by Fuller (1969) that a consistent nodal method may be
derived as a special case of multichannel weighted-residual synthesis by
lIsing one trial function in each subregion.
Synthesis techniques, now highly developed, are finding wide
application. In many transient calculations, the trial function s can be
static flux shapes "before and after," thus " bracketing" the shape
change. Symmetries can be helpful guides in choosing trial functions.
However, the best guides to the selection of trial functions appear to be
the ingenuity and experience of the investigator.
Another important class of methods is known collectively as the
quasi-static method. The adiabatic method (Henry and Curlee 1958;
Curlee 1959) has been discussed in sec. 8-2; it suffers mainly from the
assumption that shape changes follow parameter changes without any
time lag.
There is one mode, as in eq. (8-42), and the undetermined funclion
n{t) is the solution o f the scalar point-reactor model. The precursor
densities and the parameters are given by eqs. (8-34), (8-37), (8-39), and
(8-40). Usually, but not necessarily, the weighting function s are the
steady-state adjoint functions. The point-reactor model is used until a
shape-function recalculation is deemed necessary. The shape function is
the solution", of eq. (8-25) written in the form

I 8",
[
=
V· DV - A
va t

- -

+ .(I

.

I dn]
'"
vndt

- {J)XF' - - -

+ -nI 2./;C;,

(8-56)
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subject to (he constraint

df (WTI/I/ v) dx =

dl

O.

(8-57)

In the original adiabatic model, eq. (8-56) is replaced by a steady-state
form. In the quasi-static approximation of Ott and Meneley (Ott and
Madell 1966; Ott a nd Meneley 1969; Fuller 1969), eg. (8-56) is used with
the term al/l/al either neglected entirely or approximated by the backward difference

al/l

I{!(X, I,,) - I/I(x, 1,, _ 1)

(8-58)

where the time interval is many times larger than that lIsed in integrating the associated point-reactor equations. The code QX-l has been
developed for calculations that use the first version (Meneley, Ott, and
Wiener 1967). A two-dimensional version is being developed. Other
quasi-static methods are described by Galati (1969) and by Stacey and
Adams (1967).
Other approaches are possible. An analogue computer method was
developed by Kelber, Just, a nd Morehouse (1961). A space-time iteration technique has been pro posed by Fuller (1969). Laplace transform s
have been applied to a time-dependent age-diffusion problem by
Deverall ( 1958). Storrer et a l. (1966) outlined a mo re general formulation , which uses the Laplace transform with respect to time and th e
Fourier transform with respect to space. Theconcept of impulse response
was employed by Hoshino, Wakabayashi, and Hayashi (1965), who
formulated a multigroup diffusion problem in terms of a spatially
dependent transfer function . Spatial effects in forced oscillations are
mentioned later in the introd uction to neutron waves.
The reader is encouraged to explore the extensive literature on xenon
oscillations and stability. A brief sampling of papers before 1964
includes work by Henry and Germann (1957), Randall and St. John
(1958, 1962), Gyorey (1962), and Lell o uche (1962). Reviews are given by
Ka plan et al. (1964)and Shotkin (1964b). More recent work is reported
by Kaplan and Yasinsky (1966), Scalettar (1966), Canosa and Brooks
(1966), Hooper, Rydin, and Stacey (1968), Shinoda and Mitake (1969),
and Stacey (1969c),
The general problem of nonlinear stability in space-dependent
reactor dynamics has been stud ied recently (Hsu 1967 ; Kastenberg and
Chambre 1968 ; Kastenberg 1969a ; Kastenberg and Crawford 1969).
A review is given by Kastenberg (1969b). Some of the mathematical
methods invoked in these stability studies may yield new practical
techniques for calculating space-dependent reactor transients.
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8-4. Some Numerical Results
This section contains a selection of numerical results, originally published in the yea rs 1965- 69. The purposes are to illustrate some of the
importan t effects that can arise in highly space-dependent dynamic
si tuatio ns and to indicate the value of some of the approximate
methods.
A classic numerical experiment was performed by Yasinsky and
Henry (1965). Two one-dimensional un reflected cores were subjected
to both prompt and delayed supercritical excursions chosen to accentuate spatia l effects. Each core, one 240 cm thick and the other 60 cm
thick, consisted of three regions, identical except for different transve rse buck lings in each region. Two energy groups (fast and thermal)
were used.
Each core was made super-prompt critical by step increases of
fission cross-sections in only the end quarter (0- 60 cm or 0- 15 cm),
followed by a decreasing ramp of the same cross-sections for 10 millisec
such that the original configuratio n recurred at 5 millisec. Crosssections were chosen such that perturbation-theory (point-model)
reactivities ranged between + 2 percent. Delayed neutrons were
neglected. Fast-group flux-distribution s, computed using the WIGLE
code (Cadwell, Henry, and Vigilotti 1964) are shown in figs. 8-3 and 8-4.
Note the extreme flux till in the larger core.
Time-dependent reactivities a re shown in figs. 8-5 and 8-6. The
point-kinetics result s are monotonically decreasing because fixed
spatial shapes are used in computing them. The ac tual reactivity is
greatly different becau se of the tilting of the flux shape. Reactivity
actually increases for a short time, even though the fission crosssections are decreasing, beca use of the time-dependent shape function
in the defining integral for reacti vity. The effect is exaggerated by the
adiabatic model (Henry and Curlee 1958) because of the assumption
that changes in the flux shape follow the material changes without time
lag.
Amplitude function s l1(t) are shown in figs. 8-7 and 8-8. It is very
interesting that the point-reactor model underestimates the peak
amplitude in fig. 8-7 by more than 104 Even in the smaller core (fig. 8-8)
the error is a factor of four. The comparison at 10 millisec is also
interesting. (The fact that the adiabatic model is an overestimate is
consistent with its overestimate of reactivity.)
The extreme response of the 240-cm core is not to be ta ken as a
blanket condemna tion of point-reactor dynamics. The example was
invented to illustrate an extreme case. It does underscore our earlier
remark s (chapter 1) about pitfalls of inj udicious application of the point
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model, particularly for highly asymmetric transients in large reactors.

Thermal-group flux distributions are shown in figs. 8-9 and 8-10.
Continuous-synthesis computations, using three trial functions in the
larger core and two in the smaller, are included for comparison. Two

nodal methods were also studied, but the results are not included here;
see Yasinsky and Henry (1965) for details. Comparisons of total power
and of neutron-detector response with the amplitude function for each

excursion are also given by Yasinsky and Henry; the amplitude fUllction is a fair representation of the power but is very poorly correlated
with the detector response.
The delayed-critical excursions in the same two cores were induced
by ramp increases offission cross-sections from critical. The ramps were

then halted (at 0.8 sec for the larger core and 1.0 sec for the smaller core)
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and th e cross-sections held constant thereafter until t = 100 sec.
Reacti vities remained below prompt critical at all times, although one
could an ticipate a case (to be shown later) where the point-model
reacti vi ty might be less than prompt critica l when the actual reacti vity
is above prompt critical because offiux tilting.
One group of delayed neutrons was used in these examples. Thermal
flux distributions, at th e in stant s when the fi ssio n cross-sections
stopped increasing, are shown in figs. 8- 11 and 8-12. The smaller core is
fairl y well described by the point model, but the large r core shows that
the pea k in the flux shape can be underestimated by a factor of three.
Theseexamples show dramatically tha t spatia l effects can beextremely
impo rtant. Even in the smaller core, th e point-reactor model yielded
disapp ointi ngly poo r results for a fast exc ursion in spite of the lack of
extreme flu x tilting (see figs. 8-4 and 8-8).
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Hl

the 240-cm core

The figures showing therma l-flu x distributions indica te the successful
use of the continuous-synthesis approximation in these examples. The
fast excursion in the 240-cm core was also analyzed by Yasi nsky (1967)
using time-discontinuous synthesis. Numerical experim ents using
multichannel space-time synthesis were performed by Stacey (1968).
One or these examples, an asymmetric con trol-rod insertion, is reproduced in figs. 8- 13 and 8-14. Single and multichannel synthesis results
are compa red with an exact solution using the RAUMZEIT code
(Adams and Stacey 1967). Note the presence of a la rge flux tilt, which
wo uld be reflected as a large erro r in the shutdo wn reactivity and the
asympt otic power using the point model.
Examples of the quasi-static method a re reproduced from the paper
by Ott and Meneley (1969). Fig. 8-1 5 shows reac tivity vs. time, com-
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paring the point-model result, an exact calculation, and the result
obtained by using the quasi-static code QX-I (Meneley, Ott, and
Wiener 1967). This example is for a rapid ramp increase of v in one
quarter of the 240-cm core used by Yasinsky and Henry (1965). One
group of delayed neutron s was used. Note the significant effect of flux
tilting on the final reactivity.
A slower excursion is shown in fig. 8- 16. Atthe end of the ramp, the
point reactivity is nOllarge, but the exact reactivity is one dollar and is
increasing. As noted earlier, the adiabatic resu lt would be expected to
overestimate the reactivity during the ramp.
The difference between the final asymptotic shape and the shape at
the end of the ramp is shown in fig. 8-17. The precursor distribution at
the end of the ramp is also induded ; it is nearly the same as the initial
flux shape, and most of its change occurs after the ramp is terminated.
Numerical comparisons or several Illul timode methods are reported
by Fuller (1969). A one-dimensional reactor 240 em thick was perturbed
by a ram p increase in the fission cross-section, confined to a symmetrical
centra l slab 30 cm thick, and continued for 0.1 sec. The cross-section

_.
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was then held constant until t = I sec, a nd the am plitude functions,
reciprocal periods, and sha pe functions were compared a t that time.
Th e exam ple quoted here is a super- prompt critica l excursion. The
WIG LE code was used to obta in the exact solution. Initial and fi nal
sha pes for the ha lf slab a re sho wn in fi g. 8-1 8.
Table 8· 1. Res ults at t = 1 sec for Space-dependent React or Excursion
Using Vario us Approxima tio ns
Reciprocal

Period
(sec - I)

Exact solution (WI GLE code)
Poi nt-reactor model
Conti nuous synthesis (good tria l functions )

Two nodes (ini tial shape as tr ial function)
Fi ve nodes (in itial shape as trial function)
Eight nodes (init ial shape as trial funct ion )
Ten nodes (initial shape as tri;.d [unction)
One channel (poor trial functions)
T wo channels (poor trial fun ctions )
Three channels (poor trial functions)
Four channels (poor trial func tio ns )
T wo channels (good trial functions)

Ampli tude
Fun ction

29.5 J

3.94 X lOll
4.87 x 10"
3.9 3 X 10 12

12.99
17.S7

1.71
1.23

29.5 1
8.84

X

10 6

X

J08

21.55

3.19

X

10 9

26.70
9.92
20'; 1
24.56
24.58
29.57

3.17

X

lO l l

1.24 x lOs
1.26 X J09
4.64 X lOlL'
4.72 X 10 10
4.15 X 10 12

SOURCE: : Fuller 1969.

Results a re summa rized in table 8-1. The slight shape change shown
in fig. 8-18 has a profound effect on the ultimate res~ lt , as evidenced by
the prediction of the point model.
Contin uous synthesis was used with two tria l fun ctions (the initial
and final sha pes from fig. 8-18) a nd G a lerkin weighti ng. Tests using
other trial functions and weighting functions showed very little change
in the fina l shape functi on, with amplitude functio ns ran ging from
2.45 x 10 1 ' to 5.24 X 10 1 ' (reciprocal periods ranging from 28.99 to
29.82). It was noted tha t the choice of weighting functions is more
crucial when the tria l fun ctions a re less carefull y chosen (as might be
expected).
A nodal method was tested tha t uses the initia l shape as trial functi on
and weighting function in each region (Galerkin weighti ng). This is an
example of multichannel synthesis, with one mode in each channel.
The interface conditions were derived from diffusion theory. Ten nodes
yielded a fa ir represe nta tion of the fin a l shape function (Fuller 1969),
but more nodes wo uld be needed for a good va lue of the amplitude
fun ction (see table 8- 1).
Fuller ( 1969) a lso repo rted a two-mode multichannel synthesis with
Galerkin weightin g that uses the initial shape and a deliberately poo r
second tria l fun ction (peaking between IS and 30 cm On either side of
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the center). The a mpli tude functions fo r these four cases in table 8- 1 are
not good, although only three channels yielded a fair a pproximation to
the final shape. Finally, a two-channel result using good tria l function s
is included for compar ison. 2

Other numerical studies using the synthesis method are reported by
Ka plan, Marl owe, and Bewick (1964), Ryd in (1968), and Yasinsky
( 1968h). N umeri cal res ults for the semidisc re te method are given by
And rews and Ha nsen (J 968). An analysis of rod-ejection accidents that
compares point-m odel results with space-time finit e-difference ca l-

cu lations is reported by Yasinsky (1970). Much more work is needed,
particularly in compar in g differenl meth ods llsing a single fixed set of
2. E. L Fuller, Argonne National Laboratory, private communication (l970).
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Another method is based on eq. (8-67) in the form
(8-76)
The reactivity ca n be calculated from the measured decay constant J. if
f/(I is known. The measurement of t /(I is made by a repet itive pulsing
technique,
Suppose the system is pulsed every T seconds such that T is large
compared to the prompt decay time but small compared to the shortest
precursor deeay time, The delayed-neutron background wi ll then
ac hieve a quasi-equi librium. From eqs. (8-69) and (8-70),

-

lid

=

(I Ill"
P

(8-77)

- -

where the bar sign ifies time average, To find /i l" we may average over
one cycle. From eq. (8-68) with" = qo~({).
II

Since T

= qo
e-J.f
p
,

~

0 < 1< T

(8-78)

1/ 1:, the average is

fiJi = -1

1"

T o

1
00

11 "

dt ,.,.. - I
T

Ilfl

0

df = ~
.
"
J.T

(8- 79)

where the second integral refers to a single pul se. We therefore have

_
11,/

{!qo
= - pi T'

(8-80)

Usi ng eqs. (8-78) and (8-80), we may verify the following identity :
(8-8 1)
Th e parameter (1/( is chosen such that eq. (8-8 1) is satisfied by the
numerical da ta . Eq. (8-76) then yields the reactivity.
The success of this method is much greater than indicated in this
derivation using the point-reactor model. The technique was proposed
and verified by Gareli s and Russell (1963), who obtained eq. (8-81) using
a modal expansion. Th e method has come to be known as the kfJ/t
method, because the exponen t in eq. (8-81) would be k(l/t if t were the
lifetime instead of the generation time.
Using d iffusion theory it may be shown that - i, is the a lgebraically
largest member of a set of discrete eigenval ues. However, neutron
transport effects become im portant close to sources and boundaries,
and diffusion theory is inadeq ua te for small systems. A complete
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solution of a transport-theory problem consists of a slim of eigenfunctions, each corresponding to a discrete eigenvalue, plus an integra l over
a continuum of singular eigenfunctions corresponding to a con tinuum
of eigenvalues (Case and Zweifel 1967). The discrete functions are
closely related to those in diffusion theory, especia lly when the absorption is not large. The con tinuum . which is not presen t in diffusion theory.
becomes increasingly important near sources and boundaries, especially
when the absorption is large.
The possibility arises in small pulsed systems that the eigenvalue
corresponding to the lowest discrete mode may be near the bound of the
continuum or even inside the continuum range. The observed decay
curve may be difficult to interpret, and the asymptotic decay might not
be very close to a pure exponential.
We illustrate with a simple example from one-speed transport
theory. Consider the equation

01/1 +
...,
ut

01/1 +

lID -;-:
uX

I

VL.,I/I = ~VL.,

f

I

I/I(x,

- 1

I'. t) dl"

(8-82)

where t/I(x, t', t) tilt is the number of neutron s per unit volume having
velocity vectors with direction cosines between I' and I' + til' . Eq. (8-82)

is a one-dimensional, one-speed special case of eq. (8-1 ) for isotropic
scattering. If we try
1/1 (x, I', t) = A(Ir) ejBx -

i

we find

(- ;. + jBl'v +

(8-83)

."

VL.,)I/I = ivL.,

I,

1/1 dl'.

(8-84)

Discrete eigenfunctions generated from eq. (8-84) are similar to those of
diffusion theory. However, singular eigenfunction s appear whenever
- j.

+

VL.,

+ jB11D

=

0,

(8-85)

with the right-hand side of eq. (8-84) remaining finite. Eq. (8-85) represents the continuum boundary, and it is seen that complex values of ).
must be considered in deriving a complete solution. With more detailed
transport-theory models, the structure of the complex }.-plane can be
very complica ted'
5. Corn gold (1964). Corngold and Michael (1964), Travelli and Calame (1964), Corngold
(1965), Ghntak and Honeck (1965), Kothari (1965). Leonard (1965), Corngold (1966),
Ghalak and Kothari ( 1966). Mackel (1966), Williams (1966), Corngold and Durgull
(1967), Ritchie and Rainbow (1967), Ahmed and Ghatuk (1968 ), Doming (1968), Doming
and Thurber (1968a), Conn and Corngold (1969), Darnin g, Nicolacnko. and Thurber
(1 969), Kusccr (1969). and Nguyen (1969).
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test problems. The comparisons should include not onl y tests of
accuracy but also meaningful co mparisons of co mpu ter runni ng tim e,

so that reasonable judgemen ts can be made in selecting methods for
solvi ng practical problem s.

O f course. many practical pro blem s encountered by the engineer will
have spec ial complexities. The combinati o n of spatial and spectral

effects can be very difficult to predict accura tely. Safety calculations in
large reactors can be furth er complicated when coolant voids, fuel
motion , or o ther physica l and chemica l effects are non un iformly

d istributed. T he goal in this chapter has been very modest, and we have
not at tempted to treat these complex phenomena.
8-5. Pulsed Sources
When an intense neutron pulse of brief duration is injected into an

assembly (either nonmultipl ying or s ubcritical), the subsequent decay
of the neutron distribution may be followed by fast detectors, and the
results may be used to infer many properties of the assembly. Thermal
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diffusion properties may be measured (Beck urts 1957; Lopez and
Beyster 1962; Davis, DeJuren, and Reier 1965). Neutron spectra ca n be
observed and the moderation process studied (Beyster et a l. 1961;
Profio and Ecka rd 1964; Chen and Lidofsky 1967). Other applications
are measlirements in fast nonmoderating assemb lies (Beghian et al.
1963), st udies o f heterogeneity effects in lattices (Deniz, Le Ho, and
Sagot 1968), a nd investigations of neutron shielding (C han non and
Sea le 1967). The reader may also consult the treatise by Beck urts and
Wirt z {I 964), th e proceedings of the symposium a t Ka rlsruhe (IAEA
1965), and the comprehensive review by Cokinos (1966) ; the la tter a rt icle
has an exhausti ve bibliography. The neutron so urce itself may be a
target in the beam of a charged-particle accelerator o r it may be a
pu lsed reactor ; see Motz and Keepin (1966) o r Sta hl, Russell, a nd
H opk ins (1966).
Th e theory can become quite involved. 3 We present here on ly a few
3. Some importan t theoretical papers are by Ncl kin (1960), Puroh it (196 1), Co rngo ld,
Michael, and Wollm an (1963). Daitc h and Ebeoglu ( 1963), G~lrc1i s (1963), V6rtcs (1963).
Clenden in ( 19M). Cockrell, Perez. and Dalto n ( 1964), Garcli s (I964a). Judge and
Daitch ( 1964), Da ilch. Lee. ano Hobson (19M), Erdmann and Lurie (1967) , and

Dcvoog ht an d Machgecls ( 1968), Other references are citcd later in conncc tion with the
topics orsu bcriti ca l reacti vi ty meas urement s and orcontinuurn cigcnvalues.
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elementary ideas to introd uce th e subject. Starting with one-speed
diffusion theory, eq. (1-1), we may write
I

oq'

- -

v

at

=

,

D ',hP - 'LA' + So ,

(8-59)

where tP is the neUl ron flu x Nv. For a nonmultiplying assembly. let So
be an impulse in tim e with an unspecified spatial distribution. Fo llowing
the neutron bursl, we have So = 0 and we seek a solution in the form

tP

= A cos Bx e -

Ar

or

A e i Bx -

A
"

(8-60)

where we aSS llm e a one-dimensional case for simplicity. This is another
example of space a nd time separability, with the spatial part satisfying
a Helmholtz equation as in chapter 1. M ore properly, we have a
separable term for each mode, and the complete solution is a linear
superposition that reflect s the source distribution.
Substitution in eq. (8-59) wi th So = 0 yie ld s
,( = Dv8 '

+

VL ",

(8-61 )

which gives a relation between the decay con stant ;' and the buckling
8 2 Subscripts on ). a nd 8 could be used to indicate that eq. (8-61) holds
separately for each spatial mode. Since 8 ' is smallest for the fundamental mode, ). for that mode is smallest and (he asymptotic decay is
controlled by the fundamental mode. We sha ll refer, to A as the funda mental-mode deca y consta nt o r eigenvalue. Eq. (8-61) is often called a
"dispersion law" for reasons that will appear in the section 0 11 neutro n
waves.
Referring to sec. 1-2, we may write eq. (8-6 1) as

A = v'L,,(1 + L'8') = I

+(~'8'

=

'0'

(8-62)

as could have been anticipated from the discussion o f neutron lifetime.
This viewpoint may help clarify the notion of a particular lifetime
associated with each mode in the neut ron distribution.
Returning to eq. (8-61), we see holY an experiment may be performed.
Taking only the asymptotic part of the detector response, we determine
the fundamental-mode decay constant ). for each of a set of assemblies
of different size. Th e buckling B' may be determined by calculation or
by auxiliary measurement s with a judiciously located steady source.
A graph of A vs. 8 ' should then be a straight line whose slope is Dv and
whose in tercept s are VL" (the reciproca l of , 00 ) and - Il L', as shown in
Fig. 8-1 9.
The· dots in fig. 8-19 represent ex perimental data for graphite
(Beckurts 1957). The depart ure from the stra ight line for la rger 8 '
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fi g. 8- 15. Reactiv ity vs. time for fast ram p in crease of \' (Ott and Mcnc!cy 1969).

(sma ller systems) is typica l and indicates the failure of the simple theory.
Such da ta have often been represented by the formula
(8-63)
where AI is Dv and A, is called the diffusion-cooling coefficient
(Lamarsh 1966).
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For a multiplying assem bly, we may use eg. (1-2). Neglecting the
production rate of delayed neutrons, we have

Assume that the pulse decays according to eg. (8-60). We may use
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eg. (8-59) with

~"

V5.

buckli ng fo r a pulsed-so urce experiment in graphite

replaced

by~"

- (1 -

fJ)k oo ~".

+ [I - (1 - fJ)k ooJ v~".

A = DvB'

We find
(8-65)

Referrin g to sec. 1-2, we may writ e eg . (8-65) as
). =

- (1 - fJ)k

to

(8-66)

or as

A=

fJ - p
(

,

(8-67)

where t is the ne utron generation time. Eq. (8-67) is of course anticipated
from the point-reactor model. (The choice of the symbo l A for the decay
constant is perhaps unrortunate, but it has become common ; the
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Fig. 8-20. Ncutron pulse decay in a subcritical system (Mastcrs and Cady 1967).

symbol (X is also used, but we reserve it for the neutron-wave attenuati on
factor. )
We conclude that th e decay of the fundamental mode in a subcritica l
assembly is controlled by the largest negative root of the in hour equation, a t least until delayed neutrons appear. This prompt decay is
followed by a delayed-neutron tail, much like that of the impulse
resp o nse in fig. 2- 10. A typical experimental rUll , reported by Masters
a nd Cady (1967), is sho wn in fig. 8-20. The possibility of measuring the
reactivity is seen from eq. (8-67)4
,
Extrapolating the delayed-neutron background back to zero time in
fig. 8-20 suggests that the background cou ld be sub tracted from the
total, separating the neutron population into two parts. We lise the
point-reactor model in th e form

dIll'

d(

P=

t

Ii

", + q ,

(8-68)
(8-69)

and
(8-70)
4. Pul sed-n eut ron reactivity measurements arc di scussed by Sjostrand (1956). Simmons
and King (1958). Sim mons (1 959). Ko lar and Kloverstrom ( 196 1). Gozani (1962). Garelis
and Ru ssell (1963), Garelis (l964b J. Sastre and Weinstock (l964}. Wallace (1965), Wallace,
Tea re, and Green (1 966), Mihalczo (1968), and Ro Her (1969). Mea surements on a critica l
assembly are reported by Bendt, Karr, and Scott (1958). The theory of pulsed multiplying
assemblies is discu ssed by Fultz (l95n Krieger and Zweifel (I959), G hatak and Pearlstein (1965), Judge and Dai{ch (1966), and Jenkins nnd Dnitch (1968). A review is given
by Becker and Quise nberry (1966).
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th e sum of a prom pt and a delayed cOlltrib ution.
Let q be an im pulse CJoD( r), and integrate from t = 0 to 00 . Ass uming
II,.

lid.

that all variables are zero both initially and final ly, we find
p -

0=

f

P

(8-7 1)

+ '1 0,

A"

(8-72)

and

o = 7Pi (A" + A,,) -

)'iA i,

(8-73)

where

Ap =

f.oo "" dt.

A" =

f.oo II" dl,
OO

Ai =

fo

Ci dt.

We identify A" as the a rea under the de layed-neut ron tail, extrapolated
back to zero time, an d A" as the remaining area under th e prompt burs t.
We usc eq . (8-73) to eliminate Ai' wi t h the result
p

_AI'

{3

A"

(8-74)

This formula is the key to th e area-ratio method of pulsed-neutron
reactivity measurements (Sjostrand 1956).
Th e ext rapolated-area method was proposed in an attempt to
correct for the presence of higher spat ia l modes (Gozani 1962). Eq. (8-74)
is replaced by

f oo
p -

fJ

IIp

tit

- e;.I ~. I".

,

(8-75)

f.oo "" tit

where t", is a wai ting time sufficient for the prompt decay (0 become
asymptotic. The asymptotic prompt -decay curve is thus extrapolated
back to zero lime, and the higher modes arc bypassed.
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Another method is based on eq. (8-67) in the form

.f

p

P=

I -

I.

,18-'

p'

The reactivity can be calculated from the measured decay constant A
t l{3 is known. The measurement of t l/l is made by a repetitive pulsil
technique.
Suppose the system is pulsed every T seconds such that Tis laq
compared to the prompt decay time but small compared to the shorte
precursor decay time. The delayed-neutron background will the
achieve a quasi-equilibrium. From eqs. (8-69) and (8-70),
(8 - 7~

where the bar signifies time average. To find /11" we may average ove
one cycle. From eg. (8-68) with q = q"J(I) ,

0<1 < T
Since T

~

I i i., the average is

- -

iT -

I
11/,dl= - I
T "
T

11/,- -

(8-78

_

i~ Ill'df"

qll

-. - ,

(8-79)

I.T

where the second integral refers to a single pulse.,We therefore have

___ {3q"
II" -

.'

pl.T

(8-80)

Using eqs. (8-78) and (8-80), we may verify the following identity :
(8-81 )

The parameter (3lt is chosen such that eq. (8-81) is satisfied by the
numerical data. Eq. (8-76) then yields the reactivity.
The success of this method is much greater than indicated in this
derivation using the point-reactor model. The technique was proposed
and verified by Garelis and Russell (1963), who obtained eg. (8-81) using
a modal expansion. The method has come to be known as the k{3lt
method, because the exponent in eq. (8-81) would be k{3lt if t were the
lifetime instead of the generation time.
Using diffusion theory it may be shown that - i. is the algebraically
largest member of a set of discrete eigenvalues. However, neutron
transport effects become important close to sources and boundaries,
and diffusion theory is inadequate for small systems. A complete
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solution of a transport-theory problem consists of a sum of eigenfunctions, each corresponding to a discrete eigenvalue, plus an integra l over
a continuum of singular eigenfunctions corresponding to a continuum
of eigenvalues (Case and Zweifel 1967). The discrete function s are
closely related to those in diffusion theo ry. especially when the abso rption is not large. Thecontinuum, which is not present in diffusion theory.
becomes increasingly importan t near sources and boundaries, especially
when the absorption is large.
The possibility arises in small pulsed systems that the eigenvalue
corresponding to the lowest discrete mode may be near the bound of the
continuum or even inside the continuum range. The observed decay
curve may be difficult to interpret, and the asymptotic decay might not
be very close to a pure exponential.
We ill ustrate with a simple example from one-speed transport
th eory. Consider th e equation

iJ", + IIV -_
a", + VL,,,,
-;ut

ox

=

I

,VL,

f

I

_I

(8-82)

if/(x, /1, t) d/1,

where I/I(x, /1 , t) dfl is the number of neutrons per unit volume having
velocity vectors with direction cosines between/1 and /1 + "II. Eq. (8-82)
is a one-dimensiona l, o ne-speed special case of eq. (8-1) for isotropic
scattering. If we try

(8-83)
we find

(-l + jB/1v + VL,)", = ±VL,

f' '"

(8-84)

dl'.

- I

Discrete eigenfunctions genera ted from eq. (8-84) are similar to those of
diffusion theory. However. singu lar eigenfunctions appear whenever
-i.

+ VL, + jB/1v

=

0,

(8-85)

with the right-hand side of eq . (8-84) remaining fin ite. Eq. (8-85) represents the continuum boundary, and it is seen that complex values of ;.
must be considered in deriving a com plete solution. With more detailed
transport-theory models, the structure of the complex }.-plane can be
very complicated. j
5. Corngold (1964). Corngold and Michael

(l964~

Travclli and Ca lame

(l 964~

Corngold

( 1965), Gbatak and Honeck (1965), Kothari (1965), Leonard (1965), Corngold (1966),

Ghatak and Kothari (1966). Mackel (1966), Williams (1966), Corngold and Durgull
(I967), Ritchie and Rain bow ((967). Ahmed and Ghatak (1968), Doming (1968), Doming
and Thurber (1968a), Conn :'lnd Corngold (1969). Dorning, Nicolaenko, and Thurber
(1969), Kuscer (1969). and Nguyen (1969).
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Depending on the representation used, models can be constructed in
which the discrete modes are submerged in the continuum or, for small
systems, the discrete modes may cease to exist. This lalter possibility has
been formalized by Corngold (1964), as a theorem which states that in
the presence of velocity dependence there exists a maximum B2 beyond
which no discrete eigenvalue exists. However, experiments appear to
produce discrete values for i. beyond the Corngold limit. One possible

explanation is that the distribution of continuum eigenfunctions is very
strongly peaked in a small neighborhood and that this would be very
difficult to distinguish from a single discrete mode. On the other hand,
it is sometimes possible to recover a discrete eigenvalue by the device of
analytic continuation in the ie-plane (Conn and Corngold 1969). The
theoretical question may be regarded as not completely resolved. We
shall reconsider the continuum briefly in the context of neutron waves.
8-6. Neutron Waves
The propagation of waves through a neutron population in a diffusing
medium was studied theoretically by Call11, Monk , and Weinberg (1945)
and by Weinberg and Schweinler (1948). Experimental observations
were made by Raicvski and Horowitz (1954, 1955), who measured the
"complex diffusion length" using a technique analogous to Angstrom's
cyclic method of measuring thermal conductivity (Carslaw and Jaeger
1959). In a diffusion equation, the presence of a first time derivative
ensures that attenuation is always present (except at zero frequency).
Otherwise, the wave solutions are essentially the same as those for
other types of partial differential equations.
The transfer functions that we have derived from the point-reactor
model are adiabatic in the sense that the flux is assumed to maintain a
fixed shape throughout the reactor, rising and falling in synchronization
with the oscillating source or absorber. This picture breaks down at high
frequencies and large distances from the source, and the localized
fluctuations are propagated as attenuated waves. This may be interpreted in terms of a space-dependent transfer function (Hansson and
Foulke 1963; Kylstra and Uhrig 1965; Loewe 1965; Cohn, Johnson.
and Macdonald 1966; Saji 1968 ; Bridges, Clemen t and Renier 1969).
Another viewpoint is that the transfer function is an integral property
defined in terms of weighted averages and that the space-dependent
dynamic effects are manifestations of the weighting functions. This
viewpoint has some theoretical merit, but it tends to obscure the wave
propagation.
An experimental research program in neutron waves was initiated in
1962, at the University of Florida, that used a modulated charged-
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paJ,tiele beam, a neut ron-producing target , and a thcrmali zc r (Perez and
U hrig 1962 ; Perez, Booth, an d Hartley 1963 ; Perez a nd Uhri g 1963;
Booth. Hart ley, and P erez 1967; Ohanian , Booth , a nd Perez 1967;
Perez and Uhrig 1967), Advances in this area and related field s are
reported in th e symposium vo lume edited by Uhri g 1967). The dispersion law fo r the neutro n field was investigated theoretica ll y by Moore
(1964, 1965, 1967a). The P I approximation has been used by Mortensen
and Smit h (1965) and by Quddus, Cochran , and Emon ( 1969).
Transport theory was applied to neutron waves by M oore (1966a),
Brehm (1967), Travelli (1967 ,1968), and Warner and Erdmann (1969a).
Reflect io n and refract ion have been st udi ed by Kladnik (1968) and by
Bald onado and Erdmann (1969). Velocity-dependenttransp0r[ theory
ha s been app lied to wave propagation in crysta lline moderators by
Ahmed, Grover, and Kothari (l968 a, 1968b), Duderstadt {I 968),
Bansal, Ghatak, and Ahmed (1969), Kumar, Ahmed, and Kothari (1969),
Tewa ri a nd Ko th ari {I 969), Warner and Erdma nn (l 969b), and Nish ina
an d Akcas u (1970).
The propagati on of neut ron pulses, wh ich can be ana lyzed in terms
of sinusoida l wa ves, has been studied by Mi ley (l965), Cheung and
Miley (1966), Moore (1966b), Miley, Tso ulfa nidis, a nd Doshi (1967),
M oore (1967b), BoOt)l , Hartley, and P erez (1967), Doshi a nd Miley
(1968, 1970), Takahashi and Sum ita (1968), Golay and Cady (1969), and
Ohanian and Dia z (1969). The use of pUl se-propaga tion for determining
subcrit ical reactivity is discussed by Ram (1968) and by Ram and Uhrig
(1969).
Pulse decay, wave propagation, and pulse propagat io n are very
closely related , as described. for example, in th e review by M oore
(l967a). The questi on of external vs. internal sources is a lso disc ussed in
that paper. Some special experimental advantages are alTered by new
techniques llsing internally modulated sources (distributed slowingdown sources produced by enteri ng fast-neutron beamsor by acce lerator
targets inside a medium). For example, decay consta nt s of higher modes
can be measured direct ly (Foley and Seale 1969).
For illustrati on, consider a one-speed diffusio n mo del o f a nonm ultiplyi ng medi um. Let th e source be
(8-86)

where So(x) represents a steady source t hat by itself would yield a steady
flux <Po(.')' Th e tota l fiux is represented as <Po + <p, where thefiuctuating
component ¢ sa tisfies

~ oq) =
V

at

DV 2,h _
'I'

L ,h
tI'f'

(8-87)
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far from the source.
Let the fluctua ting pa rt of the flu x be represented as

(8-88:
Subst itution into eq. (8-87) yields
- jm

=

Dvk 2 +

VL (u

(8-89)

which is identified as a dispersion law relating the frequency ill and the
complex propaga tion constant k. This may be compared with eq. (8-61)
for the decay of a neutron pu lse:

A = DuB2 + ULn ,
which is the same dispersion la w with ill replaced by p and k replaced by
B. One therefore spea ks of "complex decay constants" and " complex
buck lings." Note that eq. (8-89) could be written
Dvk 2
where

1./

+ vI: a'

=

0,

is a "co mplex absorption cross-section " given by

"L/

=

L"

+

jw/ v.

(8-90)

This may a lso be interpreted in terms of a complex diffusion length
.
(Raie vs ki a nd H orowi tz 1955).
An attenuated plane wave traveling in the positive x -direction may
be represented by
(8-91 )
where ex and ~ a re th e attenuation and phase constants respectively
(a is the reciprocal of the attenuation length for the envelope of the \Va ve
shape, and ~ is 2n divided by the wavelength). Comparing eqs. (8-88)and
(8-91.) we ha ve
~.

k = ja -

(8-92)

We substi tute eq. (8-92) into eq. (8-89) and equate separa tely the real a nd
imaginary pa rts, with th e resu lt
(8-93)
_

<X,

ill

(8-94)

= 2Dv'

This suggests that
obser va tions of ex,

I.! and Dv could be experimentally determined from
~,

and w.
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Fig. 8-2 1. Atten uation and phase cons tan ts for a thermal-neutron wave in gra ph ite.

Mea sLirements for thermal neutrons in graphite were reported by

Perez, Booth, and Hart ley (1963). A linear variation of a~ with ()) was

e

2
observed. The quantit y (X2 was not a constant, but rather a linear
funct ion of (U2, indicat ing a departure from th e simple theory and a
means of measuring the diffusion-coolin g coefficient.

Eqs. (8-93) and (8-94) may be combined to yield

2~' + ~JU. + D~:').
~' 2~' + ~ U· + D~:')
a'

=

J

= -

(8-95)
(8-96)

As w -+ 0 we have a -+ Il L and ~ -+ 0, as expected. For sma ll CJ, ~ is
approximately Lw12Dv. Fo r large w , a and ~ approach a common va lue
(wI2Dv)!' The phase velocity is given by w/~, and it is 2Dvi L as w -+ 0
and (2D vw )t for large w. Sample calculations are shown in figs. 8-21 a nd
8-22 fur iufinite-medium plane waves o f th ermal neut rons in graphite
(L = 50 cm, Dv = 2 x 10' sec - I). Fig. 8-23 shows the a, ~ plane with
w as a parameter (a common way to represent a dispersion la w).
A propagating pulse of neutrons ma y be represented as a superposition

fix, t) =

f~
-~

F(x, w) ejw , dw.

(8-97)
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A single pulse-propagation experiment contains information abou t all
frequencies, and the information may in principle be recovered by
Fourier analysis of the numerical data.
The dispersi on law may be generalized to include higher spatial
modes. However, as in the case of neutron pulse decay, a complete
solution in transport theory con tain s not on ly the discrete modes that
are closely related to the dift'usion-theory modes but also an in tegra l
over a con tin uum of sin gular eigenfuncti ons. The significance for
neut ron waves has been discussed by many authors (e.g., Moore I 966a;
Brehm 1967; Travelli 1967; Darning and Thurber 1968b; Duderstadt
1968; Williams 1968; Warner and Erdmann 1969").
We ill ust ra te wit h the one-speed transport· theory model of eg. (8·82).
Let

(8-98)
The continuum corresponds to the vanishing of the operator on the
left·hand side of eq. (8-82). The continuum for wave propagation is
therefore

jw

+ jkp v +

v~, =

O.

(8-99)

Us ing eq. (8-92) and separat ing into rea l and imaginary parts, we find
I

a = - L,
I'

(8- 100)

and

_

w

I; = - .

I'"

(8· 101)

Fro m eq. (8-100), we see that the cont inuum corresponds to a
neu tron beam whose direction cosin e is )1 and whose attenuation IS
dictated by the total removal cross-sect io n. The wave velocity is
(1)

-C; = JlV ,

(8-102)

which is the x-component of the neutron velocity. Eqs. (8- 100) and
(8-1 01) describe the behavior of the continuum contribut ion, which is
always present to some degree. In the usual terminology these equations arc ca lled the con tinuum cond it ions, and are rega rded as separate
rrom the dispersion law. Arter all, the continuum wave velocity is
independent of the frequency, a characteristi c of a nondispersive
medium. However, one cou ld regard the continuum conditions as part
orthe dispersion law in the same sense that the continuum eigenvalues
belong to th e complex eigenva lue spectrum of the transport operator.

,
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Since I' varies from - I to I, it is often stated that eqs. (8- 100) al
(8-IO I) with IIII = 1 represent the bou nda ry of the continuum. This
proper only in the sense that one could indicate th e region CI. > L{ in
graph s uch as tha t shown in fig . 8-23 as the continuum region. It do
no t mean that an observed wave hav ing CL < L, is purely a discre
mode and one having Cl > L, is entirely in the continuum . There is r.
sharp transition, although a wave experiment for sufficiently large
may approach the continuum boundary in the

(x,

~

plane with tl"

continuum contribution becoming increasingly important as

I

Increases.
It can be shown that the continuum becomes do minant when th

excitation frequency approaches the mean collision frequency VL ro eve.
thou gh the detector is far frol11 so urces or boundaries. This is analogou
to the situa tion with neutron-pulse decay in sl11all systems. The wav,
problem a t high frequencies is particularly di ffic ult in sma ll sys tem~
and some mathematical models predict the nonexistence of discrett
modes. It is more satisfying phys ically to think of sl1100th transition:
from prima ri ly asymptotic (discrete) behav io r to predominantl)
continuum-type behavior as the frequency is increased and the sizt:
reduced .
Man y fasci nating possibilit ies remain to be explored. It seems certain
that neutron-wave techniq ues will become increasingly important both
in basic research and in applied reactor analysis. Recent advances in
this and other areas of neutron dynamics are 'described in papers
presented at the 1970 University of Arizona symposi um ( Dynamics of
Nuclear Syslems. [Tucso n : University of Arizona Press, forthcoming]).
Problems
8- 1.

Derive eg. (8-7) from egs. (8- 1) and (8-6).

8-2.

Derive the perturbation-theory react ivity fo rmula, eg. (8- 15).

8-3.

Show that the neutron generation time is numerica ll y eq ual to the
reactivity change prod uced by a uniform change in absorption
cross-section

DL"

= - I/ v.

8-4.

Derive a perturbation-theo ry formula fo r reactivity in the multimode dynamics formulation.

8-5.

Explain qualitatively how a spatial xenon instability could be
induced by withdrawing control rods from one region of a
reactor and simultaneously inserting control rods in another
region wi th out changing th e lotal power.

Problellls

8-6.
8-7.

8-8.
8-9.
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Deri ve the fundamental formul a for the area-ratio method,
eq. (8-74).
Derive the Garelis-Russell formula, eq. (8-8 1).
Derive the neutron-wave attenuation and phase constant s, eqs.
(8-95) a nd (8-96).
Using th e definition of group velocity in a dispe rs ive medium
Vo

=

ow

ac

deri ve a diffu sion-theory formula for grou p velocity of a thermalneutron wave. Compare with the phase velocity obtained from
w/~.

8-1 0. Analyze the propagation of thermal-neu tron wa ves in a multiplyin g medium using d iffusion th eo ry.
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dest ructi ve test of. 170- 71: stabili ty of.
332-35: start up or. 76
Nume rical com puta tio ns: with backwa rd
d ifferences. 121 21 : com parison of
met hods for, 130- 36: dilli cult ics in.
11 9 - 22: linite-di ITc rence. 110-12 , 457:
wi th fo rwa rd differences, 120-21; integral rorm ula tions for. 115. 120, 123 24. 127- 29: a nd pro mp t-jump a pproxima tio n. 11 9, 122, 130, 136: space- time.
46 3-72: step size for. 11 9. 124. 133. 136
Nyqu ist criterion. 260 75

O mega modes. 455 - 56
Oscilla ting a bsor ber. 50, 66
Osci llnt ion bou ndary. 294
Osci lla tions: auton omo us, 429 36; la rgeamp li t ude. 77-78. 423: nonlinear. 42336: react ivity. 50, 66- 78: source, 44. 49
50: s ub harmonic, 435. SC't: aho Frequency response: Li mit cycle: Tra nsfer
function

Parabol ic cylinder func tions. 8 1
PBF reactor, 169- 70
Period . See React or p(.!riod
Pertu r bati on th (.!ory: a nd rast reactors.
225: a nd mult igroup Iheory. 456; a nd
react ivity (.;oe ffi cie!lts. 154: in t ranspo rt
theory. 444 . 446

--------------------------------------------------------.,.
Subjecl Index
Phase margin, 270- 72
Phase plane, 186, 200, 205, 354-60
Phase space, in transport theory, 444
Phase variables, 354-59
Photo neutrons, J 5
Pi le oscillator, 66. See (Ilso Frequency
response; Transfer function
Pitt's form of Wiener's theorem, 417 - 18
Point-reactor model, 6- 9; and approxima-
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decay constant, 474; of reactivity, 478-

80
Pulsed neutron source, 42. 472
Pu lsed reactors: boost er-type, 42,52; ex- ·
peri mental data for, 169- 7 I; repetitive,
38,51; as sources. 473. Sce also Reactor
excursions
Pulse propagation, 483, 485, 487
PULSTAR reactor, 155, 171

tions, 56: energy corrections for, 7-8 :
and equilibrium, J 7- 19; gcncrationtime formulation of, 6-7, 126 ; lifetime
formulation of, 6, ! 15, 126: and multi-

mode dynamics, 452-54, 463- 64, 467:
and n umerical computations, I J!; parameters in, 7, 13, \5, 446-47; ,111d
quasi-static method, 461; and reacto r
excursions, 184; and transport theory,

445-4X
Popov's criterion: first, 420; second, 421
Positive definite function, 374, 384
Power coefficient, 160, 163; and boundedness, 409; and linear stability, 292- 99:
and non lin ear stability, 401-4, 414;
static, 293, 306
Power series: in nonlinear systems, 343,
372-73, 411 ; in small parameters, 56,
107 - 8
'
Precursor density, 4; equilibrium, 19. See
also Delayed-neutron precursors
Pressurized -water reactors, 331
Prompt critical: definition of, 24; as one
dollar, 25: power at, 93, 95, 203
Prompt decay, 478-80
Prompt drop, 35-36, 43, 189
Prompt jump, 34, 36-37, 189
PrOlnpt -jump approximation: as asymptotic series, 57, 59; and constant-source
approximation, 64-65; derivation of,
56- 58; discontinui ties in. 36, 58, 86, 99;
divergence of, 57, 87, 192,366; frequency
response fo r, 72-73; impulse response
for, 52; inhour equation for, 24; initial
condition for, 58. 369: and linear srabililY, 287- 88. 306-16, 3nL and nonlinear
oscillations. 432, 435-36: and nonlinear
slability, 365-69, 391 - 92; for one delay
group, 58; precursor density in. 58;
ramp-input response for, 86-88. 94; for
reactor excursions, 174- 80; in reactor
start up, 97; as singu lar pert urbation. 57 ;
step-input response for, 36, 51, 58:
transfer function for, 72-73; validity of.
59-62
Prompt neutrons, 2. 4
Pulsed neutron generator, 39, 42, 52
Pu lsed-neutron measurements. 42. 473; of

Quadratic form, 379. 384
Quasi-static method, 455, 46 1-62. 468- 69
QX -j code. 462, 469

Ramp-input excursions, 198-209
Ramp-input response. 78- 102: asymptotic
series for, 85: and constant-source approximation, 85- 87; differential equation for, 79; exact, 84- 85; integral
representation for. 88 - 9 1, and Nordheim-Fuchs model. 88 , 95; at prompt
critical, 93-96; and prompt-jump approximat ion, 86-88, 94; in reactor startup, 96-102: special func tions for, 8 I,
88
Rapid-rate approximation, 37. See al.\"{)
Cons tan t-source approximation
RAUMZElT code, 457, 468
Rayleigh- Ritz method, 457. See also Synthesis
Reactivity, 1, 6; equilibri um . I, 20: in
excursion, 166-68. 176, 178 - 83, 186,
197, 202-3. 228 - 29; measuremen t of,
28, 44: in multimode dynam ics, 455:
negative-bias. 77-78, 424, 427, 429:
negative step of, 35: oscillating, 50, 6678: of point absorber. 448: ram p input
of, 78, 198; shutdown . 19,42,363; step
input of, 17,30 - 31, 164; successive steps
of, 38; time-dependent, 55-56, 102- 8,
463,467; in transport theory, 446 - 47
Reactivity coefficient: for energy, 148.
I ()7, 2 10, 306: for temperature, 142. Sec
also Power coeOlcient; Temperature
coeflicient
Reactivity eigenfunct ions, 443. Sec also
Lamhda modes
Reactivity feedback, 2, 17- 18 ; delayed,
317, 320,322,325-27; linear, 159- 64,
416 ~ 17: prompt, 317, 320, 322- 24, 326
Reactivity transfer function, 67. See also
T ransfer function
Reactor excursions: asymptotic serie~ for ,
190. 194; with complex feedbacks, 210 30; comp uter resu lt s for. 172 - 74, 177,
/'

~J

I

I
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181-83: delayed neut ron s in , 177, ISI84. 204 -9; dura tion of, 167, 169. 202;
ex perimenta l da ta for. 169- 7 1: in fast
reacto rs. 221 - 30 ; Fuchs model fo r, 191-1 103; Nord heim- Fuchs model for. 16469: peak power in. 165. 170. 176- 77.
179- 81. 201. 2 1 I. 213. 217- 20: n~ar
prompt criti cal. 189-9 L 194-98: promptjump mod el for. 174- 80: nlll1p-inpuL
198 - 209; reactiv ity in . 166- 68, 176.
178 -83. 186. 197.202- 3.228- 29 : spacedependen t. 456; step-input. 164- 98
Reactor natural frequency_ 287
Reactor noise, 9, 335
Reactor period. 20. 22; mea surement of.
28, 51

React or sa fety. 230
Reactor sta bil ity: conditional. 293- 94.
303-6, 309- 12; and deJa)ied neu trons,

28 7-88, 296 99. 308, 313- /5, 322-23.
391-92, 41 6; effect of sou rce on, 20.
363; frcquellcy-domain criteria for. 415 22; Liapunov method for , 3SS 405 ; wit h
power coclficicnt. 292-99, 401 -4. 414:
wit h simple feed back, 284- 9 1. 360- 69.
389-96: Storrer's method for. 273 - 74:
with two-pa th feedb ack . 299- 317, 397400.4 10- 11 ; unco ndit ional , 303- 9, 311.
32 1- 22: variable-gradient met hod for.
392- 400. See al.WJ S ta bili ty
Reflecto r, 458
Reprod uct ion fac to r, I ; as eigenva lue,
443; effect ive. 6; infi nite-medi um , 4.
142: in transport theory, 442
Reson ance escape probab ili ty. 143: a nd
Doppler effect. 144, 149- 50, 156- 58:
tem perature coe ffi cient oC 144, 1 49 - 5 ~
Reso nance in legrnl. 150
RE-29 code. 126- 27
Rod drop, 44, 52
Rool 10CllS, 275-84: asymp to tic, 277 - 1M:
lind cba racteristiceq tla tio n, 275 76; departure points for, 279: and eq uipbasc plots.
275-76
Rossi-a lpha. 335
Rout h criterion . 239- 46. 379
RTS code, 11 5, 134. 139

Saddle point. 348
Sepa ra trix: al node. 365 : from saddle
poin t, 353. 357. 365. 414: from shutdown. 364, 432: as stability bounda ry.
200, 353. 355. 360. 387. 432- 33: zeropower. 200
Shape functi o n. 445- 46. 450, 455. 46 1.
463,470

Shutdo wn power, 19- 20
Shu tdown reactivity, 19.42.363
Singula r pert urba tion. 57. 63. 109, 192.

200
Slowing-down powe r, 150
SNAP reactor, 170- 71. 197
Sou rce. See Neutro n so urce
Source insertion. 42- 43
Source jerk. 44
Source tra nsl'er fund io n. 50. S ee al.w
Transfer fu nction
Space-time it eration. 462
Space-time separabili ty, 5, 443. 445. 474
Spectral shirt , 8
SP ERT- l rea ctor: de layed feedback in.
154 : Doppler clTcet in. 2 15- 17; lo ngdelay model for, 212 14 ; mathematica l
models for. 2 10- 17 : prompt feed back
in. 155: pulse data fo r. 170- 71. 197,2 1215; resonance integra! for. 150 : steam
format ion in. 154, 17 1. 2 10 ; transient
react ivity in , 137: zero-delay model for.
2 1[ - 12
Spi ra l point . 349
SPR reactor. 17 [
Stabilit y. 235. 341: a bsolute. 371: Aizerman 's method for. 3~ 1 : asymptoti c,
238. 370- 7 1. 374- 75. 41 5: of bo ilingwater rea~to rs, 328 - 32: cond itional,
243: de fi nitio ns o f, 396- 71: and describing funct io n, 429: of fast reacto rs, 31728: frequency-doma in criteria fo r. 4 [522 : and fre quency response, 47; geometric proof of. 363; global. 370 :
Lagrange. 370. 405, 407, 411; in the
large. 342. 370: Lia punov method for.
372- 88: of linea r systems, 235- 84 : of
no nl inear systems. 341 - 60. 369- 8~L 405 22: o f nuclear rocket reactors. 332- 35:
Nyq ui st cri terion for. 260 - 75; orbital.
370.423: quasi-asymptot ic, 370: 1'001loclls method for. 275- 84: Routh criterion for. 239 - 46. 379: in the sma ll.
344. 370- 7 [ : space-dependent. 462 :
structural. 37 1: Szego's met hod for,
380- 82 : uniform. 370 ; varia ble gradient
method for, 382 84. 392 - 400. Sec (/f.~o
Reactor stability
Sta bi lity boundary: dyn;llllic. 243 : infinit y.
246: i,n parameter space. 245-46. 293.
303. 308: in state space, 353, 355. 360.
388. 4 13- 14 ; sta tic. 243
Sta ble focus. 349
Stable li mit cycle. 370- 71. 408-9, 432 - 35
Stable node, 347
Stable period, 22. 26. See 01.1'0 Reactor
peri od

Subjecl Index
Star point, 347, 350
Startup accident. 96-102; conditions at
critical in , 102; period during. 91-\ - 102;
and prompt-jump approximation. 97;
quasi-static limit for, 100
State-variable feedback, 335
State variables, 354
Statistical \veight, 448
Step-input excursions, 164-98
Step-input response, 30-38; approximate,
35-37; coefficients in , 33-34; equations
for, 32; graphs of, 33 - 34; for one group,
33; and transfer function, 48
Stochastic processes, 9, 335
STREAK code, 457
Subcritical equilibrium, 18
Subdomain weighting, 454
Sylvester's theorem, 384, 392, 399
Synthesis, 457- 6 1; muiticlulllnel, 459-61:
nemerical results for, 464. 468, 470- 71 ;
space-time, 461; time, 460- 61; variationa\, 460 - 61
Szego's method, 380-82

Temperature coefficient: definition of.
142; dclayed, 148- 56. 317: for fast
reactor. 155- 59; for hetei'ogeneous reactor, 148-55 ; for homogeneous reactor, 141 - 48: isothermal, 142. 148,
158; prompt, 148- 56. 317; sign of,
142; temperature dependence of, 147:
for thermal reactor, 141 - 55; and transfer function, 259
Thermal reactor. 2; temperature coefficients for, 141-55
Thermal utilization, 143; temperature coefficient of. 144-46, 151 - 52
Thermionic reactor, 317
Threshold energy, 221, 223, 226 - 27
Transfer function, 44- 50. 67- 76; approximations to, 72-74; and characteristic
equation, 48, 237- 39: closed-loop, 237,
255 - 56; dc!inition of. 45; and ditferential o perators, 47; graphs of, 70- 73.
75- 76; and impulse response, 48; and
in hour equation, 68; and initia l conditions, 48; measurements of. 315 - 26:
normalization of, 67; for one group, 69:
open-loop. 237; polar plots of. 70-71,
248- 56: reactivi ty, 67; source, 50; spacedependent , 462, 482: and step-input
response, 48: for subcritieal reactor,
74-75; for supercritical reactor, 74- 76;
and temperature coeflicient. 259; ZCI'Opower. 69 - 72, 253. Sce also Frequency
response
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Transfcr-fullctiol1 period dl"ect, 76
Transport eq uation, 441
Transport theory: for neutron waves. 483,
487- 88: for pulsed systems, 481: for
reacto r dynamics, 441-48
Tran sport time delay. 16 1-62, 269- 71,
325 - 27, 406. 422
TREAT reactor. 169-70, 197
Trial functions: for Inultimode dynamics,
450,451-56,460- 61 , 464,470- 71; foc
point-reactor dynamics, 126
TRIGA reactor: parameters for. 28;
prompt feedback in, 155; plllscdata for,
170,197; variable heat capacity in , 170,
217-19
Turning points: in excursion model, 189;
in WKB method, 107
TWIGL code. 457
Two-energy-group theory. 7. 463

Undetermined parameters, method of.
453
Units: of n, c, and q, 7; of reactivity, 7,20.
25 - 26 , 33
Unstable focLls, 349
Unstable limit cycle. 371. 424. 431 - 33.
435 - 36
Unstable node, 347

Variable gradient method , 382- 84, 392 400
Variational functional, 454, 461
Variational method, 454, 457
VIPER reactor. 171
Vortcx poin!. 350

Weber's diITcrcntial equation. 81
Weigh ted-resid ual method: for point reactor dynamics, 126- 21-\, 132- 35; for
space-dependent dynamics, 449, 451 - 57.
459 - 61 ; and variational method, 454
Weighting funclions , 451, 453- 55, 460 -61,
470
Welton 's criterion, 415-20; Akcasu's derivation of. 415- 18; for Newton cooling.
419; Smets' derivation of, 418- 19; for
two-path feedback, 419 - 20
Wcstcoll's formulation, 146
Wiener's theorem, Pill's form of~ 417 - 18
WIGLE code, 457. 463, 470
WKB (Wcntzel-Kramers-Brillouin) method, 105-8, 128, 424
WSM R reactor. 171
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-'Subject Index

Xenon. 339
Xenon oscillations, 462
Z~ ro - tifclimc

approximation. Sec Promptjump approximation
ZSI (Zero-slope isocline); in rcaClor excursions, 186- 89 , 192- 96, 205 - 9; III
stability. 357, 364
Zubov's V-function , 439

